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MILITAW CURRICUEIN MATERIALS

The military-develcped curriculum materia3g :In this course
package w..re selected by the Naticnal Center fcr Research in
Vocational Education Military Curriculum Project for dissent-
ination to the six regional Curriculum Coordination Centers and
other instructional materials agencies. The purpose of
disseminating these courses was to make curriculum raciterials
ceveltped by tiv military mom accessibl e t o klacaticial
educators in the civilian setting.

The course materials were acquired, evaluated hy project
st*aff and practitioners in the field, and prepated for
dissemination. Materials which were specific to the military
were deleted, oopyrighted materials were either omitted or appra-
val for their use was 'obtained. These course packages omtain
curri.culum resounze materials whidi can be adapted to support
vocatior4a1 instruction and curriculum developuent.
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old organizations to solve educational prob-
lem:. relating to. individual careel planning,
preparation, and progression. The National
Center fulfills its mission by:

Generating knowledge through research

Developing educational programs and
products

Evaluating individual program needs
and outcomes

Installing educational programs and
products

iperating information systenis and
rvices

Conducting.leadership development and
training programs
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Program Information Of floe
The National Center for Research in Vocational

Education
The Ohlo State Univarsity
1963 Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210.
Telephone: 614/48fi-3685 or Toll Free 800/

8484815 within the.continental U.S.
(except Ohio).
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Military
Curriculum Materials e What Materials
Dissemination Is Are Available?

an activity to increase the accessibility of
military-developed Curricelum materials to
vocational and technical educators.

This project, funded by the U.S. Office of
Education, includes the identification and
acquisition of curriculum mateials in print
form from the Coast Guard, Air Force,
Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

Access to military curriculum materiali is
provided through a "Joint Memorandum of

,Understanding'4.1 between the U.S. Office of
Education and the Department of Defense.

The acquired materials are reviewed by staff
and sellect matter specialists, and courses
deemed applicable to vocational and tech-
rical education are selected for dissemination.

The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education is the U.S. Office of
Education's designated representative to
acquire the materials and conduct the project'
activities.

Project Staff:

Wesley E. Budke, Ph.D., Director
National Center Clearinghouse

A

Shirley. A. Chase, Ph.D.
Project Director

One hundred twenty kqurses on microfiche
(thirteen in paper forms and descriptions of
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Curriculum Coordination Centers arid 'other
instructional materials agencies for dissemi-

.nation.

Course materials include programmed
instruction, curriculum outlines, instructor
guides, student workooks and technical
manuals.
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Food Service
Health
Heating Si Air
Conditioning

Machine Shop
Management &
Supervision

Meteotii ibgy &
Navigation

Photography
.Public Service

The number of courses and the subject areas
represented will expand as additional mate-
rials with application to vocational and
technical education are identified and se:acted
for dissemination.

How Can These
Materials Be Obtaihed?

1"

Contact the Curriculum Coordination Center
in your region for information on obtaining
materials (e.g., availability and cost). They
*will respond to your request directly or refer

*au to an instructional materials agency
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INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENT

This programmed lesson is a WORKBOOK which combines "Self-Teaching4 with
./ Class-Teaching as you learn each step. The overall lesson information

is broken into small steps called "frail _s". Each frame teaches with
words, pictures, or both; then you are required to apply that bit of .

instruction by completing a response or doing a described action. The
booklet is set up so that, when the book is open, tif teaching or
questioning part of the frame is on the left page; while the answer,
picture, or action portion of that frame is on the facing right page.

To work and learn with this booklet, you read the left portion of the
frame, then continue over to the right facing page and complete the
answer (response) or do, the described action. When that frame is com-
pleted, you turn the page for the next frame. If you have just completed
a response-frame, you will find in parenthesis ( ) a check on your-last
response. It is there for you to check your answer, NOT FOR COPYING.
Instructors will be around to comment on your action frames and to offer
personal assistance and advice. If you are doing the booklet in class,
raise your hand when you need an instructor's advice before you try the
next frame. Otherwise, just cdntinue to thesext frame.

This booklet is your property, it is not a test (othe'r than testing your-
self). Go through it at your own speed. Note that each page is di-
vided by horizontal lines into A, B and C Levels. Continue thru the
booklet on Level A before returning to the front to start Level B; then,
work thru Level B and so on-until you have completed the lesson.

The last set of frames directs you to do,a practical exercise. Here you
will make lettering guide lines and show how well you can do freehand
lettering. This exercise will be turned in to the instructor, once it
is completed.



OBJECTIVES OF THIS LESSON
'sae,

Upon completion of this lesson you will know and recognize the style of
freehand lettering recommended for military construction drawings. You

will fUrther be able to

a. . . recognize the value of lettering guide lines.

b. . . . follm all letters and numerals with easy strokes, in a
natural sequence, and in a stable style.

c. . . compose those letters into c'early legible words, and space
the words into easy-to-reaa sentences.

d. . properly form whole numbers and fractions.

e. . . develop and practice habits that will make your freehand
lettering a continually improving skill.

f. . demonstrate your ability to set up proper lettering guide
lines, and do lettering at various sizes.

FINAL INSTRUCTIONS

Now, with "HB" pencil in hand and sandpaper pad handy, start Level A,

frame #1 at the top of page 4. Work thru Level A (top of each succeeding
page) before starting Level B, frame #19, etc.

You will be teaching yourself, but if you have a question, raise your
hand And an instructor will assist you.

2
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LEVEL A

I.

The ability to letter well can be acquired by
anyone who will PRACTICE faithfully and intelligently, as
well as take the time to always follow the procedures
outlined in this text.

(Now complete the response on facing page)

DO NOT'WORK BELOW THIS LINE UNTIL YOU HAVE
COMPLETED ALL FRAMES OF LEVEL A.

LEVEL B

19. (Action)

LLiitR'STROKES

Using the guidelines provided in Figure 7,
practice clockwise and counter-clockwise curve strokes by
repeating patterns as shown. Be sure to follow the
direction of the arrows for ill strokes as indicated in
the illustration.

(proper spacing) 35.

LEVEL C

LETTER SPACING

Because of the variety in widths and shapes,
letters must be spaced so that the void areas between
them appear relatively equal.

Use the facing page to practice letter spacing
by duplicating the illustrated words. Make an effort to

match spacing of your letters with the provided samples

shown in Figure 19.

4
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(

Response:

In order to acquire the ability to letter well, we must

faithfully and intelligently.

=BREMEN! molimmlan111.=

Cc

1.

19.

Figure 7

%11111.11.111.01MM.M....11111

35.

-t-

Figure 19



(practice) 2.

LEVEL A

The only lettering style that will be taught in

this drafting course is SINGLE-STROKE, VERTICAL,

COMMERCIAL GOTHIC, CAPITAL LETTERING. 'This style is the

lettering used on all types of drawings, and is the

foundation for theBiginner.

lete 1:esponse on facing page)

LEVELS

20.

RULE OF STABILITY

Letters, such as B, E,,K, S, X, and Z, and the

numbers 3 and 8, must be drawn smaller at the to than

at the bottom to present an appearance o stafl ty.

YRITIMT-ainteract the optical illusion of letters or
numbers appearing to " fall over ".

LEVEL C

36.

WORD SOACING

When spacing words, a logical separation is

necessary --- not too far apart that the words lose

their relationship to each other, and not too close that

the words run together. A " rule-of-thumb " that can he

followed in.the spacing of words is: The space provided

between words should be such that if the letter " I "

were inserted between two words, they would appear as

one word. (See Figure 20.)

6



00

(

........

Response:

The standard lettering style used on all drawings is

CAPITAL LETTERING.

VERTICAL, COMMERCIAL GOTHIC,

Response:

The top of the number 8 is drawn than the
bottom to give the number a firm base to support itself.

20.

WORRS 1 S PAo ED I BY I SKETCH I NG I AN 1 H BE CNA EEN

WORD§ SPACED BY SKETCHING AN I BETWEEN..0.1
Figure 20

RespOnse: 36.

is used as a guide for spacing words.

Using the guidelines rrovided in Figure 20, letter ,the phrase.shown
above the guidelines. .

The letter



(single-stroke)

A

sm-7=Mb

SINGLE - STROKE means that,theletters are
formed with one stroke, A draftsman never has to go

back over a line of lettering. The WiRrof 4 single
st-oke of a pencil is the thickness of a letter.

LETTER FORMATION

An alphabet of vertical capitals and numbers has

been arranged in family groups in the following frames.

To bring out the proportions of widths to heights, the ex-

ample letters are shown against a square backgrOund with

its sides divided into six parts. Some letters, such as

A and To fill the squares, that is, they are equally as

wide as they are high. Others, such as H and O, are five

spaces wide and six space's high. These ro rtions must

be learned visually, so they can tirliatin w t out

hesitation..

Study the shape of each example letter, together

with the order and direction of the strokes that form it;

then, practice lettering each letter in the provided spaas
until its form and construction are com letel familiar.

(1) 37.

LETTER AND WORD SPACING

Study the three lines of lettering shown in

Figure 21. Using the guidelines provided below the

example, letter the three lines with reference to the

proper spacing principles:

8



Response:

The thickness of the letter is formed by d

of a pencil.

Response:

To enable a draftsman to draw letters without hesitation, he must
learn the letter visually.

COMPOSITION IN LETTERING
REQUIRES CAREFUL SPACING, NOT ONLY
OF LETTERS BUT OF WORDS AND U N ES

C.

Figure 21

9

4

21.

37.

I0



,red

(single - stroke)

Lettering used on drawings must be.uniform.
Ihe best method to insure uniformity is to use

A vertical lettering. Vertical letters are -formed with

lines that run straight up and down.

.(0oportions)
22.,-

. r-H-T GROUP

The letter I is the foundation stroke. It is

a single line straight up and down. The letter H iS

nearly square (the width is 5/6 of the height), and in

accordance with the rule of,stability, the crass-bar
is just above center. 'The top of the T is drawn
first to the full width of.the square, and the stem is
started accurately, as its middle point.

Study the examples in Figure 8 and practice
forming the figures in the spaces provided. Be sure
to stay inside thejuidelines. that are shown.

38. (Action)

Place a sheet of tracing paper (81/4" x-11")-on

your drawing board with the long edge vertical. After

aligning the paper with your T-squares secure it to
the drafting board with masking tape. Remove the

"Ames Lettering Guide from yourdesk drawer and
place it on the upper right corner of the drafting
board. You will also need either a 5H pencil or your
mectianical pencil with 5H lead, and your lead pointer.
Once the above tasks are completed, proceed to the

next frame.

e-

10

9 9



.66-043F"hr.."

(

Response:.
411.

%

To insure uniformity in lettering
iktering is used.

4,

12.

Fi gure 8

11



(vertical)

Commercial Gothic is a fancy name for a style of

A lettering that simply means, "All lines,used to form the

letters art of the same thickness or line we19ht."
%a

23.

L E GROUP

The letter L is made with utio'strokes. The first

two strokes of the letter E is made the same as for letter

L. The letterF is made the same as the letter Es
omitting the bottom stroke.

Study the examples in Figure 9. Practice forming

the letters of the L-E-F Group in the practice spaces

provided.

39.

GUIDELINES

Tnusfar, guidelines have been provided for you to

practice yqur lettering. However, you be required

to construct youi- own guiaelines on actual drawings.
Guidelines are used for ALL lettering. The "Ames
Lettering Guide" will be used to construct required

guideliqes on ALL course drawings.

. Refer to your "Ames Lettering Guide" during the
next few frames, as you learn how to draw and use

guidelines for lettering.

12-



Response:

1 ''''Pah,* 4 OrS.,Astios,,,a

Letters that have the same thickness for all lines are

called

4.

,

:

77:4,

.4

ar;

7/Ir

23.

( ia_9=1

41.

Figurkr 9

-6011

ANIKMIMM=0

Response:

.

All lettering requires the construction of

-13

39.



(Commerciail
Gothic)
To'

" V.

6.

Letters are divided into two groups, capital and

lower case. ALL LETTERING pe;lormed in this course will

be accomplished, using CAPITAL LETTERS. .

15

24.

N -2-X-YGROUP

Study the examples in Figui.e 10 on-the facing

page. Note that the letters and X are smaller etAthe

top than at the bottom, in application of the "Rule of

Stability." Practice lettarsN-2-X-Yin the spaces

provided on the facing page.

-

(guidelines.) 40.fl
- Guidelines are 1 ht lines drawn with con-

struction line weigkps. erefore, a draftsman will use

a shar 5H Rills:nor lead to construct guidelines.

Gui e 'nes shdad-be diFirenough to be seen, but NOT dark

enough to reprodae on a drawing print.



n Response:

letters will be usea in this course.

140

6.

YIK-1 ,111=1.111.

Response:

Figure 112

Guidelines are drawn with a sharp, pencil mr lead.

40.



7. You have now learned the style of lettering that you'will be using

during this course of instruction.

25.

V - A K 4 GROUP

Note that the example reflecting the horizoptal

stroke of the letter "A" is one-third of the distance

measured from the bottom. Also, note that the second

and third strokes of the letter "K" are drawn perpendic-

ular to each other. (See Figure 11)

Practice letters V - A - K - 4 in the spaces

provided On the facing page.

(5H) 41.

It is possible to draw guidelines for lettering

from 1/16 to 2 inches In height with the use of the "Ames

Lettering Guide." The numbers 10 to 2, shown on the

disc, denote 1te height of the letters in thirty-seconds

of ark inch.

Let us assume that we want to form letters 7/32

of an inch in height. Therefore, we must rotate the disc

so the number 7 coincides with the frame index. The disc

is rotated by holding the upper corner of the "Ames

Lettering Guide" with one hand, and turning the disc with

your free hand.

16



Response:

The style of lettering used by draftsmen is

letters.

el!

7.

Is

25.

..011MP

Figure 11

Frame Index

Figure 22

(Action) Refer to the above figure for guidance and rotate the disc
ufitil the number 7 is aligned with the frame index.

41.

17



(single - stroke,
vertical, commercial
gothic, capital)

8.

A

All finished lines on a drawing are black.
Lettering is a permanent or finished line. Iii-55tain_

dark, permanent lettering, we will use an NB pencil.

26.

M-W GROUP

Refer to the examples on the facing page (Figure

12), and note that the letter M is slightly.wider than it

is high.- The letter W is one-third wider than it is high.

The letter W is the widest letter in the alphabet.

Practice forming these letters in the spaces

provided on the facing page.

42.

The s Lettering Guide" has three rows of

holes on t e dis The outer two rows are labeled 2/3

and 3/5, an are ued primarily for lower case letters.

Since we wil 'arming upper case letters ONLY, the two

outer rows of holes will be disregarded. Students will

use ONLY the center row of holes for the construction of

guidelines. The center row of holes will provide you
with the necessary series of guidelines, to include the

baseline, centerline and the capline. (Refer to

Figure 23 for an examplej



Response:

A draftsman will use an pencil to obt4,in dark, Permanent
lettering.

4:4

8.

Figure 12

CAP LINE

CENTER LINE

Figure 23

Response: 42.

Students will use only the row of holes on the "Ames
Lettering Guide" for the constructlon of guffelines.

19



(HB )

A

9.

The HB pencil that we use for littering must be

sharpened to a long, conic point, which must

be rounded slightly by. drawing a few small circles on a

sheii-Oricratch paper. The purpose for roundin the

point is to remove any sharp edges that couTd tear the

paper.

All the letters in this group are based on a cir-

cle. The circle for the letter 0 is drawn with two

strokes.

Study the examples in Figure 13 and practice

forming the letters in the spaces provided on the facing

page.

(center) 43.

The lettering guide is used by placing the base

of the guide along the edge of the T-square (or straight-
edge), and inserting a sharp, SH pencil point in the bot-

tom hole of the center row. Then, the pencil is used to

pull the guide to the right as far as necessary to con-

struct the baseline. Keeping the guide-in its stopped

position on the baseline, the pencil point is removed and

placed in the hole above in the center row. Next, the

guide is pulled to the left to construct the center

guideline. Again, the pencil.point is removed, and

placed in the next hole (3d from the bottom). The

capline is drawn by pulling the guide to the right.

(Refer to Figure 24 for an example.)



Response:

To, prevent our paper from tearing when lettering, we must
the point slightly after the point has been

Figure 13

43.

Figure 24

(Action) Draw a complete set of 0 7 guidelines across the entire
width of the 81/4" x 11" tracing paper secured to your

drawing board. The capline should be spaced approximately
ohe inth from the top of the tracing paper.

21



(round) 10.

.
T1 H8 pencil must be rotated after a few strokes

A of lettering, so the point Wi1T-7-iira1n symmetrical (bal-
anced/rounded even).

28.

0 U - J GROUP

These letters are drawn with combinations of
straight and curved strokes.

8 Practice forming the letters in this group,
paying particular attention to the junction.points
where the curved and straight lines meet. (See Figure 14)

44.

Students will use the Niimber,7 size lettering
for all TITLES lettered in this course.

34

22



Response: 10.

A draftsman should form a habit of his
pencil afxer every few strokes of letterWigiiiRTIWiiiiiiibal-
anced and rounded evenly.

28.

(Acti*

Figure 14

44,

Using the guidelines that you constructed on the tracing
papers letter the following statement (See Figure 29,
page 40)

TITLES ARE ALWAYS NtiMBER 7

23



(rotating) IL
Utilizing a proper and comfortable position .

improves qualitk of your lettering tremendously and

also enables you to letter for long periods of time

without tiring.

PROPER POSITION

Holding the pencil correctly is the first step
for attaintng a proper position. The second step is

using the correct finger or wrist movement to form
the letters.

29.

P - R 8. GROUP

Note the application of the " Rule of Stabil-

ity with the example of the letter 8-in Figure

15. The middle lines of P and R are on the.center-

line. The middle line of the 8 is slightly higher.

111*
Refer to the facing pig and practice letter-

ing this group in thespaces p ded.
a

45.

Students will use Number 5 size lettering for

all SUB-TITLES required throughout this course.

24

36
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Response:

The first step for attaining a
is holding the pencil correctly.

11.

Figiire 15

212

29.

45.

(Action) Set your lettering guide for Number 5 size lettering.
Draw a complete set of guidelines for Number 5 size lettering
on your tracing paper. The cap ine should be sOaced approxi-
mately one-half inch below th1basel1ne of the Number 7 guide-
lines previo<y drawn.

Letter the following statement between the Number 5
guidelines (See Figure 29, page 40).

SUR-TITLES ARE ALWAYS NUMBER 5

25



(proper posItion) 12.

itt

The pencil ts held with thelhumb, fore-
finger, and second finger. The third and fourth

.fingers rest on the paper, but DO NOT hold the

pencil.

Figure 1

30.

- 8.- 3 GROUP

The letters dnd numerals in this group
are closely related in form, and the "Rule of

Stability" must be observedrcarefullv. The'
numeral 8 mav be made on the S construction
using three strokes, or by adding two more .
strokes to the numeral 3 (See Figure 16).

Practice forming the characters of this-
group in the spaces provided on the facing page.

46.

ALL LETTERING (other than titles and

sub-titles) will be accomplished with Number 4
size lettering throughout the remainder of this

course.

26



Response: 12.

The thumb, forefinger, and second finger are usetto
the pencil. 4

Figure 1

I.V..1=11mffl

Fi ure 16

(Action) 46.

Set your lettering guide for Number 4 size lettering and

draw a.complete set of guidelines for Number 4 size lettering

on your tracing paper. The capline should be spaced approxi.
mately one-half inch below the baseline of the Number 5 guide-

lines previously drawn.

Letter the following statement, using the Number 4 size

guidelines (See Figure 29, page 40).

SCALE, DIMENSIONS AND NOTES ARE NUMBER 4

27



(hold) 13. }

Vertical, slanting, and curved strokes are drawn
with a steady, even FINGER movement. This is accomplished

A by using the holdilig fingers only, with NO movement of the
wrist. The third and fourtktringers are used to support
the hand on the paper ohly.
6

Figure 2

te
NUMERALS 0 . 6 - 9 GROUP

There,is a d4tinct difference between the letter
0 and the numeral 0. .

Note the width of the example shown
in Figure 17 on the facing page. 'The numeral 0 is 5/6 as

wide as it-is high. Your attention is recalled to'Frame
27, which explained that the letter 0 is equally as widp
as it is high.

All the numbers in this group are to be drawn as 5/6
as wide as they are high. Practice forming these numbers
in the provided spaces on the facing page.

47.

The spacing between a set of guidelines will always
be the same as the lettering size. This will permit you
to draw the guidelines for all lettering and spacing at
the same time.

-4
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Response: 13.

movement is used to form vertical, slanting and
curved strokes.

31.

Figure 17

-..

(Action) # 47.

Draw a series of guidelines for two lines of Number 4
size lettering. Your spacing between the rows of guidelines
will be the same size as your letters. (Refer to Figure
29, page 40 when constructing your guidelines, and letter
the statements shown in spaces.)



(Finger)

A

14.

Horizontal strokes aretade similar to verti-
cal strokes, BUT there is/some pivoting of the hand
at the wrist.

31

32.

2 - 5 - 7 GROUP

Note the " Rule of Stability " as applied to
the examples shown in Figure 18. All the numbers
in this group are drawn 5/6 as wide as they are high.

Practice forming these numbers in thtspaces
provided on the facing page.

48.

FRACTIONS

Guidelines are eways used for lettering
fractions, with the total height of the fraction
twice the size of the v .;:e number (See Figure 25).

30
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Response:

',*40

, 14.

Study Figures 3 and 4. Notice how the movements differ
for vertical and horizontal strokes.

32.

(Figure 3, Vertical Strokes) (Figure 4, Horizontal S

Figure 18

48.

N24(

Figure 25

31

t_

N2 4 till
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3 3
15.

Vertical strokes are made entirely by finger

movement, Horizontal strokes are made by pivoting the

A whole hand at the wrist; fingers move slightly to keep

the stro e perfectly horizontal.

^

33. The above is the complete alphabet with numbers

showing you once again how the letters and numbers are

formed with the proper stroke order.

Using the guidelines on the facing page, letter

the alphabet with numbers. Refer to the examples

49.
Fractions are always made with a horizontal bar.

Be careful to leave a clear space above and below this

horizontal bar (See Figure 26).

11
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Response:

Vertical, slanting, and curved
movement only.

Horizontal strokes require soma

15.

strokes are drawn with a

pivoting at the

33.

i 3

Figure 26

33

5

SPACE

BAR

SPACE

49.



(finger, wrist) 16.

A

STROKE ORDER AND DIRECTION

To make each repetition of each letter appear
the same, a draftsman must develop a.consistent
habit of stroke order and direction.

In.the following frames, the acceptable se-
quence and stroke direction are given for right-.
handers. Nif you are left-handed, it may be more
suitable for u to df-Tgiif-Filierse the horizontal

stroke direct on.

34.
CQMPOSITION

041,

Proper spacing of letters and words contribute
equally as much as the letter forms for the appear-
ance of a block of letering. The spacing between
letters and words is called composition.

50.

Guidelines for fractions are easily obtained
with your lettering guide. Five.holes on the middle
row must be used to obtain whole numbers with frac-
tions. The third hole will represent the middle of
the fraction. Study Figure 27, and note the-use of
the guidelines.

f;

34



Response: 16.

A draftsman must develop a consistent habit of stroke
and to-make repeti-

iTEW-Freia-Tiff&

Response:

The appearance of a block of lettering is enhanced by the
forms of letters and

NOW, TURN BACK TO PAGE 4, CHECK YOUR REWNSE,
AND PROCEED WITH FRAME 35.

Ng4 N24

SERIES OF 5

ALL FRACTIONS REQUIRE A TOTAL OF

5 GUIDELINES

Figure 27

35 _

A "

50.



(order, direction)

A

17. (Action)

LETTER STROKES

, On the guidelines provided in Figure 5,
practice vertical and horizontal stro,es by
repeating stroke patterns as shown. Be sure to
employ the correct position and insure that you
use sufficient pressure to obtain black lines.
Strokes must be made in the directWaf the
arrows shown in the illustration.

51:1.

-On the guidelines provided.in Figure 28,
practice lettering fractions by repeating the
numbers shown in the upper line. .

1

36
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17.

Figure 5

110

3B

6110

51.

MOM WIN -VMS- filifftt AMON{ MOW NOM II IMINIIMP., HMO 11...1.11114/ 41111 IIP .1111010.0 NAVENIll...0-
41111111C". 4010.Z.JullUMIN.r.voirvirmcomrar=mr-mos -am I r Int t . &MOW +WI= ftliER ..1111111i.... awe a - MIMF IMP & UMMIP..,' V .1111111

Figure 28
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18. (Action)
\

Using the\guidelines provided in Figure 6,
A practice left and right slope strokes by repeating

strokatterns 8s shown.

52.

Complete the lettering exercise on your tracing
paper by lettering the statements shown on Figure 29.

Be sure to use the letter size as noted .on the left
margin of the figure. (DO NOT letter the size numbers.)

51)

38
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18.

Figure 6

YOU*HAVE NOW COMPLETED LEVEL A. TURN BACK TO PAGE 4. AND .

CONTINOE WITH FRAME'19, LEVEL E.

TURN TO FIGURE 29, PAGE 40, AND

COMPLETE THE LETTERING EXERC4

ON YOUR TRACING PAPER.

39
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2, TITLES ARE ALWAYS NUMBER 7

SUBTITLES ARE ALWAYS NUM BER 5

la SCALE, DIMENSIONS AND NarEs ARE NUMBER 4

in
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INTRODUCTION

rt,"

, 4.3

The purpose of this booklet is to furnish students the opportunity
to broaden (or refresh) their knowledge of basic mathematics. It is a
workbook and is not written to teach, but rather to afford the opportunity
,to practice calculations and operations in mathematics which-may have been
forgotten o uire refreshi . .,

, The booklet is referenced to the Defense Mapping School text, "Com-

:ehe
e40e4ive Review of Mathematics" (ST 003), and certain sections have been

aed Where additional information was deemed necessary.

'V j
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BASIC ARiTHMETIC

1. ADDITION SUBTRACTION MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION

a. Add the following:

(1) 7642 + 698
(2) 1794 + 15 + 379
(3) 1274 + 673 + 1989 + 2001 + 12 + 5
(4) 10792 + 1798 + 203222
(5) 194002 + 18332 + 157

4. Perform the following subtractions:

(1) 222796 - 198999
(2) 15798 - 13989
(3) 27654 - 25765
(4) 391234 - 387345
(5) 192123 - 187345

c. Work the following problems:

(1) A construction company, using five trucks, hauled the
following loads of soil from a road construction site. 3t, St, 2t,
3t, 4t, 1t, 4t, Zt, 3t, 3t, 2t, 2t, 3t, 5t, 5t, 4t, 3t, 3t, 2t, 2t,
5t, St. How many tons of soil were moved?

(2) From the sum of 2732, 19237, 32432 and 79456 subtract
the sum of 35678, 4567, 7890 and 2765.

2. COMMON FRACTIONS (Reference: CRM Text, Section II, para 11-17)

a. As discussed in above reference, addition and/or subtraction
of common fractions requires reduction of all fractions to their
LOWEST COMMON DENOMINATOR (LCD). If a relatively large number of
fractions are involved, the determination of the LCD cannot be
accomplished by inspection. Following is a method of determining
the LCD.

440,

440
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b. Let us assume that six fractions with denominators of 18,
_32, 7, 21, 80 and 28 are to be added. Set up this problem as

follows:

18 32 7 21 80 28

2 9 16 7 21 40 14

3 3 16 7 7 40 14

7 3 16 1 1 40 2

2 3 8 1 1 20 1

2 3 4 1 1 10 1

2 3 2 1 1 5 1

What we have done here is this: we factored out common factors of

two or more numbers. That is, we divided each number divisible by

two, writing the 2 on the left of the vertical line, and the number

of times it went into the horizontal number under such number. We

also copied numbers not divisible by 2 on this horizontal line.

Then we did the same thing with 3, 7, etc. until no common factors

remained. The LCD (or Lowest Comm& Multiple (LCM)) is then found

by multiplying the common factors down on the left and multiplying

these by the numbers across the bottom horizontal line. Our LCD

then would be 2x3x7x2x2x2x3x2x1x1x5x1or 10080.

c. Determine

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)

(22)

LCD and solve the following problems:

1/4 + 3/8 + 1/2 + 3/4 + 3/8
3/16 + 3/4 + 1/2 + 114 + 3/8
3/32 + 3/8 + 15/16 + 5/8
51/64 + 29/32 + 5/8 + 7/8
21/64 + 31/32 + 5/16 + 9/16 + 3/4
1/5 + 24/25 + 2/3 + 9/5 + 14/15
1/3 -4- 8/9 + 26/27 + 2/3 + 7/9
1/8 + 3/8 + 7/8 + 3/4 + 13/16
15/17 + 1/2 + 3/4
21/22 + 3/11 + 3/4 + 7/11
4 1/2 + 3 7/8 + 3/4 + 2 1/8 .
12 7/8 + 3 3/4 + 11 31/32 + 12 1/2
12 7/8 + 4 7/8 10 3/4 - 5 7/8
11 19/32 + 12 9/16 - 5 5/8 - 6 13/32
2 2/3 + 6 4/5 + 7 7/12 + 8 17/20 + 3
3/4 x 7/8
5/8 x 7/8 x 1/2 x 2/21
3 x 4 x 6 x 7

4/7 - 25 17/21

8 x 9 x 12 x 3
5 1/2 x 10 3/4 x 4 7/8
21 15/16 x 5 4/7 x 11

1/2 2/3
3/16 4- 9/3

5 Li
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4-8

(23) 1 5/8 4- 3/4
(24) 21 7/8 4 15/8
(25) 27 1/2 1/4

(26) (3/4 x 4/8 x 1/2) 1/2
(27) (5/16 x-1/2 x 8/9) 4- (1/2 x 3/4)
(28) (3/32 x 8/9 x 3/4) + (2/3 x 3/4)
(29) (1 7/8 x 2 1/4) +.1/8
(30) (3 3/32 x 6 8/9) + 7/8

3. DECIMAL FRACTIONS (Referefte: CRM Text, Section II, para 18-26)

a. Remember these rules of thumb:

(1) To reduce a common fraction to a decimal fraction
merely divide the denominator into the numerator.

(2), 'When adding or subtracting decimal fractions make sure
the decimal points are lined up vertically.

(3) In multiplication, multiply fractions as whole numbers
and on the product count off, from right to left, the sum of the
decimal places in multiplier and multiplicand.

(4) In division, change the divisor into a whole number
(removal of decimal point) by multiplying the divisor by 10, or a
multiple thereof,and also multiplying the dividend by the same
number.

b. Problems.

(1) Change the following common fractions into decimal
fractions.

W 3/89 5/89 7/8
(b) 3/10, 3/100, 3/1000
(c) 1/4, 1/2, 3/4
(d) 1/5, 2/5, 3/5, 4/5
(e) 3/7, 2/9, 10/11, 15/16
(f) 1 12/13, 2 7/8, 13 12/25, 100 3/4
(g) 25 15/16, 37 3/8, 12 11/32
CO 15 7/15, 28 112/625, 19 117/227
(1) 27 27/27, 212 15/75, 115 111/333

(j) 127 2/3, 184 5/8

St)



(2) Change the following decii,11 fractions to common frac-

tions (proper or improper)

(a) 1.625, 3.75, 16.875
(b) 0.5, 0.50, 0.6667
(c) 3.125, 1.678, 2.556
(d) 127.333, 12.422, 1.89
(e) 11.675, 14.321, 11.123

(3) Add the following decimal fractions.

(a) 127.321, 11.40, 159.3, 227.3456, 0.01

(b) 12.4, 13.7214, 150, 162.875
(c) 1.002; 114.1, 275.75, 0.008
(d) 1756.321, 2706.41, 36.34567, 1.12

(e) 1576.127, 35333.33, 1.001, 0.0001

(4) Perform the following subtractions:

(a) 1736.3941 - 169.01

(b) 975.875 - 12.1
(c) 1394.667 - 0.0008
(d) 427.333 - 400.03
(a) 1242.345 - 1080.5

(5) Solve the following problems:

(a) 3.68 x 24.24 x 100
724friIUNT---- (to 3 decimal places)

(b) Add 3 2,5 and 2 3/4 then divide the sum b.Y

3 4/10 4 1/8

1 11/12, and change the result to a decimal fraction (to 5 decimals).

4. POWERS AND ROOTS. (Reference: CRM, Section VI, para 38-44.)

a. Fractional Exponents: Any number may b raised to a

fractional power, such as 1/2, 1/3, 3/32, 2/5 etc, etc. It is a

different way of writing the expression, using the ralical sign.

For instance: 2 to the 1/2 power may be written as 4.../27 and

2
3/32 = 32N/P--that is:

in fractional exponents the numerator of the fraction is the

power to which the number is raised and the denominator is the

index of the root.

Go
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b. Negative Exponents: Negative exponents indicate that the
expression is a fraction in itself and stands for .'11" divided by
the expression. For instance: 1

I 1

12-2 -fg T44 and 15-3/4

Numbers with the same base are multiplied by the addition of their
exponents. They are divided by subtracting exponents. They are
raised to a certain power by multiplying their exponents and
have a root extracted by dividing their exponents.

Thus:

a3 x a 5 = a3+5 = a8

6 3
aa 4.

6-1 a3
= a

(a2)3 a2x3 a6

a2

c. Problems.

(1) Find the square of:

(a) 72, 19, 28, 14
(b) 12, 9, 17, 16
(c) 15, 125, 75, 57
(d) 1537
(e) 234

(2) Find the cube of:

(a) 3, 6, 19, 12
(b) 2, 4, 7, 8
(c) 37

(d) 565
(e) 127

(3) Extract, 1,ng hand, to two decimal places the square
root of:

(a) 36481
(b) 93636
(c) 534361
(d) 125.44
(e) 866761

,\
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5. RATIO'AND PROPORTION (Reference: CRM,-Section V, para 34 -,37)

a. Problems.

(1) Find the values of the following ratios.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(4)

(e)

7/2
3:1
15:7

18:17
7/8 .

1/2

(2) Divide $100 between A and B in the ratio

(3) Fifty-one students entered a class. 33

finished the course. What is the ratio of the number

to the numt,er who entered the class?

(4) What are the invers, ratios of:

2/723 1/29 10 feet , 22 1/2
9 50 feet 2-415

of 3:7.

of them
who iinished

(5) A road bed rises 2.5 feet in 200 feet. Wf.at is the

grade? (Grade = rise or fall per 100 feet)

(6) The sca.le on a highway map is given as 1 1/2" at 10

miles. A motorist wishing to travel between two towns measures

the distance on the map as 8 3/4". What is the ground distance

between the two towns?

(7) In triangle ACE, AB = 150 feet, BC = 300 feet, CD

300 feet, DB . 200 feet. Find length of side AE.

A

(8) If a rod 4 feet long'casts a shadow 7 feet long, what
is the height of , building whdch, at the same time, casts a
shadow of 198 feet?

(9) A level party does 30 milesof level line in 15 days by
working 4 hours a day. If this same party hal worked 6 hours a day,
how long would it have taken to do the sanie job?

66.2



PERCENTAGES

a. Definition. Percentage is the process of computation in
which the basis of comparisun is a hundred. The term per cent--
from Per. V. and centum, hundred -- means by or on the hundred.
Thus, 2 per cent of a quantity means 2 parts of every hundred parts
of the quantity.

52.

b. Symbol. The symbol of percentage is %. Per cent may also
be indicated by a common fraction or a decimal. Thus, 5% = 5/100 = .05.

c. Base, Rate, and Percentage.

(1) The base is the number on'which the percentage is
computed.

(2) The rate is the number of hundredths of the base to
be taken.

(3) The percentage is the por4on of the base determined by
the rate.

d. Conversion of Decimal to Per Cent. To change a decimal to
per cent, move the decimal point two places to the right and add the
per cent symbol.

EXAMPLE: Change .375 to per cent:
Move decimal point two places to right: 37.5
Add per cent symbol: 37.5%.'

e;, Conversion of Fraction to Per Cent. To convert a fraction
to per cent, divide.the numerator by the denominator. Then, convert
the decimal to per cent.

EXAMPLE: Change the fraction 5/8 to per cent:
Divide numerator by denominator: 5 8 . .625
Convert decimal to per cent: .625 . 62.5%
Thus, 5/8 = 62.5%

f. Conversion of Per Cent to Decimal. To change.a per cent to
a decimal. omit the per cent symbol and move the dei.imal point two
places to the left.

EXAMPLE: Change 15% to a decimal:
Omit per cent symbol: 15% . 15
Move decimal point two piaces to left: 15 = .15
Thus, 15% = .15

7
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g. Conversion of Per Cent to Fraction. To change a per cent

to a fraction, first change the per cent to a decimal and.then to

a fraction. Reduce the fraction to its lowest terms.

EXAMPLE: Change 25% to a fraction:
Change to a decimal: 25% £.25
Change to a fraction: .25 n 25/100
Reduce fraction to lowest terms: 251100 - 1/4

Thus, 25% ct 1/4

h. Finding Percentage.

(1) General. To find the per cent of a number, write the

per cent as a decimal and multiply the number by this.decimal. In

this case, the base and r4e are given. The problem is to find the

percentzge.

EXAMPLE 1: Find 5% of 140 (140 is the base, 5% is the rate,
and the product is the percentage):

5% of 140 . .05 x 140 = 7

EXAMPLE 2: Find 5.2% of 140:

5.2% of 140 = .052 x 140 = 7.28

(2) Solve the following:

(a) Find the relative error for a limit of error of

.05 inch in measuring 24.2 inches.
(b) Find the relative error for a limit of error of

2 incties 1 measuring 200 yards.

(c) A gene-itor is ratea at 2,000 watts.with a

maximum output of 2,100 _tts. What is the per cent of overload

capacity?

(3) Finding Per Cent Greater than 100 Per Cent. To change

a per cent larger than 100 per cent to a decimal, move the decimal

point two places to the left as with percentages smaller than 100

per cent.

EXAMPLE: 75% of a number is .75 times the number
100% of a number is 1.00 times the number
150% of a number is 1.50 times the number
325% of a number is 3.25 times the rumber

(4) Finding Per Cent Smaller Than 1 Per Cent. To find a

part of I per cent, first find one whole per cent of a number all4

8
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then determine the part;cilled for.

EXAMPLE 1: Find 1/2% of 840:
1% of 840 = 8.40
1/2 of 8.40 111 4.20

Thus, 1/2% of 840 * 4.20

EXAMPLE 2: Find 3/5% of 15:
1% of 15% = .15
3/5 of .15 = .09
Thus, 3/5% of 15 = .09

i. Finding Rate. To find what per cent one number is of
another, write the problem as a Fraction, change the fraction to
a decimal, and write the decimal as a per cent. In this case, the
percentage and base are given. The problem is to find the rate.

EXAMPLE 1: 3 is what per cent of 8? (3 is the percentage,
8 is the base, and the quotient is the rate.)

3/8 . .375
.375 = 37 1/2%
Therefore, 3 is 37 1/2% of 8

EXAMPLE 2: What per cent of 542 is 234?

234/542 = .4317 + (round off)
.432 = 43.2%
Therefore 234 is 43.2% of 54 2,

. `Ss
EXAMPLE 3: 125 is what per cent of 50?

125/50 = 2.50
)2.50 = 250%
Therefore, 125 is 250% of 50

j. Finding Base Numbers. To find a number when a per cent of
the number is known, first find 1% of the number, then find 100% of
the number. In this case, the percentage ot the whole number and
the rate are given, the problem is to find the base.

EXAMPLE 1: 42 is 12% of what number?

12%

1%

100%

(base number) =
(base number) =
(base number) =

42

42/12
100 x

= 3.50
3.50 = 350

Therefore the base number is 350

Ot- 9



55-
EXAMPLE 2: 45 is 150% of what number?

150% (base number)
1%.(base number)

45

45/150 .3

100% (base number) s 100 x 3 a 30
Therefore the base number is 30

(1) Numerical Problems. (Express in %)

(a) 1/5
(b) 1/4

(c) 1/3
(d) 3/4

(e) .25
(f) .765

(9) .608
(h) 2.24

(2) Your company is building 24 miles of road. What per

cent completed are you when:

(a) 7 miles are completed.
(b) 3 miles are completed.
(c) 15 miles are completed.
(d) 21 miles are completed.

(3) Verbal Problems.

(a)

of concrete; if
many cubic yards

(b)

strength, what i

(c)

You are ordered
next month?

(d)

of them on speci

(e)

many cubic yards

give?

A construction company has poured 360 cubic yards
this is 25% of the total amount to be poured, how
will be required to complete the job?

A company contains 136 men. If this is 80% of thP T/n
s :he total strength of the company?

Your unit uses 460 gallons of gasoline a month.
to reduce that by 20%. How much gas can you draw

There are 180 men in your unit. You must send 15%
al detail. How many men will you send?

If solid rock expands upon blasting by 90, how
of loose rock will a sclid rock of 180 cubic yards

10 6
r
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(f) 14 you spend 48 hours out of 960 hours on mathe-
matics, what percent of your time do you spend on mathematics?

7. THE METRIC SYSTEM WITH CONVERSION TABLES (Reference: CRM, Section
177Piiia-277-517-

a. Most of the countries of the world, except the United States,
have converted to the Metric System of measurement. Therefore, when
working in these countries, we must be familiar with and be able to
proficiently use this system.

b. Let us first review the metric system of temperature measurement.
The freezing point of water is 22° Fahrenheit (F) in the English System
and we know that water boils at 2120F. When using the-Metric System, we
see that the freezing point is 00 Celsius (C) and the boiling point is
100°c.

c. To change from one system to the otheecihe following formulas
may be used:

(1) To convert from Fahrenheit to Celsius:
CP = 5/9 (F° -32)

(2) To convert from Celsius to Fahrenheit:
FP (:/5 CP) +32

vd. The basic unit names of the various types of measurements are
as follows:

Length: Meter (m)
Volume: Cubic meter (m31
Area:

E
Square meter (W)

Weight: Gram (g)

e. The following prefixes, in combination with the basic unit names,
provide the multiples and submultiples in the Metric System:

10-3 milli (m) 10, deka (da)
10'2 centi (c 104 hecto (h)
10'1 deci (d) 103 kilo (k)

f. Therefore, the unit name "meter", with the prefix "kilo" added,
produces "kilometer, meaning "1000 meters"- Or, 1 Km = 1000m.' If "meter"
is preceded by the prefix "milli," the result is the common term "milli-
meter" (mm) which is one thousandth of a meter. (.001m.)

g. The simplicity of the metric system,is due to the fact that it is
based upon a decimal arrangement and, regardless of the type of measure-
ment, there is only one basic unit - the meter. We can refer to the fol-
lowing graDh to keep us straight:



1000.0 100.0 10.0 1.0 .1 .01 .001

Km hm dam m dm cm mm

(If we convert meters to decimeters, we move 1 division to the right

(multiply by 10) or move the decimal point 1 place to the right. If m to

cm: 2 division or 2 places to the right. If m to hm: 2 division or 2

places to the left (or lm = 0.01hm)

The metric measurements in most common use are shown in the following

tables:

Length

10 millimeters = 1
10 centimeters = 1
10 decimeters = 1

1000 meters = I

centimeter
decimeter
meter
kilometer

Mass

1000 milligrams = 1 gram
1000 grams as 1 kilogram

1000 kilograms se 1 metric ton

Volume

1000 cubic centimeters -= 1 liter k

1000 liters = 1 cubic meter

h. The following conversion tables are a great help in converting

from one system to the other:

gip



CONVERSION FACTORS
1111=11111111 11111111111110111=RINIMINV

LENGTH OR DISTANCE

UNITS

Centimeter
Meter
Nilometer

CENTIMETERS

100
100000

METERS

.01

1

1000

KILOMETERS

.00001

.001

1

INCHES

0.3937
39.37
39370.

FEET

0.0328084
3.28084
3280.84

YARDS

0.0109361
1.093613
1093.613

immum

MILES

.0000062137

.00062137

0.6213711
Inch 2.54 0.0254 0.0000254 1 0.08333 0.0277778 .000015783
Foot 30.48 0.3048 0.0003048 12 .333333 .000189394

Yard 91.44 0.9144 0.0009144 36 3 1 .000568182

Mile 160934.4 1609.344 1.609344 63360 5280 1760

SURFACES AND AREAS

UNITS SQUARE
INCHES

Square Inch 1

Square Foot 144

Square Yard 1296

Acre 6272640

Square Mile 4014469600

Sq Centimeter 0.1550003

Square Meter 1550.003

SQUARE SQUARE

FEET YARDS

0.0069444 0.0007716
1 . 0.111111
9 1

43560 4640
27878400 3097600
0.0010764 0.00011960 .

10.76391 1.1959899

% ACRES

._

-

0.000206612
1

640
-

0.000247105

....

SQUARE SQUARE SQUARE
MILES CENTIMETERS METERS

6.4516 .00064516

- 929.0304 .09290304

ft 8361.2736 .8361273t,

0.0015625 40468564.2 4046.8564224

1 25899 1103. 2589988.11033
- 1 .0001

10000 1

MASSES AND WEIGHTS

UNITS POUNDS,TROY POUNDS,AVOIR. .GRAMS KILOGRAMS SHORT TONS LONG TONS METRIC TONS

Pound, Troy 1 0.8228571 373.2417216 0.3732417216 0.0004114 0.0003673 .00037324

Pound,Avoir. 1.2152778 I. 45..].59237 0.45359237 0.0005 0.0004464 0.00045349237;

Gram 0.0026792 0.0022046 1 0.001 0.000001

Kilogram 2.679229 2.204623 1000 1 0.00110231 0.000984Z 0.001

:Mort Ton 2430.556 2000 907164.74 907.18474 1 0.8928571 0.90718474

Long Ton 2722.223 2240 1016046.9086 1016.0469088 1.12 1. 1.0160469088

Metric Ton 2679.2298 2204.623 1000000 1000 1.102313 0.9842065 1

All light faced type numbers are exact.



UNITS

Circle
Degrees
Grads
Mils
Minutes,

Seconds
Radians

CIRCLE

ANGULAR MEASURE

. 0027778

. 00250

.000156

.159155

360

1

0.9000000
0.05625
0.016667
0.000278

57.2957

400

1.111111

0.06250
0.0185185
0.00030864
63.66199

640U

17.777778
16

1

0.2962963

0.0049383
1018.58925

MINUTES

21600
60
54

3.3750

0.01667
3437.7492

SECONDS

1296000
3600
3240

202.50
60
1

206265

RARIAAS

6.2811853
0.01745329
0.01570796
0.00098175
0.000291888

1

JI
VOLUME AND CAPACITY

UNITS CUBIC
DICKS

CUBIC
FEET

CUBIC
YARDS

LITERS QUARTS,DRY CUBIC
METERS

Cubic Inch 1 0.0005787 0.00002143 0.016387064 0.0A8808 000016387064

Cubic Foot 1728 1 0.03703704 28.316846592 25.71405 .028316846592

Cubic Yard 46656 27 1 764.554857984 694.27935 764554857964
Liter 61.02374 0.03531467 0.00130795 1 0.90808298 .001
Quart, Dry 67.200625 0.03888925 0.0014403 1.101221 1 001101221

Cubic Meter 61023.74 35.31467 1.3079506 1000 908.08 1

All light faced type number§ are exact.



i. Problems.

(1) Find:

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

C° if EL' = 590
F° if Ca = 300
Fo if Co x 940
co if ro _40

if F° = 320
C° if ro , 130°
F° if Ca = 720
You are checking your tape for the appropriate
tape correction. Your tape is standardized at
68° F but you have a metric thermometer. What
°C is equal to 68° F?

(2) Convert:

(a

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(9)
(h)

(j)
(k)

(1)

(m)

1200 mm to cm
150 cm to m
2535 km to m
150 dm to km
1200 hm to km
12.5 m to yds
135 in to cm
125 cm to ft
12 3/8 ft to m
127.5 m to ft
100 in3 to liters
125 liters to cubic inches
12 ft3 to liters
1 in2 to cm2
137 yd3 to m13

1 5



ALGEBRA

1. ADD TION AND SUBTRACTION. (Ref: SecLVII, para 45-51, CRM Text)

a. Add the following:

(1) a

(2) 5k.-

(3) ax2

(4) x4 -

4x4
(5) 3x2

+y2

b. Subtract:

b and a - b

+ 6x - 2 and 3x2 - 7x

+ bx - 4; 3ax2 - 26x + 4

3x3,s+ 2x2 - 4x + 7; 3x4
+ 30 -3x2 + 9x -2

xy +xz -3y2 - z2; -5x2

+ 3z? + 3yz; 6x2 + 4xz

; -4ax2 - 2bx + 5
+ 2x3 + x2 -5x -6;

-xy -xz + Syz;

6y - 6z; 5xz + 4yz

(I) 2a - 3b - 3c from 8a - 4b - 2c
(2) -5a2 c + 6a2 b + b3 from 5a2 c + 6a2 b - 8a3

(3) 3x4 + ax3 46x3 + 6cx + d from x4 + 3ax3 - 2bx2 + 3cx - 4d

c. Simplify:

(I) a - b a - (b c) - c]

(2) a- [b +c-a- a+ b) c] + (b + c)]

2. raTIPLICATION. (Ref:

Multiply the following:

Sec

a. x + 10 by x + 6
b . x 3 by x - 3
c. a2 - 7a + 2 by a2 - 2a *
d. x3 + 4x2 + 5x - 24 by x2 _

e. x - 3 by 2x + 3

para 54-57, CRM Text)

11

3. DIVISION. (Ref: Sec XI, pare 58-60, CRM Text)

Divide

a. x2 + 2xy by x
b. - 30a7 + 20a9 by - 10,36

c. a2 + 7a + 12 by a + 4
d. a3 - 8a - 3 by - a + 3
e. x3 + 3x2 y 3 xy2 y3 + z3 by x + y + z

ANNEX 1 to SECT1 'N VII-XII
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4. EQUATION SOLVING.

the answer.a. Solve for x and verify

(1) 5x - 4 = 16
(2) 5x = 3x + 6
(3) 4x - 11 = 2x - 5
(4) 6(3x - 1) - 8x = 140 + 2 (x - 1)
(5) (5x + 3) - 2 (x - 1) + (1 - x) = 4 (9 x)

(6) 7 - 21 (x + 3) = 13 - 15 (2x - 5)
(7) 5 (x 3) - 7 (6 x) + 29 = 50 - 3 (8 - x)

b. If a number .is multiplied by 9, the product is 810. Find
the number.

c. A tree 100 feet high was broken so that the part broken off
was 9 times the length of the part left standing. rind the length
of each part.

d. Three times a given number diminished by 20 is equal to the
given number. Find the number.

e. A tank, capacity 1500 gallons, has three pipes. The first
lets in 8 gallons a minute, the second 10 gallons, and the third
12 gallons a minute. In how many minutes will the tank be filled?

f. A man is now twice as old as his son; 20years ago he was
four times as old as his son. Find the age of each.

5. LAWS OF EXPONENTS.

a. 14 must remember the basic laws of exponents. These are:

(1) Law I: aman = am"
(2) Law II: (am)h = amn

(3) Ow III: (ab)n = anbn

(4) Law IV: (a/b)n = anibn
(5) Law V: am/an = am-n
(6) Law VI: %/Pr= am/n

b. In other words:

'1) If we multiply: We add exponents.
(2) If we divide: We subtract exponents.
(3) If we raise to a power: We multipx the exponents

by the power which we raise.
(4) If we extract a root: We divide the exponents by the

index of the root.

b."3 17



This, in fact, is all we need to remember of the Law of Exponents.

Please note: We neither "add" nor "subtract", by use of expovents.



GEOMETRY

I. DEFINITION. (Ref: CRMI Section XIII, para 68)

Geometry is tne basis of mathematics for the surveyor.
Simply defined, it is the study of shape.. Everything the surveyor
does is related to geometry.

2. ANGLES. (Ref: CRM, Section XVI, para 81)

.a. The intersection of two lines forms an angle. The meeting
point is called the vertex. The meas,rement of the angle is,
determined by the rotation of one lift from another.

A complete rotation is divided into 360 parts called degrees (shown
tr dotted line). Each degree is divided either by decimals or by
60 minutes per degree and 60 seconds per minute. In the metric
system a complete rotation is divided into 400 grads.

b. In working with angle measurements there are two con-
version factor', tnat will be quite handy:

I° (iegree) = 69 (minutes)

Il (minute) = 60 (seconds)
elk

ANNEX I tu Section XIII-XVI



(1) The steps to be followed in converting are

as follows:

For coiverting degrees and minutes to decimal degrees

and vice-versa:

No. of Minutes- = decimal degrees

(a) Convert 92° 32' to decimal degrees

32 minutes = .533°degrees
60

ANS: 92.533°

(b) Convert 63.45° to minutes

60 x .45°= 27 minutes

ANS: 63° 27'

(2) Th c. same proportion will hold true when converting

seconds to decimal minutes and vice-versa:

No. of seconds decimal minutes60-
3. SUPPLEMENTARY DEFINITIONS.

a. Angles.

(1) Straisnt Angle - angle equal to 1800 .

(2) Reflex Angle - angle greater than 180° but less than

360 .

(3) Scalene Triangle A triangle wh-re no two sides are

,qual; therefore, no two angles are equal.

(4) Congruent Triangles - If two sides of a triangle are

equal to two sides of another triangle and the included .angles in

both triangles are equal, then the triangles are congruent.

(5) Sum of the Interior Angles (for a polygon)

= (n 2) 180°

20
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'

where r is the number of interior angles in the figure

EX:
A

n = 3 tnterior angles:

ABC, BCA and CAB

c 8

X i (n - 2) 180°
z41 = (3 - 2) 1800
z41 = (1) 1800

= 180° for a triangle

(6) Sum of the exterior angles (for a polygon)

r= (n + 2) 180°

where n equals the number of exterior angles

EX:

z= (n + 2) 1800
= (4 + 2) 1800
= (6) 380°

M = 1080' for a quadrilateral

b. Solids (Three Dimensional Figures)

(1) Cy inder

(2) Cone

(of constant radius)

n = 4 exterior angles:
ACC, BCD, CDA and
DAB

Vol = r r2h

Vol = 1/3 r r2h

21



(4) Cube

yol = 4/3 Tr3

Vol = S3

c. Prism (of constant cross-section)

Vol = (area of base) (length)

(1) Rectan9ular Prism

.4411111111111P7540 = bh L

MAWIIs

Shaded area rectangle A . bh

(2) Triangular Prism

Shaded area triangle A = 1/2bh

(3) Trapezoidal Prism

IMMO

/
d

.1wRI

Vol = 1/2 bh L

Vol = 1/2h (b1 + b 2)

L

Shaded area trapezoid area = 1/2 h (b1 + b2)

22



d. Volume Formulas

(1) In surveying, problems often arise as to volumes of
earth tb be removed for a cut or added for a fill. In a problem
such as this, the figure usually does not have a constant-cross-
sectional area; therefore, prism formulas will not apply.

(2) For approximate volume of this type the surveyor will
usually use one of two formulas, according to the accuracy needed:

8

verage End,Area Fokula

Vol + A2 L

2

Volume equals the average of the two end areas (Al + A2) times the
distance between the two end areas.

Prismoidal Formula

(More accurate than
Average End Area Formula)

Vol .r.; AI + 4Am + A2

6

Volume equals the averagkof_the two end areas (A1 and A2) plus
four times Am where Am is found by meaning the corresponding linear
dimensions of the end sections Al & A2.

4. PROBLEMS.

a. Convert the following:

to decimal degrel.s
42" to decimal dygrees
18" to decimal degrees
55" to decimal degrees

(1) 250 10'

(2) . 21° 13'

(3)' 68° 04'

(4) 82° 34'



(5) 82.3150 to degrees, minutes and seconds

(6) 98.887° to degrees, minutes and seconds

(7) 162.4310 to degrees, minutes and seconds

(8) 145.564210 to degrees, minutes and seconds

b. Find the sum of the interior angles for the following

polygons.

i

(1 Hexagon (6 sided)

(2 rhombus (4 sided)

(3 pentagon (5 sided)

(4) dodecagon (12 sided)

c. Find the 'sum of the Aterior angles for the following

polygons.

(1) triangle
i2) square
3) octagon (8 sided)
4) decagon (10 sided)
(5) heptagon (7 sided)

d. Find the Volumes of the following figures in cubic feet.

(1) sphere - r = 3 feet

(2) cone - r = 9 inches;k51 foot
(3) cylinder - r m 80 feet; h = 21 feet

(4) square - s = 8 feet

e. Solve the following problems.

(1) cylinder: 31 := 40 cu ft; h = 10; r = ?

(2) Mr. Jones wants to paint thQ outside of a gasoline storage

tank (see figure) that is 80.feet high and 200 feet in

diameter. How much paint must he buy if 1 gallon will

cover 90 square feet?

, ----

(3) In order to butld a road, a fill must be c structed

across a swamp. The cross section of the fi 1 is a

trapezoid. At one end it has an area of 32 square

yards and the other 48 square yards. If the distance ,

is 430 feet, what volume of earth will be needed? (ye).

24
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(4) A rq#d is tO be built between an existing ro.d and a
bridge abutment. Figure the volume using the pri:moidal
formula.

-40.1

Al

22.

log

A2s

3Ci

C
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LOGARITHMS

(Ref: CRM, Sec. XVII Para 03, to Sec. XIX Para 94)

The treatment of logarithms, as per above cited references, is

completely adequate, however, followirtg is a slightly'different

.approach which should prove helpful.

1.. DEFINITION.

The

1.°

gar thithm of a given number is the power to which anoer
number called the base) Siust be raised to equal the given number.

EXAMPLE: Find the logarithm of 1000 to the base 10. From

the definition, the logarithm of A number (10OO)
is the power (x) to which another number called
the base (10) must be-railed to equal the giveh
number (1000). Thus, 10x a 1000. Since 103 = 1000,

then: 10x = 103 and, by inspection x-s. 3. There-

fore, the logarithm of 1000 to the base 10 equals

3 or log in 1000 - 3. Since Common Logarithms use
the number 10 as a base, and since they are so
universally used, the number 10 (as in logla)(/is

Usually omitted. We now just write: log 1000 22 3.

PARTS OF LOGARITHMS.

a. Logarithms are divided into two parts, the.integer and;

the decimal, or as we call them: the CHARACTERISTIC and the MANTISSA.

b. The characteristic of any number greater than I is onelless

than the number of digits to the left of the decimal point. I'f there

are no numbers to the left of the decimal point, the characteristic

is negative. Thus, the charatteristic for the number 3 is 1-1 or

zero, since there is one number to the left of the decimal point.

The characteristic for 30, with two numbers co the left of the

decimal point, is 2-1 or 1. Similarly, the characteristic for 300

is 2, and the characteristic for 3000 is 3.

c. The characteristic of the log of a decimal is negative and

is based upon the position of the first rational number to the right

of the decimal point. In the number .327, for example, the first

significant number is the first decimal place and the character-

istic is -1. Similarly, the characteristic for .003 is -3, and

the characteristic for .0003 is -4.

ANNEX 1 to SECTION XVII - XIX

çi
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12.
d. The decimal pae' of the logarithm is called the mantissa.

The mantissa is what i . recorded 4n logarithm tables and-Ti-iNiys
the same for a given sequence of digits, regardlesi of where the
decimal-point appears among them. Thus. the mantissa is.the same
for 1570, 157.0, 15.7, 1.57. The characteristic tells us where
the decimal point belongs. Theidgarithms of the numbers are,
respectively, 3.195 900, 2.i95900, 1.195 900 and 0.195 900.

REMEMBER: The mantissa is always positive even when the
characteristic is negative. As we said before: the only thing
the characteristic tells us is whare to place the decimal point
(or where it was). We should rot say, for example, that the
logarithm of .157 is -1.195 900. What we mean to say is -1.
followed by a +.195 900. To overcome this we write the negative
(minus) sign above the characteristic and make it long enough to
cover the entire negative portion of the logarithm. Therefore,

ve wr_id write the log of .157 as 1.195 900.

.e. This use of negative characteristics used in conjunction
with positive Mantissas creates a problem in the addition and

subtraction of logarithms. What we do to eliminate this complica-
tion is this: we add 10.0 to the characteristicand then subtract
10 from the whole logarithm. It will work like this: we found
the log of .157 to be 1.195 900. We now add 10 to the character-

istic and subtract 10 from the whole log.

10.000 000 - 10
1.195 900
9.195 900 - 10

We can readily sae that 9-10 = -1. Also, the log of .0157 =
2.195 900 which we write as 8.195 900 - 10.

f. Finding a Logarithm. Ply standard table of logarithns is

used i basically the same manner. We shall discuss here the tables

found in TM 5-233. These are "6 place tOles". Thus, iy inspection,

we can see that this permits direct readings-of 4 Mace nmbers.
To go beyond 4 places we have to interpolate for Lie acii:ional
places required. Interpolation is discussed later in tnis section.

"'MEMBER: Logarithmic Tables consist of MANTISSAS only.
The characteristic must be determined in each instance by following
the rules given in paragraph 2b and 2c of this section.

27
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EXAMPLE 1: Find-thegarithm of 345.6

1st - The characteristic is 3-1, or 2.

2nd - Find the mantissa of 3456. Note that we will

look up the given succession of digits,
regardless of the location of the decimal
point.

3rd - Open log tables to the place where under
the N column you find 345 and then follow

horizontally along this line until you
read the,column headed -6.

4th- Record the logarithm as follows:
characteristic = 2. ----mantissa = .538574.
Thus, the logarithm of 345.6 is 2.538574.

EXAMPLE 2: Find the logarithm of 0.02345

1st - Determine the characteristic of 0.02345
It is -2, or 8. -- -10.

2nd - Look down the N column for 234. Move

finger horizontally across the page to
the 5 column.

3rd - Log 0.02345 = 8.370143-10

EXAMPLE 3: Find the logarithm of 34567

1s- The characteristic is 5-1. or 4..
2nd - We look for the trantiisa of 34567
and find that this taole lets us look up
only 3456 and we get 53 8574; the "7" we
have to interpolate. Interpolation will

be,covered in para 3.

In a similar way we find the log for L.023456, finding out

that the direct reading will stop at 2345, leaving the 116"

to be interpolated.

3. LOGARITHMIC INTERPOLATION.

a. As we discovered previously, TM 5-233 permits direct extraction

of logarithms for numbers which do not exceed four significant digits.

c.2.1
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If the logarithm has more than 4 places, we must find the proportional
part of the difference between the t%N.. logarithms and add this difference
to the lower one.. This operation is called interpolation.

b. In TM 5-233 lists of proportional parts have been supplied and
shou e used. If, however, no such tables are furnished, think of
interpo tion along these lines: supposing we want to find the logarithm
of 34567 and our table allows us to read only to 3456. We must now inter-
polate for the 7 i.e. we must find the value in logarithms which corre-
sponds with this 7. Let us now consider the distance from 3456 to 3457
divided into 10 iival parts and find tne value in logarithms for these
10 parts, which in this case, is 125. So each 1/10 is equal to 12.5 and
7 x 12.5 = 87.5 -4 We now add this 88 to the log of 3456 resulting
in the log for 34:67.

c. In order to facilitate interpolation, each page of logarithms has
listed on it, or the next page, a list of proportional parts. We then
operate as follows:

10

34560

7

61

63
64

62

12.5

66

65
12.5

12.5
12.5

12.5

67 12.5
12.5

68
12.5

69
12.5

3457 ____538699

(125

7 a. X

175 X = 87.5

Log 34367 . 538574
+ 88

ST8-667

(1) Look up log to as many places as the tatle permits.
(2) Determine the difference jetween the two successive logs.
(3) Enter the Proportional Parts Table under the column headed

by your differece.
(4) Read the proportional part to be added to your logarithm

along the line of the number you are working with.
(5) Read and record the proportional part (rounded properly).
(6) Add this proportional part to the logarithm (lower one).
(7) The sum of the two is the logarithm you seek.

d. Should an additional number be needed, let's say we are looking
for the logarithm of 345678, we know, that we car o;.iginally only go to
3456 -- we still have the remaining.78 to interpolate.
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e. In b. above, we divided the difference between the two 411)
successive logarithms into 10 equal parts -- now let us divide the
difference into 100 parts (divide each 1/10 into 10 parts).

f. Again, let us look up our sequence of numbers as far as we
can go directly, that is: we look up the logarithm of 3456 and find
538574. The log for 3457 is 538699, giving us a difference of 125 for
interpolation. The log we seek lies 78/100 beyond the log of 3456,
that means we must add 78/100 of the difference to this log:

78/100 of 125 = 78 x 125 = 1 25 x 78 = 91:50 or 98.
100

This interpolation can also be affected by using the tables of propor-
tional parts as follows:

(1) Enter proportional parts table for 125.

(2) Write down the proportional parts for 7 = 87.5.

(3) Then write the proportional part for 8 = 100.0.

(4) Add these two, considering the 8 as 8/10, as follows:

87.5
10.0

= 98

(5) Next add 98 to the log of 3456 and we get

538 574
98

log 345678 = 538 67'2

4. FINDING THE ANTILOGARITHM.

a. Up to now we have discussed the steps to be followed when
finding the logarithm of a given number. Now we, naturally, amve
at the point where we are given the logarithm and are looking for

the number represented by this log. We call this process: Finding

the Antilogarithm. The steps to follow are the reverse process of
what we did when we looked up the logarithm.

b. Let us discuss first the placement of the decimal point in

our number. It you recall from the first part uf this lesson we
stated that the characteristic Of a log is one less than the number
of digits to the left nf the decimal point. In finding the antilog,
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we locate the decimal point one more place than the characteristic
indicates, on the number we fine--rf the characteristic is NEGATIVE we
place our decimal point, and then count to the-right the number of spaces
in our negative characteristic, filling in zeros until we come to our
first Significant number. For example the antilog of 7.,768 638 -10 is
found as follows: First, ive look up the number represented by a mantissa
of 768 638 and find it to be 5870. Next we determine the location of our
decimal point (7 - 10 = -3). So we put down our decimal point and then
count thrte places to the right where the number begins. (.005870.)

c. Interpolation, when working on antilogs, is performed in the
reverse from interpolation for logarithms. Let us say we are looking
for the antilog of 2.390 061.

(1) First, we look in Table 8-1 TM 5-233 for 390061 and find
390 051 and 390 228. We note that the first log is too small, the second
is too large. This tells us that our number is greater than 2455 but
less than 2456.

(2) We put down the number which goes with the log of the
smaller: 2455. Next find the difference in logs between the log of
2455 and 2456, this = 177. Next we find how many log units there are
between the log of 2455 (390 051) and our log (390061) this is
390 061 - 390 051 = 10.

(3) We now go to the proportional parts table and look under
177 for 10. The closest we.can find to this number is 17.7 and above
this we find the number 1. This number we append to the number which
corresponds to the lower log-(2455) and get 24551.

(4) Last we place our decimal point. Our chaarteristic is
2, so we point off 2 + 1 or 3 places from left to right and we pt an
antilog of 2.390061 = 245.51.

5. ARITHMETIC COMPUTATIONS BY LOGARITHMS.

a. In Algebra we learned that when multiplying factors (with
the same base) we ADD their exponents. When dividing we SUBTRACT,
when raising to a certain power, we MULTIPLY; and wLen extracting
a root, we DIVIDE by the index of the root.

REMEMBER: MULTIPLY - ADD
DIVIDE - SUBTRACT
RAISE - MULTIPLY
EXTRACT ROOT - DIVIDE
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The above are the ONLY operations which can be performed by use of
logs. Since the logarithms we use are all to the base 10 we can add,-

subtract, multiply, or divide logarithms to effect the desired operation.

b. At this point we should discuss the use of COLOGARITHMS (COLOG).
The same result can be obtained by adding i colog as by subtracting a
logarithm.

'c. The principle of adding the cologs is based on the following
fact: axbxcis the same asaxbxcxl/dxl/e.

d. We can see that in the latter operation we have only multipli-
cation, no divisions. If we used the first form, we would add the
logs of ai b and c. We would then subtract the sum of the logs of
d and e from the sum of the logs of a, b, and c to get Our result.
Now to the lid and l/e. We know the log of "1" is O. So w9 must
subtract the log of "X" from 0 to get the tolog. Supposing "X" was

equal to 126. The log of 126 = 2.100 371. We cannot subtract MOO 371
from "0". But if we subtitute 10 - 10 (which is equal to "0") then
we have

10,000 000 - 10
-2.100 371
7:1130-723- - 10

e. If we look at the above subtraction we see that as soon as
we subtract the first integer, the remaining "O's" all become "9's".

This always being true, let us write down a log as a colog: we

merely subtract (from left to right) each number from, "9" except
the last significant one which we subtract from "1011. Now, our

original problem Ifaxbxc will set up as: axbxcl/dxl/e.
d x e

f. It is highly recommended that computations be set up according
to the following sample:

(1) Find the value ofaxbxc
d x e

log a =
log b =
log c =

colog d =
colog e =
log answer
answer
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Problems.

(1) Find the following:

(a) log 246.13
(b) log 3765

3
47

(c) log 0.24
(d) log 0.002468
(e) log 3.4567
(f) log1427648
ig) .log 24680.1
n) tog 39.7842
i) log 3V142.678

(j) log 34.1234
(k) anitlog 3.678 124
(I) antilog 1.246 398
(m) antilog 0.194 687
(n) antilog 8.261 918-10
(o) antilog 4.000 000
(p) antilog 5.794 318
(q) antilo-g 2.876 543
(r) antilog 7.234 127-10
(s) .antilog 4.578 394
(0 antilog 17.578 394

to*g 127.42
(v)taklog 287.39
(w) \colog 7249.00
(x) colog 2748.62

) Find the values of the following, using logs:

(a) 2764.3 x 1.724
(b) 39.876 x 0.2481
(c) 0.0139 x 27.618 x 2.4689
(d) 127 x.246 x 6.39
(e) 246 x 0.54321 x 27
(f) 129.34

-11747
(g) 246.39

127.34
(h) 795.36

468.33
(i) 127.394

0.039
(j) 127.394

0.0036
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a

(k) 394.6 x 13.942 x 12.7.69 x- 15
150.69 x 68.456 x 13.32

(1) 271 x 354 x 123
132 x

(m) jarirari-Mc
"157x 12

(n) 31/2274.J x1156.23
323

34
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So
TRIGONOMETRY

1. NATURAL FUNCTIONS OF ANGLES.

a. Before discussing trigonometric soluiions, we must be
familiar with the use of "NATURAL FUNCTIONS" of various angles.

(1) Natural Functions are mathematical values of the various
ratios each of which represent a particular angle.

(2) A knowledge of the various ratios and the use of Natural
Functions allow us to solve many survu problems to include heights,
distances, directions and positions.

b. TM-5-233 contains tables of natural functions (sin, cos, tan
and cot) from 0° to 90° and this section is geared to the use of these
tables.

c. We have previously learned the definitions for these functions
and should you not be familiar with them it is suggested that you refresh
yourselves at this time. (See page 41.)

d. Now let us take our tables of Natural Functions, Table 8-3, TM-5
233 page 215:

(1) We find, on top of the page, the number of degrees and
eight columns, labeled-Sin., d." (for lifference); Tan., d.", Cot.,
d.", Cos. and d.".

(2) On the left hand side of the tables we have a column
for each minute which is read 004N the page.

(3) The angle entries increase to 450 across the top of the
pages. After 450 we read the angles on the BOTTOM of the page and use
the Sin, Tan, Cc. and'Cos columns on the bottom of the page. Also, the

minute column on the RIGHT side of the page is read UP.

(4) To get the natUral sine of 7° 24' 34" we proceed as follows:

(a) At the top of the page look for 7° (page 222).
(b) At the left hand minute column go DOWN to 24'

where we find 0.128 796.'

ANNEX 1 to SECTION XX -XXIV
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(c) Going to the difference column we find 4.

between 24'.aand 25'. This 4.80 is the difference per second.
(d) Since we have 34" we multiply 34 by 4.80, getting

163.2 mg or 163.
(e) .Add 163 to the natural sine of 7° 24' (.128 796 +

163 as .128 959).

(5) Upon further examination of our natural function tables
we find that the functions of sin and tan INCREASE as"the angle in-

creases. The functions of cos and cot DECREASE os the angle increases.
So if we were looking for the natural cos of 70 24' 34" we would
proceed as follows:

(a). At the top of the page look for 7° .

(b) Go down the left hand mdnute column to 24' where we
find .991671 (under the Cos column).

(c) In the dIfference coluffm (between 24' and 259 we
find .62 (difference per second).

(d) We also see that the natural cos of 70 25' is less
than that for 70 24'.

(e) Our natural function is then less than .991671 by

.62 x 34 = 21.08 or 21.
(f) The natural cos of 70 24' 34" is then .991671 - 21

or .991650.

Just remember this rule of thumb: In direct functions, i.e. sin
and tan we ADD the proportional part and in the CO-FUNCTIONS we
SUBTRACT.

(6) At this point we must discuss, very briefly, the sign
of the various functions in the four quadrants which we originate on
the horizon and revolve counterclockwise. Refer to the following sketch.

e. If an angle is greater than 90° you may determine its
function by one.of the two methods below:

(1) Subtract the given angle from 1800 and use the same

function.

3 da 2 \
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(2) Subtract 90° from the given angle and use the co-
function. (Use the sketch on preceding page to determine the sign
Of the function)

f. 'Problems. Find the value of the function litith the proper sign:

(1) sin 37° 21'
(2) cos 370 21'
(3) tan 370 21'

cot 370 21'

"

5 sin 44° 30' 26w
6 cos 220 28' 54

tan 17° 27' 38"
(8 cot 27° 18' 51"
(9 sin 49° 27' 38" ,

(10) cos 540 29' 54" b

(11) tan 750 25' 25"
(12) cot 870 57' 32"
i13) sin 630 54' 23"
14) cos 61° 59' 59"
15) tan 51° FO' 27"

(16) cot 72° 27' 38"
sin 112° 27' 54"

(18 cos 121° 34' 32"

(19 tan 145° 21' 21"
I (20) cot 160° 27' 27"

2. LOGARITHMS OF FUNCTIONS OF ANGLES. (Ref: Para 98-100, CRM Text)

a. Logarithms of Trigonometric functions-are, in fact, nothing
more than the logarfthms of the natural functions of the various
angles. For instance, let us look up the sine of 30° (natural
function) and we find 0.500000. If we now 'ook up the logarithm of
0.500000 Table 11-1 we find 9.698970-10. Next, let us go to our
logarithmic tables of functions of angles, Table 8-2",.and look up
the log sine 30° and there we find 9.69897040.

b. The practical use of the tables is the same as for natural
functions, i.e. 4ngles from 09 to 45° are entered with the angle
as well as the function columns listed on top of the page and the
minutes and seconds entries are read DOWN along the left hand edge
of the tables. From 45° to 90° we enter along the bottom of the
page and UP on the right hand side.

c. TM 5-233 Table 8-2 shows entries for every 1 minute of angle
with the difference for 1 second entered in the D.1"(difference per
second) col!'lins.
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d. Lei us suppose that we aee looking for the logarithm of the sine
of 25° 45' 28" We would proceed as follows:

(1) Along the top of the page (195) we look for 25° and down the
left side for 45' and we find 9.637935 (log sine 25° 45'). (-10 is omitted)

(2) Looking in the 0.1" column we 'se the difference per second
between 45' and 46' is 4.37 units. We now mul iply 28 seconds x 4.37
units of difference per second which = 122.36 / units 122.

(3) Our desired logarit6 is 122 units above the entry for
25° 45'. We add the value,for 25° 45' to the value for 28".

25° 45' = 9.637935-10
+ 28" 'm + 122

9.638057-10

(4) The cosine of the same angle would be found i the same

manner, i:e., log cos 25° 45' = 9.954579-10 and for 25° 45y.28h1 the log

would be: 28" x 1.02 (0.111) = 28.56 = 29; 9.954579-10
- 029
T:ggi53D-7T

e. In finding antilogarithms of logs of functions we proceed as
follows:

!(1) Let us look for the antilogarithm for log sin = 9.698433-10.

(2) In the log section of our tdi,lzs, under the sine column we
look for 9.698433 (or the log numerically immediately below.)

(3) We find 9.698313 which goes with an angle of 29° 57'

(4) Note the column 0.1" value for 57' to 58'; it is 3.65 units

per second.

(5) The difference bet...een our log (9.698433) and the lac! for

29° 57' is (9.698433 - 9.968313) = 120.

(6) Divide the units of difference between the logs by the units

per second: 1f0t 3.65 = 32.88 = 33 secopds.

(7) Hence, the antilog of log sine 9.698433-10 is

29° 57' + 33 = 290

f. If we are looking for the antilog of cotangent 9.632 909-10,
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we proceed as follows:

4
(1) Under the cotangent column 'we look forlb3.632901.

(2) The,number immediate)y above this logarithm, numerically, is
9.633099 (remember - cot decreases as the angle increases) which corre-
sponds to an angle of 66° 45'.

(3) Note the column 0.1" value for 45' to 46'. 'It is 5.82.

(4) The diffetence between our log and the log of 66° 45' is:

_.633099 .

(/ -.632901
198

(5) Divide the units of difference between the 1os by the units
per second: 198 f 5.82 '04"

(6) ence, the antilog for c'ot 9.632901-10 is 660 45' + 34" m
660 45' 34

g. Pro lems. Find the logarithms of the following:

il) sin 27° 27' 27"
2) cos 38° 15' 19"
3) tan 42° 42' 21"
(4) cot 15° 14' 13" ,

(5y sin 67° 22' 38"
r7) cos 750 58' 48"
) tan 84° 17' 20"

8) cot 530 27' 45"
(9) sin 1270 54' 24"

(10) cos 154° 30' 32"
(11) tan 1150 37' 28"
(12) cot 1310,54' 12"
(13) sin*270 54' 14"
(14) cos 1110 11' 11"
(15) tan 117° 27' 12"
(16) cot 47° 42' 41"
(17) sin 54° 24' 51"
(18) cos 171° 00' 21"
(19) tan 123° 51' 00"
(20) cot 1100 50' 37"

-

3. THE RIGHT TRIANGLE (Ref: CRM, Sec XXII para 101 to Sec XXIII para 106)

a.
t

Read the above reference which discusses the arrangement of work,
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triangle formulas and furnishes all possible formulas fOr solutions.7This

extract also sets up each formula fora solution using logarithms.

b. Follow the given solutions carefully and you shOuld not experience

any difficulties in the solutions of right triangles.

c. Solution of RiOt Triangles. In high school geometry we learned

the ratios ( 's to sides) which apply to right tr4!!gles. For a review

'they are stated here once more:

b

Using the basic relationships, we have:

opposite side
" hypotenuse

cljacent side
cos

hypotenuse

opposite side
tan =

adjacen side

ad nt side Also a2 b2 c2

cot - ite side (Pythagorean theorem)oPPo

We can now state, :cr the triangle above, that:

sin Pt: sin 8

cos A =
c

a
tan A =

cot A.=

AND

a
cos B =

c

b
tan 8 =

a

cot B =

From the above we can, depending on what parts of the triangle are given,

lect a ratlo which contains two of the given parts and solve for the

thir
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Our.formulas reduce as follows:

c2 = a2 + b2 c 1=9/i + b

b2 = c2 - a2 b = /c2

a
2

= c2 b2 = 4;177:71-

If sin A = a then a = c sin A and c = a
sThiTT

cos A or -- b = 4: cos A
9

c
b
ForT

a
tan A -

cot A = -
a

And if

sin B =

a
cos B = iT

.b
tan B = y

a
cot B =

I. a-bt 4

" b = a cot A a

then b 2 sin B and .c

a = c cos B

b = a tan B

a = b cot B H

a a

a
b EFET

Solutions, using logs, should generally follow this format:

a ,
c = m17a = c sin A

log c =

log sin A =

log a =

a =

4

9 7
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log a =

colog sin A =

log c =

C

No.
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d. Oc\csionally we are required to solve a set of triangles, the

sketch of whtch looks as follows: WNW OOPP IR
1

, or
oc c

B A If e

/
(1) We may be given the angles of.elevation (a& 0) or the angles.

of depression 4(3' and 0') an&we knon, of course, that the angles ot de- -.

pression are equal to the angles of elevation, and vice versa.
(2) We are usually furwiished the twO angles-a10 side "a", or "X",

and are looking for "x" or "a" reipectively. Here we hatg,two rtght

triangles.

(a) In rt A BDC:.- v
cot 6 a+ymx cot 0,(1)

(b) In rt A:ApC:
cot a = y = x cot c; (2)

x

By substitution ir (1)'81 (2) above, a = x cot 0 -x.cota

a = x (cot 0 -cota)

and it,
a

=
cot 0 - cot cs

From these two formulas:

a = x (cot cota)
a , we can solve for a or x,

and x = cot 0 - cota

depending on the given parts.

NOTE: Remember that Logarithms do not permit us to perform subtractions

use Natural Functions.

e. Problems. (lengths of sides to two decimal places)

(1) In right triangle ABC, A = 340 28' = 18.75; find

B, a, and b

(2) In right triangle ABC, A = 62° 10', a = 78; find B, b, and c

(3) In right triangle ABC, A = 500 02', b = 88; find B, a, and c

(4) In right tria'ngle ABC, c = 58.40, a = 47.55; find A, 8, and b

(5) In right triangle ABC, a = 40, b 27; find A, B, and c

9
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(6) Find' the legs of a right triangle if the hypotenuse is 6,
and one of the unknown angles is twice the other.

(7) From the top of a.hill the anglet of depression of two
stitcessivp milestones on a Strlight level roadPleading to
the hill, are observed to be 5u,and 150. Find the height

Nof_the hill. (In feet)

(8) The angle of elevation to the top (C) of an inaccessible
hill from point A'is 120- . At a point 89 219 feet from A
and on a line AB perpendicular to AC, the angle ABC is
610 45'. Find the height of the hill. ,(Short.base method)

;.

THE OBLIQUE TRIANGLI (Ref: CRM, Section. XXIV, para 107-110).

a. As in the previous section on the Right Triingle, read the-above
reference which discusses the relationship between the sides of a triangle
and the sines of their opposite angles. Othe ,triganometric laws WO are
conveniently used under certatn conditions afë also explained.

b. Become familiar with the application for the various laws. Follow
the given solutions carefully and you should not experience any difficulty.
in the solutions of oblique triangles.

c. Solution of Trianglels using the Law of Sines. When faced with the
requirement to solve a given triangle, the first law you think of is the
Law of Sines. Draw yoUrself a sketch and if; by inspection, you then
determine that, of the parts given, cm of them is a side opposite a given
angle, the Law of Sines may be employed. (Remember you need to know the
side opposite a oiven angle.) '

Your formula for the Law of Sines is as follows:

a

sin A 21 sir-7T sin C

43 .99
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Two of the three ratias are used to solve a particular problem making sure

that the pair selected contains three known'values and one unknown.

So we have:

a

a c

irrir sin C

c b

sin C

from which a

from which a

from which b

b sin A
-VET-

a sin B
sin

c sin A

a sin C

c sin B
= sin r
b sin C

SIP

The format for setting up your solutions using logarithms is as follows:

log b = log a c

log sin A c log sin B

colog sin B = colog sin A =

log a = log b =

a = b =

log c =

log sin A =

colog sin C k

log a =

or

çir

log a c

log sin C c

colog sin A =

log c
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log c log b =.

0-/

log sin B = log sin C =

colog sin C = co1ogsinB 2

log b = log c =

b a

d. Problems using Oblique Triangles.

C =

To solve for x, when a 6, and a are given:

(1) By natural functions:

In triangle ABD solve for Ap using Law of Sines

. (a) 3 BDA = 3m' -38' = 36

Then: a-
W-C6

(c) In a-ADC: sin m

.(d) Consequently:

a sine
1or D

s1116

or x AD sin a

a sins sift
sin6

(2) A logarithmic solution from (d) above, would look-like this:

A
log a =

log siri 0 =

log sin a =

colog sin§=

log x =



e: Solution of Triangles using the Law of T n ents. The Law of WI
Tangents is used to solve triangles when two sides an the angle between

them are 'given. It is most conveniently used when solving this type of

problem by the use oflogarittps. If natural functions are to be used,
it is suggested that the Law of Cosines (see page 49) be adopted.
Glum: a, 13, & C

The basic formula in the Law of Tangents is:

(a-b) tan 1/2 (A + 8)
tan 1/2 (A - B)

a + b

The formula, as stated above, will solve fcir 3 A.& 3 8, providing side

a is greater than side b. If side b.is greater than side.a, the formula

changes to:

)tan 1/2 (3 A) = It211._..q11.111114.8/
b + a

If com inations of any 17ther two sides'are given, the formula changes '

accordingly. A merlanical method for determining which form the formula
will have 1 P$ flllows: _.

(1) Determine which of the two given sides is the larger and
record-this side first on the format listed below.

\(:..) Record the smaller side -next.

\(3) Arrange format to follow the siquence established by 1 and
2 above.

) Enter logs and solve.

46
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Given a, b ,A C

a>b

a a

b

a + b

log (a

log tan.1/2.(A B) =

colo (a b)

a - b I-
log tan 1/2 (A B)

A + B a 180° C 1/2 (A - 8) is
t

1/2 (A 13)

(Add) A a

(Subir) B

With angles A and B now known, we can now.compute for side c, using
the Law of. Sines. Since both A and B are known, we should compte
for side c in two ways, giving us a check of our computations.

Our fermulas are:

a
s.--FrC a 1-Tirk hence: c a sin C

sinA
Also:

sin

Which we set up as follows:

log a =

log sin C =

colog sin A =

hence: c a b sin. C
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log b

log sin C

colog sin B

log c
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f. Solution.of
When three sides of
for the tangents of

A
The three.formulas are:

Triangles, using Tapgent of 112 Angle Formulas.
.a triangle are given, we may USB the formulas

1,12 the angles to solve the triangle.

tan 112 A =

4
t3n 1/2 B =

'tan 1/2 C

Where s.= 1/2 the sum of the given sides (se a + b + c)

Theefollowing format is suggested for setting up the solutions:

a a

h

C z

2s =

S.

s =

s-b =

s-c A.=

The above formulas may also be solved byfusing natural functions.

log (s-b) log (s-a)a.

log (s-c) log (s-c)=

colog s colog s

colog (s-a) colog (s-b) =

2) 2)

log tan 1/2 A * log tan 1/2 9

1/2 A = 1/2 9 a

log (s-a)

log (s-b)

colog s 4

colog (s-c)=

log tan 1/2 C

1/2 C =

B C

If ypu follow .the above format, writing it down before entering the values,

you Will not easily overlook the fact that the%/ -requires

division by 2, and also that you have solved for 1/2 the angle and

must multiply this by 2 for the value of the required angle.

48
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g. Solution of Triangles uiing the Law of Cosines. The Law of
Cosines is sised to solve triangles when WiirinaliFtmu sides and the
included angle are given.

(1) When two sides and the included angle are4liven the follow-
ing procedures are used:

Given: c, b, & A

The basic formula in the Law of'Cosines ts:

a2 m b2 + c2 ?bc Cosine A

The formula, as stated above, will solve for a2, with.'as being the-

square root thereof. Particular attention should be given to the last

element of the formula. As noted on page 16, the sfgn of the Cosine of

an angle in the second quadrant (90u - 180u) is minus. Therefore; the

result of the multiplication. of -2bc Cosine A woiiTringebraically became

a positive value and be added to the first two terms..

The original formula can also be rearranged to obtain bp, and c if you

are given a, b & C or a, c & B. So weihave:

b2 a2 c2 - 2ac Cosine B and.

c2 a2 + b2 2ab Cosine C fa'

With one angle, and all three.sides known, we can now solve for the

other two angles using the Law of Sines:

a b
31711-

Also:

hence; Sin B =
b Sin A

a

a c C Sin A
ff hence; Sin C

siThr-7 s a/



(2) When three sides of a triangle are given, We may also use
the formulas.for the Law of Cosines to solve the triang1e. However,
since we must solve for the unknown angles, we must transpose the basic
formula to isolate the Cosine on the left side of the equation.

A

C

The three formulas become:

Cos A m Iv' c*-

0
a2

2 bc

Cos B = a2 c2
ac

Cos C = a2 b2 c-

ab
'

v

Wfth one angle known andjhe three sides which were given, you can now
solve the remainder of the triangle usiNt the Law of Sines. An alternate

solution would be to repeat the use of :ne Law of Cosines for the other

two angles. To solve for only two anglJs and conclude the third'is not

gopd practice. All three angles ihoul.; be computed independently and

added to ensure a 1800 summat*on.

1 %
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Afr

yroblems. 1
.

(1) Given: a * 804, A 99° 55' B 45! 01''Find C, b, c

(2) Giyen; b *,999, A * 37° 58' C * 65° 02' Find B, a, c

(3) Givel: a * 4.4, b ,5.21, A 0, 57° 37', 17" Find B,C,c

(4) Given: a' = 77.99, b n 83.39, C 72° 15' Find A, B,

(5) Given: a,* 47.99, b n 33.14, C a 175° 19' 10"

Find A, B, c 0

(6) Given: a ma,1,.b 65, c 20 Find the angles

(7) Given: a mc43, b * 50, c * 57 Find the angles

Determfne'the distance of an enemy gun at p=ition A from
your position at B. Given: line BC is 322.55 yds, angle
ABC is 60° 34' and angle BCA is 56° 10'.

(9) In order to find the distance betwamtwo'objec4, A
and B, separated by a swamp, a station C was chosen,
and the distances CA 3825 yds,. CB * 3475.6 yds were

measured. AnglejACB was measured and found to be 62°

31'. Fjnd the'distance between A and B.

(10) Of three towns A; B, and CI A'is 200 miles from B and
184 miles from CI, B is 150 miles due north from C. How

far is A nortn of C?

51
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*ANSWERS
TO PROBLEMS

Page 1 7 a.

C.

(1):

1(4)

(1)

(4)

! (1)

8340
215812

23797
3889

71t-

(2)

(5)

(2)

(5)

(2)

21z:

-212491

1809
4778

82957

Page - c. (1) 2 1/4
(4) 3 13/64
(7) 3 17/27

(10) 2 27/44 =.

(13) 1 1/8
(16) 21/32
(19) 2: 1544
(22) 1/6 1

(25) 110

(28) 1/8I.
Page 3k- b. (1),

(a)
(b)

(c)

'(d)-

(f)

(9)
(h)

(i)

(j)

Page 4 731c

/1:9
(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

A i

(a)

(d)

(e)

-

.375

.3

1.25

.2

.42857
1.92308
25.9375
15.46667
28
127.56667

1 5/8
1/2
3 1/8
127 1/3
1.1 27/40

525.3766
338.9964
390.860
4500.19667
36910.4581

- (3) ;5954

(3) 1889

(2)':2 1/16, (3)
(5) 2 59/64, (6)

(8) 2 15/16, (9)

1i 1/8

(17 5/192

RV)
18)

(111 11 1/4

(20 1344 51/112 21)

(23) 2 1/6
(26) 3/8
(29) 33 3/4 30)

.03

.5

.4

.22222
2.8/5

37.375'
28.1792
212.2
184.625

3 3/4
1/2

1 339/500 .

12 211/500
.14 321/1000

52,,

.r

1/32
4 14/25:
2 9/68
41 3432
3 139/210
7/36
3/4 -

112/3
10/27
24 5/14

.875

.003

.90909-

13.48
12.14375'
19.51542
115.33333

16 7/8

2/3
2,r39/250
1-89/100
11 123/1000

sac

.9375
100.75

.



Answers Con

Page 4 - b. (4)4
(a) 1567.3841
(b) 963.775

W - -

(c) .1394.6662
(d) 27.303
(e) 161.845

(a 1,347
(b .86956

Page 5 - c. (1)

(a) 5184. 361 784 196

(b) 144 81 289 256
(c) 225 15625 5625 1 2500"
(d) 2362369 /

(e) 54756

(2) -

(a) 27 216 6859 1728

(b) 8 64 343 512

(c) 50653
(d) 180362125
(e) 2048383

(3)

(a) 191
(b) 306

(c) 731
(d) 11.20
(e) 931.00

Page 6 - a. (1)

(a) 3.5
tb) 3.0

(c) 2.0
(d) 1.059

(e) .875

(2) A = $30.00 8 = $70.00

(3) 33/51

(4) 7/2 18/7 50 feet 2 4 5

10 feet 22 1/2

(5) 1.25:100 or 1.25%

53
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Answers Continued

Page 6 - 5 a. (6) 58.33

(7) 300 feet

(8) 113 1/7 feet

(9) 10 Days

Page 10 - (1)

(a) 20%
(b) 25%
(c). . 33 1/3%
(d) 75%

(e) 25%
(f) 76.5%
(g) 60.8%
(h) 224%

(2)

(a) 29.167%
(.b) 12.5%
(c) 62.5%
(d) 87.5%

(3)
(a) 1440 cu yds
(b) 170 men

(c) 368 gals
(d) 27 men
(e) 342 cu yds
(0 5%

Page 15 (1)

(a) 15°
(b) 86°
(c) 201.2°
(d) -20°
(e) 0°
(f) 544°
(g) 161.6°
(h) 20°

(2)

(a) 120 cm
(b) 1.5 m
(c) 2535000 m

54
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Answezs Continued

Page 15 - i. (2)

(1
.C15 Km
120 Km

(fi 13.67 yds

(g) 342.9 cm
(h) 4.101 ft
(i) 3.772 m.
(j) 418.31 ft

1.6387 L
(1 7627.97
(m 339.80
(n) 6.452
(o) 104.7440 m.)

Page 16 .-1 a.(1) 2a

((;)) t xx+5
(4) + 2x3 -1
(5) 4x4 - 2 xy + 9 xz'.:-iy2 + 2z2 + 12 yz -6y -6z

. b41) 6a-b+c
(2) 10a2 c-8a3-b3
(3) -2x4 + 2axi + 4bx3 - 2bx4 - 3cx -5d

c.(1) a - ab + b2

(2) 5a - b - c

2 (a) x2 + 16x + 60
(b) x2 - 9

(c) + 9a3 + 19a2 - 25a + 6
xu 4. 151x - 264

(e) 2x2 - 3x -9

3 (a) x + 2y
(b) 3a - 2a3
(c) a + 3
(d) -a2 -3a 1

(e) x2.+ 2xy - xz + y2 - yz + z2

Page 17 - 4 a.(1)
(2)

(3)

x = 4

x . 3

x . 3

(4) x F 18
(5) x = 5
(6) x . 16
(7) x 6

55



Answers Continued

Page 17 - 4 b. 90

c. 10 feet and 90 feet

d. 10

e. 50 min

10 1

f. Present age of father is 60 yrs.
Presentmage of son is 30 yrs.,

Page 23 - 4 a.

b.

C.

(1)

(2)

13)
(4)

25.1667°
21.2283°
68.0717°
82.5819°

(5) 820 18' 54"
(6) 98° 53' 13.2"
(7) 162°25' 51.6"

(8) 1450 33' 51.2"

(1) 720°
(2) 360°

(3) 540°
(4) 1800°

(1) 900°
(2) 1080°
(3) 1800°
(4) 2160°
(5) 1620°

(1) 113.1 cu. ft.
(2) 0.58905 cu. ft.
(3) 422230.05 cu. ft.
(4) 512 cu. ft.

e. oy -1.13 ft.
(2) 558.5 gals.

(3) 5733.33 cu. yds.
(4) 545.2 cu. yds.

56



Answers Continued

Page 33 - g. (1)

'4

(a) 2.391165
(b) 3.575819
(c) 8.140634-10
(d) 7.392345-10
(e) 0.536662
(f) 2.553007
(g) 4.392347
(h) 3.199417
(0 0.718119

1.533052
4765.7

(1) .17636
(m) 1.5656
(n) .018278
(o) 10,000.00
(p) 622760
(q) 752.56
(r) .0017145

37,879.
(t .00037879
(u 7.894762-10
(v) 7.541528-10
(w) 6.139722-10
(x) 6.560885-10

(a) 4765.6
(b) 9.8932

.94778
(d) 199640
(e) 3608.0
(0 1.8904
(g) 1.9449
( ) 1.6983
(i) 3266.5

(i) 35,387
(k) 66.677
(1) 7176.3
(m) 21.069
(n) 2.2134
(0) 87.524



Answer. Continued

Page 37 - f. (1) 0.606682
(2) 0.794944
(3) 0;763176
(4 1.310314
(5 0.700999
(6 ) 0.924002
(7) 0.314542
(8) 1.936289
(9) 0.759959

(10) 0.580727
. (11) 3.84555
(12) 0.035639
(13) 0.898077
(14) 0.469476
(15) 1.272639
(16) 0.316056
(17) 0.924113
(18) -0.523622
(19) -0.690992
(20) -2.817270

\ Page 39 (1) 9:663786-10
(2) 9.895013-10
(3) 9.965184-10
(4) 0.564814.
(5) 9.965229-10
(6) 9.384283-10
(7) 0.999961
(8) 9.869803-10

. (9 ) 9.897084--ltr----,--
(10 ) 9.955520-10
(11 ) 0.319081
(12) .9.952964-10

, (13) 9.670236-10
(141 9.557992-10
(15) 0.284387
(16) 9.95 35-10
(17) 9.910221-10
(18) 9.994627-10
(19) 0.173468

(20). 9.580023-10

Page 42 - e. (1) a = 10.61;fb 3 15.46; B = 550 52'

(2) b = 41.18; c = 88.20; B = 27° 50'

(3) B 39° 58'; a = 105.00; c = 137.00

(4) A = 54° 30'34"; B . 35° 29' 26"; b = 33.91

114
58

103

.`"iNr.
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Answers Continued

Page 42 - e. (5)
(6)

(7)

(8)

Page 51 (1)

(2)

5)

8
7)

)

(9)
(10)

A a 550 58' 50"; B = 340 01' 10"; c = 48.26
a = 3; b = 5.1962 r7it

x 685.89 feet
Ht of hill = 84.74 feet

C = 350 04', b = 577.30; c = 468.93
8 = 77°; a = 630.75; c = 929.47
B a 890 52' 48"; C = 320 29' 55" c = 2.7992
A-= 51° 15!; 8 = 560 30'; c is 95.24

= 2° 46' 08", B is )° 54' 42"; c * 81.06
A = 38° 52' 48";- B.= 126° 52' 12"; C = 140 15' 00"
A = 46° 49' 35"; B = 570 59' 44"; C = 750 10' 41"
300 yds
3800 yds
54.52 miles

iPte
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If"

BASIC ARITHKEiIC

(Ratio and iroportion)

OBJECTIVES OF TRIS lass

I 0

upba completion of this lesson, you Should be able to:

1. Define ratio and proportion.

2. &press ratlo and proportion in both written and verbal forms.

3. Explain the different terms used in ratio and proportion.

4; Learn and apply the rules of ratio and proportion.

S. Recognize the direct and inverse types of.proportion.

6. Form a proportional equation, referred to as "setting up the
problem."

7. Solve various types of problems imftlaring ratio and proportion.

I 1 td1

1

411



Ie

NSTRUCTIONS 23

,i013

The material j this lesson is arranged in small ster , called -

frames. Bach frame containS information which you must* knaw. Bich

frame requires that youreepoe by completiag aa incomplete state-

mimt.

The correct response i3 stated on the reverse side af the page.

Once you complete a frame, check your answer and continue.with the

next frame. . C.

Begili, with frame #1 at level' A (upper third of each frame peke)

and continue through all frames at this level. Once yourhave com-

pleted all frames at level Abegin level B ()Middle third of eadh

frame page) and work all frames at this level. Attar completidg

levelsAandByou may begin levalC (lower third of each 'frame page)

working all of the problems.,

"Proceed through .the lesson at your own speed. You will have

two hours to complete the 10830111,a0 pace youritelf accordiaa7. If

you need help with a problem do not hesitate to,call on an instructor.

9

if

2

a. .7

1.

7.17



. FRAME #1

A ratio is
quantity of the
to r

LOA A
\

A relation or compariso of one quantity to another
same kind. .Therafore, in mathematics me use ratio
or qz* tr similar quantities.

\

NOTE: Do not SiorklysloR, this line until all frames in =IL L are
complete.

FRAME #114 ISM E

Bob and Dick agreed to divide profits-of $45.60 in ratio of 2
to 3, Dick securing the larger ahare,' Um much should each receive?.

a. Bob b. Dick

NOTE: Do not workbelow this line until all frames in mu, B are
complete.

F164AE i127'

Refer tca Fr4mB #25. In order to simplify setting up this pro-
blem, we nta11 phrase the verbal expression of 'Oda direct. pro-
portion. Wia.say. "16 workmen is to workman as 1800 articles de
to 2700 articles." W6 write this as

C.1800
27,mr- gr 6:1 = 1800:2700. Compleia the solutiont
,7-

1800X 16,200;

NOTE: The same kinds are compared: "mo..cmen ars to workmen.as
articles are to artieles."4

3

I 'VP

r

'At



, 4

FRAME oil (Response)

cbmpara

h.

FRAM (ResPonse)

a. Bob........g8.00 b. Dick $27.00

FRAM #27 (Response)

X 9

10

411.)



FRAIE #2..

ratio may te watten with two figees placed
separated by a horizontal line across the middle in
EXample: A ratio of 2 to 3 is writtin .2..; hence, a
is 'smitten

.,

MEL A

vertica117 and
a fora of fraction.
ratio of 3 to 2 .

MAME #34 LEVEL-B

Two fiSharmaa agreed to.divide a fish 3 feet 9 inches long ia
the ratio of 4 to 5. How long is each section?

a. Shorter

#28

b. Loager

6.0

LEVEL C
-

Refer to Frame #26. In phrasilag the verbal expression of this
inverse .propoition, we sgy: "6 workmen is to 15 workmen as 10 days
is to X dayp." This-is normally written 12. or 6:15 10:1X

X
but since an increase in one quantity causes a :13crease in another
quantity this is an inverse proportion agd.one side of the equation
must be inverted. Hence, it is written ° .X oil 6:15 X:10.
Complete the solution: rs TO

151:. 60; X -40

6
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(

010 (

FU)1E #3 laiiirfa

11 3

A ratio may be written also with two figures placed horizontally
and separated by a colon. Example: A ratio of 2 to-3 may be written
2:3; hence a ratio of 3 to 2 is written

FRAME #16

Mr. Smith left directions
children in the ratice 2:3:4.
how much sb.culd each part be?

LEVEL B

to divide his estate among throe
If the estate amounted to $514,000,

This compleues the lesson Frans on ratios. Now, proceed to
proportion.

FRAME #29 LEVEL C

Now le.es set different types of problems concerned in mapping.
Type 1. The sare of a map is 1:25,000. What is the map distance
if the distance an the ground is 1250 feet? Express in inches. In
phrasing the verbal expression, we say: 1 is to 25,000 as map dis-
tance (unicnown) is to ground distance (1250 ft.). We write as
1 X
TONT 1250 x 12n

Complete the solution:

7



FRAME #3 (ResPonse)

3:2

FRANS #16 (ResPonse)

$122000 $184000 p45000

FRAME #29 (Response)

25,000 X 15,000 - .6 inches

8

410-`)
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FRA)E #4.
LEVEL A.

A ratio of 1 (1:4) is verbally expressed as one to faar.
7

Then a ratio of 4 (4:1) is verbally expressed as

?SNORT=

FRAM #11" LEVEL B

If the ratio of two numbers equals the ratio of two other num-
bers, the four numbers form a proportion. &ample: 2 n 4 , 2.

What number should represent the letter (I) to farm a proportion
of the following equation?

a. 3

T lb
b. 4 - 8

FRAME #30

Type 2. The scale of is 1:35,000. What
distance'if the distance on the map is 1.8 inches?
We say, 1 is to 35,000 as map distance (1.8") is to
(unknown). write 1 1.8 .

TOU6 'Ts
Campleta the solution: 35,000 x 1.6

LEVEL C

is the ground
&press in feet.
ground distance



FRAM #14 (Response)

4 to 1

FRAME #17 (ResPonse

a. 6 b. 10

FRAME #30 (Response)

51250 feet

10

12 7



FRAME #5 LEVEL A

The grouping of two quantities in-ratio is called the quotient!
The twy quantities .of a ratio are called the terms of a ratio, sudh
as ',first tere.and "second term". In a ratio of ior-3:4, the

first term is 3, and it is the second term. Ma the ratio of kor
3

4:32 it is the and 3 is the

FRAME fla

In a proportion 2

. 1r

this proportion, 3 the
fourth term. Then, in

and third terms are
terms are

;EVEL

1, 4 or 2:3 It 4 6.is called the first term of
r

second term, 4 the third term and 6 the
a proportion 2 k ;7117'? 4:1111 the secomd

and first and fourth

FRAME #31 LEVEL C

Type 3. The distance between two points an a map is 3.6 inches.
The distanee between the same two points on the ground is 3520 yards.
What is the scale of the map? We say: scale 1

X
as,3.6 inches is to 3520 ydrds.

Vie write 1 3.6 Complete the sol
ir 337677733.

X = . Scale



FRAMS 6 (Response)

first term, second term

FRAME #18 (Response).

7 wad 4, 2 and 14

FRAME #31 (Response)

35,200; 1:35,200

12



FRAME #6

IN
LEVEL A

In a ratio, the fiist term and the second term are indivicinsauy
called the antecedent and the conpequent! Hence, when referring to
a ratio of 4 (4:3),*4 is the and 5-is

FRAME #19 LEPEL B

In a proport'.on 2 = 4 or 2:3 = 4:6, the fint and fourth terms
c";

(2 and 6) are also callea the extremes, and the second and third
terms (3 and 4) are called the means of this proportion.' Then, in
a proportion 5 . 10 or 5:6 ..0:12 (6 and 10) are the and

E r2.
(5 and 12) are the

FRAME #32 LEVEL C

Type 4. The distance between two points dn a capttired pnemy map
is 2.54 inches. The same distance on a map in your possession,'with
a sca1e of 1:50,000 is 6.35 inches. What is the scale of the enemy
map? 14Je phrase this: 1:X (enemy map) is to 1:50,000 (your map) as
2.54" is to 6.355t. We write X .6.35: (Note that the secong part

5000p
of the equation is inverted because the smaller the number the larger
the denominator of scale.) Complete the solut±on: 2.54X -.317500.

X . Scale ..

'4.

115
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PRAM #6 (Response)

antecedents consequent

. 4

FRAKE #19 (ilesPonse)

means, extremes

FRAME #32 (Response)

125,000, 1:125,000

3.14

1 3



FRAME #? LEVEL A

121

RULE NO. 1. Both terms of a ratio may be multiplied or divided
by a same number wrEaburiMiging thesvmaue of the ratio. rvamee

2 x 2 a 4 2 . 2 I 2.m 4 l

CoOplete the following:

a. b 1402

FRAME #20 LEVEL B

IN A PROPORTION THE PRODUCT OF= =UM IS =ALIO THE
,PRODUCT OF THE MEANS. Rumple: In proportion 3 6 or 3:5 m 6:10,

product of extremes (3 and 10) equals 30 and pro4uct of means (5 and
6) equals 30. Which one of the following is NOT a proportion?

a. 2:5 4:8 b. 3.g" 9 c. 2 63 7

FRAME #33 LEVEL C

If la pieces of fUrniture cost $72,01That will 27 pieces cost
at the same rate?

15



ISO #7 (3e:Ipolase)
a. b.

a

VW'S #20 (jlesvcase.)

a. 2%5 108

?Oa #33 Cites 'Paso)

ta62- 12 0 12

1.941i

1624

r,

1.6



411.

Ming LINIM A

1 23

,RULE NO. 2. Since ratio,' may be written in a forq of-fraction,
rules pertaning to fractions maybe used, such as reducing to low-
est terms. Pwample: 6 may be reduced to 2. Wits the following

3F

ratios in fractionallarm in their lowest terms:

a. 4:16 b. c. 9:24

Flian #21

Proportions, like
A proportion i; may

3 .6-

different forms:

a.

T63-

Ian B
ratios, may be written in different forms.
be writtan 2:3 4:6. Write the following in

b. 2:5 4:10 ( )

FROM #34 IEVL C

If 15 carpenters can construct a building La 28 days, iu haw
many days can 21 carpenters do the same job?

17



FRAME #8 (Response)

b ce

FRANE #21 (Response)

a. 3:4 a 6:8 b.

FRAME #34 (Response)

. 20 days
S. x

2-6r

21X xi 420

X a 20

1 2.

",

11

j

,s



FRANZ #9 %of

:770. 770

LEVEL A

RULE NO. . To find the value of a ratio, the first term
(ante nt s di d by the second term (consequent). Elam-Pie=
In a ratio ior 5. 5 is divided by 8, to obtain the decimal value

of .625. Show the decimal value of following ratios:

a. 1 b. .c. 4:7

A proportion 2 Li or 2141. 4:8 is verbally expressed 2 is to
E. 8'

i4 as 4 is to 8. Then, a proportion la 6 is verbally expressed:-

1 4- Er

.FRAME #35

Driving from one town to the next, you get
of,6.5 miles. The same route an a map measures
is the scale of the map?

NOTE: 1 mile 63,360 inches.

LEVEL. C

a speedometer rOad rig
11.414 inches. Olat



FRAME #9 (Response)

a.;00.25 b. .375 c. I

FRAME #22 (Response)

3 is to 4 as 6 is to 8

FRAME #35 (Response)

1:36,000
- 11.44

I -6.5 x 63,360

11.44X sw 411540

X = 36,000

20



FRAME #10 LEVEL A

21

RULE NO. In finding tbe ratio of two numbers, both numbers
must be-eirzt expressed in the same unit of measure. Example: To
find the ratio of 3 feet to 5 inches:7E7e feet ahould first be con-
verted to inches.

2+121 = = 1 or 7.2 or 1:,
73, .1. or (7.2:1)

Find the ratio of the following:

a. 2 ft. to 2 yd. b. 2 in. to 3 yd. c. 5mi.to3ft.

FRAI4E #23 LEVEL B

There are two types of proportion, direct amd inverse. Direct
proportion is when an 1.2cr.eam in one quaTaTfcauarirpFoportional
increase in another quantity, or when a decreEOe in one quantity
causes a proportional in anothar quantilq.

FRAME #36 LEVEL c

You have a map of 1:45,000 scale which you want to use an a
fishing trip. The route you want to take measures 21.12 inch,...s on
the map. What is the ground distances in Miles?



iRAME #10 ( Response)

a. 1:3 b. 1:54 c. 8800:1

-

FRAME #23 (Response)

decrease

FRAME #36 (Response)

15 miles
1 21.12

45, 000

2291421 15
TE5N5c

22
1 9

4e)
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FRAM #11

Let's put our Inowledge
problem. In our school last
in the Cartographic Drafting

of ratio to work
year, there were
course.

1 29

LEVEL A

in solr'mg a practical
576 students. 96 were

a. Wbat is the ra* of Cartographic Drafting stupients to the whole
school?

b. What is the rai4o of other (non-cart graPhic) students to Carto.
graphic Dratti.ng stualEgr

FRAME Oh /

Inverse proportion: When an incrsase
proportional decrease in another quantity,
quantity causes a proportional

LEtTEL B

in one quantity causes a
or a decrease in one

in another quantity.

MIS #37 LEVEL C

Your map has a scale of 1:50,000. What is the distance an the
map if the distance on the ground is 3750 feet?

abress answer in inches.

23

:'.*



FRAME #11 (Response)

a.. 1:6 b. 5 :1

FRAME #214 (Response)

increase

30
4.)

FRom #37 (Response)

.9 inches
x

50 ,000 5-176-712

So,000x a 45000

X t. .9

24 \



FIUME #12

131

LEVEL At

Let's try another problem. la a class of AI:students, 3 studsnts
failed to pass the course.

a. What is the ratio of students who passed the course to the
whole clue

b. What is the ratio of studen s who failed the course to students
who passed the course?

FRAME #25

71.

LEVEL B

Exampae of direct proyortion: "Six workmen make 1800 articles
in one day.' How7EiRrimikmen would be needed to make 2700 such
articles at the same rate?" This is a direct proportion because an
increase in articles will require (a, an) in
worlamn.

FRAME #38 LEVEL C

The distance between two points an a map is 12.5 inches. The
same distance on a map in your possession, with a scale of 1:100,000,
is 8.6 inches. What is the scale of the first map?

7=.



MOB #12, (Revouse)

a. 7:8 b. 1:7

FRAME PS (EasPonse

increase

FE.AME #38 (Response)

1:68,800
X - 8.617= TE:3`.

12.5X 860,000

68,800

26

:;;Ar



FRAME #13

133
LEVEL A

Let's try and solve more difficult prOblems. of tsa
number, having a ratio of l to 3 is 32. What are the numbers?
Solution: Let I represent the smaller number. and 31 the larger
number. 1 + 3X 32. 4X.0 32, X 0 8; than 3X 24. Check: Oces
8 + 24 0 32? Yee. .Solve this problem: Sum of two numgirhaving
a ratio of 4 to 7 is 99. Uhat are the numbers? a. Smaller no.

12% Larger no.
.00111!MINOMINI

I.

FRAME #26

eweelmme

sleleMelleleollimMeememeeNolltwomMime

avEr. B

Psrnmple of inverse provrtion: "Six workmen completed a job
in ten days. How many days will it take fifteen waskmen to do the
same job?" This is-an inverse proportion because an increase in
workmen will the number of days.

FRAME #39 LEVEL C

The distanlc between two points on a 1:12,500 scale map is
14.1 inches. Whzi, is the distance between the same two points an
a 1:230500 scale map? Express answer in iliches.

MEENNMOI

27

',donee.

-



FRAME ii13 (Response)

a. 36 b. 63

Return to Pa 3 for VRAME #14, LEVEL B

131
ao)

FRAME #26 (Response)

decrease

Return to ige 3 for FRAME #27, LEVEL C

FRAME #39 (Response)

7.5 inches 1100 X
23 00 11-7/-

235001 176250

X 7.5

This completes all the lesson frames orvratio aad proportion.
Now, begin the SELF TEST on page 29.

,)

28



SELF TEST

I. A ratio Maybe written\with two figures
and separated byr a
they mily also be written\viih two
amd separated lqy a \\ 2,

woras

3

placed
acros"E"

s placed ,

3)
\,

A ratio of 3/4'is verbally expressed as

3. In a ratio the first term is Called the
second term the

\(6)

. (4)

and'the

The sum of two numbers having a ratio of 1 to 3 is'32. If X'
equals the smaller number, thaa wal the larger,
one. (13)

\

5. When the ratio of two numbers equals the ratio of two other
numbers, the four numbers are called a\ . (17)

. (26)

6. Ia a proportion the product of the
the product of the

ie equal to

7. In a direct proportion aa iaorease in one quantity causes a
proportional in the other. (23)

8. In an inverse proportion a decrease in one quantity causes a
proportional in the other. (24)

9. If five workmen can do a j
take 20 men to do the job.

10. Your map has a scale of 1-
map if the same distance

in tan days how many days will it
26)

2000. What is the distance an the
the ground is 5280 feet? (37)

; ;;;'
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138

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS

This type of programmed lesson is-actually a workbook wherehi the

overall lesson information is broken down into small steps, called "Frames".

Some frames mquire an action, labeled (Action); in these frames you do

the action as directed. When you have completed the (R) statement or

your aciion, turn page to next frame and continue lesson. The first line

above each frame containa the correct respOnse for the preceding frame.

eesThis s ry as a check on your already written response NOT FOR

COPYING. Ttlese booklets are your property; they; are not graded. This

lesson is not a test (other than testing yourself) and you can proceed

through it at your own sliced. Frames 1 through 11, and 23 will be on

odd numbered pages. Frames 12 through 22 will be on even numbered

pages.

119
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(

1

OBJEcrw) OF TIIIS LESSON

Upon completion of Ws lesson you will demonstrate the ability to

solve and understand some of the most commonly basic algebraic fonnuliui

$pecitically the following:

a. Algebraic addition

b. Algebraic subtraction

c. Algebraic multiplication

d. Algebraic division

e. Formula transpoaition and transformation

FINAL INSTRUCTIONS

Remember that you continue through each frame in numercial order.

You will probably get along all right on your own, but in case, you need

help, just raise your hand, as the instructor is there to assist you.



FRAME -#.1

Algebra is that part of mathematics which employs lttters in reasoning

about numbers, either to find their general properties or to find the value

of an unknown from its relation to known numbers.

R: In algebra, are used in reasoning about numbers.

TURN TO PAGE 6 FOR __FRAME -4.2

-4. 41 41

4



(Mosoakisi) (Blsomial) (Polynomial)

FRAME #12-

The ..,olute value of a number is its value without regard to the sign
before it.

Exampk: The numbers +7 and -7 have the same absolute value, 7.

R: The absolute value of -3 and + 3 is

FRAME #13 IS ON PAGE 7

5

04.

141



4

(i..eters)

FRAME #2

The chief thing that makes algebra different from arithmetic is the use of

letters instead of figures to represent numbers and to use these letters to

form expressions and equations.

R: Instead of using figures to represent numbers, are used.

These are then used to form and

TURN TO PAGE 8

6

153



(3),

FRAME g..-13

When two or more terms form an expression that is to be subjerzted to opera-

tions such as multiplication or division, they are enclosed in parentheses
I I

( ), brackets I or braces 1. These are called symbols of aggrega-
tion.

Example: If 4X is to be multiplied by 2a b. *1:e expression is
written 41{(2a + b)
The parentheses show us that we are multiplying the ex-
pression 2a-b. as a whole, by the term 4X. The expres-
sion (a) I 4-b(a-b) 1 indicates that the difference between
a-b is to be multiplied by b and the product of this sub-
tracted from 4 before it is multiplied by a.

R: The three symbols of aggregation are and

GO TO PAGE 9



(Letters) (Letters, Expressions., Equatiocs)

FRAME #3

When figures are used to express a mathematical situation, the expressions
obtained refer to specific cases.

R: Figgres limit the expressions obtained to _

GO TO PAGE 10 .---



(

(

(Parentheses) (Brackets (Braces)

FRAME `-4.14

When the root of a quantity is extracted, the sign called the radical
sign is used, together with a small figure known as the index of the root.

Example: Some of the radical signs used axe:

(1) Square root
(2) Cube root
(3) Any root

Any number can be substituted for .N,

4.

R: The radical sign that shows the cube root of a number is

T: The square root is , and to show any root of a number is

GO TO PAGE 11

.W

411



(SpotiSe Cases)

FRAME #4

The basic concept which we shall add to our previous knowledge of math
is the idea of a general number; that is, the representation of numbers by
letters.

Example: We say that a room is x feet long and .x may stand for
any number. If we are speaking of a particular room and
measure it to be 10 feet long, then x would equal 10;
however, for a different room x may have a different value.

R: The representation of numbers by letters is accomplished by using the

concept of a

GO TO PAGE 12

67

10



C

c

FRAME #15

In algebraic addition there are three cases which must be taken into ac-
count; they are:

(a) Positive number, plus positive number
(b) Positive number plus negative number
(c) -Negative number plus negative Sumber.

&trample: (a). To add two 'or More positive numben, fknd the sum
of their absolute values and prefix to this sum the
positive sign. Hence, add +7y ansi + 6Y, the product
equals +13Y.

(b) To add a poSitive number and a negative number, find
the difference' of their absolute values and prefix the
sign of the larger number to the result. Hence, add
-Sax to + 3ax, the product equals -6ax.

(c) To add two-or more negative numbers, find the sum
of their absolute values and prefix to their sum the
Minus sign. 'Hence, add -9x to 4:ix, the product equals
-15x.

Action: Add: + 25xy -37a -43bc + 20 b
+18xy +22a -37bc -50 b

GO TO PAGE 13

41



(General Number)

FRAME

When two or more quantities are multiplied togetiier. each quantity is
'called a factor of the product.

Example: If 4, 6 & S are multiplied together the product is 192:
then 4. 6 & 8 are factors of 192, but since 4 - 6 is 24 and

24 %. 8 is 192, then 24 and 8 are also factors of 192.

R: If the product of 3 - 4 - 6 is 72, the factors of 72 are

GO TO PAGE 14

5,9

12

Or,

9



( +43sy). (-ISA), (-Babe) . ( .30b)

FRAME #16

41444,;s:-414

449

One general rule is sufficient to cover all cues of algebraic subtraction.
Change the sign of the subtrahend, and then add the altered subtrahezd
to the minuend, usinj the rules for algebraic addition. In .the above rule,
the subtrahend is the quantity to be subtracted and the minuend is the.
quantity that it is to be subtracted from.

Example: To subtract 4ab from +Sal), change the sign of the
subtrahend ( 4ab) and then acid to the minuend ( + tab),
the algebraic sum equals +12ab:

Action: Subtract: +3a from +5a
2x from +3x

GO TO PAGE 15

13



An,

(3, 4 &

In any expression that represents a product, any one of the factons, or the
product of any two or mere of them. may be regarded as the coefficient
of the remaining part of the expression.

Example: If the quantity 7abc is considered, 7, is the numerical co-
efficient of abc, 7a is the algebraic coefficient of bc and lab
is the algebraic coefficient of C.

R: If the quantity 5xy is considered, 5 is tht_ )f xy and 5x
is the of y.

GO TO PAGE 16

14



(+2.a). (+5x)

FRAME 17

In multiplication of algebraic terms, the product of two nuMbers having
like signs is a positive number and the product of two numbers having
unlike signs is a negative number.

Example: (a) multiply +Sx by +43c, can be written u (8x) (4x),
the algebraic product equals 32V.

(b) The product of (-8x) (4z) =

Action: a. Find the product of (2a) (6s)
b. Find the product of ( 3b) (313).

GO TO PAGE 1.7

151



(Nourierical Cortina) (Algebrak Cori Ulna)

FRAME #7

An exponent% any number or algebraic expression written at the eight
of, and above, another number or algebraic expression to show how many
times the latter is tti be taken as a factor.

Example; If 4 is multiplied by Rself, we say we have squared 4
(written as 4). If a is multiplied by itself we express it

as

K: The exponent of any number or expression will be placed at the

of, and that number or expression.

GO TO PAGE 18

1 3

16



J

( 2,1 ), ( -9132 )
.

0

FRAME #18

In division of algebraic termb, the quotient of two numbers having like
.signs is positive and the quotient of two numbers having unlike signs is
negative.

Example: (a) Find the quotient of 8x 2. (Like signs, ibt
4x.

(b) Find the quaient of kix 2. (Unlike signs) 8x
2 = 4x.

Action: a. Find the quotient of 32x ÷ 4.
b. Find the q4tient of 32x 4.

-

GO TO PAGE 15

17



(Right) (Above)

FRAME #8

The number whose power is to be found is called the base number.

Example: In the expression a', a is the base number and 3 is the
power of the base number that is desired.

E: In the expression X", X is the _ and is the

of the base number.

GO TO" PAGE 20



(8x), (-Sx)

FRAME #19

An algebraic equation is a statement of equality between two quantities
or operations. Equations are a very convenient means of expressing the
relationship between known and unknown quantities. An equation of
this type is called a formula .

R: A formula can also be referred to as an

GO TO PAGE 21

19



(Mow Number) (Puwer)

FRAME

When multiplying quantities having the same base numbers, their expo-

nents are added, and when dividing quantities having the same base num-
..

hers, their exponents are subtracted.

Example: ii we were to divide a* by aa, we would subtract 2 from

4. giv:ng us a final result of at. If however, we had been

multiplying. a4 by a°, we would have obtained a result of

K: The exponents are when div ding quantities which have

the same base numbers, and when multiplying quanti-

ties having the same base numbers.

GO TO PAGE 22

1

20



(Algebraic, Equation)

FRAME 2t)

The quantity that, when substituted for the unknown quantity, reduces an
equation to an equality is said to satisfy that equation.

Example: x - 9 11. is satisfied when the value 2 is substituted
for the unknown x

Action: Satisfy the following equations:

a. 9 x = 15

x 15 = 12

X

X =

CO TO PAGE 23

21

t 59

^



00. visaed) (Added)

FRAME #10

An algebraic expression may consist of pars which are separated by the

+ and signs; these parts with signs immediately preceding them are

cialled terms.

Example: The expression 3X 4Y + Z is separated by the plus or
minus sign into three parts, + 3X, 4Y. + Z. These parts

are the terms in the expression.

R: If an algebraic expression is separated into parts by the + Or the

signs, these parts are called the of the expression.

GO TO PAGE 24

22
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(6) (27)

FRAME #21

59

The form of an equation may be changed, when solving all equation, but
the change must be such that the sides remain equal to each other after
the change. The same change must be made in both sides so they remain
equal. The change in the final of an equation in this manner is called
transformation. Four commonly used ways of transformation are:

(a) By adding the same quantity to both sides of the equation.

Example: 2x + 10 = 16
5 = 5

2: + 15 = 21

(b) By subtracting the same quantify from both sides of the equations.

Example: 2z + 10 = 16

2x + 5 = 11

(e) By multiplying both sides of an equation by the same quantity, or by
raising both to the same power.

Example: 2x + 10= 16 (2) (2x + 10) = (2) (16) .

(ax + 10)-1----(16)2 4x + 20 =32
4x-+ 40x` + 100 = 256

(d) By dividing both sides of an equation by tne same quantity, or by
extracting the same root of both sides.

Example: 2x ± 10 = 16 or x + 5 = 8
2 2

R: The value of each side of the equation s changed by any form of
, but the sides still remain equal and the value of the

unknown is not altered.

GO TO PAGE 25

23
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elernito

FRAME

If an expression contains ()illy one term it. is said to be amunomial; if it

has two terms it is a Binomial , and if it has many terms it is a ',coypu', iii.

Mample: The expression 5X has only one term, so therefore it is

a monomial expression; if howevei the expression had

two terms, 5X 5Y. it would be a binomial ex; -ession,
and if it had more than two terms, 5X 5Y 5A. it

would be a polynomial expression.

B: A one tel iu expression is ad to be _ , an expression with

two terms is a _ expression, and an expression with many

terms is a expression.

Gti BACK TO PAGE S AND CONTINUE WITH FRAME #I2

24



(Trassfornotlia)

FRAME #22

b

Transposition is the process of taking a term from one zide of an equation
and placing it in the other side of the equation with the sign changea. It
is equivalent to wilding the same quantity to, or subtracting the same quan-
tity from, both sides of the equation.

Example: 6x + 4 = 2x + 3.
The 2x can be brought to the left side of the 'equation by
dropping it from the right aide and writing it in the left
side with the sign changed. Now the,equation reads:
fix 2x + 4 = 3 or 4x ± 4 =-- 3.

Action: Transpose I5x in the following equation: .23x 4 = 15x + 4

GO TO PAGE 26



(Px 15x 4 = +4) or (81c 4 = +4)

FRAME 44.23

The following is a precise statement of what to do in solving the simple
equation:

(1) Transpose all the terms containing the unknown to one aide of the
equation.

(2) Transpose all the terms not containing the unknown to the other
side of the equation.

(3) Divide both sides of the equation by the coefficient of the un-
known.

It: After transposing all terms containing the unknown to one side and
all terms not containing the unknown to the other side, both sides
are then by the coefficient of the unknown.

GO 70 PAGE 27

26



(Divided)

You have now completed the "liesson Frames". Now
complete the review which is in the form of a self-tat_
Fill in the blank spaces in each test item. nit number
in parenthesis ( ) located at the right of each blank
space refers you to the frame number from which the
statement was taken.

TURN TO NEXT PAGE

1

27

1603
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SELF-11.Nr

1. Algebra is that part of inath which employs letters in reasoning
about (1).

2. When numbers are used in solving an algebraic expression, the ex-
pression will be pertaining to a (3) case: whereas, if letters
are used the expression will be pertaining to,a (4) case.

3. In the express on 4 A 9 \ 20, 4. 9 and 20 are _ (5) of the
product 720.

4. The number written to the right of, and above another is called the
(7) of that number.

5. If 5 is multiplied by itself, we have (7) 5 . It

expressed as (7)

6. The terms of an expression are parts which are segarated by the
(10) and (10) signs.

7. The absolute value of a number is its value without regard to the
(12) before it.

8. The three symbols of aggregation are and
(13).

9. The radical sign for the cube root of a number is (14).

10. The prefix to the sum of a positive number added to a positive num-
ber is the (15) sign.

11. The prefix to the sum of a positive number added to a negative num-
ber is the sign of the (15) number.

12. The product of two numbers having iike signs is a
number and the product of two numbers having unlike signs is a

number.

13. Equations are also called (19).

14. When making a change in the form of an equation, the sides must re-

main (21).

15. The process of taking a term from one side of the equation and plac-

ing it in the other side is called i 22)

.

64
'
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DiTRODUCTION

Of all the mathematical protease we learn 1.4/fd1ioo1 perhaps the
easiest to forget Are the uses of powers and roois. Problems involv-
ing powers and roots rarely occur in evtaday life and unless you are
in one of the scientific fields you seldom use them. Since they are
critical in the field oe surveying we find it necessary to review
the baaic fundamentals

This text is \designed as a review and when successfully complet-
ed should provide the student with sufficiefit background to solve
any problems that required the,use of positive whole number exponents
and square roots.

4.



4

POWERS AND ROOTS

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS

1(08

This program text is a unit of work which involves "Self
Teaching". The overall lesson information is broken into small
steps called "frames". Each frame inv-ructs with words, sample
iaroblems, or both, then requires you to apply that bit of instruc-
tion by completing a response or doing a described action. The book-
let is set up so the frame is on the frolic of the page; while the
response or illustrative portion of that frame is on the back of
the page.

To work and learn with this booklet, you read the frame and
complete rhe ..esponse or problem, then continue aver to the back of
the page for -he answer, it is there for verification, NOT for
COPYING. When tikat frame is completed successfully, go to the next
frame in numerical equence.

This lesson may he given as a classroom exercise or it may be
given ap a homework assignmeat. /f you are in the classioom and
find that you need, assistance or ac4.'ce in order to arrive at the
correct answer raise your hand and ai instructor will assist you.
If the exercise is given as a homewo k assignment and there is no
instructor availabl# to assist you in arriving at the correct ans-
wer, go back and riiview the previous frames, you may have missed a
point. Otherwise,/ continue to the next frqme.

11



POWERS AND ROOTS

OBJEOIVES OF MIS LESSON

Upon completion of this text you should be able to:

1. Defivia factor.

2. Defiae a base.

3. Define a power.

4. Define an exOcinent.

5. Indicate the power to which a number is to be raised
using exponents.

6. Raise any given number (base) to any given power.

7. Define a root.

8. Draw a radical and describe its use.

9. Define an index.

10. Indicate the root to be extracted using the radical and
index.

r`11. List perfpct squares up .to 100 and their square roots.

12. Identify and put in proper sequence the steps used to
extract a square root.

I Extract the square root of Lny given whole number,
decimal number, or common fraction.

14. Evaluate your solution by squaring your solution and
adding the remainder.

iii

I mit



1 70
A factor of a given number is env n. mber that will divide into
that number exactly. In the following problem 7 and 5 would be
called of 35.

7

5/35
35
00

28. If we wanted to indicate the number of times a base is to be
used to obtain a power and, if we had to wTite it out long
hand: i.e. 3 x 3 x 3 x 3 sm 81 ort.use 3 a.i.:.2.4base 4 times, it
would take all day and reams of paper to write a few problems.
Instead we use a numerical symbol called an exponent to in-
dicate how wany times the base is taken as a factor.

55. In tle last frame there wJam no decimal point iadicated, and
theta was an even number of digits, now lets look at another
case, one witci an odd number of digits to the right and left
of the decimal, for example, 437.0 which would be separated as
4'37:00. Separate the number 54,723,111 into periods

1



1. Factors

28. No response required

55. 5'47'23.11'10
As we know we can add a_zero to the left (fronq of a whole
r.umber (054723.111. We cau also
add a zero to the right (back) of a decimal yilhzeisiNEWAls.
its value. Since the !aro on the left of the whole number will
not be used it need not De written. However, the zero an the
righ!- of the decimal will be used rad must be shown.

2



112
Complete the following problem: 34 2 om

The factors in the problem given above are and

f29. An exponent is a numerical symbol indicating the power to which
a base is to be raised. A positive whole number exponent in-
dicates the number oZ times the is to be used as a

the
. The result of this multiplication is called

56 The number of periods formed, both to tLe right and to the left
of the decimal point, will equal the nunber of digits in the
answer both to the right and the left of the decimal. Tor
example the square root of 1 00 is- 1 0

fl'00

however, the square rout of 1.00 is 1.0 There are
/1.00

digits in the square root of 58081.00.

3



.."

2. 2, 17

29. Base, factor, power

56. 4, The square root of 58081.00 is 241.0 or 4 digits



*.(

(

3. If 17 is one factor of 51 the other factor is

-30. The exponent is written as a small number placci above and to
the right of the base. Oiven 34, 3 is called the
and 4 is the t

57. The second step in finding a square root is to find the largest
perfect square whi0 in equAl to, or Less Chan the left hand
period. In the sample below this perftct square is 9. Write

it under the first period (11) and pla:e it's root (3) above
the first period in the answer.

Example: 3

/1162'81
9

114



3

30. 3 IN baste
4 exponent

57, No teepcnee



A

4. Another method of indicating
in fractional form. Perform
following problem %
the factors are

division is to write, the problem
the division indicated in the

. In the problem above
and The

product of the factors is

31. If the base 5 is to be used 7 times as a factor the statement
would be written using exponents.

58. Step three Ls t subtract dne 2erfect square from the first
arket (11-9) and bring dawn the second period to forl the
first remainder.

/11'62'81
9

262 -- firdt remainder

7

To



4. 5

31. 5

2, .

7

58. No response

8



5. It is possible for a number to have more than one net of

factors for example in the number 16 we find the hollowing

facotrs:
4

4/16 Therefore 4 is a factor of 16
16
00

8

2116 2 and 8 are factors of 16
16

00

32. In the problem 2x2x2x2x2; the base is used

ttmes as a factor. The problem can be written as
using exponents and th.:. resultant power (product) is

59, Given the number 78961, divLde the number into ,eriods

the root of the first period is the first

remainder is . (NOTE: Be sure when bringing

down a period to bring down both dlgits.)

Ara..11Iimmod

9

-73



Nor

5. .No response

32. 5, 32

2 root

59. /7'89'61
4-

/389 -- first remainder

.1,J0

10

io)



Ono set of ffictors for the number 30 is 2 and 15.. Another set
of factors for 30 is And

33. Giver 3x3x3x4x4 we would rewrite the
problem as using exponents. The
resultant produc- is

60. Step four is t, dett
multiply the answer
60) and write it to
It is not necessary
changed).

Vaimr1

4 mom.

mine a trial divisor. To do this,
(mot) obtained so fill (3) by 20 (1 x 20
tha left of the first remainder. (NOTE:
to write in the zero since it will.be

Example: 3

9

Trial 60/ 262 -- first remainder
div_sor

Find the trial diviscr,r625

1.1

E3 0



?)6. 3,, 10 or 5, or 2, 3, 5 ,

3 x 10 30

5 1. 6 =AO
2 x 3 x 5 30

33. 3
3 Y 42 ; 432

2

60. /WITT
4

40/225

81



7. Teo factors of phot number 27 ars and'

'Are there any other pos4lible footors?
NO

34. Given 22 z 32 go lim len rewrite'the problem as

, z x x c---P--
a

and the resultant product is

4.

61. Find the first digit of the,root, the first reminder, and the
first trial divisor for the number 223.0.

1 93



"'e***/*S111.140:... .1 '1, 4, At wel e '{41$44

27 but 3 has already bees.,1 amid as a factor

34. 2 x 2's 3 x 3 36

1
61. 12' 23.00

1
22/123

194

14

4'

..---.......rr-1,3.

+_.

I

Off'



C

A-factor of a given nu;ber is
will divide into that number

*

%

35: Since the exponent indicates the gsgez to which the Ian is to
lap raised we read the misibuaLas diorama:. For example'
31,1' would read, or be stated as: three'co the fourth pcgla.
5° would be stated'as to the power.

62. For step five divide the remainder by the'trial divisor. 'Ibe
result of this division is the next figure in the root. It is
also used to replace the ssro on tbrright of the trial divisor
to form the divisor. MUltiply this divisor.by the laet digit
of the root, and place the product under the remainder. If.
the product is wival to, or less thq.a, dhe remainder you have
found the true divisor.. Subtract the product from the remain-
der and bring down the next period to form a new remainder.
Ibis process is repeated for each figure iu the root or until
the desired number of decimal places have been-reached. Find
the square root of 625.
\

95

15



11.

Ne.

Any'russber,lexactly

4:1'5444.. tat.

35. five to the sixth or 5 to the 6th

2 5

62. f6'25
4

45/225
225

If you got it go to the next frame if not review frames 51. 52,
55, 56, 58 snd 60.

196

16-- .90

4



If we examine the definition of a factor, se will find that *
lag= of a number say ,l,so-be defined 'as gpv one, of two or

.Bgat lumbers which wbetepu/tiolptd will produce the given
lumber. In the sample problem below 2,3,5 aid 7 are all
factors of 210.

2 x 3x 5 x 7 210
c.

36. Solis exponents, or palters, have special names. The second
power of a number is called the square. 32 would .be read'
3 squared& Mr third power of a nuahar is called the cube,
written r and read as 3

63... Solve: /324.

tor.

(_

lb

17 eve



I.

'IL

9. No answer required

*-1

36. cubed

63. _1;13'24

1

2f/224
TtA
224
OOP

1

--NVTE: the first product was too large and the last digit of

both ths divisor and the root had to be changed.

193

18.-

8 7
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10. In the following problem the missing factoi is

2 x 3 x m 66

4

188

37, The power (product) 16 could also be expressed as 2 to die
power or, using exponents.

64. Solve: firdiT

199

19



fa.

37. fourth, 24
If you got it go on,-if not see frames 12, 33 and 34.

5 5

64. 130' 25

25
,

101/ 525
' 525

000

20

2

1E39



iqo.
11: Referring back to Frame 5 we'know that 2, 4 and-8 are all

factors of 16. UsUme the definition in Frame 9 we can see
that Chia fammay also be stated as : 4 x 4 16 and 2 x 6
16, thisbeing true we can also say that 2 x 2 x 2 x 2 04,

Therefore 2 is the smallest possible fac4torof 16. .

38. The problem four squared plus three cubed plus two to the
fourth power would be rewritten .

and the result,is

65. Solve:

hnit



11; NU =ever required

4
38. 4

2
+ 33 + 2 w 59

19/

Result 4x4 + 3x3x3 + 2x2x2x2. 16 + 27 4. 16a 0

A 1 5

65. /1'32'25
1

21/ 32

21
225/1125

1125
0000

2 11

22

w,

r

wmwr
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(

411

12 Wo factors of the number 81 alio and 44,441144144441
ly finding thp factors of these factors we can find that

x
1,4,RRVVVRRIVRORRRVRV

81.

411,

Nk.

39. An exponent is a numerical syMbol indicating aithe ...........
(in your

own words)

66. Solve: /28224

23

03

OR"
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'12. 9, 9 or 3, 27
9 3x3 so 9x9m3x3r3x3
27 3 x 9 or 3 x 3 3 so 3 x 27 163 x 3 x 3 )6'3

a

A

19 A power, or the number of times-al:lase is used as a fictor.

6 8

66. 82'24

26/182
. 156

328/ 2624
2624
0000

e**.

a

. 2 4

2

1 1 3

a

rait



13. Using the logic presented thus far the mnallest possible
factors of 105 are and

q 4

40. The nth root of a number is that nuibar (base) which when
used as.a factor n times will produce the numbelr. 1119.1gamt
root of a number is one of two equal factors into which a
number is divided. Thq cube roof is one of three eqaal factors
into which a number in divided; the fourth root is one of four
equal factors; and so on for the higher roots.

67. If at any time the trial divisor is larger than the correspond-
ing remainder place a taro in the root and at the right of the
trial divisor then bring down le next period.

Example:
2 0 5

/27/625-

421/ 2025
2025
000(

Solve: /TOW

25



13. 3, 5, 7 (Logic sea frames 11 and 12)

Solution 105 5 21 so 5 and 21 are factors of 105
21 3 7 so 3 and 7 are factors of 21

Substitute: 3 x 7 for 21 ta first sat of factors we have:
5 x 3 x 7 105

40. No response

3 0 9

67. f9.54'81
9

609/ 5481
5481
0000

2

26



14, From what has been prasented, can we say that ill aglapolhatst
and multip11:AEL are'factore of their product?

YES NO

Pr

41. Uwe separate the number 16 into two satijmaslor.j.."R 4 and 4
then one of these factors is called the root. Since the fac-
tor is used twice, or squared to obtain the number the factor
is called the square root. A simr.s.E.s..t is a base which is
used times as a, factot to obtain the given number.

68. Point off as many decimal places in the root as there are
periods to the right of the decimal point in the original
number.

1.2
Example: /177

1

22/ 44
44
00

Solve: 1-16.5649

2

27



14. YES - If there is any doubt check frame 9

41. Two

4. 1 7

68. VI6.56'49
16

807/ 5649
5649
0000

28

20S



I.

15. Using'vhat vhav. learned so far can vs say Chat All.dpisore
and Quotients are factois of the dividmad?

. YES NO

42. The process of obiLaining a root is just t1e invtrae of that
by vhich a power is found.- Separating 125k into three'equal -
factors 5 x 5 x 5 125 ve would say that is the
root of 125, since the factor is uaed three times to obtain
the power.

69. Solve: /25.20040

299

29



t

jqq
15. If you said YES you are WRONG! Remember they must divide

xactly into the dividend. There are some combinations that
just will not qualify. For example we can divide 3 into 10
all day long and when we stop there will still be a remainder.

3 3
3/10.0

.,

10
.9

1

42. Cube

r

5. 0 2 0

69. /25.200400 4*. Add a zero to complete the last period
25

1002/ 2004 vie

--*7- .2004

1004./ 0000

3 0



16. A factor cf a number may be defined as
(Stat* in your

own words)

1

43. Again given the number."16 Aknd knowing its *two equal factors

- are 4 x 4 we can, by finding the factor of th0e fictors,
divide 16 into foyr eoual factors of 2 x 2 x 2.x 2 at 16 whia
thin has bean completed we can nay that 2 is tbe
root of 16 since the base 2 mast be used four timps as a
factor.

70. Not all numbers are perfect squares. In a case where a
problem does not come out even, we carry it out to one
decimal place more than we desire and round the 'answer beck .

to the degired number of decimals. Find the root of 1.21.4to
two decimals.

31

7Ar
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16. Anything tkutt mars: any number dot exactly into

the given yumlier or one of two or.more numbers .which when
multiplied vill produce tho given number.

4. 43. Fourth

1 1. 1 0 8 m 11.11
70. yI 23.40'00 00

1

21/ 23
21

221/ 240
221

22208/ 190000
177664

4 2336 remainder

32

"N.



a. A 12e1 is-ea factor, which is multiplied by itself a given

'number of times to obtain a product. For exempla; in tba

problem 3 x 3 x 3 gs 27. 3 would be called the

44. The radical sign, drawn , is used to indicate that a root

is to be .extractiol. The radical is connected to a line
(v1anculum) vhich is drawn over the numbers to be affected..

A23 . A radical drawn as indicates a MEW! IMMINNIWNI

is to be found (taken).
1/4

71. Solve to three decimal places: /18

33

.2 .1_ 3

02

.0

v±,



17. Base

44.

71.

root

MI6

4. 2 4 2 6 4.243
/18.00'00'00'00
16

82/ 200
164

844/ 3600
3376

8482/ 22400
16964 2 1 ,184846/ 543600
509076
34524

34

-;



2.043.
-

IS. Given the number 4 es a produciti told to find a hase_lotor.
We must ask, what number timas.it elf equals 4. The answer

is

45. --Ak small figure called the'indes of the root, is placed-in the
opening of the radical sign (4f) to show zbas.mas is to be

taken. The root to be taken is.indicated by small figure
called an

72. Solve to three decimal places: /0.514089

35

cis



18. .2

45. Index

O. 7 1 7

72. /0.51'40'89
49 4

141/,240
141

1427/ 9989
9989

414

0.717

36



,

4....-rkwriirANW4.,,

O&
-11

19. When a ,basa le multiplied by itself a giv'an number Of times to

obtain a,product that product is called a ilme. If 6 is used

3 times as a base (factor) am.reaultiug power is Ix

46; Since the square root is moat commonly used, the _index number

is omitted and the fauszt.r.00t of 64 is writtmnalp Other

roots must be shown by au index number.

. . Wm' indicates the root of.....-
/144 ''cates the root of

6/64 ;ate' the root of .

73. Solye to four decimal plaQes: 17.25

. 37

414.N

tor



19. 216
6 ac 6 x 6 216'
36 x 6 0 216

46. Cube root of 8
aunt root of 144
Sixth root of 64

go 7

2. 6 9 2 5 8 ,2.6926
73. [7.25'00'00'00'00

4

46/325
276

529/ 4900
4761

5382/ 13900
10764

538i4/ 313600 21S
269225

53650N 4437500
. 4308064

129436

3 8



20. If 12 is used two times as a base the resulting power is

MEM.****,** X

47. lbe nth root of a number is

*

own words)
Mamas

(In your

74. To extract the square root of a common fraction first reduce
the fraction to it's lovest terma then extract the square
root of the numerator and of the denominator.

Example: if

64

Solve: 1 28
V112

39

2 1 9

/4 2



20. 12, 12, 144

47. Any answer %Alia means: that number which when used as a

factor n times will produce the number.

Aft Al )117
74. v112 N28 ,./4

2' )

40

1

2



21. The base factor of the number 36 is It is

used 2 times Es a factor.

48. A radical (1) indicates a is to be found. If

there is no Index given (sZarig7 ) the radical 1) indicates
a is to be found.

75. If both terms of the fraction are not perfect &quakes,

reduce the fraction to a decimal number and extract the
square root of the decimal.

ample: 11
5

VT+ 5 1-.20'00

16
84/ 400

336
64

Solve to two decimal places:

41

1-8



2.1
21. 6, since 6 x 6 0 36

If you got it go on to frame 22 If you missed it see frasas
17 and 18.

48. Root
Square root

75.
6 1 2 .61.,

/5-771 1377357(70
36

121/ 150
121

122-/ 2900
2444
456

NOTE: Remember there must be an even period in the number
for each decimal place in the root.

42

a.



12,

22. The base 4 is used times to obtain the power 64.

49. An indez placed in the radical ifillicates
is to he taken.

76. Solve to four decimal places: /49
q169



22. -3 tints-
16 (3) 4

(1) 4/64 (2) 4/16

4.x 4 x 4 64

16 x 4 64

t
)

49; What root

/ 49
76.* q169

7

/169 13

4 4

or .5384

2 ?, 4

213

I 0



23. The kat factor of the power 8 is . This base

in used times to obtain the power S.

50. As the equere_root is the most frequently used and since
the solution of the highft toots is, best and normally,
performed using logarithms we rill limit this teat to the
solution of square roots.

77. Solve to three decimal :

45



"At

23. use 9 awes. 2 x 2 x 2 8

4 x 2 01. 8

You got it? Go on to frame 24.
You LiatiumUit? See frames 9 - 12.

50. No response nNuired

I77. 9

. 7 4 5 3

/5 9 /.55'55'55'55
49

144/ 655
576

1485/ 7955
7425

14903/ 53055
44709
8346

46

6 .



24. When all factors, used ta a multipliation are
factor is called a

51. Before re basin the solution of square root', we must know
the squares of all numbers 1 through 10. Thes numbers are
called perfect souarea,and are the onlv whole maebtre up to
100, of which we can find the exact square root. Make a
table of the numbers 1 through 10 and their squares.

Example: .12 allz1.1
22 m 2 x 2. 4

78. As in any other mathematical operation we have a method of
checking our work. To check the accuracy of a square root
you must square the root.

Example:
1 2 dheek 122 12 x 12 as 144

A-717
1

23/ 44

44

Solve and check :
ITreg

47

111,T



24. Equal

51. 121 xl 1
22
32
44

* 52
62
722

2 x 2 4
3 x 3 9
4 x 4 16
5 x 5 25
6 x 6 36
7 x 7 49

8 8 x 8 64
94 9 x 9 81

104 10 x 10 100

7 4
78. /547"77

49
144/ 576

576

74
x 74

296
518
5476

48

.."4" .....

2r7.



25. A gstm s ehi product of
numbers.

p.

Ob.

or equal,

52. Having constructed ehe table of perfect squares gnawer ehe
following from memory.

f64 C25 i81 /47

79. Since all numbers are not perfect squires we must have a means
of Checking those numbers which do not come out evenly. To
do this we square the root ,(before rounding off) and add the
remainder.

Examee: . Check 8.4
8.4
336

672
7056

+ 144
72,00

16y 800
656
144 Remainder

Solve to one,decimal and check: fiE

49



25. Two or moca

52. 8, 5, 9, 7

8. 6 Check 8.6
79. 175.00 x 8 6

64 516
166/1100 688

996 7396
104 # 104

7500

2

50



26. The kie factor o this-power 27 is . -This base

is used imaa as a factor to obtain the power 27.

I.

53. The firat_ atop in the practise of extracting the square root
of a number is to mmuumat the nulber.into pirtOds of gla
agisa each. Tha first step in extracting a square root is to
"prepare the number" by dividing it into of

each.

, 51

231

111111111011=1111111111.



26. 3, 3
3 x 3 x 3 27

53. eriodi, 'No digits

,

52

221
la)

ant



27. The smallest possible Ise factor of 64 ts

This factor is used times to obtain.the power

64.

54. TO separate the number, !IL:tat the Asjada2dia and work
.both vivito placing an apostronhe (') JillE.AWA.MIASIUULL.
For example the number 1,600 would be separated tato two
periods 16'00. Serarate the number 103,041 into periods of

two digits

53

2



27. 2, 6 times
64 2 x 32
64 2 x 2 x 16
64 2 x 2 x 2 x 8
64 2 x2 x2 x 2 x 4
64 2 x2 x2 x2 x 2 x2

54. 10'30'41

GO Bizic TO PAGE 1. FOR FRAME 28

GO BACK TO PAGE 1. FOR FRAME 55

54

3

*)



410,

224
SELF...TEST

These self-test questions are provided to give you practice in
using the information that you have learned from your study of this
text. The answer to each-written question is found in the frame
in the text where the information vas discussed. The answers for
mathematica1 problems must be chocked by the student, using the
check methods taught in the text. After completing all the ques-
tions, check your work by refaring to the apPropriate frame. If
you made an error re-read the frame and correct the answer.

QUESTIMS,

I. A factor of given number is
.that will divide into that number

An exponent is a numerical symbol indicate.
ing

3. A radical drawn
out an index indicates

AWN!

and used with-

4. A, base factor is any factor which is
by a given

number of times to obtain a power.

5. tiling exponents indicate the following
powers:

FRAME

F-1

F-26

F-42 & 44_

F-17

a. Five to the sixth power F-28
F-34b. Seven cubed a

6. When an index is used with a radical it
F-43indicates

7. When all factors used in a multiplication
are equal the result is called a

8. TWo to the sixth power equal

9. Using a radical and an index indicate the
fifth root of sixty-five.

F-I9

F-30

F-43

10. A bquare 'coot is one of
factors into which a number is divided. F-38

55



A i..ac,pr.

(=SUM_ Cont'd FRAME

11. Indicate using n ther 1 rough 5 the proper
sequence for the following operations when
extracting a squAre root.

I

a. Divide the rilmainder by the
divisor

b. Find the lar est perfect square which is
less than, o equal to, the first period

c. Determine th trial divisor
d. Find the fi t remainder
e. Separate the1 number into periods of two

digits each

12. Square all nuibers 1 through 15. Check your
work by dividing by a factor.

a. 1 x 1/m
b.

C.

d.

e.

f. n.

g. o.

h.

i.

J.
k.

1.

13. Solve and check the following problems to
two decimals.

a. j288 b.

c.

e . 05632

56

T

d. /1.526

22i;

,Z 2 5-
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22 7

The sides of a plane triangle areso related that any three..
given parts, at least one of them being a side, determine the shape
and sine of the triangle.

Geometry shows us how, from three such parts, to CONSTRUCT the
triangle.

nummusg, shows us how to copoute the uiknown parts of a
triangle from the numerical values of the given parts. ,

Geometry shows in a general way that the sides and angles of-
a triangle are mutually dependent.

Trigonometry starts by shoving the exact nature of this depen7
dence in the RIGHT TRIANGLE, and for this purpose employs the
RATIOS OF THE SIDES.



la. The shape of any triangle is determined by any
given parts, at least one being a

228

lb. shows us how to construct the triangle.

lc. Trigonometry teaches us how to 'for the unknown'
parts of a triangle.

ld. To sktow dhe nature of the mutual dependency of sides smd angles
in a right triangle trigonometry uses the of dhe

ri

2

_



41.

three, side

lb. Geometry

lc. compute

ld ratios, sides

;
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2. In order to keep the labeling of the various parts of triangles

consistent, we label the angles La capital letters (A,B,C) and the

\Wes in lower case letters to coincide with their opposite angles

(sylloc).

Normally we label the right angle as C making the side opposite the

right angle c.

Also, in right triangles the side opposite the right angle is called

the hypotenuse.

Given right triangle ABC label the sides and angles.

4



2

(

-"
77516.

23
-41



4,6

3. The angle ,opposita side b is

2 4 3

2.32,

olk





4. The Pythagorean Theorem states that the sum of the-squares on
the sides of a right triangle is equal ,to the square on the

hypothenuse.

Using our established method of lettering of the parts of a
right triangle we can state that c2 .

and c

34-



(

4. e2 a2 b2

C Va2 b2

cl 4 p

235',
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5. Using the same theorem we can state ti at b and

10

a IN



5 .

(

a
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6. In ri ht triangle ABC: a gm 6, b = 8. What is the value for c?

21.9

12



6. 10

(_ 4.1
A-. 10



2 40
7. In right triangle ABC: c = 10, b = 6. What is the. value for a?

4.

2 5 1

14



4 a

7 8

f

a



8. In order to facilitate easy reference to the various functions,
Trigonometry uset the following ratio designations:

a. The ratio of the side opposite
the Aial (sin).

to the hypothenuse is called

b. The ratio of the adjacent side to the hypothenuse is called
the cosine (cos).

c. The ratio of the opposite side to the adjacent side is
called the tancrent (tan).

d. The ratio of
called the cotangent

e. The ratio of
the cosecgint (csc).

f. tie ratio of
the secant (sec).

the adjacent
(ct).

side to the opposite side is

the hypothenuse to the opposite side is called

the hypothenuse to the adjacent side is called

16

4 a- -

4!)



8. , (Blank).

se;

2.4-3



9. The ratio of the opposite side to the adjacent side is called
the

18

41!)



**.

(

I.

tangen t

245



10. The cosine is the ratio of the to the

20

4i)

-



24:7

10. adjacent - hypotlienuee.



11. The cotangent ia the ratio of the to the

2.478

OD



11. adjacent - opposite

I') ,

tr if

23
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12. In trigonometry we call the various ratios

Z4



12. Functions

25



13. Let us look at a properly drawn and labeled right triangle:

and using the letter designations of the various set up

the formulas for the different functions of the angles.

sinA

cosA

tanA

cotA

26

3

sinB

cosB

tanB

cotB

52



13. ainA - a
c

ainB
c

cowl a. b cosB ou 1
c c

tanA - a tanB is lit
b a

cotA cotB on A
ba

( .

253

I



25.4-

14. 1.5olting at your answers to the preceding questicin (13), compare

the different functions for angles A and B. You will find out that

sinA

cosA

tanA

cotA

a

OD



14. sin A cos B

cos A sin B

tan A cot B

cot B tan B

29

2-55-



15. In Geometry we learned that the sum of all angles in any
triangle is 1800, and that 'a right angle has 900.

We can therefore state that che sum of angles A and B is

20-

30

25.67
lo)



(
15. 90°

(

31



16. We can also state that sin A - cos (900 -

and

cos A sin (900 )

tan IA cot (900 - )

cot A is tan (900

0)



16. sin A .., cos (90° - 4)

cos A sin (90° - A)

tan A mg cot (900 - A)

cot A - tan (900 - A)

II

,

1

259
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17. Given right triangle ABC, with a 6, b 8, and c 10, find
values for the functions of angles A and B.

C V,

34



(

17. 6sin A
10

cos A
10

tan A Si
6

0.60

m 0.80
5

2 0.75
4

cot A a . 1. m 1.3333
6 3

and.of course, 7tin B 0.80

COb B 0.60

tan B E. 1.3333

B 0.75

0 35

24,



18. The values obtained in the preceding answers are:
arithmetical, b. logarithmic v.dues for the various

functions. (cross out one)

4 36



18. 1Athmtica1

4.

37

243



19. SELF TEST

a. The Pythagorean Theorem tens

a2 gm

b2 mm

and c2

u$ that

b. The ratio of dhe opposite side to the hypothenuse is
called the

C.

and c).
The cosine of angle A w

d. sin A gm cos

e. Given: a 4, b R. 7. What is

f. Given m 12, c 32, what is

(use sides avb,

the value for tan A?

the value for sin A?



19. SELF TEST

a. a2 cZ b2

b2 a2

e2 a2 b2

b. sine

C.

d. cos (900 - A)

7 or .57143

f.
8 or .3750

I

39

2.(05-
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20. In order to determine the angle of a tilangle when we are
given the numerical value of its function, we need a table of
Natural Triaonorgettic Functions. There are many such tables but
we shall discuss only those published in TM 5-236 (Table III).

If we look at the pages of these tables, we see, at the top,
the degrees (°) columns for sin, tan, cot and cos. If we read
the degree on top, we use the columns on top of the page and the
minute (') column down the left side of the page. This procedure
is valid for angles up to 456. For angles over 45° (450 to 90°),
we read and use the degree and fu-vtion columns on the bottom, and
use the minute column going up the right side of the page. Between
the functions columns hre the columns listing the differences per
one second (d"). This difference per second, multiplied by the
number of seconds above the listed angle (0 and ') is added to or
subtracted from this listing -- added when dealing in sin and tan,
where values increase as the angle increases; subtracted when
dealing in cos and cot, where values decrease as the angle increases.

40



20. (blank)

41

26 7



21. Let ua now look up the natural functions.of a .few angles

(using the tables in TM 5-236). We find that the

sine of 170 m 0.292372

cos of 17
o 0.956305

tan of 170 0.305731

cot of 17
o 3.27085

Also sin 24° 20' 0.412045

sin 240 20' 15" .412045

+ 66 (4.42 x 15 66.3)

sin 24° 20' 15" 0.412111

Naw find: sin 33° 10'

tan 36° 20'

sin 39° 28' 33"

tan 44° 32' 27"

42



21. sin 33° 10' 0.547076

tan 360 20' in 0.735469

sin 390 28' 33" is 0.635753

tan 440 32' 27" 0.984099

43

10,



22. Find the following values:

sin 470 23'

sin 54° 32' 26"

tan 740 10' 20"

tan 84° 15' 10"

44



22. sin 470 25' m 0,736294

sin 540 32' 28" .1 0.814532

tan 740 10' 20" m 3.527397

tan 840 15' 10" m 9.9359

45

,

2 7)
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23. a. As stated earlier: The values 'of the cosine and cotangent
functions decrease as the angle increases. Let us now look up
the cosine of 27° 15' 30". We find cos 27° 15' to be 0.889017.
The cos 27° 16' is 0.888884 (or 133 km than the cos of 27° 15').

Now we put down cos 27° 15' 00" 0.889017

- difference for 30" (30 x 2.22) 67

Hence cos 27° 15' 30" 0.888950

The same procedures are followed vhen determining cotangents.

b. Find cos 29° 20' 10"

cos 740 15' 15"

cot 89° 15' 30"

cot 42° 22' 20"

46
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24. SELF TEST

Find the value of the to7lowing functions:

a. sin 36° 15' 00"

b. cos 38' 22' 00"

c. tan 470 28' 001

d. cot 54° 36' 00"

e. sin 28° 45' 10"

t. tan 75° 29' 15"

8. cos 52° 38' 20"

h. cot 10° 10' 10"



275-
24.. SELF TEST

a. sin 360 15' 00" m 0.591310

bp coi 36° 22' 00" 0.784055

c. tan 47° 28' 00" m 1.090035

, d. cot 540 36' 00" m 0.710663

e. sin 28° 45' 10" m 0.481031

f. tan 75° 29' 15" m 3.86324

g. cos 52° 38' 20" m 0.606837

h. cot 10° 10' 10" 5.57483

49



25. We learned earlier that the ratio of dhe side

to the is called the sine of th4 angle..

)
,

5 0

NW



25. opposite - hypothenuse



1", 4414,

26. Wg also Iaarnsd.that tha ratio of the oriposite aide to tha
adjacent side is called the of the angle and that
ths,ratio of the adjacant side to the hypothanuse is called the

of the angle.

4

52



. 26. tangent , cos ine
%

,

2 ri()
53

4 ^

AN.

a.
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4

27, In computing for the ftincEion of an angle we arrive at the .
arithmetical value for that function. It new becomes necessary
to convert this value to the size of the anglip.

We may end up by arriving at 0.244461 as the value for the
sine of angle A. We now enter our tables of Natural Trigonometric
Functions and under the WI column look for 0.244461 and find the
angle tharcorresponds to this-value to be

291



a

27. 14° 09' 00"

55

V

281

k

at

a

41'
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28. What angle is determined it its:

a. sini 0.344752

h. -cos m 0.868920

c. tan 0.854081

41. cot 0.988432

26)2,



a

28.

T 2513

a.. 200

be

10'

A A :

.

b. 29° 40'

C. 40° 30' 4

d. 45° 20' 4

Th

2917

57

*5;*:



29. If the !ins of Aine â is 0.876312,e, the angle A

29,5

58

a...

284--



P.

29. We look for'0.876312 and find 0.876307, the next ntiabar.

So,our angle greater than 610 12' but leee,than 610 131.

. The eingrof 610 12' or 0.876307

our sins 0.876?12

or 5 more

In the difference gamma ye fiDd a difference of 2.33' per second

So .2. so 2" for the 5 difference. Our angle then hr to Ile

2.33
610 12' 4.2" or 610 12' 02".

59



, Ns

..
30. Givon cos A 1.1 0.480380,

find A

2 9 7

60

z

1

4



287
30. ',noising for 0.480380 in the cos colOne we find 0.480479 as

the value next abo(a our value. (Remember the cosine decreases is

ths .angla increases.)

7he Angle "which g MS. with 0.480 79 is 61° 17'. The difference

between the values 'of the functions angle A and 610 17' is

0.480479 - 0.480380 m 99.

m 23.2". Sa, our angle, is 61° 17' 23".
4.27

61

v



- 31 yind mos1t A if its

a. eine A 0.8703%

br cos 40 0.743648
t

C. tell 1.821762

d cot a 1.393268

411.

299

62

4111.

28

No.
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2 0
32. Now lot us put together all too learned and start.to compute
some right triangles: Given right tric-igle ABC with A 380 50'
and a 31.1, solve the triangle.

3 ()

64



32.

900 - A 900 - 38° 50' is 51° 10'

gin A a therefore c ea a
sim A

tan A a therefore b a
tam A

c 311 0.622515 499.59

b 311 386.34
0.804979

3112 65

A 38° 50'

\ . ,...:.Aw.

a 31,1

2 5



33. Solve the right triangle ABC La which A m 60 30' and c Jag 700.

3 03

I. 66



.41.701 .11,0V4 `4, *NV, `.

293

Given: A is 66° 30'

c 700

Find: B, a, and b.
4

m 90° - A 90° - 66 #(1' 23°10'

sin A is a therefore a c Sin A

cos A In b therefore b c cos A

a m 700 x 0.917060 m 641.94

b 700 x 0.398749 m 279.12

23° 30' ans.

a 641.94 ans.

b s 279.12 ans. .



34. Given B 810 'c 90, save the right triangle.

305



A n 90° B 9°.

Given: B n 81°, c 90

Find: A, a, and b.

sin B n IL p therefore b 111 C sin B

cos B n , therefore a n C cos B

90 x 0.987648 - 88.89

a n 90-x 0.156434 s' 14.08

3

69

90 ans.

b 88.89 ans.

a n 14.08.ams.

6

255-



. A

35. Given a 3872, c 4105, solve the right triangle.

0

70

307



V

s

4

35. A 70° 36' 10" b ei 1363.33

B 190 23' 50"

C Is 90°

39S`
71

oss,
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36. In Geometry we learned that: "when parallel .lines are cut by
a transversal, the alternating interior angles are equal."

Thus.:

Amgle 1 Angle

Angle 8 gm'Angle

(Also angle 1 r angle 3; angle 2 angle 4; angle 5 110 angle 7;
and angle 6 angle 8).

3(V)



36. 7;2'

qb.

WA 0

2:3

. 1114..



37. We say that an angle of elovatioa is measured fukthe
?gaugulLystand an angle of *depression fraa 41A1212EimaLsimm.

This wohld give Us a sketch.simitar,to this:

Angle of elevation

Angle of depression

From what we have learned 1.9 the preceding panel we can

stets that:

Angles of elevation m anglis c711
P.

and aigles of depression angles of

31,1

74

00

4

04.



a

e-

37. depression

levation oft

75



302,
0

38. If a calculator is available, computing by use of Naturfi
Functions it comparatively easy. To use a relatively simple-method

of computing when no,calcplator is available we sha:09/use loga iirith4

You have had domputations.by use of logarithl.ns in other lessons.

4 You must get acquainted with the use qf logarithms of functions.

Logarithas of Functions'axe merely the logarithms of the
different numerical functions of angles.

(1,

To establish this factpllat.the fallowing:

the sine (natural) of 300

P.

313

76

.



38 . O. 5000009

s.

4



39. The logarithm of 0.500000

78

a

30
0)

e)



39. 9.6989700 - 10



40. The log sin 30° is

80

30G
4111)



0.

40. 9.6989700 - 10

30

(So we can see that the log of the function is merely the

log of the value of the natural functiori).
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41. In a quick review of operations using logo, we can siate that

when multiplying we . the logs.

when dividing we the logo.

when raising the power we the log by the exponent.

when extracting a root we the log by the exponent.

a

3



4,r

41. add

-subtract

multiply

divide



N

42. Using logarithms, solve the following right triangle:

Given: A 65° 30', a 742

A



ew.".

42.

log a (742) 2.870404

- log sin 65° 30' 0.959023

log c = 2.911381

c = 815.42

85

Given: A 0 650 30'

742

B 90° - A 0 24° 30'

sin A -

c
sin A

tanA

b -.S.
tan A

log 742 0 2.870404

- log tan 65° 30' 0.341296

log b 2.529108

b 0 338.15



43. Given: A 38° 40' 555. Solve the right triangle.

86

312,

OD



43.

log 555 a. 2.744293

- log cos 380 40' 9.892536

log c , 2.851757

3/3

Givon: A wo 38° 40'

diP 55

Find: B, a, and c.

B 900 - 380 40' 51° 20'

cos A m thortfore c
coo A

tan A le a therafote b tom A

log 555 - 2.744293

log tan 38° 40' sr 9.903197

log a in 2.647490

c 710.82 a 44.11

3?1
87
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A

1

:3 14
40)

44. In right trianolo AtC, givan a 256; c al 400, kind it, II, and b.

88

Cr.
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31

45. Do the followiig problems: .

a. The angle of elevation of the top of the Lou Angeles
City Hall from a point on the,ground 904 feet from its
base is 270 10'. ,

How high is Ithe building?

b. Tha angle of elevation of a ladder,lesming against a wall
is 77°. The foot of the latter is 1.8 feet from the wall.

ar.

How long is the ladder?.

c. From a pointgan top of a cliff that is 160 feet above
sea level, the angle of depression to an anchored row-
boatNis 14° 50'.

Find the lengith of the line of sight AB.

d. In right triangle ABC,.A 420 30', and' c 148.75. .

Find B, a and b.

23' 52" ande. 'In right triangle ABC, B

Find A, a and b.

630

rji
)

90



3 7
45 . FINAL TES T

a. 463.93 feet

b. 8.0 feet

C. b24.98 feat

d. B 47° 30'; a 100.49; a me 109.67

a. A. 26° 36' 08"; a - 448.29; b es 895-.12

s
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, =MEW HANDMIT

LESSON: Glossary of Napping, Charttmg and Geodetic Technical Terms

OBJECT:EVE: in a classro om. simulating a caritoapieic work area the
student will be able to define the mapping, charting
and geodetic technical terms that be will encounter in
the asp making process in accordance with the DOD Glossary

of Uspping, Charting and Geodetic Terns.

=SON OUTLINE:

Define Technical Terms.

slum=

SUMMARY: During tbis lesson, you have been introduCed to the Glossary

of Mippiag, Charting and Geodetic Technical Terms. This Annex will

be a valuable aid to you in order to perform your duties as a map
compiler or cartavaphic draftsman.

2/76
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3 9
GLOSSARY OF MAPPIkiG, CHARTING AND GBODEZEC TECHUICAL TERMS

ABSOLUTE ORIENTATION

AccuRAcy

AERONAUTICAL MMRT

AIR BASE

AIR STATION

AITINETER

ALTISUDE

ANAGLYPE

ANGLE OF COVERAGE

APPARENT EDRIZON

See Orientation.

Degree of confoxmitymith a standard.
Accuraqy relates to the quality of a
result, ana is distinguished from
precision which relates to the quality
of refinement of the operation by
whiCh the result is obtained.

A map essenttaLly designed for the
aviator, shawirzg obstructions, aids
to nal/U.-at-4=4 ind other information
to assist the aviator tn navigation.

The llne joining two air stations.
(Also see Air statioa; Camera station)

The camera station for an aerial
photograph.

An iastrument which utilizes relative
pressure of the atmosphere to indicate
the vertical distance above a
specified dation plane.

Vertical distance above the datum,
usually wan sea level, to an object
or point in space.

A picture printed, or projected in
complementary colours and coMbining
the two Lages of a stereoscopic pair,
and which gives a stereoscopic image
when viel.r t.hrough spectacles having
filters of corresponding complementary
colours. The sEme effect can be
c)btained by using polarized light
and filters.

The maximum angle subtended at a lens
by light rayu forming the Lwage.

See Horizon.



AUXILIARY COIROURS

Aznium

=MTH ran

32.0
Additional contours, usually shown
by broken lines, interpolated between
the contou.rs normally shown. They
are usually shown to indicate signi .
ficant topographic formations which
could not be shown by the basic
contour Interval.

The angle, measured clockwise, in a
plaoe tangeri either to the spheroid
or to the g:loid between a meridian
and a point projected onto the plane.

A radial line from the principal
isocenter or nadir point of

a photograph, representing the
direction to a similar point on au
adjacent photograph in the same line
of flight, used extensively in
radial triangulation.

AZINUTHAL EaUDISTANT PROJECTION An azimuthal map projection on whiCh
straight lines radiating from the
center or pole of projection repre-
sent great circles in their true
azimuths from that center, and lengths
along those lines are of exact
scale. This projection is neither
equal-area nor conformal.

BAR SCALE A line or system of parallel lines
divided at specified intervals to
indicate distances on the map. It is

custamri.13 a part of the marginal
information.

BAROMETER An instrument for measuring the
pressare or the atmosphere.

ANEROID BAR01.0sZER A thin, hollow, corrugated-metal
box which Changes form with Changes
of air pressure, thereby, affording
a means of measuring atmospheric
pressure.



RASE UNE

32L

The line on the photograph connecting
the indicated positions of two
camera stations. When applied to
the multiplex, the line connectiAg
the lens nodes of adjacent multiplex

projectors. Corresponds to and is a
miniature representation of the air

base.

BATTLE MAP See Map.

Bata moic

BINOCULAR VISION

An accurately established elevation
point of third order accuracy or
better, defined on the map by a black
saAuck cross. A =assented bench

is one marked by a tablet. Mae

is Ube led "B.M" A nonmonamen-
ted bench mark is one marked, but

not by a tablet. (See also Control.)

Simultaneous vision with both eyes.

BLUEL1NE An image obtained by coating a surface

with a light-sensitive iron salt which
decomposes when exposed to a. brilliant

light. &posed areas turn blue when
developed. The blueline is nonPhoto-
graphic under controlled photographic
processes.

BLUELI22,1 BOARD An image processed in nonphotographic
blue on a high quality drafting sur-
face which has prelrimaybeen mounted

on a rigid (stable) material.

BORDER INFORMATION See Marginal data.

BRIX= The extension and adjustment of
photogrammetric surveys between

bands of ground control.

BURNISH To polish by friction with an instru-

ment of bone, glass or steel.

C ACTOR The ratio of flIght altitude to con-
tour interval which may be compiled

wtth 90 percent of elevations inter-

polated from the contours accurate
to within one-half the contour inte-va1.

4



32.2.
CALEaRATION The act or process of determing

certain specific measurements in a
camera, or other instrument, for
converts= with a standard.

CAMWA A chanber or box within which the
.;.:mages of exterior Objects are

projected and recorded on a
sensitized surface.

CAMERA STATION The point in space, in the air or
on the ground, occupied by the camera
leus at the moment of exposure.

CANTIIA o EXTENSION The extension of a strip of photo-
Grath& by photetemmulatrical. methods
from a controlled area to ani area
with no control. (See also Nattplex
triangulation; &dial triangulation)

CARTOcRAPHY The science or art of exPressing
graphically, by means of maps and
dharts, the known Physical features
of the earth's surface and the works
of man and his varied activities.

CENTRAL MERIDIAN

CLASSIFICATION aIRVEY

COLDR SrPARATION

The line of longitude occupying
the center of a projection. Gene-
ra14 the basis for constructing
the projection.

The process of comparing aerial
photographs with conditions as they
exist on the ground And of obtaining
information to supplement dr clarify
that which is not readilydiccernible
on the photograPhs themselves.

Separation or isolation of the
several coloars of an original copy
into individual images. Scribed
plastic sheets prepared individually
for specific colours become separa-
tion negatives. Photographs of these
blaeline boards produce colour sepa-
ration negatives.



OOKFILATION

OMPOSITE PRINT

CONTOUR.

CONTOUR zcamtvAla

OONTOUB MAP

CONTROL

ASTRONOMIC UONTROL

GEOMTIC CONTROL

GROLIND CONTROL

HORIZONTAL OONTROL
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7he process of extracting map detail
from aerial Photographs and/or other
sources, to fit a control network
in the preperation of a map.

Reproduction from asuccessive
series of images. A propf made by
exposing the negatives of color-
separation boards one after the other

on a angle sheet of black and white
or blueprint photo paper which when .
developed "conposesw or =tains the
images of all the negatives on a
single sheet. Used in chedking and
editing.

An imaginary line connecting the
points on a land silrface that have
the same elevation; also the line
represehting this on a map.

Tie constant differenee in elevmtion
between successive contours.

gee Map

A aystent of relatively accurate
measurements to determine the distan-
ces and directions or differences
in elevation between points ma the
earth, upon which depends a system
of lesser accuracy.

Control established by observaticn
upon heavenly bodies.

Control Which takes into accoust the
size and Shape of the earth; i.e.
system of points of known latitude
longitude and elevation.

Control obtained by ground survey's
as distinguished from control
obtained by photogrammetricmethods.

Control which determines horizontal
positions only, az with respect to
parallels and meridians or to other
lines of reference.

6
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RECOVMED COMM=
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Control established tram othmr
existing control by bin o .y

cantilever extension:: with kic

multiplex projci.lt9rs.

Control previously established from
other sources, which can be identi-
fied.

VERTICAL CONTROL Cmitrol which determines position
with respect to elevations only.

CONTROL POINT Any station iA a horizontal
vertical control system that is
identified on a photograph and used
for correlating the data ahown on it.

CONTROLLED MOSAIC See Mosaic.

ODORMATES Linear or angular Quantities
(usually two-dimensional) venial
designate the position which a point
occupies in a given reference plane
or system.

C:RA13

GRID =new=

COORDINAZES

A plane rectangulAr coordinate
system based upon, and mattematicalli
adjusted to a map projection in
order that geograthic positions
(latitudes and longitudes) readily
may be transformed into plane
coordinates and the comi..4tations
relating to them by 'the ordinary
methods of plane surveying.

A sylatemof coordinateb La a Lorizcn-
tal plane, used to describe the
positions of points with respect
to an arbitrary origin by
two distancaa perpendiculs.r
other.

RETANGULAR ODORDINATES Same as pl-ze coordinates, sometimes
(..Allea plane rectangular coordinate.

Angle between tht, edge of a illicto-

graph not being parallel to th
line of flight.



DI? MG=

DIECECTTON OF MIT

110241WIC MAP

EDITING

ELEVATION

=ICOR

FIDUCIAL PAARIM

71124 NEGATIVE

MX POSITIVE

Those fea)blres of terrain that have
been constructed by. man, such as
roads, trails.4 buildings, and canals;
&Lao litines and all names,
and

A referenced element, such as a line
or plane, in relatica to which the
positions of other elements are
determined.

The angle between .i.the apparent

horizon and the true horizon.

The direction (ailmuth) of the
principal plane of a photograph.

A. map of an area within the lts
of the United States.

The poocess of Checking a map in its
various stages of preparation to
insure correct preparati6n from and
interpretation or the sources used,
and assure legible and precise
reproduction.

Vertical distances above the datum,
usually mean sea level, to a point
or object on the earth's surface.

An imaginary line around the earth
whinh is everywhere eauidistant from
the poles.

Index narks rigidly connected with
the camera lens through the camera
body and forming images on the
nega4ve which defing the principal
point of the'photograph.

A negative made on fil=, as
.contrasted to a glass negative.
(See also negative.)

A film on which the image of the
original abject corresponds to the
same in the scheme of light and
shade.



FIREEMAK
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AnytrAnsparent material whiCh
absorbs a certain portion of the
spectrmm.

A strip through woodlands from which
trees and underbrush have been cut
to impede the progress of forest
fires.

FLIGHT ALTITIGE The vertical distance above a given
datum of an aircraft in flight, or
during a specified portion of a
flight. The datum usually is moan
ground elevation.

FLIGHT LlblE A line drawn on amp or Chart to
represent the tradk over which an
aircraft has teen flown, or the
course over which it is to be flown.

FLIGHT MAP See hip.

FILIAMIG MARK

FOL LENGTH

FOCAL PLA1Z

Pons RE

FORM LINES

A mark seen as occupying a position
in the three-dimensional space formed
by the stereoscopic fusion of a pair
of photographs, aud usedas a
reference mark in examining or
measuring the stereoscopic model.

Perpendicular distance betveen
the image plane and the rear node
of the lens when the lens is set to
project light rays frmm infinity.

The plane perpendicular to the
of the lens in which images of
points in the Object field of t ,e
lens are focused.

That area which is bare or awash
at low tide, but covered at high
tide.

Lines having the same appearance
as contour lines but which have been
sketched from visual observation
to show the shape of the terrain
rather that its elevation.

9
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FORWARD IAP See OverlAp.

Fou GROUND Any area which is shoal, but covered

at low tide.

azEnEER

GEODETIC CONTROL

GREAT =ME

GREENWICH MERIDIAN

GRID REFERENCE BOX'

GRID SYSMM

A list of place names usually Giving
the geographic locations and grid
references of the places listed.

See Coptrol.

The largest circle that'can be dravn

through any given point on the globe.

Me meridian rdssinG through Green-
wich, Lgland and designated as
the zero or,standard meridian on
maps made in Britain, the United

States, and briny other countries.

A box appeariug in the map's margin

containing instructions for determi-

ning grid references.

(1) A syst6matic network of lines
on a plane surface upon which coordi-
nates are based and to which the

map features are referenced.
(2) A rectangular network of lines
on a map projection.

GRID COORDINATES See Coordinates.

GRID VAN.=

GRID ZONE

GROUND CONTROL

GROUND SURVFY

NuMbers appearing in the margin of

and on the face of a map labeling
grid lines.

A column, 6. in latitude, whose

grid coordinates are based on the

same origin. In the Universal
Transverse Mercator Grid System,
the zones are numbered fr,.,m 1 to 60°,

beginning at 180 and progressint

eastward.

See Control.

See Survey.

1)
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EIGN OBLIQIE PECIOGRAIE

HORIZON
APEAMIT

An oblique photograph which shows
the horizon.

RIZON The apparent or visible junction
of earth and sky-as seen from aw
'specific position. Also called
visible horizon.

TRUE Ht)RIZON

MAZE

HORIZONTAL OOLITROL

`41k,

HORIZON= 03NROL 1401117

HYDROGRAMIC CHARfr

EXDROGRAPHIC BLIUM

A. horizontal plane passing through
a point of vision or perspective
center.

An on the plane of
the photogra which represents the
image of the true horizon.

See Control.

A o3ntrol point*in a horizontal
codtrol system. (See also Control

point.)

A chart showing water depths,
channels, the conformation

sma or lake bottom, and aids
and menaces to navigation. It also
shovs the typography of the Shore and

as mudh of the land's salient
features as vould serve the navigator

as landmarks.

The plane of reference of soundings,
depth curves and elevations of
foreshore and off ahore features.

HYDROGRAPHY The plotting on a. hydrographic
map of the topography of the shoraw
and ban#, the,depths of scundings
and other desireable detail.

HYPSOGRAPEEZ

ISO MITER

Parts of a map, such as contours
and contour values, which repre-
sent relief.

The point on a photograph inter-
sected by thk bisector of the angle
1,etween the plarb line and the

photograph perpenalcular.
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LOW-OBLIQUE PHOTOGRAPH An oblique photograph vith the

entire picture below the horizon.

Wan:2024E

MANE/Sam MAP

MAP

The original drawing of a, map as

compiled or constructed bYnatiplex
topographers or map compilers from
various data audh am ground surveys

and photographs.

A graphical representation, usually

on a plane surface and at an esta-

blished scaley.of ratural and
artificial features on the surface
of a part or the whole of the earth

ar othe plam!tary body. The featu-

res ari rositioned as accuratel)

as possible, usually reXitiveAio
a coordinate rciference system.

se"

ALIWNWITCAL Mik13 See aeronautical chart.

A map suitable for the tactical
and technical needs of a commander.

oamin MAP A to phic mop whiCh portrays
relie by means of contour lines.

FLIGHT MAP A mip owich are indicated the

desired lit of flight for a

photographic mission.

ORTBDISOSOMAP

PROTOMA.D

PLAMMEMIC MAP

REcoNNArazzcE

A photomap made frau an assembly
of orthophotograPhs.(See also
ortholinoto.)

The reproduction of a single
photograph, composite, or mosaic
complete with grid lines and
marginal data.

A map which presents only the
horizontal positions for the features

raprcr;ented; distinguished from a
topographic map by the omission of

relief in measurable form.

A map prepared from reconnaissaucc
survey. (See also Reconnaissance)



SIZRA2EG;6-MAP

TAcuCkL MAP

.r.L1:)EOGRAPtaC MAP

IMP PLANE

MAP PROJECTION

MARGINA7 DATA

MECHANICAL mem,
14)DEL

-\ MOSAIC

CONTROLLED MOSAIC

LOVNTROLLED ICSAIC
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A topogrvhic or planimetric map
used for wjn pperationn,
including movements, coucentrationsa
and supply of troop.

A topographic map for general fir
use and tacticsl and logistic atuaies

by units from corps and higher.

A map which presents the horizontal
and vertical positions of the featu-

res represented;'distinguished from

a plautestric map by the addition of

relief in measurable form.

Ano, horizontal plane to which the
plaulmetry and relief of an area .

are plotted or roferenced.

Set Projection.

Information in the margin of maps .

which is of aid in filing ths msPs,
in interpreting them, and in deter-
mining their accuracy, as well as
nor general information.

See Tkamplet

See Stereoscipic model.

Au assembly of two or more overlap-

ping aeriallphatmeraphs. Also
called aerial mosaic.

A mosaic fitted to a control plot

by rePhotographing the component
vertical photographs to compensate
for scale variations resulting from

tilt am. for variations inellight

altitude.

An assembly of two or more overlap-

ping vertical photographs assembled

only by matchine photographic detail
wifthout the benefit of a framework

of control points.

13



STRIP MOSAIC Aa az.zembly of a strip of vertical
photographs taken in a single flight.

MDSAIC INDEX

MJLTIPLEX,

A small scale reproduction of a mosaic
which serves as a guide to the indivi-
dual photographs.which maybe used for

planninz mapping projects.

A stqrcoscopic ;dotting instrument
used in preparing topogruOhic maps
by stemophotogracznetry.

MILTIPLEX CONTROL See Control.

thiULTIPLEKEXMNSION

141171PIX.X MD=

The extension a a strip of photo-
graphs by stereophotogrammetric
methods. (See also Cantilever exten-

sioa; Multiplex triangulation.)

An optical projection of two overlap-
ping images in complementary colours
by means of the multiplex projectces,

which gives ft stereoscopic image when
viewed through spectacles-having
filters of correspondinG complementary
colours.

MULTIPLEX PROJECTOR An instrument which 'forms a part of

the multiplex equipment and which

projects a reduced copy of the aerial

negative.

KILTIPLEir. TPACIENG TABLE A piw.-,e of multiplex equipment used

for viewing the stereoscopic model
measuring the elevations in it, and

compiling the detail ona map plane.

MULTIPLEX TRIANGULATION See TIlangulation.

NADIR That point ca a celestial sphere
directly beneath the observer and
directly,opposite to the zenith.

PhotogmPia nadir (or nadir point)

That point at which a vertical line

through the perspective center of
the camera lens pierces the riane

of the photograph.

_14
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hMhavE

OBLIQUE PEOTOGRAIII

HIGH OBLIQUE

LOW OBLIQUE

ORTMTATION:

332.-
Me line which surrounds the map
itself. The-margin is outside the
neetline.

A sensitized plate or film which has
been exposed in a camera and which
has the lights aad shades in inverse
order to those of the original
subject.

A photograph taken with the camera
axis directed intentionall,y between
tle horizontal and the vertical.

An oblique Photograph in which the
apparent horizon is shown.

An oblique Photograph in which the
apparent horizon is not shown.

RELATIVE ORIENTATION (1) The reconstruction of the same
perspective coaditions between a pair
of photographs whidh existed when the
photographs were taken.
(2) The orientation 6f one multiplex
projector with reference to another
to produce the relative relationships
of the taking camera.

ABSOLUTE ORIENTATION The fixation of scale, position, ftnd
orientation of the stereoscopiC model
produced by relative orientatiou with
reference to the ground coordinates.
A multiplex model with correct scale
and horizontalization is an absolute

orientation.

ORTHOGRAMIC PROJECTION See P'rojection.

ORMIOP1102.1GRAPH

n

A photographic copy, prepared from
a perspective photograoh, in which
the displacements of images due to
tilt and relief have been removed.



OVERUP

333
Amount by which one paotograph over .
laps the area covered:by another,
customarily expressed as a percentage.

PORXARD LAP The overlap between tWo photographs
in the same fliGht.

SIDE LAP The overlap between photograph& in
adjacent Imrallel flights.

OVERLAPPING PAMIR Two photographs taken at different
exposure stations in =eh manner
that a portion of one photograph
shows the same terrain ahown on a
portion of the other photograph.

OVIMLAY A record on a transparent medium
to be superimposed on another record.

PANELDE NEGATIVES

PARALIAX

ABSOLUTE PARALLkX

Cutting a rilm negative in whiCh
same distortion isirmmaved,. into
several pieced and cementing them
in Placeon a projection drawn on
vinylite, in such a way that the
error is distributed in mai amounts
throughout the area rather than
being localized.

The apparent displacement of the
position of a body with respect to
a reference point or system, caused

by a shift in the point of observa-
tion.

Considering a pair of truly vertical
photographs, of equal principal
distances, taken from equal flight
altitudes; or a pair of rectified
photographs; or a stereoscopic model
formed by the multiplex projectors
of such photographs; The absolute
parallax of a point is the algebraic
difference, parallel to the base
line, of the distances of the two
images from their respective principal
points. It is a measure to scale
of the heicht of the image in space,

1.6
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X PARALLAX OR HORIZOUTAL Synonymous with absolatc parallag.
PARALLAX and also used in multiplex operations

to denote the component of distances
between the correspondin6 imes of
a point in a stereoscopic model in
a direction parallel to the vertical
plane containina the base line when
that model io intercepted by a
horizontal plane, such as the platen
of the multiple= tracing table.

Y PARALLAX OR VERTICAL The difference of the perpendicular

PARALLAX distances of the two correspoodinz
images of a point in,overlappinc
photographs or projections of photo-
graPhs from the vertical plane
contalring the base lime.

A point the horimmtallandlor verti-
cal position of which is determined
from photographs by photogracmetrie
methods, and whidhis intended for
use after the manner of a ground-

control pcint in the orientation
of other photographs.

PASS ?LUNT

PERSPECTIVES

PERSPECTIVE =TER

PERSPECZIVE GRID

PERSPECTIVE PROJECTION

The two-dimensioual appearance of
the object with reference to the
point of obse-vation.

The point of origin or termination
of bundles of perspective rays; in
photography, the rear node of the
lens is the perspective center of
the photograph, and the front.node
of the lens is the perspective center
of the object.

A network of lines drawn'or super-
imposed on a-photograph, Which repre-
sents the perspective of a systematic
network of lines on the ground or
datum plane.

See Projection.

17
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The science and art of obtaining
reliable measurements from photo-
graphs.

0TOGRAPH A general term for a positive or
negative picture ma.e by a camera
on plate, rilm or other medium.

PHOTOGRAPU PERPENDICULAR The perpendicular from the interior
perspective center - rear node of
lens - to the plane of the photograph.

PHOTaMAP See Map.

PIXIE WORD:NAMS See Coordinates.

PLAN1METRY Phrt Of a map which represent every-
thing excut relief; that is, works
of man, aria natural features such as
woods and water.

PLANIMETRIC MAP See Map.

PLOTTING SCALE The scale at which a map is to be
compiled. The scale of the multiplex
model in absolute oriareation.

PLUM POINT The point on the ground vertically
beneath the perspective center of
the camera lenS.

POSITIVE A photograph having the same approxi-
mate rendition of light and shade as
the original subject.

PRESS PROOF A lithographed map taken from among
the first copies run on the press and
used for editing purposes.

PRINCIPAL DISTANCE The perpendicular diztance from the
intesior perspective center to the
plane of a particular finished
negative or print. Distance from
the rear node of the lens to the
principal mint of a photograph.

PRINCrIPAL LINE The trace of the principal plane
upon the photoGraph. (See also

Principal plane.)

3.3
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PRINCIPAL PLANE Tbe vertical plane through the inter-
nal perspective center containing the
photograph perpendicular of au Oblique
photograph; that is: any photograph
which is not a truly vertical photo-
graph.

PRINCIPAL POINT The foot of the perpendicular from,
the interior perspective center to
the plane of the photograph; that is:
the foot of the photograth perpendi-
cular.

PRINT A photograPhic copy made by projectioU
or contact printing from a photogra-
phic negative or frame transparent
drawing: as in blueprinting.

Or:INTACT PRINT A print made with the negative or
transparent drawing in contact with
the sensitized surface.

RAITO PRINT A print the scale of whidh has been
changed from that of the negative
by photographic enlargement: reduc-
tion: or restitution.

PROJECTION (1) In geometry: the extension of
lines.or planes to intersect a gven
surface. (2) Ihe transfer of a point
from one surface to a corresponding
position on another surfage by graphi-
dal or analytical methods.

MAP PROJECTION (1) A systematic drawing of lines on
a plane surface to represent the

parallels of latitude and the melt--
48,ns of longitUde of the earth or
a section of the earth. (2) A
geometric projection on a plane
surface.

PERSPECTIVE PROJECTION The projection of points by straight
lines drawn through them fram some
given point to an intersection with
the plane of projection.

19
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ORTHOGRAPHIC PROJECTION A perspective projection of points
straight lines frau a point of

projection at an infinite distance
frau the plarr of the drawing.

PROJECTION DISTANCE In the multiplex projector, the
distance fram the front node of the
projector lens to the plane of
projection.

RADIAL A line or direction tram the radial
center to any point on a photograph.
The radial center for truly vertical
photographs is the principal point.

RADIAL TRIAMULATION See TelanguOstion.

RATIO PRINT See Print.

RECO=ISSANCE A general examination or survey of
a region with reference to its min
features, uswctly as a preliminary
to a. nme detailed survey.

RECTANGULAR COORDINATES See Coordinates

RECIIIICAZEON

RECTIFIED PHOIK.X-RAPR

The process of prOjecting a tilted
or Oblique photograph
to a horizontal reference plane, the
angular relation between the photo-
graph and the plane being determined
from known or estimated data.

A photographic print made by project-
ion in a rectifying printer which
has been properly set for rectifica-
tion.

RELATIVE ORIENTATION See Orientation.

REIIE7

RELIEF MODEL

The variatior in the height of the
earth's surface. The third dimension
in depth perception.

A general category which denotes any
three dimensional representa4iou a
an object or geographic area, modeled

in any size or medium. Subordinate
categories - not interehAngeable with
the general term are:

20



TERRA.= MN=

PLA.SECC REIM' MAP

REPRODUC'ZION

SCALE

SUL=

SEPIA PRINT

5 8
Agy three dimensional model of a
geographic area constructed to scale.
A specific and distinct type of the
terrain niodel is the plastic relief
map; however, through extended use,
it has become classified as a separa-
te product.

A topographic map printed on plastic
and =Gilded into a three dimensional
form. The plastic medium is general-
.1,y formed by heat and vacmum over a
terrain model to achieve the three
dimensional representation.

The summation of all the processes
involved in printiag copies from an
Original drawing.

A line which crosses successive
meridians at a constant angle, also
loxodrome. The Mercator is the only
projection on which a rhumb line is
represented by a straight line.

The ratio of distance measured on a
map to the corresponding distamme
on the ground. Different from
representative fraction on.lor in that
scale can be expressed in other than
fractional farm; that is, such as
an equation with different units of

measurement on each side.

(1) Alteration of the scale in
photogrammetric trienculation to
bring the model into agreement with
a plot of horizoatal control.
(2) Fitting a stereoscopic model to
a horizontal control plot. A step

in absolute orientation.

A photographic i_!drodUction obtained
by the use of a surface with a light
sensitive iron and silver salt in a
gelatin coating, wtich atter exposure
to brilliant Ugh; will turn brown
when developed.

21



SIDE LAP

SLOTTM TEMPLET

SPATIAL MODEL

SPE=

STANDA.RD

STMEOS001

STEREOSCOPIC FUSIOU

STEREC.:COPIC IMAGE CR STEREO-
SCOPIC MODEL

STEREOSCOPIC PALR

STEREOSCOPIC VIEION

See Overlap.

See Trplet.

A'stereoscopic model. ( See also
stereosc4te model.)

A body of space bounded by one surface,'
all points of which are equally distant
from a point within called'its center.

An exact value, or concept thereof,
established by authority, cftstom,
or common consent.i to serve as a rule
in the measurement of quantity, or
in the establishment of e, practice or
procedure.

Me science -ad art which deal with
stereoscopic effects and the.methods
by which they axe reproduced.

That mental process which combines
two perspective images of an object
on the retinms of the eyes to give a
mental impressicw of a three dimension-
el model.

That mental impression of a three
dimensional model which results from
stereoscopic fusion of a stereoscopic
pair.

Two photograPhs of the same area
taken from different camera stations
in such a manner az to affort stereo-
scopic vision. Also called a'
stereogram.

That particular application of bino-
cular vision which enables the obser-
ver to view an object, or two d5ffe-
rent perspectiv es of an object -
as two photographs of the same images
taken from different camera stations
and to obtain therefrom the mental
impression of a three dinklsional
model.

22 :1



STEREOGRAM oee Stereoscopic pair.

STEROOSCOFE

34-0

An optical instrument for assistinc
the observer in Obtaining ctereosco-
pic vision from two properly prepared
Photographs.

STICIC-UP A gum-backed masque or wax-backed
transparent material, on which names,
numbers, or symbols-ore printed for
the purpose of imposinc them on the
drafted copy, thereby eliminatinc
the neoessity of hand drafting.

STIC-PAT An adhesive-backed cellophane on
which map sytbols are printed.

STRNTWIC MAP See Map.

SURVEY

AE:En.U. SURVEY

The act or operation of making measu-
rements for determining the relative
position of points on or beneath the
earth's surface.

(1) A survey utilizing aerial photo-
graphs as part of the surveying opera-

tions.
(2) The taking of aerial.Photographs
for surveying:purposes.

TACTICAL MAP See Map.

'ZEMPLET

SLOTTED TIMPLET

A substitute for a photograph used in
radial triangmlation, on which is
recorded the radial center and tbe.
radial lines taken from the photograph.

A mechanical tempaet on which the
radial are represented by slots cut
in a sheet of cardboard, metal, or
other material.

MECHANICAL-ARM TEMPLET A templet whiCh is formed by attaPhIng

OR SIOTTED-ARM TEMPLET slotted steel arms, which represent
the radials to a center core.

TERRAIN An area oA ground considered as to
its extent and topogreld4Y.

23



TIP ANT TILT

TOPNI7ERAPHY

34-
The angle betweca the photograPh
perpendicular and a vertical through
the air station.

In practical photogrammetry the X
and Y components of absolute tilt
are referred to as tilt and tip,
respectively; that is, tip is the
natation of a photograph about the
Y-axis or the axis perpendicular to
the line of flight, and tilt is that
about the XAxIs or the axis parallel
to the line of flight.

The features of the actual surface
of the earth considered collectively
az to form.

TOPOGRAMIC MAP See riap.

TRAMSE

TRIAMUIATION

AERIAL TRIANGULATION

A method of surveying whereby the
lengths and directions of lines
conmecting a series of stations are
measur,d.

Me determination of relative or .

absolute positions of different
points on thL earths surface by
utilizing aerial photography.

UVAILAT1ON A stereophotogrammetric method of
aerial triangulation utilizing
successive stereoscopic images frau
overlapping aerial photographs in the
multiplex projectors for the location
of points, imaged on the photographs,
in their correct relative position
to one another.

RADIAL TRIANGULATION A photogrammetric method of aerial
triangulation, either analytic or
graphic, utiliziag overlapping
vertical, near:ly vertical, or oblique
aerial photographs for the location
of points, imaged on the photographs,
in their correct relative position
to one another.

erg
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VER!VICAL =TEM

VERTICAL =ROL MINT

VERTICAL PARALLAX A.

VERZECAL ISOTOGRAlli

ZIP-A-MITE
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See Borizoa.

See Mosaic.

See Control.

A control point in a vertical contra
system. (See miso Control point.,)

See parallax.

An aerta photograph made)eith the
camera axis vertical or as nearly
vertical as practicable.

A synthetic resin or plastic mutealsis
fraa .005 inch to 1/6 inch thick in
increments of .0025 inch. It differs
completely from acetate both in =impo-
sition and the method used to produce
it.
Adhesivebacked cellophane on which
syMbols for maps are printed. Zip-

a-tone maybe cut in any desired
size or shape and applied to drawings.
(See also Stic-Pat.

25
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345.
INTRODUCTION

This self-teaching text concerning the marginal information of
military maps covers those skills needed by everyone who uses mili-

tary =Ts And map sdbstitutes. It provides a foundation for per-
sonata whose training program will require specialized orinore ad-

vanced skills.

,

Lass= OBJECTTVES

Upon completion of this programed lesson, you will be able to:

Identify the marginal information pertinent to a map
sheet.

b. Interpret the numerical system used on maps, such as,
sheet number, series numbers, stock number, etc.

ii
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INSTRECTIONS TO STUMMTS

This text consists of FRAMES and PANELS. A FRAME presents a
mingle teaching point which usualYrIceiree an answer to a specific
problem. A PANEL is am illustration or other information needed
to solve the problem in the frames.

The probIag im same frames requires you to *rite an answer.
In-others you select a correct Choice and draw a circle around it.
A few frames Are called INFORNATION dr REVIEW frames and do not
need an answer. 'When a frame refers to &panel find the correct
panel (printed after the frames) and. stu4 it Wore answering the
question.

Start eith Frame 1 in the upper half af the page titl3d LEVEL A.
Continue through the booklet an LEVEL A before returning to the
fxdnt to start an LEVEL E4 work through EEVEL B until you have coml.
pleated the lesson. The correct answer for each frame is printed in
parentheses above the next frame. Example: The anewer to Frame I
will be found in parentheses above Frame 2. If you answer any frame
incorrectly, turn back to the original frame and restudy it and change
your answer to the correct one.

The laat frame directs you to do a practical exercise. This is
where you will demonstrate what you have learned in the lesson.

The following materials will be needed to comrlete the self-
test at the and of this lesson: Map of Virginia (Indian Head)
1:50,CCO.
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FRAME #1 LEVEL A

Map identifications are those wtandard itema appearing in the

marblm of maps and serve to ideutiry amp completely end specifi-

cally. 7his text is designed to teach yoa to identify and Inter-

prot the information outside the limits or neatline of the map it-

aelf. All features outside the nestline of a map ere part of the

marginal information.

(No responce

FRAME #26

Far the series number below, list the designation for eadh

element.

LEVEL B

a. V

b . 8

C. 3

d. 4

e. P*

* Nat always used.



(...o response)

}MAW #2

Marginal information is necesaptry to help interpret the map'
since maps are of different classifications/ made using different
methods and cover different areas of the world. It is always ime
portant to examine the marginal information before using a partic-
ular map. The information thrt appears outside the neatline is
an aid to u map.

Regina' area - cale sub-region - series separation - special

purpose)

FRAME #27

It is important that we distinguish between the series number
and the Sheet number.

55611Th1W is the

V834 is the

2

3 4-



(interpret)

FRAVE #3

Although maps are used for different purposes, they all gen-
erally contain the same marginal information. Because maps are
printed by specifications using different st*e sheets, the infor-
mation maybe placed in various locations arounniGnimataine of
the map. Some marginal data may appear in the upper left portion
of one map sheet and in the upper right of another. This vould
depend upon the particular the map specifi-
cations are taken from.

Refer to Plate 4 for an example of a typical style sheet.

'Meet number - series number

FRAME #28

IN/MFMNPNPPON. U./0

Another part of the marginal information that is found in the
margin of a map are road destinations. A typical road destination
is shown laelow:

Iff

OM. ff1f0 S. MO.
megoisseastaworao sr or
eff..11110.11, 1' PM

These destinations indicate the distance from the neatline of
the map to a particular destination along the path indicated. Us-
ing tIle above example and looking at the main road, haw far would
you travel to Fredericksburg?



3TO
(st-dle sheet)

FRAM

The first part of the marginal data information of large scale

topographic maps we will examine is the sheet name. This is usuallY

the largest populated place shown on this particular sheet, even
though this nap sheet maybe part of a larger complex. The sheet

name is usually found in the top center of a map sheet and is usually

the of the particular sheet.

130 miles)

FRAM #29

The Edition Number is also an important part of the map

marginal information. An example is shown below:

Zi)ITION 3-TPC

(The coded initials x±present the mapping aEency responsible for
the publication; i.e., TPC - United States Topographic Command.)

The edition number represents the AGE of a map in relation to

other editions of the smme.map. Edition nuMbers run consecutively

and the latest edition will have the largest number. If you needed

the most up-to-date map, which one would you select?

EDITION 1-TPC EDITION 3-TPC

4



3E1
(largest - populated - place)

FRAME #5

Related to the sheet name of a map is the sheet number. The Sheet

nuMber is used.as a reference nuMber. Let's see how this particular

nuMber is determined. A particular Sheet number for a 125,000 scale

topographic map would be 566211W. /he first four numbers 5662 are

based upon an arbitrarygeAgraphic coordinate system in which each

map sheet has a scale of 1100,000. The first four nuMbers of a

sheet number identify a map of an area that is pUblisbed at a scale

of

Edition .) TTC

FRAME :i'80

The symbol legend is another item of marginal data on all

topographic maps. It illustrates and identifies the more prominent

topographic symbols used on the map. Each syMbol is shown in its

proper color unless the color does not appear on the interior of

the map. A standard legend is tailorbd to include a symbol in

order to avoid repetitive labeling on the map. If you saw a symbol

on a map that was unfamiliar you would try to identify it using

the on the map.



3 5-Z
(1,7100,000

FRAME #6

The basic devel-Tment of the first four numbers of a sheet
number for 1:1400,000 scale maps is shown below:

If you had a map sheet that had just four numbers for the
sheet number, it would be 1.t a scale of

FRAM #31

A typical st-Jidard symbol legend is shown beow (not in color).

.Using this legend, identify the following symEJl IL
LEGEN3

iOALM
Aii .11010r, toed swims,

summiniamt...(Sp.. meows* Lona wile Ana mins MANTUQA
AS or 6014 ...i.me,

%moo
..immigllAmil 3*

ewe Wow See* footnote.

#$.1 ...011sr. 1404 terfoop, owe wotIwwwip Lowe mabselkwow

lame- kr#1 reft..,
a taws wily `,41.cipr. 9..'y4 Crow=

P.m to Iry ~Nor. isms suria4a t.caormawr, Est* mei Mild siihr

Core inmi, Nowa* wee Dow

BM
44.fflvoi car.* pow, iiew-h *ark a .K121 swim woolg

Seal lohniwaso ... mailers 2.9 il.. 3obkh.

htomellonoi bormaaart. .41 makier Oseli.iallfi fiimono. Iftionerovi.1 010141 ...I% thalfts . r- --e)

Nomad k some Part, Pen ...z %I S.worNi; Storm, lief es immorie~

oo...Gemp, litrnoe, loath i i I Issiailwi PrINI ')

vvaactiow, '.cnpb EI:=
,...,... null Of .41eftli 3 L.Nor4, V.nadyrd ......... ) 3

6
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353
(1:100,000)

FRAME e

So far dre have determined only the 1:100,000 eqele aheet number.

Ntat we take the "5662" sheet and divide it into 4 equal parts

so that we now have four separate new maps. Each part is labeltd

in roman numerals as shown below:

NOTE: The numeraas start at the upper right proceed clockwise

to the upper left. After determining what the 1:1040,000 scale

number is, we divide that area into equal parts.

(rice)

FRAME #32

When a coastal area occurs on a map, a hydrographic legend

is shown in the open water area. An example of this type ,)f legend

is shown below (not in color):

MITIROGRAMC DATUM PAEAN LOWE* LOW V ATER

0 4
17
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(4)

FRAME 45

Correctly divide and label the _:100,000 scale map shown below.

14495

No response

FRAME h33

Bar Scales are graphic expressions of the map scale., which
p lvide means of imik1 n6 measurements. A bar scale is '...sed like

a ruler to convert a distance measured on a map to a ,-orresponding
distance on the ground. In what four units of meacurement can we
determine a gound distance using the below shown bar scale?

1000 500 0
mmumma,
INV NW 0
amammomomm.

1 000

Scaie 1:50,000
2000

1 000 400
3000 4000mmr.momma.......mmomoor.

3000 4000

5000 Moon

3000 Yana

5e" iMis

8

3 P4augica1 /Aims



355°.
(See PRAM j,7)

FRAME k9

The divisions of the 1:100,000 Sheet nutter "5662" into roman

numberal parts allows identification of any one of the four parts.

Shade in the area of the map sheet whose Sheet number is 566211.

5662

statute miles - meters - yards - nautical miles

FRAME #34

The bar scales provide a means for making measurements on a

map. These measurements, expressed in any of four units represent

the ratio of a distance on the to a comparative

distance on the map.

9



35,0
(Lower right)

FRAME #10

Each of the four parts of the 1:100,000 scale map determines
the boundary of a 1:50,000 map sheet. Thus 566211 is a 1:50,000
map sheet. If you had a map sheet whose Lubber was 4436rv, the scale
of that map would be

ground)

FRAME #35

AmaNNIN.

Credit for the compilation and printing, as well as the internal
factors involved with the making of the map are included in what
is known as the Credit Note. Credit notes on recently'published
maps not only tell who make the map but also what grid and projectiop
were used, what hcrizontal and vertical daturri the map id based.upon,
where geodetic control was obtained, and who printed the map. Elaample:

SONANOM)

CAP
PICIACrirad

AlrICAt DATUM
NOILZONtsi Wawa
COMO" Ni
PIIIMIC IN
smNp4T10 VT

10

UAW iida
IAN AMU UTN6 SiNNI

MeNtfille ANIMATCN
NOMA figA OINK
NNIVO CATWA
DeNNIC USA43
WNW CA00

. WNW° NIKO

40)



(1:5ot000)

FRAxs #2.1

The next step is to
four mare ciqual parte.
identifiscrby a =wows
5662111 into four parts

( INTWii;;;)

FRAME #35

351

break the 1:50,000 map sheet 56621 into
Each breakdown of a 1:50,000 scale mip is

direction. Using the diagram below, divide
and label each.

NE - Northeast
SE - Scutheast
SW - Southwest
NW Northwtst

Credit notes on older maps a:e located above the symbol legend

and are written in textual form. Example:

FS'ePerad try the Army Map 5arvice (AMCI- ). Gatos of Engineers, U. S. Army, Washingtan, D. C. Compeloo in L954

by photograrnmetnc meirdc Horizontal anc; vertkal control by U5C&GS. USG5. and C. Aeriai prtotography

June 1951. Public Sena see are based on the Gila end Salt River Menoian. Map held checked 1951 end 1952.
This map complies vain tits national standard map...outfit requirements.

These textual versions explained, who made the map, from what

source material and 1.hat methods were used. Study the above credit

note and determine the date of the serial photography that was uoed

in making this map.

II
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(NW NE
SW SE)

FRAME #12

Each quarter of the breakdown of the 1:50,000 sheet 566211 de-
termines the boundary of a 1:25,000 scale map sheet. TOus 566211NW
indicates a map aheet which is prepared at a scale of 1:25,000.

How many 2:,1.5,000 mz51 sheets can be made from a sheet mambered
5561112

FRAME #37

AmmlawamINIV ,01...111

The contour interval note is the vertical distance between
contour''ines on a map. The contour interval is extremely important
po the : ip reader in determining elevations. Example:

CONTOUR INTERVAL 10 FEET

By loolcing at the example above we know that the distance between
cortaar lines on the map represents a change in elevation of

on the ground.

12

',



35-9
(4)

FIZAkE #13

Using only the aheet number it is possible to tell exactly

yhat scale a map sheet is. Write down what ses/e is reptesented

-ey the folloving sheet numbers:

1. 4369:
3. 4435IVUW:
3. 649e11:

(10 feetl

FRAM #38

The c;rick reference box is also part of the marginal data. This

wc is used to give instructions for obtaining grid references on

.11c map. The box for a standard map sheet is shown below:

&mess 1 ess .4112 calp

144

Stay..P... 11

13

IKAAAE impANKAi low

N)'

GOO A:10 =SAWA I Ncs.

145

OQ METLI IttfHtNCif

110110., 400iosev 060.1 0; VriTtCAL prAl
04109 0 ONO 00110 06001104
hem pnwias 0,04
ahot Lit co 1.00pon 6010.01 d 0411t2C07/0
p 041 Moir. pooll poi 0A0a0 losim ;Ix

vie too Is .4446

Laeoliku 123450

vemt+d riliClinwG AMU A 100.000 00111
UN! MEM trig 1000.10 %DU ICA)0111
14)IhInfK ATOP,' 0.1 WAKA T Ku& litS

POI 23436

wiP0P4 10111.0110AG 04114011 GOO 10p4
DEIOGNAto0,4 Aft T011 GMCI 10.0
Dt SAGNATADN

tamsopie I 45141P 1 2336

.

Ac a reference to read grid coordinates on a map, you would refer

tht lblererwromwem

13



(1:1000,000 - 125,000 - 1:50,40)

nate #3.4

In addition to the sheet name and Sheet =her there is also

the series name. The series name is torsnaly vritten with the

scale of a, map. The series name)of snap is the geographic name of

the area covered by a particular ser.:.%s of maps. If several series

at the same scale are designated to cover a country or region they

are identified By the comatry or region name. Dar example: Southern

Honshu, Central Philippines, Northern BUrope, etc. In most eases

the comatry or state name will be used.

Taid reference box)

FRAME #39

The grid reference box also gives the Grid Zone Designation

and the 100,000 Meter Square Identification for the map. These

two identifications are a part of the Universal Transverse Mercator

Grid System. What is the Grid Zone Deslgnation and the =IOW
Meter Square Identification for the illLatration in Frame 4'38?

14

6, 0



36,1
(No response)

FRAME #15

It is important aot to confuse sheet made with series name. The

sheet name relates to a particular map while the series name re-

lates an entire group of maps in a specified geographic area. If

you were told Baltimore was the aheet name appearmg on a map them

Maryland would be the of the map.

(145 NP)

FRAIE

The declination diagram on a map indicates the argular relation-

ships between true, grid, and magnetic north. A typical declination

diagram is,shown below:

\I ,

GOD CCM4VENClima
V21 ê 4611.1;) I

N34 CIN1E11

i

\I I

How many North directions arc indicated on this illustration:

15



(serit s Name)

FRAME 16

In adaition to the series name all topographic mapa have a
series number. An exampae of a series number is: V834

Many times there are more than one series of maps covering the
same geographic area. For this reason each series ia given an

identifying nuMber. Series numbers are used to distinguish different

series :lowering the

FRAME 441

Magnetic North is shown by a half arrow:

This prong represents the direztion pointing to maEmetic north

in the declination diagrmm. Magnetic north is t:ae dirtction that

all compasses point to. The declination diagram indicctes the
variation ia degrees, minutes and seconds between grid aorth ELM.

1.6



303
(same geographic area

FRAME #17

As with the sheet number, each pert of the series number (11834)

has a specific meaning and tails the map user somethlri; about the

map. The first element a the series number moor be eiater a numerical

or letter designation, depending upon the scale and size of the area

concerned. Numerals are used to incl....cats the continental area.

Letters indicate the Fe9aPh1c region in whiCh the seriee occurs.

Medium and large scale maps have a letter designation as their first

element and refer to a particular

Inegmetic north)

FRAME #4,2

ft.
Grid North is represente tk.s a continuation line of the map grid

that is broken and has the letters tN" written in pert of it. Gr d.

north is the anvlikr difference in directian between grid north am._

true north. It is neasured east or west of true north. Grid north

in represented in the declination diagram by the

of a map gria line.



ki)

1ie second entry
ating the scale
hest were V834,
Dies number with

of the series number is always a niznerical index
group of a map. If the series number of a 1:25,000
we would expect all 1:25,000 scale maps to have
the number as the second entry.

E #45

There are norma3..17 two diagrams within the marginal information
first of which is the boundaries diagram. This diagram,which is
.niature of the map area, shows the boundaries that occur within
map area. An exam:31e of such a diagram is shown below: (Not in

INDEX TO BOUNDARIEf

1LS

How many states would be portrayed on the map having this
gram? :3

20



(No response)

FRAME #19

The lettflr breakdown for the ent-re world Shown on Plate 1.

As you study thia plate you wiIlmotice that the later TV" locatea

the United Statea. What is covered by the letter "Q"?

(8 and cceihalf degrees )

FRII14E #44

The declination diagram is also usually accompanied by notes

that explain how to convert frau one north direction to another.

An example is shown below:

TO COMICS, A
Gap 41.111611TH TO A
MAGMEIX ADMIVIN

SUIRTIt^CT e.rxxi

TO COMIKT A
MAGNEVC ADMV%
TO A GI4D AatakilW

ADO Om &Mil

Using the diagram in Frame 40, what fs he dista:Ice :;_n degrees

and minutes between magnetic north and trle north?



3C, g

FRAME t;22

The third element is alzo always a numerical index and indicates
the st_anb.-reja.on arsa of the first element. In series number V834
the 3 indicates a sub-region of V. The exact sub-regions of the
United States al,: shown on Plate 3. Using thi3 diagram; what would
the third index be if the map were of Florida?

(5661 ril)

FROIE # 47

Adjoining she-1 shown in the diagram by dashed lines are Ln a
difizrent series and 'lave a different series number than that of
tne primary map. Th 3 new series number is always indicated Lathe
diagram. Referriag to the preceding Frame, how may mape have a
series nlimber different than the rimary series number. What is are

number!?

an_

1_



(a)

*FRAME #21

The exact scale groupings for the ecoz4 entry of the series

number is Shown in Mate 2.. Using this list as a reference, a

1:50,000 scals map would have *that number for its second entry?

FRAME #46

Adjacen% to the boundaries diagrsa i0 the AdJoining Sheets

diegram. Irds diagrau iountifies the map sheets surrounaraiThe

map that thr diagram is located on. An adjoining sheet Uagram is

phown balm. The primary map sheet 4.3 in the center of the diagram

and isindicated by a heavier line. To find the sheet number for the

mars direm47 north. south4 eaet or wort of the primary map Etudy

the sheet diagram. The sheet directly east would be

(Not in color
INDEX ADJOINING

SHEETSrY
Isum sus

21



3-10
(United States - City map - western sub-region)

FRAME #24

The fourth entry identifies the maplou have from others baying
the same scale and area coverage. In effect, the fourth elament
established a series 2221Eglim among unique series whose first three
elements are Identical.

response)

FRAM #49

All maps should contain a User Note. This note is important

because it give the people who work with the map an opportunit-j

to refer errors or orlittions to TOPOCOMwho in turn -.Lae this infor-

DLItion when evalup-,ing a particulmr map sheet for recompilation or

revf_sion. ExamiLe:

L.seas -Is %mac TO WM COMICTIOsel. 4110 CONWINTS PCS 000111.41.010 1141wariAriris cyr nes
cliPeC Tts C-Orawsows0 004MAL U. ASAY ¶01043410M. COamue140, was.11011mr3TOK D C MIS
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(No response)

FRAME #25

It is possible to have a series number with 4 or more entries.

The fifth entry is restricted to Photomaps and special purpose maps.

For example. P indicates a plaetic relief map: V834P.

kNo response)

MAME #50

All maps which are in the Department of Defenee Map Supply System

contain stock number identifications. The stock number consists of

a 15 unit designation which reprssents, in sequence, the seri's number,

steet nunber and edition r!te. ecumple:

STOCK NO. )773X47793***10

The first 5 units represent .rie series number "F773...:". The

letter "X" is shown as the 5th unit when the number has only 4 units.

The next 8 units represent the sheet number "47793***". The symbol

"*" is used with numbers 'ess than 8 units. The last 2 units are

used for the edition "10"



Ileturn to the bottom of page 1 (LEVEL B) for Frame #26.

(No response

FRANE #51

3-10-

In addition to the general information we have discussed, it
is possible to have special scales and notes added to a map to aid
T.tie map user. Same of this special information includes a glossary
cf foreign terms, security c:.assification, coverage diagram. boundary
notes, or any other kiLd of special note. law additional marginal
information that is added to a map should have one purpose: to

TO 7,FLF TEST ON T'AGE 27)

26

4.4
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*sELF Inv

N, Using the Airnished map sheet, answer the fo questions.

1. What it% the sheet name?

2. What is the scale of the map?

3. What is the number of the 1:100,000 sheet
series this map falls within?

4

6

4. What date was the map compiled? 35

5. Ifhat is the Sheet number of the sheet directly
north of this sheet?

1 46

6. What la the series number of the sheet
'directly south of this Shest?

00-

16

7. What grid zone is used on this sheet? 38

8. What in the contour interval used on
thia map sheet?

37

9. What do the black numbers in the water
areas represent?

32

10. How many counties are shown on this map? 45

U. Who published this map? 36

12. aven only the Stock No. E823138844NE*02,
Ldentify the three components of the map sheet.

50

RZ§PaiSE
FRAME #51 ( aid the map user )
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a

SECO= an.=

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

a

9

3

).

SCALELGROUP

1:5,000,000 and =miler

3 5

Larger than 1:5,000,000-through
1:2,000,000

Largar than 1:2,000,000 through _

1:510,000

Larger than 1:510,000 through
1:255,000

Larger than 1:255,000 through
1:150,000

Larger than 14150,000 through
1:70,000

Larger than 1:70,000 through
435,000

Larger than 1:35,000 (excluding
city maps)

City maps (regardless of scale)

Photamam (regardless of scale)

29
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INTRODUCTION

319

This self-teaching text in map reading covers those skills needed by everyone
who uses military maps and map substiL .tes. It provides a foundation for per-
sonnel whose training program Will require specialized or more advanced skills.
Study of this text should be supplemented by practical exercises in the field with
map and compass.

The instructional material in this text consists of six parts. You should stud;k1)
them in the proper sequence especially Farts 1, II, and III. You will use what
you learn about symbols, marginal information, point location, and distance
measurement over and over again in subsequent parts. The six pans are as
follows:

Part I. Symbols and Marginal InformatiOn.

Part II. Location

Part in Distance
Pall IV. Direc tion

'eart V. Relief

Part VI. Map SUpplements and Substitutes

ORGANMATION OF TEXT

This text consists of frames and panels. A frame presents a single teaching
point, which usually requires an answer to a specific problem. A panel is an
illustration or other information needed to solve the uroblems in the frames.

The problem in some frames requires you to write an answer. In others, you
select a correct choice and draw circle around it. A few frames are called
3 NFOR.MATION or REVIEW frames and do not need an answer. When the frame
refers you to a panel, find the correct panel (printed after the frames) and study
it before answering the question.

HOW TO STUDY

1. Start with frame 1 in Part I. Answer it correctly by xtrtrwing a circle
around the correct choice in pencil.

2. Turn the page. The correct answer ta frame 1 is printed in parentheses
above frame 2 on page 1-3. If you were incorreet, turn back to frame 1 to re-study
the frame end change your answer to the correet one. (Correcting wrong answers
will help you remember the teaching point.)

3J11



3. Apswer frame 2 by filling in the blanks with tt. correct words.

4. Turn the page. Check your answer as before and then work out frame 3
and continue in' the same manner.

MATERIALS FURNISHED

You receive considerable practice with actual map-reading materials; in this
instruction. The following materials are euential in answering t.he frames in
this text:

Topographic map: Kansas, 1:50,000, LeavenwcIth, Sheet 7062 IV

Photomap: Kansas photomaps, 1 :50,0b0, Leavenworth, Sheet 7062 IV
(Printed on back of Leavenworth topographic map.)

Pictomap: Virginia, 1:25,000, Fort Belvoir and Vicinity, Spacial Map

(NOTE: Disregard the photomap and topographic map printed on the back
of the furnished pictomap. References in this text to the Fort Belvoir and Vicinity
Special Map are to thp ?Ictomap only.)

Aerial photograph "A", M-109, Exposure 565

Map reading overlay, keyed to the Leavenworth topographic map.

Protractor with map scales

3 )1
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PART I

SYMBOLS AND MARGINAL INFORMATION

Set 1-1. TOPOGRAPHIC SYMBOLS

FRAME 1.

. A topographic map is a drawing of part of the earth's surface. Rivers, mills,
woods, 91 hills are shown by linen, symbols, and colors. What is a military
topographic Ino?

f
a. picture drawing

(brown) (11)
FRAME 12.

You are already "recognizing" roads, railroads, towns, swami* and orchards.
Even though the.map is a drawing, it helps you "sees' the ground from above.
Find the same section of State Route 92 in the photomap printed on the reversea'

side of the map. Which view permits you to "see" State Route 92 more clearly?

a. topographic map , b. photomap



3
(b. ) (2!)
FRAME 23..'

.9%

Certiii3 Army units are identified by the Combat Arms Regimental Systain

(panJ 142). Under this system, the parent units are designated by both battalion

and traditional regimental numbers. Under the Combat Arms Regimental System

(CARS) both battalion and traditional numbers are shown.

FRAME 34. "-

Refer to panels 1-4B and 1-5B and the Map Reading Overlay provided with

this text. Ip whfch area is the minefield located

(33)

a. friendly

1

b. enemy
4

r



(b, drawing) (1)
FRAME 2. 411

3 8 57

Study, the colors on the CEAVENWORTH map. Notice that live colon are
used on it. As you would expect, blue shows water featuies and green 6sithows

vegetation. Brown shows elevations (hills arid valley). The colors I

show manmade features, such as highways and buildings.

(a. topographic map) (12)
FRAME 13.

Manmade features (roads, buildings) are extremely, important in planning,
military operations. The map maker wanta you to "see" them clearly so he draws
them a little larger than they would be on a photo. He uses colon ai;d symbols.
He is careful, however, to position the centers of the symbols correctly. The Size

of manmade features, such as roads and buildings, is often exaggerated on a map
so the reader can them better.



3 40
regiknental) (23)

FRAME 24.

Tn writing the CAPS syrnbol, battalion and regimental numbers are written
together separated by a dash, for example 3-8. In the symbol below 3 meens the
3d Battalion and '8 means the 8th

J

3-8

(a. friendly) (34)
FRAME 35.

Refer to Panel 1-413 and the Map Reading Overlay. On the overlay, find
circles with an X inside. What do these military symbols mean ?

supply points

b. infantry headquarters
c, coordination points

1 4



3SI-1
(red. black) (2)
FRAME &

Bright red describes the nr.!... roads shown on the mai. What does the
lighter shade of red on the LEAVENWORTH map show?

a. railroads

b. Churches sad post offices

c. built-up areas

(see) (13)
FRAME 14.

FM 21-31, Topographic Symbols, defines approximately 250 symbols used by

the map makers. However, the map legend contains all the symbols normally re-

quired by the map reader. When you find a topographic symbol that is neither

self-explanatory nor explained in the legend, you should refer to FM -

if you need to know what it means.



(regiment) (24)

FRAME 25.

Draw the symbol for Company A, 8th Battalion, 33d Armor, 21st Armored
Division, using the CARS britem.

(c. coordination points) (35)
FRAME 36.

You are beginning to "see" troop units, supply points, minefields, and bound-
ary lines in the military symbols drawn on a situation map or overlay. Since you
cannot expect to memorize all such symbols before you begin using them, you
use FM as a reference when necessary.

a

388
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(c. built-up areas. Otherwise, a city would appear in black because of the sym-
bols for buildings and would be hard to read.) (3)

FRAME 4.

You have learned that 5 colors are used on a large-scale topographic map to

show the different features on the earth's surface. Write the correct color or
colors in the space after each of the following:

a. woods and orchards

b. contour lines

e. rivers and lakes
d. roads and

e. built-up areas

Se 1-2. MILITARY SYMBOLS

(21-31. Memorizing all topographic symbols before you need them is hapractIcal.
You will learn them more effectively through usage.) (14)

FRAME 15.

The military map user often wants to "see" the military situation location

of friendly and enemy units, command posts, observation points, supply points,

weapons, defenses, unit botmdaries, and so on. Theze are showii by military

symbols. A situation map shows a tactical or administrative situation on the
ground by what kind of symbols?

a. topographic b. military



AF=18-3 3M( (25)
C:=4

39 0

FRAME 26.

Field headquarters of units (Panels 1-1 and 1-4a) are shown by the spa-.

bol with a staff attached as shown below. The end of the staff indicates the exact
location. The unit symbol with indicates a field
headquarters.

OgaIMMOMII.

Set 14. MARGINAL INFORMATION

(21-3O) (36)

FRAME 37.

On the LEAVENWORTH map, you found the map symbols in the marginal
information. Later, the marginal information will help you locate points, measure
distance, and find directions and elevations. The map reader needs to under,tand
and use information correctly.



39\
(a. green; b. brown; c. blue; d. red and black; e. red) (4)
FRAME 5.

The symbols and colors used on a military map are explained in the legend.

Find the legend on the LEAVENWORTH map. In what part of the map margin

is the legend located?

a. top center b. lower left

(b. military) (15)

FRAME 16.

Panels 1-1 through 1-5 printed at the end of Part I show the military symbols

commonly used on situation maps and overlays. They are extracted from FM
21-30. Once you learn the system, you recognize symbols with practice. Mien you

find one that you do not understand, you should look it up in FM -



39 2-
(staff). (26)

k`RAME 21.

In the space below, draw the symbol 'for an infantry company headqUarters.

(marginal) (37)
FRAME 38. .

1.!

IMMO 11111101111M,

In addition, marginal information enables you to identify maps so that you
can requisition them properly and be sure that all users are referring to the
same sheets. Specific military maps can be identified by referring to the

information.

4 r?

1 10
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393
( b. lower leit) _ (5)

FRAME 6.

Refer to the LEAVENWORTH map. Find where the Chicago, Bur4ngton, and

Quincy Railroad enters the map from the south (bottom right). What does the
symbol tell you about this railroad?

n. single track

111=11

h. multiple track

(21-30) (16)

FRAME 17.

Refer to Panel 1-1. What is the shape of the symbol denoting a military
unit, such as a company, battalion, or division?

s. round b. triangular c. rectangular



-4

) (27)

FRAME 28.

A.field headquarters is shown by the unit symbol and a
which indicates the unit's exact location.

(mirghud) (38)
FRAME 39.

Each map is called a sheet by the map makers. The sheet is named after the
most prominent feature shown on the map. The sheet name is printed in the
top center margin. Refer to your LEAVENWORTH map. The sheet name is

1 12

4*.
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1

s(b. multiple track) (6)
FRAME 7.

Refer tv the LEAVEIN'IWORTH map. Follow the Chicago, Burlington, and

Quincy Railroad upwards past Horseshoe Lake and the town of Farley. Before

yOu get to Green Cemetery there is some swamp or marsh on the left side of the

tracks. What tells you this is a swamp?

a. strnibol And color b. words

e

. (c. rectangular) (17)
FRAME 18.

Symbols indicating the size of the unit are placed at the top of the rectangle.

Small u. Its of squad, section and platoon .size are shown with 1, 2, or 3 dots
respectively. Refer to Panel 1-1. Complete the appropriate size identifications

on the troop units shown below by putting the right number of dots over the
squad and platoon symbols.

SQUAI5 SECTION PIATOON



3cvo
(iitaff) (28)
FRAME 29.

Refer to Panel 1-3. Which of the following symbols shows an ammunition
supply point?

(Leavenworth) (39)

FRAME 40.

The series name defines the larger geographic area covered by a group of
sheets. It is often a state or a-country. The series name is printed in the upper
left margin. Refer to the LEAVENWORTH map. Its series name is

1 14

Us
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(a. symbol and color) (7)
FRAME &

You were able to identify the 'symbol for a swamp area by checking the

in the lower left margin a the LEAVENWORTH map.

(squad

FRAME 19.

One, two, or three short vertical lines indicate units of 'company, battalion,

and group (ir regiment) size. Refer.to Panel 1-1. Place the corre number of

vertical knes over the battalion and group symbols.

=See

uectlon platoon) (18)

a

COMPANY , BATTALION GROUP



) (29)
4

398

MANE 30.
Refer to the overlay furnished with this text. When this overlay is correctly

placed over the LEAVENWORTH mip, it shows a tactical situation on the mirth-
west (upper left) portion the Map. The military situation is shown on the
overlsw _by

(KansaS) (40)

FRAME 41.

To shorten the sheet name and series naiie identification, a sheet number is
printed in the upper.right corner of the 11ap. On very recent maps, it is also
shown in the lower left corner. Refer t?.--t(he LEAVENWORTH map. The sheet
number for the Leavenworth, Kansas 1..:0,000 map is



(legend) (8)
FRAIE 9.

'Refer to the left edge of the pEAVENWORTI map. Find whet, State
Route '92 enters the map and trace it to the top of Knob Ridge (just before it
turns.right into Leavenworth). What tells ybu this is a state route rather than

a Federal mute?

a. color b. symbol

(company
[tt
group) (19)

Larger units are identified by one or more letters X. Refer to Panel 1-1. Place

the 4propriate size identilcation on the units indicated below as required.

BRIGADE DIVISION CORPS

ARMY ARMY GROUP

Ezi

1 r 17



(military symbols) (F,)
FRAME 31.

Panels 1-4 ancl 1-5 describe the main military symbols used on situation
maps and overlays. From Panel 1-4 and other panels, draw the symbol which
would show the future location of the 2d Infantry Bn Headquarters.

(7062 IV) (41)
FRAME 42.

In the lower right corner of the LEAVENWORTH map is a diagram showing
the Index to Adjoining Sheets. It identifies the sheet numbers surrounding your
map. Note that sheet number of the LEAVENWORTH map, 7062 IV, is in the
heavily outlined box. If you needed the sheet to the left of your map you wollci
ask for sheet numbe

1 18



4- 0
(b. symbol) (9)
FRAM 10.

Refer again to State Route 92 on the LEAVENWORTH map. On the right

side of the road just above the word Knob is an orchard. How do you know this

is en orchard instead of a vineyard or a woods?

a. color b. symbol

(brigade division corps

FRAME 21.

1111111,7 army group) (20)

Iflddftontoszetheaorbchof4fthtis s indicated by a
symbol inside the rectangle. Refer to Panel 1-1. Which of the following symbols

represents an artillery battalion ?

006 b. c..

L.1

1 19



2 ) (Si)

FRAME 32.

Refer to Panel 1-4D. On a situation map, which of the following would show
the boundary between two battalions?

a. C.

(6962 I) (42)

FRAME 41

Examine the numbering and z,,ou will see four "7062" maps in a group. The
upper right one is labeled I and the others increase clockwise (LI, III, and IV).
To the left of 7062 IV is 6962 L What is the sheet number of the next sheet to
the left of 6962 I?

a_ 6962 III b. 6962 IV

1 20

c. 6862 I d. 7062 IV

1,
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(b. symbol) (10)

FRAME 11.

Refer again to the orchard near State Route 92. In the eastern (right)

half of the orchard, find the figure 1100 inserted in a brown line. This means

that the hill along that particular line is 1100 feet above sea level. You can
tell that the 1100 means elevation rather than soinething else because the number

is printed in a color.

Turn back to bottom of page 1-1 for frame 12

(c. . The round black dot means artillery and the two lines indicate
a battalion.) (21)

FRAME 22.

Refer to Panels 1-1 and 1-2. Using what you learned in previous frames,
which of the following symbols would identify the 14th Armored Cavalry
Regiment, 7th Army ?

a. b.

Turn back to to., of page 1-2 for frame 23

14/7

1 21



(a. ) (32)

FRAME SS.

Again refer to Panel 1-4D. Draw the "iymbol that would show the defensive
arta held by B company, 2d Battalion, Sd Infantry.

Turn hack to bottom of page 1-2 for frame 34

(b. 6962 IV. If you didn't select this answer, the diagram below illustrateethe numbering.) (43)

FRAME 44.

In addition to the sheet number, a series number assigned by the U. S. Army
Topographic Command (TOPOCOM) gives coded information about the map
sheet, such as the region of the earth where it falls, and the scale of the map.
The series number is printed beneath or next to the sheet number. The series
number of the LEAVENWORTH map is

7
1 22
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PANE!. 1-2

40(0

UNIT DESIGNATION AND BMX SYMBOL
To indicate a particular, unit or installation, the parent unit designation I. placed

immediately to the right of the basic Unit OF installation symboi; addition$14. Si Parent Nat
may be underlined. Higher echelons of command follow to the right of the parent unit designation.
To the left of the basic symbol, subordinate units are shown. Meshes separate command eche! na.
Only cardinal numerals ars used. The arranpment of various combinations ofsymbols to depict
specific units or iruitallation is shown in the following diagram:

SfZE
SUB-

UNIT
SUB

/SUB-.
SUB
UNIT

SUB
UNIT PERFORMED

DUTY PARENT UNIT ECHELONS
OF COMMAND

SUB- BRANCH OR

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION

f only one type of unit is assigned to a military organisation and if ths unit is
adequately identified by other military eynabole, its designation nay be omitted.
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5
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PANEL 1-2 (Continued)

COMBAT ARMS REGIMENTAL SYSTEM (CARS)
Sometimes, parent units are identified by a combination of unit designations. Such aprocedure is employed by many units within the U. S. Army and is known myth* Combat ArmsRegimental System (URS). trader the CARS ordain, parent units are designated br boththe battaeum (squadrte) and traditional regimental numbers. To avoid confusion with differentlevels of cannot J, bo'A numerical desigeations ars always written together and mparatod

du* rather,adab T;oishile.
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PANEL 1-3

LOGISTICAL AND MEDICAL INSTALLATIONS

Designation Symbol

Ammunttion sal MP

Ammunition Air Force

Ammunition Army Aviatkm

Anneunition Artillery

Ammunition rocket and guided

itsteinsities epeeist

Ammunition small arms

Food Smiles

Graves ear/dm

Hospital. aid nation

Pstrelesist, oils sad lubricants

Pacoima, oils sad hibrIcanis
Air Force

408

Designation Symbol

Feuelem, oils asd lubricants
Aney Aviation

Solid fuel

Saysir parts

ToPoiraPhk

?Mkt

Wider

Parkin,.

Class U and IV

Collecting points:

a. Civilian

b. Prisoner of war

c. Salvage

PIPELINES

Pipelines for relined *totem products (indicate sins in inches, if required) are shown as:

s. Ns line
b. Two lins
e. Throe lines

Sstosarged (one line)

3===
3:0=E1=12==7=1:=

27



PANEL )-4A

SITUATION MAPS AND OVERIAYS

COLORS
a. Colon in conjunction with millta0 symbols denote the following:

(1) Blue or mask -.Friendly units, installation, equipment,
and activities.

(2) Red Enemy units, installations, equipment,
and activities.

(3) Yellow Friendly or enemy ansa of clsentk4
biological, or radiological contamination.

(4) Gram Friendly or seem man-made obstacle
b. lf other colon are used, suitable explanation in the margin or legend Is given.

PRESENT AND PROPOSED LOCATIONS
Beak unit and installation iytnbols are drawn with either solid or broken Ilnes.The lower left-hand corner of the symbol indicates the location.
a. A solid line represents a 'present or actual location.
b. A broken Une indicates a future or projected location.

Examples:

1

(The location of an infantry battalion) (The projected location of the headquarters
of an armored division)

DATE-TIME GROUPS
Dates and limes such as the opening of an installation or the expected arrival of a unit in

a new location may be written under or inside the symbol. Date-time group. aro used:

which

Examples:

0914308
(Present location of an obsprvation poet which

opened at 1430 hours, Time Zone B,
the 9th of the. month) .

XX

if, *WA
(Future location of the headquarters of an

infantry division which is scheduled to open
at 1800 hours, Time Zone A, the 10th of the

*nth).
PRECISE LOCATIONS
Basic symbois other than the headquarters eyr41 may be placed on a central mais extended or bent as required. The end of the.staff indicates exact location.

Examples:

28

E]



410
PANEL 14E1

EMIT FORaS
st In general. the symbols shown in this manual are ndequate for depicting both enemy

and foreign units weapons, equipment, and activities. When repressoting unorthodox units sad
equipment, the most appropriate symbol metalred herein should be selected.

b. If oaly one maw I. availablq enemy symbols are outlined with double linen

(Enemy infantry diviulon) (Enemy observation poet)
e. A gumption mark mod in conjunction with an enemy symbol indicates unknown

or unconfirmed information. The position of the question mark shows wlia information
la unknown or unconfirmed.
Exempla

r 31

information' shown is unconfirmed)

(The type of enemy regiment la unknown

CONTROL POINTS =
Control notate sre drawn on the selected tesrain feature and Identided as shown below.

Explanation and Remarks _ Symbol
A dseek point consists of a circle
inclosing a selected terrain feature
with a number placed inside the circle

A coordination point is shown by draw-
ing a circle on the selected' terrain
feature and placing an "X" in the
center. Coordination points ars used
in conjunction with boundaries to
designate Ostensive areas.

Examples: t\I

FE8A OL;) FE8A COP COP

(The aim of the enemy infantry unit I.
unconArnsed)

(The unit designation of the enemy tank
battidion is unknown)

Forward Edge of the
Battle Area.

FE8A FE8A GOP

Tram of the Fonvlard
Edge of the SAW* Area.

Combat Outpost

General Outpost

GOP



PANEL 1 -4C

SITUATION MAPS AND OVERLAYS

FRONT LINES
& Front lines are marked by series of lines which curve away from opposing forces.

If only one color is used, enemy front lines are represerted by double likes.

(Th (Th .

b. Thinly held or patrolled parts of the lines are marked as series of dots. If only ens
color is used, thinly held enemy lines are represented by opsi)lota. The dots do not indicate
strensth or location of patrols.

Example:

Example: 0000000
111000111.0

OBJECTIVES

dbject.ivessand intermediate objectives are inclosed and identified by the abbreviation OB,
and a number, letter, code name, or unit designation.

Examples:

ASSEMBLY AREAS (UNDEFENDED AREA)

Aseembly areas are inclosed and the unit symbol is placed in till center. P) oposed
aessenNy areas are shown with broken lines.

1 SO

EXMOOR' :

(Amembly Area, Task Force, 3d Tank
Battalion, 33 Armor)

OEMS - ....

I (Di3-3311 t

°.
(Proposed Assembly Area, Task Form, \

3d Tank Battalion, 33 Armor)



4-12.
PANEL 14C (Continued)

AXIS OF ADVANCE
IL An aide of advance is normally assigned a code name or unit desliaation. The open

urfiet indicates the general route to be followed. A proposed axis of advance is shown is broken
lines and labeled with the time or condition when effective. The point of the MOW touches
the objective.

Exampk:

b. To diffonntiate between a ground axis of advance and an air assault asio-of edeesett.
a twist I. placed In the shaft of the open arrow symbolic of a propeller.

Example:

(Air Assn& Axis of Adams)
DIRECTION OF ATTACK AND ROUTES OF MARCH

A direction of attack arrow is not labeled. Routes of march (advaace, withdrnwai, main
supply. ito.) however, are libeled with their purpose sad cotle came or unit desiunation.
The snow follows the oscine route:

Example:
ROUTE OF MARCH, 3-52 IMF

CONVOYS
a. Convoys of vehicles are reprmented by aa arrow Lo ths direction of movement; the

point of arrow indicates the location of the head of the calms.

Examples:
==>
c7=34c1

(If the convoy is halted, the arrow is shown
facing toward the rear of the column)

b. This symbol may be shown with the appropriate vehicle symbol to-indicate the type
and number of vehicles in the column. Likewise, the date and time may be added.

Example: E==>
I2D3250925i

(A column of 12 medium tanks at 0925 Z
hours on the 25th)

1 .31
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DEFENDED AREAS

If an area is occupied and defense of the area is prepared, a Ilee including the iskin gmhel
of the defunding unit inclose* the area; the closed aide of the symbol is oriental toward the
most likely enemy threat. If desired, the military syynbol of the defending unit may be entered
in the center of the inciond area.

PANEL 1-40

4.13

(Defensive WM, 2d Platoon, C COmPanY,
lit Battalion, 6th Infantry)

IIME OM OP OM

161'="4.

Proposed (Defensive area. B Company,
3d Battalion, 52d Infantry)

LATERAb BOUNDARIES
Boundaries are marked by a aorid line with the &lie Indication of tile unit shown atconvenient intervals. The designations of units supplemented by arm or branch and national

designation, if necessary, are placed onleither aide of the sise Indication. If a lateral boundary
separates unit* of unequal aim, the symsbol for the larger is used.
Examples:

1 3 DIV 1

(Boundary separates let Corps ('Boundary separates 1st and
and 3d Division) 24 Brigades)

2 3 14ARMD.CAV

I 1

(Boundary separata ad
Division and 14th Armored
Cavalry Regiment)

REAR BOUNDARIES
If a rear boundary le sham, the eine indication along the boundary comm., Ids to the

smaller unit or, in other words, to the commanded unit and not the commanding unit. Arm or
branch and nationality of units are shown when required to prevent =fusion.
Examples:

1 32

43
xx

5 CORPS
(Rear boundary savants' 43d Division

and 6th Corps)

14 ARMO CAV

. 5 CORps
-(Rew ioundary separates 14th Armored

Cavalry Regiment and 5th Corps)



PANEL 1-5A

FORTIFICATION AND OBSTACLE SYMBOLS

FOHTIFICATION SYMBOLS

'triangles Symbol

Weapon aDs. tonitsie
or empeetemmit

Two ernpfacerneme
el lien fascists* gone

telpiacemeao for
fear-herreielli heavy
naschaae was

Three foollboio for
t oro on so

Any Watch miter.

I 4 I

1-1,1-111,

'3r 1 4-

Feriatagles Symbol

Transit with firing lien

Ver-eat

Burt:ass &Mgr
($kim greand)

Underground Initer

PIM box or easemaiet

ONISTACEAS OTHER THAN MN=

Symbol

Demollehed anis

Tank obetechk type
unspecified

Testis wail or Wish

Tank ditch

Teak ditch revered

Stakes. or mile or
ohetaclee

11111111110
HERONa BAB

nr=
Tetrahedra.. dragons teeth and other
Weal ler obetachie

Flame

n eed sad pre-
fabrkated

idowable

blevabie and
prefabricated

11/1 14.101.1011e

A
A

,4

AIL

Oats& symbol

Xead aka* craters.
sad blows Intim:

Pleseeed

Prepared bat
pemoble

Complete.

Wtre

Type ineepecilied

Concertina. single

Concertina., multiple

Single team

Double fence

Double spree teem

Low wire twice

ligh wire twice

Tripwire

X XXXX

UMW

XX XX XX
*X-X*XMEX-
XXXXx

1 33



4 t 5".
PANEL 1.56

MINES

Esplanades et
Symbol

Minsk type unknown

Mines, antipersonnel

Mime, antitank

Minas, antitank.
bliobYtrapped

Doubt* antitank mines

iinobytrappai doubia
antitank minas

Ansbytaspe

Antipersonnel minas
connoctod to trbwlre

Row of antitank mines

Row of entipers nal
minas

I S4

Esplanades ef
Symbol

Clustor of mines

Minefield

Minefield of 400
mixed antitank and
antipersonnel mines

Minefield of 600
antitnnk mines

Boundaries

Maenad antitank
minaik41

trateneel
type of ednee
unknown

reTal
.11.1.211.1

N.- .-34
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PART II

LOCATION

S. 2-1. POINT LOCATION BY GRID COORDINATES

FRAME L

A grid is a network of evenly spaced horizontal and vertical lines. These
lines form squares on a military map to help locate points (target.% road junctions,

command posts, and so on) quickly and accurately. The grid on a map consists

of squares formed by and lines.

(a. 3553 (If you marked 5335 you made the mistake of placing the northing
number first) ) (14)

FRAME 15.

Mild the Federal Penitentiary located just north of the city of Leavenworth.

What are the grid coordinates of the grid square in which moat of the penitentiary

is located ?

a. 3256 b. 3355 c. 3454



(s. 352578) (28)
FRAME 29.

Practice what you have l'earned about writing grid coordinates. Write the
6-digit coordinates for point E.

5 8

36

(b. 3855) (42)
FRAME 43.

The 6-digit coordinates locate points on the LEAVENWORTH map to within
100 meters of their actual location on the ground. Writing 8-digit coordinates gives

10-meter accuracy. In 8-digit coordinates the 4th digit is added to the left-to-right
reading and the Sth is an addition to the reading.

'21 2



/4-k8
(horizontal, vertical) (1)
FRAME 2. INFORMATION FRAME.

The horizontal anti vertical lines are numbered in sequence. In the figure
below, the vertical grid lines are numbered 33, 34, 35, 36 and 37, reading to the
east from left to right. Because they measure distances eastward they are called
"eastings". Reading north, from the bottom up, the horizontal grid lines are
numbered 54, 55, 56, and 57. Because these horizontal lines measure distances
northward, they are called "northIngs".

57

56

55

541

(b. 3355 (Grid line 33 (to the right) and 55 (up) cross at the lower left corner
of the grid square in which the major part of the penitentiary is located)) (15)
FRAME 16.

Locate grid square 4466 on your LEAVENWORTH map. What is the name
of the church located in this grid square?

4'I



(3=76 (If you did not write this number correctly, turn back to frame 13 and
review the steps)) (29)
FRAME 30.

Any scale or rule that divides the side of a grid square into tenths can be
used to read 6-digit coordinates. Look at the plastic training aid provided with
this text. Find the two L-shaped scales divided into tenths. These scales are used
to read 6-digit

Se4 2.2. RELATING POINT LOCATION TO THE MILITARY GRID

REFERENCE SYSTEM

(bottom-up) (43)

FRAME 44. INFORMATION FRAME.

In the following frames, you will learn how your LEAVENWORTH map fits
into the total military mapping program the Military Grid Reference Syste.n.
Using the knowledge of the Military Grid Reference System, you will then.learn
how to report your location on the LEAVENWORTH map to a distant head-
quarters or unit.

4,- 4



1-2o
(Go on to next frame) (2)
FRAME 3.

11.nd the numbers for the grid lines on your LEAVENWORTH map. The line
numbers are printed in the map margin and also in heavy, black type in the
middle of the map itself. Reading from left to right, the eadlings are numbered
from to 49.

(Flintlock Church) (16)
FRAME 17.

On your LEAVENWORTH map, what school is located in grid square 4155?

2 5



42.
(coordinateti) (SO)

FRAME S1.

Find grid square 3847 on your LEAVENWORTH map. Place tlie correct
L-shaped scale of your plastic protractor exactly over the lines which form the
grid square. Which of the two scales on the plastic protractor fits exactly?

a. 1:25,000 h 1:50,000

(Go on to next frame) (44)
FRAME 45.

The standard Military Grid Reference System divides the earth into zones
a7.d tiers (see Panel 24). The zone reading "to the right" is in numbers, 1 to GO,
and the tier reading "up" is in letters, A to Z (without the I and 0). The combina-
tion of zone number and tier letter is call2d th GRID ZONE DESIGNATION.
The grid reference box on the LEAVENWORTH map (center of bottom margin)
explains the GRID ZONE DESIGNATION for the location of the map. What is
the GRID ZONE DESIGNATION for the Leavenworth map?

a. 403622 b. UP c. 15S



42.2
(28) (8)
FRAME 0..

Reading up from the bottom of your LEAVENWORTH map in the right
margin, what are the numbers of the northings?

a. 5 to 41 b. 46 to 73

(Eldorado) (17)
FRAME 18.

On your LEAVENWORTH map, what school is )cated in grid square 4550?



(b. 1:5.0,000) (31)

FRAME 32.

The sketch shows how to place the scale for the left-to-right reading at the

imaginary line inside the grid square. Notice that point A is 7,, 10 of the distance

from line 38 to 39. What are the first 3 digits of the gr I coordinates (left-to-
right reading) ?

am 381 b. 385 C. 387

(c. 15S (Numbers to the right (column 15) and letters up (tier S) (Panel 2-1))
(45)

FRAME 46.

The grid zones are further subdivided into 100,000-meter squares identified

by two letters which are also read to the right and up (see panel 2-2). The grid
reference box identifies the 100,000-meter square in which the LEAVENWORTH

map falls as



(b. 48 to 7S) (4)
FRAME &

You always begin to locate points by beginning in thzdOwer left corner.

First, you read the °Ratings from left to right. Fer the northings, you read from
tile bottom

(Lanter School) (18)
FRARE 19.

Four...digit grid coordinates locate a grill square. Six-digit coordinates pin%

point objects inside a grid square. For example, 3625 locates a square and S 254

locates a road junction inside that square. The number 8 is added as the third
digit; the number 4 is added as the digit.



(e. 387) (32)

FRAME 33.

Point A is in the same location as before. The scale is placed correctly for

the bottom-up reading (last 3 digits). What are the 6-digit coordinates?

a. 387471 b. 387475 c. 387477

st.

30 39

(UP) (46)
FRAME 47.

The outhne of each of these squars is :in even 100,000-mcier grid line with

the numbers increasing to the right and up (Panel 2-2), The left easting of the

marked square UP is 300,000 meters east. What is the right easting of that
square7

a. 200,000 meters east h. 300,000 meters east c. 400,000 meters east



7

2..tp

(up) (to)

FRAME 6.

Every grid square has a 4-digit number, such as 3354. The first two digits

(33) stand for the correct easting; the la.4'6,two digits (54) stand for the correct

(6th) (19)
FRAME 20.

The 4-digit grid 000rdinates 4659 locat Platte City ou your LEAVENWORTH

map. The 6-digit coordinates 468597 pinpoint a cemetery in the outskirts of the

town. Compare 4659 and 468597. The 46 and 59 for the grid square are still in
the 6-digit 000rdinates. Which digits have been' added?

a. 1st and 4th b. 2d and 5th c. 3d and 6th



\ 4-21
(b. 387475) (33)

FRAME 34.

Now practice what you have learned by using the plastic scale to locate points

on your LEAVENWORTH map. Find grid square 4550, in which Lanter School is

located. What are the 6-digit coordinates which locate Lanter School?

a. 451507 b. 455505 c. 457501

(c. 400,000 meters east (The LEAVENWORTH map falls In the 100,000-meter
square designated by the letters UP and outlined by the 300,000 and 400,000 meters
east lines and 4,300,000 and 4,400,00 meters north lines) ) (47)
FRAME 48.

The grid line numbers 32i; L't'nfnE axtd 447 WthaN, in the lower left corner of
your LEAVENWORTH map refer to 32/3,000 meterta east and 4,347,000 meters

north, respectively. These are the grid coordinates for the first grid lines in the

corner of the map.



(northing) (6)
FRAME 7.

Every grid square number comes from the two grid lines which cross at the
lower left corner of the square. Point A in the figure below is in grid square

3354. In writing the grid square number, the number of which line is written
first 7

a. easting b. no .thing

57

So

55

A

54

53

33 3
f

35 36 37

ININI0.011

(c. 3d and 6th) (20)
FRAME 21.

The 4-digit coordinates locate the grid square. The 6-digit coordinates locate

not only the grid squares but a point wit4n the square. In the coordinates 469595,

which 2 digits locate the point within the square ? and



A-19
(c. 457501 (If your answer was 451507, you reversed the 3d and 6th digits)) (34)
FRAME 35.

On your LEAVENWORTH map, Flintlock Church is ivi grid square 4466.
What is its 6-digit location ?

(lower left (southwest) (The coordinates are given in full in the southwest corner
of military maps)) (48)
FRAME 49.

On all other grid lines, the '"""E or ("N are not shown on the map, but are
understood. The "Th in the lower right corner means meters east.

14



(a. eatoting) (7)

FRAME 8.

Determine the correct number for the grid square containing point B. Start

from the lower left. The easting which goes through the lower left corner of the

square is 34. Now, find the northing that goes through the lower left corner.
What is the 4-digit number?

a. 3355 b. 3456 c. 3557

57

56

55

54

53

33 34 35 36 37

(3d and 6th (9,5)) (21)
FRAME 22.

The first 3 digits of 6-digit coordinates are the easting grid reading and the

last 3 digits are the grid reading of the more accurate
location.

4 2 15



(444662) (33)

FRAME 36.

Using the plastic coordinate scale find the point at 360706 on the LEAVEN-
WORTH map. What ground feature is located there?

a. cemetery b. road junction e. lake

(348,000) (49)

FRAME 30. INFORMATION FRAME.

When reporting your location (Hazelwood School 403622, LEAVENWORTH
map) to another unit or headquarters which is outside your 100,000-meter square
or another grid zone, or hoth, certain procedures are necessary to properly
identify your position.

2 16



(b. 3456) (8)

FRAME 9.

Remember that the grid square is identified by the eastings (vertical grid
lines) and northings (horizontal grid lines) which form the lower left corner of
the square. You write the number of the easting first, then the northing. The
number for the grid square containing point C

57 #

56

55

54

33 34 35 36 37

(northing) (22)

FRAME 23.

You have learned that grid coordinates with 4 digits locate a grid square.
The number 4659 located Platte City on your LEAVENWORTH map. Six-digit co-

ordinates are, as you have seen, more accurate. The two additional numbers
(digits) locate a point within the square.

2 17



433
(e. lake) (36)
FRAME 37.

The 4-digit coordinates locatc grid square 3847: The number 382475 locates
one of 100 imaginary squares at point A. If the grid were divided into 10,000
imaginary squares, how many digits would be required to pinpoint B?

a. 8 b10
0.
ce

C. 12

1111111111111111111111111
1111111111111111111111111111

11111111111111111111111
111.1.011111111111111111
1111,11111111111111111111

Riall1111111111111
11111111111111111111

11111111111111111111111111

1111111111111111111111111
111111111111111111111111

38

10

39

(Go on to next frame) (50)
FRAME 51.

When the unit to which you are reporting your location (Hazelwood School
403622) is in the same 100,000-meter square, you report your location simply by
stating the coordinates. You would report your location as

2 18



4-31-
(8335 (33 is the vertical grid lbw, 55 b the horizontal grid line)) (9)
FIUME 10.

Find the numJer of grid square in which D is located. It la in square

33 34 35 36 37

(grid) (23)
FRAME 24.

For 6-digit

with imaginary

smaller squares.

below?

a. 3557

coordinates, the sides of the grid square are divided into tenths
lines (shown as dotted lines here). These form 100 imaginary
What would be the 4-digit coordinatea for the grid square shown

5

b. 3657 c. 5735

1 4

2 19



(a. 8) (87)
FRAME 88.

The 6-digit number for point A was 382475. The 8-digit coordinates for point
B are 38274757. Which digits were added?

a. 1st and Sth b. 3d and 6th c. 4th and 8th

1111111111111111111
11111111111M

1111111111111111111111111
1111111111t111.1111111

111111011111111111111M
M11111111111111111111111
iNiON111111111111111
11111111111111111111111
1111111111111111111111111

(403622) (51)

FIUME 52.

In reporting your hcation to a unit or headquarters outside your UP 100,000-
meter square but in the same grid zone. the 6-digit grid coordinates alone could
refer to .1.ny one of sev .ral points in other 100,000-meter squares. To avoid
misidentification, you identify your square by placing the letters
preceding the coordinates.



(3654) (10)

MAIM U.
The square, you have seen, has each time been identified by ,giving the number

of the eluting first, then the northing. In grid square 3556, 35 would be the
nesting and 56 the

(a. 3557 lower left corner, eluting (vertical) firat) (24)
FUAME 25.

In grid square 3557, the 6-digit coordinates for point C are 353574. The third

digit means that point C i 3/10 of the distance from meting 35 to mating 36. The

sixth digit means that point C is 4/10 of the distance from northing 57 to northing

58

57

5 5

2 21



61:11
(c. 4th and 8th) (88)
FRAME 89.

No matter how rnary digits are used, the first half of the 'coordinate numbers
locates the casting (left-to-right). The last half locates the northing (bottom-up).
The total number of digits in any set of coordinates is always

a., odd b. even

(UP) ,52)
FRAME 53.

In reporting your location in Hazelwoud School to a headquarters outside'
your 100,000-meter square, but in the same zone, you would state your location
to be

2 22



4.38
(northing) (11)
FRAME 12. 41

Grid square numbers are called grid coordinates". In writirit grid coordinates",

you write the number of the easting first and the number of the

next.

(58) (25)
FRAME 26.

Note that point A is in the center of gi.d square 3557. That is, A ia 5/10 of

the distance from easting 35 to easting 36 and from northing 57 to northing 58.

The 6-digit coordinates would be 35 57

58
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 '

2 23



(b. Iowa ) (39)

FicAmic 40.

The 6-digit coordinutas locate points within 100 meters of their actual ground
location on the LEAVENWORTH map. The 8-d1git coordinates further divide
each 100 meters into 10-meter units. What is the accuracy of the S-digit
ordinate.?

a. 10 meters b. 20 meters C. 50 meters

(ypos= (See grid reference box once again)) (53)
FRAME 54.

Hazelwood School, the sample point in the grid reference box, can be located
in the 100,000-meter square in two ways: either by 340,300 meters east by
4,36Z200 meters north or by the letters and grid coordinates

24



14-C
(northing) (12)
FRAME 13.

The cumbers of the eastings and northi gs which identify a grid square are

called the grid

(355575) (26)

FRAME 27.

You learned that point C was on imaginary easting 353. The last 3 numbers

in 6-digit coordinates locate the imaginary northing. What would be the correct

6-digit coOrdinates for point C?

a. 353572

58

b. 353574 c. 353576

35 36



44
(I0 meters) (40)
FRAME 41.

Me 8-digit coordinates locate points to within 10 meters on the ground,
which is closer than average user requirements and map accuracy warrants. The
center of Terminal Bridge on your LEAVENWORTH map ib 35655351. This
number should locate the point to within meters of the exact
center of the bridge.

,lownummen... 111IMMmmatanImr

(i1P40.1622 (This Is the shorter way of referring to the coordinates In the correct
100,00.meter square)) (54)
FRAME 55.

Nowt us assume that you must report your location (Hazelwood School)
to higher headquarters, which is not only outside your 1001000-meter square but
also in anotter grid zone. In this case you would have to include the grid zone
designation the 100,000-meter square identification, and the coordinates of Hazel-
wood School. Therefore, in reporting your location to this higher headquarters you
would state your location as



41-2_
(coordhuitos) (Is)
FRAME 14.

Practice with the LEAVENWORTH map. Find Terminal Bridge, which

crosses the Missouri R.iver near the center of the city of Leavenworth. What are

the grid coordinates of the square in which Terminal Bridge is located?

ab. 3553 b. 5335

Turn back to bottom of page 2-1 for frame 15

(b. 853574 (Point C is 4/10 of the distance up from line 57)) (97)
FRAME 28.

You combine the 3-digit "right" reading with the 3-digit "up" reading for

6-digit coordinates. What are the 6-digit grid coordinates of point D?

a. 352578 b. 353574 c. 358572

Turn back to top of page 2-2 for frame 29

2 2'7



443
GO) (41)

FRAME 42.

You must estimate the position of the point between divisions on your co-
ordinate scale to determine the 4th and 8th digits. For the left-to-right reading
to locate point A, you know that the first three numbers are 385. Point A is half-
way ( 5 10) between the 500- and 600-meter division. What would the first four
numbers be?

a. 3850 b. 3655 C. 3857

38 39

Turn bark to hottom of page 2-2 for frame 43

(15SUP403622) (55)
FRAME 56. REVIEW FRAM-E.

To review, the military grid system applies to the entire world and is divided
into grid zones, further divided into 100,000-meter squares. The LEAVEN-
WORTH map is in Grid Zone 15, Tier S, and in 100,000-meter square UP. See
Panels 2-3 and 2-4.

2 28
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PANEL 2.2

MAP LOCATION WITHN GRID ZONE

ZONE I 5S

9V

100,000 METER SQUARE
40Bm
selliOSMee

I/

GT

t 1

. 11
....

MIST

~a..

II
I

QS IBS i

1

II

OR
H5

GO TriY1 MI
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32*
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PANEL 24

MAP LOCATION WITHIN GRID ZONE
(LEAVENWORTH MAP SHOWN IN

UP 100,000-METER SQUARE)

96°

LEAVENWORTH
MAP

QY U Q VII XI
loop

QV TP rjr
QT Ti4

4- 6/1-(c
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PANEL 2-4

SUMMARY OF MIUTARY GRIb REFERENCE SYSTEM

a. Military Grid Reference System.

You have seen that a Military Grid Reference System applies to the entiie

world.

b. Grid Zones.

The sybtem is composed of vertical columns or grid zones identified by nurn-

oers, and horizontal tiers, identified by lette.-s. The combination of numbers and

letters, for example 18M, 158, etc., Is called the Grid Zone Designation.

c. 100,000-Meter Square Identification.

Each grid zone La, in turn, divided into 100,C00-meter squares, identified by

pairs oi letters, such as TP, UP, VP, etc.

d. Map Areas.

The area of the Fort Leavenworth map is approximately 21,000 meters East-

West by 27,000 meters North-South. A map may fall entirely within one 100,000-

meter 4quare, or it may contain Thortions of more than one 100,000-meter square.

The grid reference box in the lower margin of each map sheet tells you the correct

100,000 meter identification for that sheet, and the correct grid zone designation.



PART III

DISTANCE

Set 3-1. DETtRMINING GROUND DISTANCE BY REPRESENTATIVE
FRACTIONS (RF)

FRAME 1.

Any specific distance on a map represents a specific distance on the ground.

For example, 1 inch on your LEAVENWORTH map (map distance) equals 50,000

inchell on the ground (ground distance). The ,relation of these two distances is

called the map's scale rr representative fraction (RF). The scale of a map is the

relat on between map distance and distance.

Set 3-2. SCALES OF MIUTARY MAPS

(a. 2.5. 250,000 centimeters equals 2,500 meters or 2.5 km. 250,000 cm ÷
100,000 cur per kilometer = 2.5 kilometers.) (8)

FRAME 9.

In previous frames, you have learned the purpose and use of map scale.
Military maps are classified according to scale as follows:

small or smaller
600,000

1 1
medium between and

75,000 600,000

large
1

or Larger
75,000

The military map of a scale
1 or smaller is classified as

600,000



(tick =whit) (16)
MAME 17.

To determine the distance In miles (and tenths), you move down to the bar
scale marked in

(c. 3900. The distance (on the bar scale) measures about 1970 yards, and con-vert* (9 x 1970) to about 3900 feet.) (24)
FRAME 23.

You often have to measure the length of curving section of road. To do
this, you "straighten out" the curve by ticking off short straight segments in
sequence on the edge of a sheet of paper (Panel 3-7). rbe equivalent straight
line ._istance of the curve can now be meazured on the bar.scale. i'or example,
a sharp curve will require which type of adjustment?

a. shorter segments b. longer segments c. varied lengths of segments

3-2



c
(ground) (1)
FRAME 2.

The map scale or RF may be written as a ratio, 1:50,000, or as a fraction,

1 (map)
. Both mean the same thing. How is the scale written in the

50,000 -(ground)

marginal information of the Leavenworth map?

a. 1:50,000
1b. -

50,000

(small scale) (9)
FRAME 10.

The larger the denominator of the RF, -the smaller will be the scale. Why?

1
Re cause is a smaller value than --, just as 1,44 of a pie is a smaller

600,000 75,000

piece thPn 1/4 or 1/2. Which of the RF's is the smallest scale?

1 1 1
a. b. c.

25,000, 50,000 100,000



(mile.) (17)
FRAME 13.

However, you see that the distance between the two ticks is longer than the
bar scale. Therefore place this right tick on the right end of the scale (at the
3-mile point). Mark the left end of the bar scale (marked with a 1) on the paper's
edge. You have now marked miles of the distance.

(s. tilorter segments. Each segment should btay within the read limits. A tooiong segment will result in a too short distance.) (25)
FRAME 26.

On your LEAVENWORTH map locate the junction ot routes 45 and 92
(388588). Route 45 curves from this point until it reaches the north-south road
u t of Weston (364652). Using the curved-road measuring technique, Vihat is

the measured road distance, in kilometers?

a. 6.0

3 4

h. 7.2 e. 8.3



A-52.
(a. 1:50,000. Other maps may use the fraction.) (2)

FRAME S.
1 If a map were drawn with a scale of 1:2000, how many inches on the ground

would 2 inches on the map represent? On a map of the same scale, how many
centimeters on thaeground would 2 centimeters on the map represent?

Inches: a. loo

Centimeters: a. 1000

b. 2000 e. 4000

b. 2000 c. 4000

(e. This is the smallest fraction in the group) (10)
100,000

FRAME 11.

You learned ,that 5 centimeters of a map distance equals 2.5 km of ground

1
distance at a scale of (large-scale). If you measured 5 centimeters (map

50,000

distance) between two towns on a small-scale map of
1

, what would be
1,000,000

the ground distance in kilometers?

a. 25 b. 50 c. 75



453
(4) (18)
FIUME 19.

Next slide this new mark to the right until it falls on the mile graduation
that permits the original left tick to fall within the tenths of a mile scale. Read
the value. It will be n ilea.

;et 34. DETERMINING UNKNOWN SCALE OF MAP OR PHOTO

(c. 8.3) (26)
FRAME 27.

You may tirai maps, sketches, or photographs whose scale Li unknown. You
can determine the scale if you can identify objects or features with known
measurable distances. For example, your-map of unknown scale showa a churck
located cloae to a crossroad near your unit. The map distance is Y2 inch. You
then measure the actual ground distance between the crossroads and clivrch
and find it to be 100 yarda (3600 inches). Therefore, 1/2 inch map distance equals

3600 inches ground distance. What is the RF of the map?

a-
3600

1
b.

7200

1
C.

12,500



45'4
(c. 4000 inches, 4000 centimeters) (3)

FRAME 4.

You notice that inches or cvntimetcrs on the map represent Inches or mind-

meters on the ground. Sometimes map readers make the mistake of using tine

measure for map distance (centimeters or inches) and a different measure f3r
ground distance (meters or yards). Panel 3-1 tells you how to convert from
one unit to another. If a map distance is measured in centimeters. the ground
distance will be measured in

a. kilometers b. meters c. centimeters

(b. 50. 5em x 1.000,000 5,000.000cm 50,000 meters = 50 km.) (11)

FRAM 12.
The standani Army map scales are:

1
small

1,000,000

1
medium

250,000

large
50,000

What scale would be used mostly for strategic studies (coVering large areas)

by commanders of large units?

a. small medium c. large

ft 4f'fi',

-- 7



a

(2.2) (10)

FRAME 20.

The distance (from ratan to Weston) required is the sum of the 4 miles you
first ticked off and the readbig from the last frame (2.2 miles). The distance
along the railroad between the two locations is

1 MD Vz inchRF = = or RE = I
7200 GD 3800 Inches 7200

FRAME 28.

Map distance
, measured in the same units, will always give you theGround distance

of a map or photo.



6\- s
(c. centimeters) (4)
FRAME 5.

map distance MD
RF stands for a fraction or or (see Panel 3-2). Thus,

ground distance GD

MD 1 centimeter 1 inchRF or . Both distances must be in
GD 50,000 centimeters 50,000 inches

the same units of measurement. Which of the following is correctly written for
a map scale of 1:25,000?

a. RF
25,000

b. RF
1 in 1 in

25,000 ft 25,000 yde

Set 3-3. DETERMINING GROUND DISTANCE BY BAR SCALE

small. The 4 MIL 11-sca1e map ( 1
would cover the largest area of

1,000,000

ground on euch map sheet.) (12)

FRAME 13.

Bar scales (see Panel 3-4) are printed on military maps to provide )other

way to determine ground di3tances from the map information. The bar scale is

the ruler, graduated in miles, rre:ers, and yards, which appears in the bottom
margin. The bar scale shows how much ground distance is represented by certEin

lengths of map distance. How many meters of ground distance does the complete

meter scale represent?

a. 4000 b. 5000 e. 6000



45'1
(62) (20) ,4
FRAME 21.

For even longer distances in miles, you would.first tick mark as many 4-mile
steps Ps possible on the edge of your paper. Then, to measure the additional
distance to tenths of a mile, you would as before, slide your paper to the right to
the mile mark on the bar scale (0, 1, 2, 3) which causes the remaining distance
to be measured to fall within the of a mile divisions of the bar scale.
Panel 3-6 tells you how to determine distances to points that fall outside your
map sheet.

(Scale) (28)
FRAME 29.

You can also determine the scale of a map or photograph of unknown scale
by comparing it with a map of the same area whose scale Is known. Remember the

1
scale map where the map distance between two road intersections was50,000

5 centimeters? The actual ground distance between the two intersections would
be 5cm x 50,000 or 250,000cm. If you locate the same road intersections on the
map of unknown scale and find them to be 20cm apart, you can use the ground

1 NIDdistance obtained from the scale map in the scale formula = RF to
50,000 GD

find the scale of the unknown map. What do you determine this RF to bc ?

1 1a. b.
12,500 25,000

3 10

1e.
200,000

f



(a. RF -----. In using Inrs, remember that the *mita muut be tip same.) (5)
25,000

FRAME II.

In using the scale or RF to find the ground distance (GD), you drat measure
the map distance (MD). The sketch shows two road junctions as they appear
on a map. If your protractor has a centimeter scale, use it to measure the distance.

If y^u do not have a centimeter sme, Panel 3-3 tells you how to use your map

to obtain centimeter measurements. What is the map distance, in 3ter1,

between the road junctions ?

a. 3 I.e. 4 e. 5

( c. 6000. The zero of the tzar scale is not at the left end. Frans the amo, there
are 5000 meters (graduated in 1006+-motec units) to the right, luEd soother 1000
dieters (graduated in 100-meter units) to the ieft. The caornine41 length In elisie
meters.) (1r)
FRAME 14.

You normally use the inf. scale by "taking the measured map distance to the

sca;e- One go.74 way is to tick mark the map distance oa the edge of a sheet
of paper The meastIrement is moved and placed so that the right end (tick) falls

on an even reading and the left end (tick) falls in the subdivided section to the
left of the zer The map distance shown in Panel 3-5 equals how many meters
of ground distance'

a. 130.0 b. 1405 c. 1520

3 - 11



(10ths) (21)
FRAME 22.

The bar scales ai handy rulers which help you to convert map measurements
to actual ground distance. Remember to use the bar scale which gives you the
desired units of ground measurement. 11 you want a ground distance in kilometers,
you would use the meters scale in the map margin (1000 meters =-- 1 kilometer).
Measure one side of a grid square on your LEAVENWORTH map and take it to
the meters bar scale. How long in meters, is the side of a grid square?

a. 500 b. 1000 c. 1500

1 MD 20cm 1
(29)

12,500 GD 250,000cm 12,500

FRAME 30.

The two steps of finding the ground distance and using the scale formula

( MD
IZF can be combined into one as follows:

GD

Vse the measured distance on the map of unknown scale (MAD) as the
mimcrator, and the measured distance on the map of known scale (KMD) as the

LTMDdcnomma )r, and multiply this fraction by the RF of the known map: (RF)
KMD

Using this formula rind the RP' 2f a ! :ap cl urizr,r,wn scak on -which the distance
between two points is meamired ss 2 inches, if the qame distance on a 1 :50,000
scale map is rnea3ured an 4 inches.

3 --

1 A 0

59



4.(o
(c. 5) (6)
FIUME

You have measured the map distance as 6 centimeters. lf the map scale is
1:50,000, then the ground distance is 50,000 times as long as the map distance.
What is the ground distance, in centimeters, between the road junctions?

a. 2,500 b. 25,000 c. 250,000

(c. 1520. The right tick Is placed on an even meter mark (1000 in this case)
and the left end is among the subdivided sect n (in 100 meters). The total
distance Is 1520 meters.) (14)

FIUME 15.

Use you.' map scale (1:50,000 on your Protractor and Map Scales) to low .e

the road junctions at 404638 and 405678 on your I.FAVENWORTH map. Using
the tick mark method explained in the previous frame, what is the distance, in
yards, between the two junctions?

a. 4400 b. 5500 c. 6600



(b. 1000. The grid squares on large-scale military maps are all drawn 1000
meters square.) (22)

FRAME 23.

The grid squares on the LEAVENWORTH map are 1000 meters, or 1 kilo-
meter, long. You can estimate distance quickly using the 1 kilometer squares as
"measuring sticks". What is the approximate. straight line distance, in kilometerf,
from Horseshoe Lake (4247) to Roberts Lake (4558) ?

a. 3 b. 5 c. 10

Set 3-5. DISTANCE AND TRAVEL TIME

(
1 2" 1 2"x 1

30)
100,000 KMD 4" 50,000 200,00v 1o0,001

FRAME 31.

You often have to find the time it will take you to travel to a new location.
How long it will take you dj .nds on the ground distance (D) tt te new location
and how fast you travel (r). So. ground distance and rate of
az the two fletors you must know.

3 14



4(02.
(c. 250,000. The map distance is 5 centimeters and the ground distance is 50,000
times that or 250,000 centimeters. Watch thn units in this mulUplications) (7)
FRAME 8.

The ground distance between the intersections is 250,000 centimeters, but is
usually given as meters or kilometers. Therefore, you conert the centimeters
to the desired unit. To convert centimeters to meters, divide by 100; to convert
centimeters to kilometers, divide by 100,000. What is the ground distance, in

kilometers, between the road intersections?

a. 2.5 b.- 25 50

Turn back to bottom of page 3-1 for frame 9 '1.
(a. 4400. Place the right end tick on the 4000 yard mark of the bar scale sad
the left end tick will fall on the 400 mark to the left of gyro (4000 + 400 --= 4400))
(15) N.

FRAME 16.

To measure longer distances, the same procedure Is used, but the meal:nue-

ment is made in steps. You have to determine the distance along the railroad

from the road crossing at latan (293711) to the road crossing below Weston
(361637 lr i will again use alor:, the edge of the paper
to mark the distance befween these wo locations.

Turn back to top of pa e 5-2 for frame 17



ar

(e. 10. You can count ten 1-km squares between the two lakes.) (23)
FRAME 24.

Airport runway lengths are often given in feet. You make the measurement
using the YARDS bar scale and convert the distance to feet. (3 feet = 1 yard)
On the LEAVENWORTH map, what is the length, in feet, of the longer runway
at Sherman Air Force Base?

MOO b. 5490 c. 5900

Turn bac' to bottom of page 3-2 for frame 25

(speed or movement) (31)
FRAME 32.

In order to find the time it will take you to travel a certain distance, you
divide the ground distance by the rate of movement So if you have to travel
10 miles and you move at the rate of 5 miles per hour, you would divide 10
by to get the time reouired to go the 10 miles. You find the time
to be hours.

3-16

4



41-

(5, 2) (32)
FRAME 33. INFORMATION FRAME.

In the same way, you can find the total distance (D) traveled in a givan time
if you multiply the rate of speed (r) and the time (t). -You can also find the rate
of speed (r) by dividing the total distance (D) by the time (t). If you ;allow any

two factors, you can find the third. The three formulas are:

1. To find distance: D rt

2. To find speed: r
t

3. To find time : t

END OF FRAMES FOR PART 01

3 17
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PANEL 3-1

CONVERSION FACTORS

ONE ES FEET YARDS
STATUTE
MILES CM N1 KM

agli 1. 0 0. 0d3.1 0.0277 2. 54 0.0254
FOOT

L« ,) 1. 0 0. 333 10 46 0. 304b it. 0003
YARD 3 0 3.0 1.0 0 000 . 44 0.9144 3.000/._

I. 6093o3360.0 Slt10 J 1760. 0 1. 0 160930. 0 ; 60Q. o

0. 393 Ilk, , t 1. 0 0.01

METU 39.37 3. Z808 1.0936 1. 0006 100.0 1.0 0 001

Ell_olvizrzri 1 370. 0 32.H1. 0 104. 0 0. 6214 100000.0 1090. 0 '1 1

To cunvert a n-Aseureinent from a unit hown in the fit column to any other unit ahown ,r. table.

multiply by tilts !actor ahown in column under desired arnt.
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PANEL 3.2

RFMAP DI TANCEii

00'
00'

00.
..00°

....
....

4U41



6401
PANEL 34

USING YOUR 1:50,000 SCALE MAP TO MEASURE CENTIMETERS

If you need to measure map or photograph distances in centi-

meters but do not have a centimeter scale, you can make use of

the following standar-I relationships on your map to obtain the needed

measurements.

a. The grid lines on you 1:50,000 scale map are spaced exactly

2 centimeters apa\rt, because they represent 1000 meteri ground

distance at 1:50,000 scale. A linear distance may be measured along

any grid line, either horizontal or vertical. The grid lines perpen-

dicular to this line cross it at 2r cm intervals.

b. The 1000-meter divisions of the prizaary part of the meters

bar scale in the map margin are spaced 2 cm apart, since they also

represent 1000 meters at 1:50,000 scale.

c. For small, measurements, less than 2 cm in length, the ex-

teasion scale to the left of the zero on the meters bar scale is divided

into 100-meter segments, each of which is .2 cm long.

d. For greater precision, the 1:50,000 grO coordinate scale

on your protractor, also 2 cri on each side, is divided into tenths of a

centimeter (10 millirnete.-

3 20



PANEL 3-4

BAR SCALES

Scale I:50,000
soo 0 1000 2000

IOW 2003

5000 "Owe

3000 Yeette

2 3 SOadwir ma.

3 road Maw



FiANEL as

TAKING MEASURED MAP DISTANCE TO THE SCALE

....,
r

DISTANCE OF 1320 METERS

1000
MEASURING TICK MARKS ON BAR SCALE



4cl 0
PANEL 34

MEASURING T POINTS OUTSIDE MAP

JONES CORNERS I .2 141.

CHICAGO 25 HI.

Distaness shown outside nap margin represent disianee

flat Sin sit nel to destination or destinations indi-
cated. Add this distance to neasured nap distance to

/
find total distance to destination outside nap.



PANEL 3-7

"In am OF"F STRAIGHT SEGMENTSis

iq MEASURE LENGTH OF CURVE

SEGMENTS (LINES )
OF' DIFFERENT LENGTHS

3.24

TICK MARKS CR EDGE OF PAM

s.?
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PART IV

DatecTON

Set 44. DUCTIO/IPOINTS O TH4 COMPASS

The four prindpal paints of the compass are north, neigh, east, and West.
The four principal Amami ar . therefor*, north, mita, sil7t anti

.4

0801 ($0)
MANZ 31.

To obtain a back azimuth from an azimuth, 4add) (subtract) .1410* if the
azimuth is ISO° or km



V

#1 3
(draelist) (0)
MAME IL

If you don't know the direction of a linear .feature such as a straight road
or railroad, you need at least additional prominent feature

to establish the direction and orient the tnap.

0

ane (Compssi readings provide magnetic ssinsalh; therefore, for the
Leavenworth neap, grid asimuth = magas* plus G-M eagle. See note adjacent to
desiliaties diagram))

FRAME 91. . -1
' Refer to your LEAVENWORTH map. You are standin,g in the road junction
at ea:manatee 307578 and observe six radio towers in grid square UK What is
the magnetic azimuth of a lino of sight from your position to the center radio
tower at 32855950? (select one response)
& ttl b. 704 301 e. 80*

1 F5



.1

S.

I

4-17
(west) (1)
MAIM 2.

As you know, from your use of other maps (such as out automobili road map)

the top of the map is normally north, the right hand mar$fr s to the "out; the
left hand margin to the west, and the bottom of the pap is to the south. The
top of the map is normally to the north, to the right is to the
left is , and at the bottom of tin map is

6

WEiT

NORTH

MAP

SOUTH

--al- EAST

(11%;e1)

FIUME SZ.

Study the figure below,. In this cue, back azimuth is determined by (addhig).

(subtracting) 180°. Back azimuth is simply the opposite direction of the iihnuth.

70°-

BACK AZIMUTH =
300°-180° =120°

4 S 4 --I



(one) (0)

tf you cannot positively identify the necesaary features on both ground and
_

nap, you may orient your map by determining the direction of

(TM grid azimuth is 70* 30'. Therefore the 01-fd saes is sabizactede
or Ms magmas admath = 70* SW 30' =: II1*) (91)

Set 4.10. INTERSECTION

Aunt es. INFORMATION maim
INTMEMON is a method by which you can determine:the location of

an unmapped enemy on, defensive position, etc., which you can. see .611, the

mund, by plotting intersecting asbnuths on a msp. Accuracy in dstarminini the

location depends, in part, on the sharpness of the point of intersect= of ea

eximuths which you draw on your msp.



4A40-1

(mai. wmt. seutk) (2)
FLIT &

A. you can see from the simplified compass dial below, northeast lies in a

direction halfway between north and cast. A eouthwest direction would lie ball-

way between and

NORTHWEST NORTH NORYHEAST

SOUTHWEST SOUTH SOU'HEAST

(sabtracliag) (32) .

MAKI 2&
To obtain a back azimuth from an azimuth, (add) (subtract) 180* it the

azimuth is 1806 or. mire.

. 4 9 s).



t-

P

(tehieetai) (4112)
MUM

Ones you, establish the direction of true north on the ground. You elm Orient
your map because the of a Itandard military map is its true north
skie.

i

(Cio on to Use nest frame) (92)

JPRAIfill OIL \. 1/4,-

Which eet of azimuth limo Votted belt* produce the sharpest paint of
-.. ;Intmection 7 .

-900



ar

ol

(west. soutb) (3)
MAIM 4.

3

4-1 8

In the lower (southwest) section of your LiAVENWORTII map is the City

of Leavenworth. Look at the LEAVENWQRTIr map ahd find the City of LANIVIS-

worth. You located it by using the direction southwest. Lot:Minns can be partly

chitin:tined by

r

I.

(.

(subtract) (33)

FRAME 34.

If the azimuth is less than 1800, you 180' to obtain the back

azimuih;jif the azimuth is more thrill Mr, you 180' to'4obtain the

back azimuth.

4 3

1

rot

4-7



(WO (0)
FROLIC 43+1.

4:19

Complete theiollowing generarrules that apply to map orientatign by visual
impaction.

a. Orient a map by visual inspection only When a is not
available.

h. When orienting a map by visual inspection, select at least
prominent terrain features.'

e. You must know the direction of a linear feature to avoid
the orientation.

d. Single features can be used to orient a map by visual inspection only
if the observer knows his on the map.

(C) (9$)'
FIUME 94.

"leder again to the figure in frame 93. As a gengal rule, the sharpeit inter-.

,.seetion is obtained when azimuth sightings are approxiranately
degrees apart

f

I 91



a

(direciSou) (4)

FRAME 5.

4Eo

Your unit is located in the City of Leavenworth. It is ordered to *coed
south from the city by the 2-lane highway for about 2 Miles and rendezvous with

another unit at Cemetery.

(add. subtract) (34)
FRAME 35.

Detenuine the back azimuths (or the directions listed below and Write then

- in the spaces provided.
a. Grid azimuth = 95'; grid back atinuth =
b. Magnetic azimuth = 210s ; magnetic back- azhnuth

c. Grid azimuth = 359; grid back azimuth =



Sat 4-8. USE OF PROTRACTOR TO PLOT AMMUTMS

(compass, two reversing, location) (M)
FRAME 65. INFORMATION FRAME.

A protractor is an aid to assist you in laying out antrineasuring azimuths on
the map. *Panel 4-3 illustrates four types of protractors. Notice that on the cir:
cular and squaie typo% all 360 of the degrees of a circle are shown around the
center. On the rectangular type, half the degrees, or 1800, are plotted,..but values
for the full,460° are shown. Some types show both mils and degrees; others are
graduated in degrees only. Be \sure you understand the protractor you are using,
and use the correct values.

(90 degrees (See figure C, frame 93)) (94)
FRAME 95.

Panel 4-13 indicates how intersection is accomplished. To perform intersec-
tion, you must take sightings on the unmapped object from at least
known locations.



8 z.
(Mt calvary) (5)
FRAMZ S.

You have located Mt. Calvary Cemetery u about 2 miles south of the Qty

of Leaveenworth. Now both units are ordered to proceed to the town of Richardson

which is about 1 mile to the of Mt. Calvary Cemetery.

a. north b. south e. eut d. west

(A. 275*, E. Sr, O. Ilte) (36)
ITRADOC St INFORMATION FRAME.

A mil I. aleo used by the map reader to express direction. For military pur-
rN r

poses a circle is divided into 6,400 mils. Mils are of particular interest to gunners

because a change of 1 mil in the angle of a weapon will change the impact of a

shell or bullet a distance of 1. unit for every 1,000 unito of range.



(Ge on to the next frame) (65)
MAME 6&

Your protractor has an index print from which the degrees are scaled. If
a full 360° Are shown, the index poinz il3 in the center. It is usually indicated, by
crossed lines. If your protractor is semicircular or rectangular, only half the
degrees are plotted along the semicircle or on three aides of the rectangle. The
index point from which the degrees are scaled is in the center of the diameter
side of the protractor. It is usually indicated by an arrow. 0n your protractor,
all the degrees are scaled from the

(two) (95)
FRAME 96.

If you sight sn enemy field fortification which is not shown on your map,
you would locate it on the map as follows (pick one response):

a. First take an azimuth from your known position, then move to a new
location which can be located on the map and take a second azimuth.

b. First take an azimuth from your known position, then move to another
location and take a second azimuth.

4-12



4\-81-
(C. seat) (8)
FRAME 7. SUMMARY FRAME.

You have seen that locations can be, given by simply stating, ior example,

that a place hi mile along a road to the east or that you should take the 2-lane

road south of the city for 2 miles to rendezvous at a cemetery. In the following

frames, you will learn how to plot directions on ,a map and locate a point (for
example, 11.11 enemy gun position) which may not be on a road or other readily

identifiable feature.

(Go on to the next frame) (38)
FRAME ST.

The figure below shows a circle divided into mils. Note that, like an azimuth

angle and degreei, mils are also numbered in a (clockwise) (counterclockwise)

direction.

5600

4800

800

1600

2400400C

5200



(index point) IOC
FRAME 67. INFORMATION FRAME.

To plot an azimuth from a known point, study the steps outlined in Panel 4-5.

011111,
(L) (98)
MAKE 91.

To locate on your map the unmapped object at A in Panel 443, you would
first orient the map, and then determine
on the map.

4 .14



se 4-2. NORTH UNES

FRAME S.

Directions may also. be expreued in everyday life as: "on the right side
of the road", "on the left bank of the river", etc. In these exo,mples, the

and the have been used u references from

which to express direction.

(elgekwise) (37)

FRAME U.
Compare the mil circle to the degree circle and complete the following table:

Mils

1600

5600

Degrees °\1117111/12.1
iii, Je

A" i% .% 60 tis /zoo . .../ 5,
% '

._-. 2700 -e F0

2250
fs ..N. 0 II , S1*. Vb

..
% .

2
i .: V
...7

.10001.



(Go en nest frame) (67)
FRAME 68. 11.

It is seen that the protractor index must be over the
and that the protractor index line (0 to 180) must be over the
line drawn through the point.

481
40

(your location) (97)
FRAINFIC 98.

Once your location has been determined, you would take a cOmpass sighting
on the unmapped object, convert to a grid azimuth, and then
the ofi your map.



488
(road, riva) OR)
FRAME 9.

In military map reading, directions are referenced to a north line instead of

to roads, rivers, etc. The line serves as a reference line

from which directions are expressed.

Set 4-5. DECLINATION DIAGRAM AND G-M AN6LE

41,

(1600 = 90% 4800 mils = 270, 4000 mils = 225*, 5600 mils = 315') (38)

FRAME 39. INFORMATION FRAME.
Azimuths and back azimuths can be plotted accurately on a map by referring

to the declination diagram in the lower map margin (see LEAVENWORTH map

and Panel 4-4). Magnetic declination is the angular difference between true north

and magnetic north. However, since the military user is primarily interested in the

difference between grid north (on his map) and magnetic north (on his compass),

the diagram shows the value of this angle, called the grid-magnetic (G-M) angle,

and the relative directions of the different nerths. Notes printed next to the dia-

gram tell you how to convert from one type of azimuth to another on that par-

ticulgr 'map. The angle of grid convergence, iiihich is the difference between true

north and grid north, is also shown.

iII rot 4,-

4 17



#4-.E39
(point; north) (68)
FRAME 69.

-s\ In the figure ,below, the protractor has been oriented correctly to measure
the azimuth of line A*-B, with reSpect 'to aarid north line. What is the azimuth
'of line from point A to point B?

4

Azimuth of Line A-B

(plot, azimuth) (99)
'FRAME 99.

You then move to a second known point, take another
on the unmapped object, convert to a grid azimuth, then
the second on your map.

4 18
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(north) (9)
FRAME 10.,

Three north lines, from.'whIch directions are measured in map reading, are

shown in Panel 4-1, Study this panel. Complete the chart below.

SYMBOL NORTH LINE

a.
21ar

"GN"or"Y"
h.

c.

(Go on to the next frame) (99)
FRAME 40.

A dashed-line arc is drawn on the dedli4ion diagram to connect the
north and magnetic north thes.



(43. NOTE: The degrees printed on the edge of the protractor increase in a
clockwise direction) ( )

FRAME 70.

To obtain the grid azimuth of a line on a map, you can use as a base line
either the grid north line or a line drawn to it. You
would then lige your protractor to meuure the angle formed between the base
line and the line on the map (Panel 4-9).

et

(sighting, plot (draw), azimuth) (99)
FRAME 100.

The grid coordinates of the unmapped object eau be determined from the
point at which the two grid azimuths plotted on the map

4 . 20



4'12_
(a. Magnetic north. b. True north, e. Grid north) (10)

FRAME IL
A direction measured from a tfue north line may be illustrated as shown in

A below. Under the diagrams in B and C below, write the name of the north line

from which the indicated direction is measured.

4

(grid) (40)
FRAME 41.

The arc connecting the grid north and magnetic north 'ince is called a grid-

magnetic (G4d) angle. The grid-Magnetic 'angle shown is

degrees or mi1s.

CIMMIS641401
v. woo

MI CUM of von

no 41 mr644
.0914414

4 -21



(passilai)'(70)'
FRAISE 71.

Refer again to the figure below frame 69. What is the back azimuth of line
from point A to point B? (Frame 27 explains how to compute back azimuths)

Back azimuth of line A-B =

(Intersect) (100)
FRAME 101.

Do the following exercise in intersection on your LEA'Vp1WORTH map.
Your first known location is at 443662. These coordinates identify your lomtion
as being at Mark this position A

4 22



(R. grid north, C. magnetic north) al)
FRAME 12.

Refer again to Panel 4-1 andAraw the appropriate symbols of the north lines

which are described below.

LINE DERIVED FEOM

s. Compass direction of magnetic north.

b. Eluting grid lines of a map.
e. Earth's north pole.

SYMBOL
0

C.

(M degrees, 170 .mils) (41) '
FRAME 42. INFORMATION FRAME.

The date of the G-M angle_information is also noted on the diagram. Because

the angle may change slightly as the magnetic pole changes its position, this in-

formation is usually updated every five years.



(225.) (11)
MAME 72.

Since the azimuth is less than 180°, the back azimuth is computed by adding
1809. Thus, the back azimuth is 45° + 180° = 225°. If the azImuth is between
180° and 360°, you 180° to obtain the back azimuth.

(Flintlock Church) (101)
FRAME 102.

From your position at the church you take a compass sighting of 54°30' to
an enemy gun emplacement. Using the declination diagram on your map, you
convert this magnetic azimuth to a grid azimuth of 0



49(0
GN

, b. ) (12)

FRAME IL
In the space provided below, draw the symbols of the three north lines, write

the names of the lines, and state how the lines are derived. What determines

the direction a each?

b.

c.

SYMBOL NAME HOW DERIVED

(1965) (42)
FRAME 43.

The arc connecting the grid north and magnetic north lines is called a

angle.



(subtract) NOTE: Back azimuths may also be read directly on your protractor,as explained in Panel 44), Note No. 2. (72)
FRULE 78.

For measuring azimuths from 00 to 180°, the protractor is read to the (right)
(left) of the north line. For measuring azimuths from 180° to 360% the protractor
is read to the (right) (left) of the north line.

(64') (102)
FRABEE 103.

Use your procractor and a straightedge and plot the grid azimuth of 640
through position A.

4 26
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Li
a. /

6N
c.

FRAME 14.

True north
Magnetic north

Grid north

4-9 8
Earth's north pole
Compass direction of magnetic north

Easting grid lines on map (13)

Any line you draw on the map parallel to the grid north lines shown on your

map is a grid north line. Similarly, any lines to the mag-

netic north and true north lines shown on your map are magnetic north or true

north Grid north lines and magnetic north lines are most

commonly used in determining direction on military maps.

(grid-magnetie (G-M) angle) (43)

FRAME 44.

Refer to the LEAVENWORTH map provided with this text. Locate the

declination diagram in the bottom margin. The G-M angle on the LEAVEN-

WORTH map is, degrees or mils and was prepared in

4 27



(right, left) (73)
FRAME 74.

Turn to Panel 440. Draw a line connecting points A and B, points A and C,
and points A and D. Use your protractor to find the azimuths of these lines and
enter your answers in the spaces provided below.

Line

Point A to Point B
Point A to Point C
Point A to Point D

Azimuth

(Go or to the next fnime) (103)
FRAME 104.

You would now move to a second known position, for example, to the road
junction at 45069$. Label this position B.

4-28
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'TO
Sot 4-3. AZIMUTH MEASUREMENT

(pendia, Uses) (14)
FRAME 15.

The most common military method of expressing a direction is by using an

exlmnik. The figure below shows a north line and a direction. The angle between

the north line and the direction line, shown by a dashed line, is an

(91/2 degrees, 170 mils, 1960) (44)

FRAME 46.

The angle at which a magnetic north line plotted on a map intersects an

casting grid line is known as the 141111..

4-29



5 0
Line Azimuth

Point A to Point B 45'
Point A to Point C 92'
Point A to Point D 226° (74)
MAME 75.

Turn to Panel 4-11. Using misting grid line 41 as a base line, measure the
azimuth of the line drawn from Point A to Point B. The azimuth is
degrees.

(Go on to the next frame) (104)
MABEE 105.

From your new location at the road junction (position it), you take a compass
sighting of 119° to the gun emplacement. You convert this t.o a grid azimuth
of 0



(azimuth) (13)
MAME 16.

The arrow on the dashed line in frame 15 shows that the azimuti?angla is

measured in a (clockwise) (counterclockwise) direction from the north line.

(G4II angle) (45)

FRAME 4.6.

Study the declination diagram on the map. The GRID NORTH line is parallel

to the grid lines on the map:.



(61 &gra) (75)
MAKE 76.

Refer to Panel 4-11. The line from Point A to Point B has a
azimuth of 63 degrees.

(128 SO') (105)

MAKE 106.

Plot the grid azimuth of 128° 30' thrOugh position 13.

4 SZ



5.01-
(clockwise.) (U)

FRAME 17.

All azimuths are measured in the same nmnnerthey are measured in a
illrection from the north line.

(misting) (48)
FRAME 47.

'If a magnetic north line were plotted on the LEAVENWORTR map, it would

intersect an easting grid line at an angle of degrees

minutes.



(grid) (78)
FRAME 77.

Again turn to Panel 441.: Using outing grkl line 42 as a north line. measure
the aziznuth of the line drawn from Point X to Point B. The azimuth is

50 5

OF

a

(Go on to the next frame) (1N) :
MAME 107.

Extend the two azimuths until the linea intersect. The grid coordinates of the
eneniy gun emplacement are

- r

4.34



o
(clockwise) (11)

MAIO IS.
figure A shows a "tre uknuth angle", so named because the azimuth

angle shows a direction as related to a true north line. B shows a
and C shows a

Se 4-6. USE OF COMPASS TO ORIENT MAP

(9*, MY) (47)

MUM 48. INFORMATION FRANZ
The magnetic conipaes is the moat commonly used and 'simplest instrument

for measuring directions and angles in the Geld. A !mastic compeae is shown in

Panel 4-2.



501
(63 devise) (77)
FRAME 7a.

Refer to.Panel 4-11. The line from Point X to Point B has
azimuth of 63 degrees.

(473676) (107)

Set 4. REseenON

FRAME 108. INFORMATION FRAME.

Panel 4-14 indicates how resection is accomplished. To perform rimed= you
must take sights on ur more objects of known location from
your unknown location.

4 j
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JO

- (R. magnetic azimuth angle; C. grid azimuth angle) (19)
FRAME 19.

Azimuth angles are commonly expressed in degree units of angular measure.

A. true azimuth of 45 degrees ,(written as 45°) is, therefore, a direction. It tells

ui that
a. The north line used as a reference for measuring was a

line. r
bk. The azimuth of 45° was measured in a direction.

At**

(Go on to the next frame) (48)
FRAME 49.

Look at the compass dial in Panel 4-3, You see that it is graduated (his
'measurement ticks) in and The outer ring of numbers

contains the graduations and the inner ring, the gradua-

tions.

4616

4 =37
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sio
(Pki) (78)
MAME 79.

All lines drawn through s. point and parallel to euting grid lines can ack woad
to measure

(two) (108)
111 1G4i.

Study Panel 444. The first thing you should do when performing resection

4

the

1



(a. true north, b. clockwise) (19)

FRAME 20.

1
A degree is part of a circle. Therefore, a circle contains

360
degrees.

4
(mils, degrees, mil, degree) (49)

FRAMM 50.

A closer look at a portion of the dial (Panel 4-3) indicates that the measure-

ment marks on the mil scale are separated by mils, and

those on the degree scale are separated by degrees.



S' \

(grid azimuth) (79)
FRAME 80.

Also, because a z.traik,ht line crosses ail grid norths at the same angle, the
straight line can be extended in either direction and a grid azimuth taken at the
new points it crosses the

(orient, map) (109)
FRAME /10.

Do the following exercises in resection on your LEAVENWORTH map.
From your present unknown location, you take a compass sighting on the road
junction at 393518. Mark the road junction on the map, point A. The magnetic
azimuth to point A is 281° 30'. This means the grid azimuth will be



(300) (20)
FRAME 21.

The figure below shows a circle divided into degrees. Note that like an azi-
muth, degrees are numbered in a (clockwise) (counterclockwise) direction.

180°

(20 mils, 5 degrees) (50)

FRAME 51. INFORMATION FRAME.

To use the compass, the sighting slot in the eyepiece, the sighting wire in
the front cover, and the target are alined. The magnetic azimuth can be read by
glancing down at the dial through the lens, and reading the value under the index
line on the face of the compass.



t

(grid north lines) (80)
FRAME 81.

Line A-B in Panel 4-11 crosses each casting grid line at the same

Therefore, the grid azimuth is the same when measured at
easting grid line.

(281`) (110)

FRAME 111.

What is the back grid azimuth of 291g 9



(clockwise) (21)

FRAME 22.

Each degree is further divided ihto 60 minutes (written as 60'). Therefore,

91/2 degrees can be written

(Go oa to the next frame) (51)
FRAME 52.

Azi.muths are read by observing the mil or degree graduation appearing
under the index, line. Indicate in the apaces provided below the magnetic azimuth*

which are shown on the compass dials pictured in Panel 4-5.

a. degrees, mils

b. degrees, mile



STS's
(angle, any) (81)
FRAME

Determine the grid azimuth of the line in Panel 441 which is drawn from
Point Y to Point B. The grid azimuth is

(111' ) (111)
FRAME 112.

Plot the back grid azimuth of 111° from point A and extend the line toward
the genert I direction of your location. The next step in resection is to take a

on a second identified terrair feature.

4 44



(9 301 (22)
FRAME 23.

Consider that you are standing in the center of the circle shown below. When
you face towards any north (true, grid or magnetic) you are facing 00 (or 380').
When facing to the west, you are facing degrees.

WEST 270°

NORTH
0°

180°
SOUTH

EAST 90°

(s. 52 degrees or 940 mils, b. 266 degrees or 4740 mils) (52)
MAKE 53. INFQRMATION FRAME.

When you place a map so that all its directions are alined with corresponding

directions on the grciund, the map is said to be oriented.



(80') (82)
FIUME 83.

Turn to Panel 4-12. Determine the grid azimuths of the lines indicated below,
and complete the chart. (Hint: Extend lines A-X, etc. in order to read on
protractor.)

Line

From Point A to Point X
From Point B to Point X
From Point C to Point X

Grid Azimuth

r-

(compass sighting) (112)
FRAME 113.

You now sight on the second identified terrain feature, a road junction at
426522. Mark this road ;unction as point B. You then determine the magnetic
azimuth to point B to be 330 What is the grid azimuth?

1)

48

ti



(270 degrees) (23)

FRAME 24.

When standing at the center of the circle facing towards the north, and
desiring to face towards the east, you must turn degrees in a clockwise

directIon.

(Go on to next frame) (53)
FRANZ 54.

To orient a map, you position the map 30 that map directions are alined
with corresponding directions.



Set 44. CONVERSION OF AZIMUTHS

(CV, 90', 329') (63)
FRAME 84.

Refer to your LEAVENWORTH map. Use your protractor to measure the
grid azimuth from BM 761 at coordinates 419491, to BM 972 at coordinates
469516: The grid azimuth is

(42 34Y) (113)

MAME 114.

What is the back grid azimuth of 42° 30'?

4.



52.c
(90 degrees (90')) (24)

\FRAME 25.

In the spaces below, write the azimuths indicated in sketthes A and B.

A

GN

A azimuth of B. azimuth of

(ground,) (54)

MAME 55.

A map can be oriented with A compass. Panel 4-6 shows how this orientation

is accomplished. Study this panel. The compass sighting wire is placed over an

line.'



SI"

(70" 45' (45' is estimated. as angle is greater than 70' 301 and less thus 71') ) (8K)
FRAME 85.

After determining the grid azimuth from BM 761 to BM 972 to be 700 45',
you can determine the magnetic (compass) azimuth by (adding) (subtracting)
9* 30'.

(222 SO') (114)
MAKE 115.

Plot the back grid azimuth of 222° 30'. Extend the plotted line to intersect
with the back azimuth line you have drawn from point A. You are located at the
intersection of these two lines which is at (coordinates)

4 50
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z
(A. Magnet lc-azimuth of 90', B. Grid azimuth of 270') (25)
FRAME 26.

Above the captions below, sketch in the azimuths called for..Show the angle

size and direction of measurement.

A. Grid azimuth of 210'. B. Magnetic azimuth of 90°.

(easting grid) (55)
FRAM 56.

Following orientation, all map lines are to their cor-
responding lines on the ground.

4 51



(subtracting. (Note: The conversion rules for converting grid and msgnetk
azimuths are printed adjacent to the declination diagram in the bottom margin
of each map. See your LEAVENWORTH map.)) (85)

FRAME 86.

The magnetic azimuth from BM 761 to BM 972 is

(415510) (115)

FRAME 116. INFORMATION FRAME.

In .e instances, where you are standing on a linear terrain feature, which

can be identified on your map (e.g., a railroad, road, river bank, etc.) it may be
necessary to sight on only one identified terrain feature to perform resection. Use

your LEAVENWORTH map to perform the following resection problem to illus-

strate how only one azimuth need be drawn to locate your position when you are
standing on an identified linear terrain feature.



Sot 4-4. BACK AZIMUTH MEASUREMENT

(A. Grid azimuth of 210', B. Magnetic azimuth of 90') (26)

FRAME 27.- INFORMATION FRAME.

In map reading, it is often required that a back azimuth be determined. A
back azimuth is the reverse direction of an azimuth. It is comparable to doing an

"about-face". It iB the opposite direction of the azimuth. Back azimuths are used

tO determine the position of the observer or unit when the location is not known,

This will be discussed in later frames.

Set 4-7. ORIENTATION OF MAP BY VISUAL INSPECTION

(parallel) (56)
FRAME 57.

When a compaas is not available, a map can be oriented as shown in Panel 4-7
by inspection. Orientation of a map by visual inspection
is recommended only when a is not available.



(61 15') (86)
FRAME 87.

iefer to your LEAVENWORTH map. You are located at Fancy Bottom
School, at coordinates 339647. The grid azimuth from your position to Coffin
School, at coordinates 306600, is

(Go on to the next frame) (116)
FRAME 117.

You are standing on the Burlington and Quincy railroad, somewhere between

IATAN in grid square 2971 and WESTON in grid square 3664. You make a
compass sighting on the church steeple in the town of KICKAPOO, at 30306295,

and read a magnetic azimuth of 215- 30, which is a grid azimuth of

mr

4 54



(Go on to the next frame) (27)
FRAME 28.

If you desired to turn from facing north (0') to facing south, you would
turn degrees.

(visual, compasH) (57)

FRAME 58.

Orientation of a map by visual inspection consists of adjusting the position

of the map until distinctive features identified on the ground are in the same
relative positions on the map. At least prominent features
are usually needed.



21
(215') (87)
FRAME 88.

The magnetic (compass) azimuth of the line from Fancy Bottom School to
Coffin School is

(225') (117)
FRAME 118.

Pldt the back azimuth of 225°, which is °, from the church to the
railroad.

4-56



52.8
(180') (28)
FRAME 29.

If you are facing east (90°) and do an about-face, you will be facing
which is degrees.

(two) (58)
FRAME 59.

If you know your ground position and can idertify it on the map, yqu can
orient the map by alining your plotted position with at least one other feature
identified on. the map and visible on the ground. To use this method, you must
be able to locate your position and another feature both on the

and on the

4 57



(205' SO% (See conversion rule adjacent to declination* diagram on LEAVEN-
WORTH map.)) (88)

FRAME 89.

The magnetic azimuth of a line from Coffin School to Fancy Bottom School
a

(45') (118)
FRAME 119.

Your location on the railroad is deterrnird by the intersection of the back
grid anmuth line of 45' with the railroad. You are located on the railroad at
coordinates



(West, 270') (29)
FRAME 30.

The facing movements, just discussed, are shown as azimuths and back azi-

muths below. I3oth back azimuths were obtained by adding 1" to

the original direction (azimuth)
Co

NORTH
LINE,

EAU
AZIM:JTH
ANGLE z,
00+180° 1.-

§ cz
CD 5

180°
A Turn back to bottom of page 4-1 for frame 31

in which you were facing.

NORTH
LINE BACK' AZIMUTH ANGLE:

90° + 1800 270°

BACK
AZIMUTH

4DIRECTION
270q

180°

270*
900 \

AZIMUTH
DIRECTION

90°

(ground, limp) (59)

FRAME 60.

A linear feature, such as a road, railroad, or stream bed, is useful for

orientation if you can determine its

Turn back to top of page 4-2 for frame 61



(23*- SW. (This is a back magnetic azimuth of the magnetic azimuth you calculated
in the previous frame; therefore it may bp obtained as 205* StY 180` = 25* SO%) )
(89)

FRAME 90.

Refer to your LEAVENWORTH MAP. You are located at dOb FIN SCHOOL
at coordinates 306600, and take a compass sighting to the water tower located
at coordinates 333589. If your compass reading is 103% the grid azimuth to the
water tower is

Turn back to bottom of page 4-2 for frame 91

336663) (119)
FRAME 120.

Unless you are standing m a terrain feature which
you can identify on the map, at least features appearing on
the map must be sighted from your unknown location in order to accurately
accomplish resection.

60



PANEL 4-1

MAGNETIC NORTh, TRUE NORTH,
AND GRID NORTH

TRUE NORTH
UNE

DERIVED FROM
COMPASS DIRECTION
OF MAGNETIC NORTH

DERIVED FROM
EARTH'S NORTH
POLE

GRID NORTH
LINE

1/4

CORRESPONDS TO
VERTICAL GRID
LINES ON MAP

NOTE: THE LETTER "Y" CAN BE USED :NSTEAD OF "UN"

4 -
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PANEL 4-2

LENSATIC COMPASS
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PANEL 4.3

COMPASS DIAL

6400 MILS 200 MILS

MIL SCALE

DEGREE SCALE

5361--
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PANEL 4-5

MAGNETIC AZIMUTHS READ
FROM COMPASS

\Lb.-

i / 410,
gtx,

r

D'e a*
A



PANEL 4-6

TO ORIENT YOUR MAP
BY COMPASS

sai

Aline sighting wire and notches at front and rear
of compass over any north-south grid line. This
places the index line on the face of the compass
parallel to grid north.

2 Rotate map and compass together until the angle
formed by the north needle and index line is the
same value and relationship as shown for the
G-M angle in the declination diagram in the map
margin.

4 67



5-a8
PANEL 4-7

ORIENTING A MAP BY VISUAL INSPECTION

1. At least two prominent features such as A and B are usually needed
for orientation. You must locate them on the map as well as on the
ground, and adjust the map until both ground features are Alined withtheir map symbols.

2. If .yrou can locate your positiob on the map, you can orient it by
alining your plotted position with ane additional prominent feature
which is viSible fran your position and plotted on the ap.

..,,. If the feature is linear, it is necessary to know its direction
t,o avoid reversing the orientation. 2' you cannot determine the di-rection of the :linear feature, at least one additional prominent fea-
ture is needed to orient the map.

14. A Jp may be roughly oriented by determining the direction of truenorth. The top of a scandard military map represents true north. Youcan determine the approximate direction of true north on the ground by
various expedient methods, such as thE, following:

a. Observe the movement of the sun. Ir the northern hemisphere,it movus from east to 3outh (at noon) :A) west.
b. Locate Polaris, the NortLi
c. Observe the movement of 3hadows. They move from west to northno= t,D eP3t.

If you stand with east on your right, you will be facirig north



PANEL 4-8

+/A ..
3. oto. #1.1 fulopqn,/,
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SEMICIRCULAR

SQUARE

SO 60 TO 10 100 110 120 130
730 260 250 260 270 710 290 300 510

PROTRACTOR

SCALE IN DEGREES

S!5

gECTANGULAR

Protractors



PANEL 49
USE OF PROTRACTOR IN PLOTTING AZIMUTHS

3ten ;: Select a point from which the azimuth
will be drawn, and construct a north line through
the point parallel to an easting (north-south)
grid line. There are several ways to construct
the north line. One of the simplest is to use
the map scale on TOW* protractor as though
reading the grid coordinates of the point (see
Part II, frame 32). The leg of the map scale
which runs through the point is parallel to the
easting grid lines. Mark the place where this
leg intersects the lower northing (east-vest)
grid lire (the corner of the scale), and draw
a line through both that point and the original
point, extending it as necessary.

Step 2: Place the protractor index over the point
making certain the protractor index line (the 00

to 180° line) is over the north line which was
drawn in step I.

.Stema: Place a mark on the paper along the pro-
tractor edge at the desire(' azimuth. In the ex-
ample, a 500 ail azimuth is given. Azimuths
are normally plotted from grid lines on a map,
and therefore must be sca azimuths. If you are
given,a magnetIC-(compass) azimuth you must consult
the conversion rules in the bottom margin of your
map. For the Leavenworth map, you sed that you
must add 9i° to convert from magnetic to grid
azir-ath. Hence, if a 50° ma etic azimuth were
given, you would plot a 59 Erg azimuth on
the mip.

4-70

T NIS NOT NM



PANEL 4-9 (Continued}

Step 4: Remove the protractor and draw a line
connecting point A with the mark drawn at 900.

The line is at a grid azimuth of 500 from the

point on the north line which was drawn in
Step 1.

Note #1: If you are using a semicircular cr rect-
angular protractor, the protractor is
reversed, as shown at the right, for plot-
ting azimuths greater than 1800. When you
use the protractor in this position, you
read the inner row of angle values (180°
to 3609. The requirement to convert from
magnetic azimuth to grid azimuth before
plotting on the map applies regardless of
the position of the protiactor.

Note P2: Back azimuths may also be read directly
from your protractor. If your protractor is
circular or square, extend the azimuth line
to intersect the opposite side of the pro-
tractor and read the back azimuth, making
sure that the azimuth line passes through

both the point and the protractor index point.
If you have a rectangular protractor, with
the double row of degree values, notice that the
the inner row of values corresponds to the
back azimuths for the outer row of values, and
vice versa. For example, if you measure

an azimuth of 40° note that the corresponding

back azimuth, 2206, is given'on the'linner

scale for the same measurement.

4 71



PANEL 4.10

MEASURING AZIMUTHS

0-b
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PANEL 4-13

PERFORMING INTERSECTION

Locating an unknown point by s'uccessively o'ccupying two (or more)

known positions and sightings on the unknown point is called INTERSECTION.

Method:

A. Orient map.

B. Determine your location (at B). take sighting' to unknown point

(A), convert to grid azimuth, and plot azimuth (B-A)- on your map.

C. Move to new point (C), determine location, sight on A, con-

vezt to grid azimuth, plot azimuth (C-A) on your map.

D. Intersection of azimuths (B-A and C-A) on your map pinpoints

map location of previously unknown point A.

4 75



54(.0
PANEL 4.14

PERFORMING RESECTION ,
Locating your Position by sighting on two known features is

called RESFOTION.

vF.THOy:

A, Orient map.

B. Identify two (or more) prominent terrain features(A and B) and

locate these on your map.'
3

C. Take compass sightings -on features A and B; convert to grid azimuths.

D. Plot back grid azimuths from A and B toward your position on

the map.

E. Intersection of the back azimuths on your map pinpoints your

previously unknown position (X).

.)

Is



PART V

RELIEF ft.

5" 41

Set 5-1. CONTOUR LINES AND ELEVATION

FRAME 1.

The differences in shape and height of the earth's surface are called relief.

'On a map, relielis shown by symbols called contour lines. Contour lines show

the (differences in heights) of the ground.

a

(less, supplementary) (10)

FRANZ 20.
Supplementary contours are shown by dashed linel on the map. Refer to the

marginal information (bottom Center) on the LEAVENWORTH map. What is the

interval at which supplementary contours are drawn ?

a.. 5-foot b. 10-foot c. 20-fpot



(960 fret) (38)
_FRAME 39.

Often; the point whose elevation you wish to determine falls between the
contour lines shown on the map. If it falls in the middle or close to the middle
of the space between contours, you give it the value that is halfway between the
contours. If it is closer to the lower or upper contour, you give it the value of the
closest, contour. If another road junction were halfway between the 960- and
980-foot contour lines (horizontal distance) it would be considered halfway
between the 960- and 980-foot elevations (vertical distance) or at an elevation
of

(profile) (57)

FRAME 58.

Step 2. Find the value of the highest and lowest contour lines that cross
or touch the profile line. In Panel 5-13 what is the higest Contollit elevation, and
what is the lowest ?

Higheat Lowest
a. 540 a. 400

b. 600 b. 420

c. 640 C. 460

r--U. a

5 2

r,
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viC

(relief) (1)
FRAME 2.

On the map, relief (changes in height and shape of the ground) is pictured

by the brown lines called contours Or contour lines. Since a hill is a relief feature,

it Ls st-Nwn on the map by

MOWN!

.b. 10-foot. Note: Supplementary contours are usually ai,ied a crie-half the
contour Interval.) (20)

FRAME 21.

Each contour line, whether index, intermediate or supplementary, represents

the same elevation wherever it appears on the map. In other words, all points

on a contour line are at thesame

5



(970 feet) (39)
FRAME 40.

Spot elevations and bench marks (identified in the legend of your LEAVEN-
WORTH map) are elevatione which have been measured by surveyors or map
makers at prominent locations, such as road junctions and hilltops. Along the
south edge of the LEAVENWORTH map, the number 946, between grid lines 31
and 32, refers to a road junction. This is the of the junction.

(b. 600, c. 460) (58)
FRAME 59.

Step S. Add one contour interval value to the lughest and subtract one
valje from the lowest contour elevation. This will take care of the hilltops and
draws. The contours to be drawn in the profile, including the added and sub-
tracted values, range from to

a. 400, 600 b. 420, 640 c. 440, 620



I

(contours) (2)
FRAME S.

Refer to coordinates 4152 on your LEAVENWORTH map. Note the many

brown which indicate hilly terrain.

(elevation) (21)

FRAME 22.

The contour interval is the vertical distance represented between one contour

and the next one to it. Whatever the horizontal distance between the two con-

taiirs, the vertical distance between them is the



(elevation) (40)

FRAME 41.

Prominent features (hilltops, road junctions) may be referred to by their
elevations. For example, the hill at grid coordinates 485536 on the LEAVEN-
WORTH map could be called which of the following?

s. hill 967 u. hill 769 c. LT 970

(e. 440, 620) (59)

FRAME 60.

Step 4. Place a sheet of lined paper along the profile line with the lines
parallel to the prodle line (Panel 5-14). (Graph paper may be used or uniformly
spaced lines drawn on a blank sheet.) A line is needed for each contour between
the values determined in step 3. Including lines for the 440 and 610 contours
how many are needed for the profile? (Panel 5-14)

a. 6 b. 8 rz. 10

5 8



S'3
(contour lines) (3)
FRAME 4.

A contour line stands for height above a e evel called base plane or

datum. Thus, a 960-foot contour line means it is.960 feet above the

Set 5-2. DETERMINING GROUND SHAPES FROM CONTOUR LINES

(same) (22)
FRAME 23. INFORMATION FRAME.

You can determim ground shapes the size and shapes of hills and valleys,

steepness of slopes, and related terrain conditions by studying the shapes and

patterns of the contour lines. A careful examination of the contour lines on the
map is therefore necessary to properly "see" the terrain in which you intend to

operate. This would enable you, for example, to avoid excessively steep slopes

and other hindrances to your actual travel on the ground, and to avoid locating

bivouacs and vehicle parks ii areas subject to flooding.

5 7



5S-4
Sot 5-4. COMPUTING SLOPE

(a. hill 967) (41)
FRAME 41 INFORMATION FRAME.

You will recall that when you learned about contours, you saw that contour

spacing on your LEAVENWORTH map indicated the type of slope. Closely spaced

contours, for example, represented a steep slope. The steepness of slopes is
obviously very important in planning the movement of a unit, since steepness
affects mobility, concealment, use of plunging fire, etc. In the next few frames,
you will learn ;Ickw to compute accurately the slopes or gradients of the ground
on which your unit may have to operate.

(e. 10. The difference in elevation (620.440) is 180 feet or nine 20-fow- intervals.
It will require 10 llnes to show these nine intervals.) (60)
FRAME 61.

Step 5. Starting with the lowest value at the bottom, label each line con-

secutively with its proper contour value (Panel 5-14). You will have 10 labeled
lines ranging from to

a. 440 620

8

b. 460 - 600 C. 480- 580

/1



(datum (base plane)) (4)
FRAME 5.

The datum used on military maps is mean sea level (average sea level). The

960-foot contour, no matter on which inap it is drawn, is always 960 feet above

(Go on, to the next frame) (23Y
FRAME 24.

Peaks or hilltops (Panel 5-2) are easily identified because the contours close

to form concentric circles, ovals, or loops. Remember, contours forming concen-

tric loops depict



tGo on to next frame) (42)
FRAME 43.

.Ground slope is a ratio of vertical distance to horizontal distance or
vertical distance

horizontal distance
. This rafio expressed as a simple fraction is called a gradient.

The gradient is one way of expressing

HD

(Hori7.oital Distance)

VD
(Vertical
Distance)

(a. 440-620) (61)
FRAME 62.

Step 6. Mark the position of the starting and finishing points (A and B)
on the edge pf the lined paper (Panel 5-14). (Include any of the, points with
known elevations, such as road junctions.) In effect, you have maked the distances

between these points on the paper's edge. This correaponds to which distance
between the points ?

a. horizontal b. vertical

5 10



(mean sea level) (5)
FRAME 6.

On maps, the vertical distance or height above mean. sea level I. called eleva.

don. The 960-foot contour, being 960 feet above mean sea level, is 960 feet in

(hills (peaks or hilltops)) 424)

FRAME 25.

Contour lines that show a relatively low point, frequently between two hilltops,

along a formation of high ground indicate a saddle (Panel 5-3). As a general rule,

a is a noticeably low spot along the crest of a high
formation.

) 5Il



at

5c8
(slope) ,43)
FRAME 44.

To compute gradient, the horizontal and vertical distance must always be
the same units of measure such as feet-yards, or meters. When the slope is

'VDexpressed as a fraction ( in the same units), it is culled a
liD

(a. horizontal) (62)
FRAME 63.

Step 7. From the starting and finishing marks, draw perpendiculars straight
down across .the horizontal lines to their elevations as indicated by the spaced
and labeled lines. Mark these elevations with a dot. .For example, the starting
point, A, (Panel 5-15) has an elevation of 538 feet. The perpendiculars should
i.)e marked between the 520 and 540 lines at an elevation of feet.

5 12\
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5-* s-9
4(ekvation (Note: In mapping, elevation is height above mean sea level, whereas

in artillery, elevation is a vertical s angle or angular height from a horizontal
plow)) (6)
FRAME 7.

Refer again to coordinates 4152 on your LEAVENWORTH map and you will

ilnd 900 printed in brown on a contour line. This means that the 000-foot contour

being 900 feet 50.1ve mean sea level is 900 feet in

(saddle) (25)

FRAME 26.

ATidge is a formation of high ground, often consisting of a series of connected

peaks and saddles. The ridge "line follows the backbone, or highest points, through

the formation (Panel 5-4). Contours cross the imaginary ridge "line")it right
angles and turn back to parallel the ridge line. The series of connected peaks
and saddles along the backbone of a formation of high ground defines a



(gradient) (44)
FRAME 45.

The contour interval (vertical distance two contours) is 20 feet.. The hori-
zontal distance between the same two contours 'measures 100 feet. The gradient-

(ground slope) between these contours is 20 feet
or -1. What is the gradient

100 feet 5

if the horizontal distance between the contours increases to 600 feet?

1

5

1
C.

600

(538) (63)
FRAME 64.

Step 8. At each nonteur line crossing or touching the profile line, draw a
perpendicular to its corresponding elevation and mark this point (Panel 545).
The profile will cross through all the marked points and shows the
view of the ground (not to scale).

I



C,

SID
(elevation) (7)
FRAME 8.

Refer to grid square 2852 on your LEAVENWORVI map and you will find

another contour whose height is printed in brown oil the contour line. The
elevation of the contour is feet.

(ridge) (28)
FRAME 27.

A protrusion or extension from a hill or ridge into lower ground is a spur.
The contours follow around the spur in a U-shape With Ue U pointiag downhill

(Panel 5-4). The distinguishing characteristic of a spur is the contour pointing

downhill in a shape.

a. V b. U c. M



1 VD 20 feet
(b. ) (45)

SO ND 600 feet 30

FRAME 46.

VDSlope can also be expressed as a percent or x 100. The 1 gradient
13D 30

of the last frame equals 1 x 100 or 3.33 percent slope. What is the percent
30

slope of the 100-foot spacing in the previous frame?

a. 5 b. 20 c.

(side) (64)
FRAME 65.

Step 9. The higher points along the profile line will be the hilltops and
ridges. The lower points will.he the draws and depressions. Mark the positions

of each one and draw the perpendiculars across the horizontal lines to their
elevation points on the ruled spaces. (See Panel 5.-16.) The profile will change

direction. (up to down or vice yersa) at these critical points which define the

and points along the profile.

5 16



(1000) (8)'
"Rua a aroastAnoN mum

Refer to grid square 2852 again.. You see that there are minor other contour

Luse !militias the one you found to be 1000 feet in elevatio& You will now learn

how these other contour lines show changes in elevations. Each car theft etentour

liea thoigh net inuabered also mg:resents a speatile ground tlavation. On the

contour Ibis.
LIZANZINWORTH. bal), each change of elevation a 20 feet fir tho wn by a solid

(U (27)
FRAJLe

its contour lines approa draws (beds of running or dry streams), they turn

u p s t r e a m : and rue along the' aides until they cross. Contours cmhe draws and

turn back in a cliaracteria(cic V shape with the pointed upstream (Panel 5-5)

contours.

To identify a draw, you must locate the upstream pointing of the

V-sha

v

b. ti-ehape. C. Zahape.

5 -- 17



/

514-
.0

( b. 20. X 100 = 20 percent slope) (46)
1,00

FRAME 4t
Refer to your LEAVENWORTH map. You want to thad the percent of slope-

of the ground between the dirt road inaction at 482534 and hilltop 967 to the

northeast. You must determine first the distance and the

distance 'oetween the points.

(higher, lower) (65)

FRAME 66.

Step 10. Connect all marked points with a smooth natural curve. (See

Panel 5-17.) The curve will change direction at the perpendicular lines indicating

high and low points. At the hilltops (ridges) the curve will be smooth and
rounded, while in the drrs it will turn back in the form of a shape.

U b. V c. M



CD (Got oat to next trame) (9)
FRAME 10.

Look at Ilanel 5-1. It shows a horizontal plane cutting through a hill.; The

line marking aI the points where this plane cuts the hill is at the same elevation.
It is ealled a line.

7

001:7

.(a. V-shape) (28)

FRAME 29.

In mountains or nills of higher elevations, draws are narrow but u they
reach lower elevations, they betcome larger and are often wide enough to permit

at leut limited maneuvering of a military unit. Thopse wide portions arc called

valleys (Panel 5-5). The retain the V-shape charatteristics

of a draw.

5 19



(vertical, horizontal) (47)

FRAkiE 48. ,

Use the edge of a sheet of paper to measure the horizontal distance. Transfer

this measurement to the bar scale (in YARDS) and ree the number of yards.

Multiply the yard reading by 3 and you halie the horizontal distance in feet What

is the approxlmate distance ?

Nrealeilwa

(b. V) (66)
FRAME 67.

For a hasty profile, only the contours identifying the high ace low points are

plotted. (See Panel 5-18.) The remainder of the profile is completed by joining

these p.oints. The high and low points identify which map features?

a. ridges and draws b. road crossings c. woods I nes



.47

att.

(cogiteur) (10)
FRAME IL

A contour line drawn above or below the first one would be at a different

elevation. The contour interval is the differen;ae between

adjacent oonto4r lines. If 1000-foot and 980-foot manure are adjacent contours

on a map1 the contour interval is feet. (Panel 54) The next Lowe/

contour line going down towards a gtreani or draw would be

(villeYs) (29)
FRAME SO.

A large hole, sink, or depression in the ground (Panel 5-6) is shown by a
closed loop contour. racks are added inside the loop to indicate that the lower
ground is inside the contour. When ticks appear along a contour, they indicata

that the ground on that side of the contour is



51c, 8
431.

(1400. The distance measures about 470 yards on the 1;er scale *ad therefore
appro4nnitely 1400 feet) (48)
FRAM* 49.

For the vertical distance, start with the road junction. It falls halfway
between the 900- and the 920-foot contours, or at feet.

.,

(a. rdies and draws) (67)
FRAM4 68.

The profiles just completed can be exaggerated in a verticskI direction depend-

ing upon the spacing between the parallel horizontal lines. This exaggeration

may lat varied to mit P.ay purpose by changing the of the lines.



00-

4e1evaticia, 20 04wo ssa (digeirce tn elevatioa) equals 20 feet)(960)) U1)
MAKE 12.

No matter buiw far igipart two adjacent contours are drawn on the map, the

contour interval defines the differenft in between these two

lines.

(lower) CSO)

MAME SL
Roade and railroads tre cut through hills and spurs and are built on Mk acrOall

draws and low places (Panel 5-7). On a map, cuts are indicated by solid brown

lines that are parallel to adjacent roads, railroads, or other ms.nmade features.
Ails are also indicated by lines adjacent to re, ads, railroads,

or other features but have ticks added to indicate the
direction of lower ground.

5 23



SP4.
(910) (49)
FIUME 50.

The measured elevation above sea level of the top of the hill (967 feet) is

shown on the map. To find how high the hill is above the surrounding terrain

(vertical distance),.suntract the elevation of the bottom of the slope at the cross-

roads (910 feet) from the elevation of the top of the hill (967 'feet). The vertical

distance is feet,

frk

Set 5-6. USE OF PROFILE TO SHOW AREAS OF CONCEALMENT

(spacing) (68)

FRAME

Profiles are used to determine where friendly and enemy forces are intervisible

(can see each other). The high points will block the' view or link of sight, and

anything behind the paint4 will not be seen.



IA 4

°S*
(-elevatioa) (12)

FRAMIC

Refer to the marginal information (bottom center ) of the 12,A.VENWORM

map. What ia the contour interval for this map? '

a. 5 feet b. 1Gfeet c. 20 feet

.11

Set 54. SLOPE

(mrallel) (manmade) (31)
FRAME at

The horizontal spacing between two adjacent contours represents the hart-

zontal distance between the two elevations on the ground. (See Panel 5-3.) The

slope of the ground between two canto= in "piCired" by- the contour interval

(vertical distance) and the spacing or distance.



S
.(57 feet) (50)
FIUME. 51.

The vertical distance horn the hilltop to crossroads is 57 feet. The horizontal

distance between the hill and crossroads you found to be 1400 feet. The slope
VD

of the hillside i or
57feet

,trbat is the percent slope?
HD . 1400 feet

1

25
b. 2.3 c. 4

(high) (
FRAME 70.

Refer to Panel 5-12. Profile A has an tbservation point at the left wi'tla the

line orsight drawn over each intervening high point. The shaded arear behind the

hills and urider the line of. sight are (since a line, of sight

is always a straight line).

a.. visible b. invisible

5-26



S 3
(a 20 feet) (13)
MUM 14.

Es& plans represents contours at ek,diffarent elevation: and the distaans'

interwil between planes I. tbe (Panei

(bortitestai) (32)
FBA= 33.

Contour patterns indicate steepness of ground slops.. (Panel Widely

spaced contours indicate a gentle Steep slope is indicated by
spaced contouri:



yr

37
(e. 4. x. 100 = 4' percent) (31.)

1400

FIUME 32.
Slope can ago be expressed as an angle or "degree of &Wit)" (see sketch).

The gradient clonverted to a decimal Is the tangent of the slope angle. libr example,

0.2, expressed as a decimal. This value, 0.2, Ls the tangent of the alve
5

angle or of elope and is found in a .tahke of trigonometric functiors.

side opposite VI)
The tangent of the angle of slope

HP

1

side adjacent

Angle of slope

HD

VD (side opposite)

(side adjacent)

-I A-

(b. invisible) (70)

MAME 71.
The shaded area.% (Panel 5-12) also can tell you heights ot objects which wal

be concealed. You measure these heights from the contour line vklue3 on your

profile. Shaded areas show the of objects that can be

concealed.



61.

(eoatoar tetanal) (14)

FM= 15.
Contour lines are drawn as brown lines on the map. Evexy if* line (etarting

from zero elevation) is made heavier and is culled an Ind= contour. Prindng the

contours t& heavier lines makes the map easier to toad.

(elope, elosely)(33)

FRAME. 34.

Referring.to your LEAVENWORTH map, grid square 2849 would appear to

have slopes compared to the slope in moat of the area in grid

square 2949.

5 CI

5 29



(degree) (52)
FRAME 53.

If you consult a table' of trigonometric functions, you find that .2 is the
ta.ngent of 11° 20'. Approximiti) slope angle or degree of slope can also be
calculated without the use of the tables. Multiply the gradient by 51.3 and the

1
result is the approximate angle of slope in degrees. For example, gradient =

30
1

X 7.3 = 1.0 or 2" of slope when rounded off. What Ls the approximate slzpe
30

in degrees if the gradient is -1?
5

a. 5 b. 81/2 c. 111/2

(heights) ( 1)
FRAME 72.

The extent of the hidden area (in a horizontal direction) is determined by
transferring the shaded area points back to the map. Several profiles radiating

from the observation point will define the of the area hidden

(Panel 542).



gril
(Wax) (15)
FRAME 16.

As you have seen, the LEAVENWORTH map hu a contour interval of 20

feet whien indicates a difference in height of 20 feet between contours. You note

from your map that the index contours (every fifth contour) are the _-
foot contour lines.

(geritie) (34)

FRAME 35.

Evenly spaced contours indieate a uniform slope (Panel 5-10). If they are

closely spaced, they represent a uniform slope; if widely

spaced, a uniform slope.



(c.

5 1 S
1
- X 57.3 = 11% degrees of slope. Note: This method is reasonably
5

accurate up to 20 degrees of slope.) (53)

FRAME 54.

Slope may be rising (up) or falling (down), and a plus or minus, respectively,

is added. The slope of a road is 3 percent from elevation 500 to elevation 580.

How is this expressed?

a. +3 percent b. --3 percent

..1.1.01!MMMIMEMMI. 41.1IIMP. .11110111WIORMIMIVIEMM.

(extent) 02)
FRAME 73.

Using the heights of the hidden area (defilade) from the profile, a commander

can select the best route to cover the movement of troops and equipment, On

profile A, panel 5-12, 'low many of the three draws will safely hide vehicles and

troops?

s. 1 b. 2 C. 3



519
(100) (18)
IMAIEle17.

Akan on your LEAVENWORTH mup, what are the two index contours shown

in grid ware 2852 and grid square 2850 respectively?

m1121.

(sieePt geitle) (35)
MAME NI. ,

Change in contour spacing alon.g a slope also indicated a type of slope. Closely

spaced contours (steep slope) at the top and wider spacing (gentle slope) at the

bottom (A, Panel 5-10) represent a slope. Wide spacing

,--(gentle slope) on top and close spacing (steep elope) near the bottom (B, Panel

540), indicate a slo2e.



Set 5-5. CONSTRUCTING A PROFILE

(s. +3 percent. This slope is up or rising from 500 to 580. In the other direction,
slope from 580 to 500 is minus (down or failing) (54)

FRAME 55. INFORMATION FRAME.

A profile or side view (cross seetion) of the ground along a selected line or

direction.can be used to determine where friendly and eaemy forces are intervieible

(can see each other). Certain high points might block the view or line of sight

from one point to another. The next few frames will show you how to construct

-a profile of the-ground from the contours shown on your map for the saws area

(see i'anel 5-12).

Set 5-7. ADDITIONAL MAP TECHNIQUES WHICH SHOW RELIEF

(b. 2) (73)
FRAME 74.

Haehuree are short brown lines or-ticks drawn in a pattern- to represent land

forms (relief). The length and spacing of the ticks create a picture of the slopes,

but do not indidate amounts. Hachures, added to contour maps, show detail too

small to be indicated by the contour interval. What other brown line symbols do

hachurei replace in this case?

a. index contours b. intermittent streams c. supplementecz contours



(la% UN) (17)
'Ell,A11:6

The four contour lines between index contours are called intennedlete con-

tours. The brown line is thinner -than the index contour, and usually elevations

are not shown onJthese lines. The thin lines between index contours are called

the contours.

(eomeave, convex) (SS)

FRAME 37.

Am the ground slope increases in steepness, the contours appear closer to-

gether. On a vertical slope or cliff, there is no horizontal spacing between contours

(Panel 5-11). They appear as a single line. When contours on a map nal into
a single line, the ground formation is a



5?2.
411

(Go on to the next frame) (55)
FRABCE 56.

A profile can be constructed between any two points on a contour map. For

example, the ;dopes of a road between road junction 538 A and wad junction 520 B

in Panel 5-13 are required. Th, profile along this line (Panel 5-13) will show
all the

a

t:

(supplementary contours) (74)

FRAME 75.

Relief may also be indicated on.maps by layer tinting, shaded relief, and form

lines. These methods are described in FM 21-26. Like hachures, these methods

indicate only specific qualities of the land forms, such as size or extent. Measure-

ments of the relief, such as slopes and elevation differences, cannot be made as

with

S6
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(Lntamed/ate) (18)

FRAME IS. .

In relatively flat terraia areas, relief changes are gradual so that the contour

interval (20 feet for LEAVENWORTH map) may be ton great to show critical

landfortns. Supplementary eorteurs are added in these areas only, to show the

changes of than 20 feet. 'When contours are

used, an explanatory note is placed in the margin.

Turn back to bottom of page 5-1 for frame. 20

(cliff) (37)

FRAME 38.
Contours also provide elevation information for the locations on a map. A.

960-foot contour passes through all points viiich are 960 feet in elevation. If

the 960 contour passes through a road junction, the elevation of the road junction

is

Turn back to top of page 5-2 for frame 39

37
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(Wives) (56)

MUM 57.
Frames 5-57 through 5-67 discuss the steps in constructing a profile. Refer

to Panel 543 in studying the steps to follow.
Step I. Connect the two points, A and B, with a straight llne (Panel 5-13).

This is the profile line. The side View of the slopes will be shown along this
line'.

Turn back to bottom of page 5-2 for frame 58

(contours) (75)

END OF FRAMES FOR PART V
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PANEL 54

CONTOUR LINES AND .INTERVALS
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PANEL 54 - RIDGE AND SPUR
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PANEL 5-5 - VALLEY AND DRAW
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PANEL 5-6 - DEPRESSION



PANEL 5-7 CUT AND FILL

5 - 45
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PANEL 54

CONTOUR UNE AND ACTUAL SLOPE OF THE GROUND

980
Contour

MAP VIEW

Horizontal upacing 960
Contour

Elevation
980 Feet

Vertcal distance
= contour Interval
=20 feet

5 46

SIDE VIEW
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Elevafion
960 Feet
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PANEL 5-9

CONTOUR SPACING AND SLOPE OF THE GROUND

CONTOURS CLOSE

STEEP SLOPE r---7E7---4TLE SLOPE

9801

960 960

5 47
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PANEL CLIFF

Gq9 5 - 49
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PANEL 5-12

PROFILE WHICH SHOWS VISIBLE AND INVISIBLE AREAS

Profile A

IhritSIBLE AREAS TRANSFERRED TO MAP
NOTE: Intervisibility cannot be determined fram a profile based

on contours alone. Heights of trees and other intervening
objects must be taken into account.

5 emm= 50



PAft,ki, 5-13

CONSTRuenNG A PROFIV

r .

Slopes(contours) between two points( road junctions) on a road.
The straight road can be used as the profile line.



5. 9

PANEL 5-1 4

CONSTRUCTING A PROFILE (Continuul)

POINTS OF KNOWN ELEVATION
MX-MARKED ON ENE OF PAPER

Place sheet of lined paper along profile line and mark
points of known elevation ,

Any paper with.eszaced horizontal line,
such as graph or noteboojc paper, may be used.
The wider the spacing of the iine, the greater the

...vertical exaggeration in the profile. However, the
indication of intervisibility along a line of sigh; is
not affected by t,he vertical exaggeration in the pro-
file.

5 . 52
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*5-1c39
PANEL 545

CONSTRUCTING A PROFILE (Continuoci)

580.
5p,o

540
520
500
480
460-
440--

Draw perpendiculers down across horizontal fines for
k.m4.4 marked paint

5 - 53
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PANEL 5-16

CONSTRUCTING A PROFILE (Continued)

620

600
580
560

540
520
500
480
460
440

Co

ummummuminms
MININEMENNIMMINME

11111101111111111111

5 40.00. 54

Identify the high and low paints along the profile

Arn
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620

600

580

560
540
520

500
480.
460

440

PANEL 5.17

CONSTRUCTING A ORORLE (Continual)

Connect oU marked points w th a smooth curve

5-55

4



PANEL 5-1

CONSTRUCTING A HASTY PROFILE

C

620

'600
580
560
5 40

5 20

5 00

480
4 60
440

Plot _only the contours identifying the high

6' I

and low points.
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PART VI

tmcmlem440111Ka,LAAN,,,

MAP SUPPLEMENTS AND sussmuns

FRAME I. EiFORMATION MAME.

If no maps are available for an ama of operation and there is not enough
tame to prepare tbk.m, map substitutes must be used instead. If there are maps,

but they are out-of-date or incomplete, map supplements are needed to give more

or newer information. Map supplements and substitutes may be single photOu.

graphs, photomosaies, photomap'', pictoznaps, overlays, or spacial military sketch

maps. The following frames discuss the different kinds of map supplements and

substitutes.

(orient) (31)
FillAME 32.

Ais you lmrned in Part AT there are three kinds of north on a map: true,
grid, and magnetic. ,kny of these norths can be transferred from map to photo,
but magnetic north is the most commonly used direction on photos. The north
line usually plotted on a photo shows the direction of north.

6 I
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(honor) (M)
FIUME 63.

Some or all of the five recognition factors may be used to identify objects on

a photograph. For example, you look at a small (size), round (shape), gray
(tone), object that looks like a farm silo, a haystack, or a water tank. You still
have two of the five factors to consider, and

(phoragraphie) (93)
FRAME 54.

Refer again to the Fort Belvoir pictomap, grid squares 1285 and 1385. Notice

that large important buildings are shown by red symbols, drawn the same size
and shape as the actual photo image. Many smaller buildings which are either

isolated or not part of a regular pattern are also show in red because their photo

images might not show up through the olors of the pictomap. Thus, buildings
may be shown either by their ph images or by tile (gime symbols used on



S".
(Go oa to next frame) (1)

Sot 6.1. TYPES OF PHOTOGRAPHS

FRAME 2.

An aerial photograph is taken by a camera mounted in an aircraft flying
above the earth's surface. Thus, a photograph taken from an aircraft is called
ail photograph.

(magnetic) (32)
FRAME 33.

To plot the magnetic north prong on the pho o, it must tirst be constructed

on the map. Draw an angle from a north-south grid line, the value of the G-111

angle given in the declination diagram in the lower margin of the insp. Be sure

to use the value of the angle, rather than the plotted diagram, v hich may be
exaggerated for clarity. The 1.-24 angle is plotted from a -

grid line on the map.



(shadow, relation to other nearby features) (

FRAME 64.

Consider the relation of !.he small, round, grayish object to other nearby fea-

tures. Near a group of farni buildings, it might be a silo or a haystack; near a

rattroad track, it might be a water tank. This leaves one more factor,

to Consider.

(topographic maps) (94)

FRAME 95.
As you have already learned, contours are shown in black on a pictomap, in-

stead of the brown used on conventional maps. But they are read and interpreted

in the same way on a pictomap as on a topographic map. Refer to grid square

1282. The contours along the shoreline are close together. Would you describe

this slope as steep or gentle?



co 01
(aerial) (2)
FRAME &

A photograph can be taken, prooeued, and distributed in hours while a topo-

graphic map talus much longer to produce. What is one advantage of the aerial
photograph over a topographic Tnap?

a. quicker to produce

1".. larger
c. shows contours boiler

(north-south) (SS)

FRAME SC

With the photo image correctly alined with the map foam's, draw a lire on

the photo parallel to the direction of magnetic north on the map. Label this line
with the half-arrow used for magnetic north. This line is used to indkate the

north direction on the photograph.



(shadow) (64)
FRAME 65.

Shadows present a side view of the object On a vertical aerial photograph,

the overhead view of an object ix often unfamiliar. The shadow of an object
reveala the more familiar outline of its sides, aiding in its recognition. Also, aince

the taller the object, the longer its shadow, we can establish the relative height

of an object, often the only way to distinguish it from another of similar ahape.

On any aerial photo, the longer the shadow cast, the the

object

(steep) (95)
FRAME 96.

Pietomaps are usually prepared at a larger scale than standard topographic

maps because the photo image shows up better at larger wales. The scale Of the

Fort Belvoir and Vicinity Special Map is



(a. quaker to produce) (3)
FIUME 4.

When the camera a pointed straight down (vertically) toward the earth, it
takes a vertical photograph (Panel 6-1). 'Meg at an angle to the vertical, it
takes an oblique photogniph. What determine* whether ail aerial photograph is
vertical or oblique?

116 alidtude of the plane

116 sire of the camera lima
Mt of the camera' ems

(magnetic) (34)
FRAM 33.

Once the magnetic north direction line is plotted on the photograph, it can be

easily oriented to the Froend with the aid of a magnetic °compass. Place the line

of sight of the compass on the znagnetic north line drawn on the photo, and tura

photo and compass until the compass north arrow coincides with the north line

drawn on the photo. The magnetic north hne on the photo is now oriented to the

grotYld direction.

6 =1.
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(taller) (63)
MAME IA

On a photo you note, in the middle of a field near a farm house, a round ob-

ject which casts a short shadow. You recognize it as a haystack. Close to the

farmhouse is another round object which casts a shadow several times as long.

This object is than,the haystack. Its

to the farmhouse would indiepte that it is a silo.

(1:25,004) (96)
FRAME 97.

Your map scales and protractor

topographic map. When you want to

Fort Belvbir pictomap, which of the

25,000

can be used with a pictomap just as with a

determine the coordinates of a point on the

map scales would you use?

b.
50,000

1



Co,

(o. tilt of the censers axis) (4)
MAKE 5.

If the camera is tilted enough, the earth's heriaon will appear in the photo-
ici:aph (Panel 6-2). This is called a high obliine. When the camera is not angled
enough to show the horizon, the photograph is a low oblique (Panel 6-3). On a
high oblique photo, 'the shows on the photograph.

magnetic north) (35)
-,RABIIE 36.

If north on the photo and on the groluid agree, kLL



(taller, relation) (36)
FRAME 67.

Using information from the previous frames, you recognized the silo by its

size (smaa), (rouiid), tone (gray), (height),

and to other nearby features.

1 (97)

.1.41.01=M1001.

25,00t1

FRAME 98.

A pictomap, like a photomap, has bar scales for distance measurements, grid

squares for location of objects, and a declination diagram for the plotting of azi-

muths. It also has a legend and other marginal data to explain the topographic

symbols, just as do maps.



(holism) (5)
FLOW &

The sketch shows

cal aerial photographs.

vertical photograph?

C7X-

thii camera pointed for high oblique, low onlique, and yard-

Which of the following (*mem positions will produce a

A

11

(directions) (36)

FRAM: 37.

With the photograph oriented to the ground, sighting the compass toward any
object will result in which reading ?

a. magnetic azimuth b. distance e. elevittion

4.

,



(shape, shadow, relation) (67)

MAME 63.

AB you have seen, tone (Or texture) can also aid in identcation. Rafer to ,

Photo A. The woods in grid square 5047 show a rough or mottled

(topokraphie) (98)

FRAME 9L. INFORMATION FRAME.

Pictomaps, like photomaps, sometimes contain distortions of the photo image

owing to relief. When this is the case, the pictotaap should be used only to sup-

plement the information on a topOgraphic map. A note in the margin informs the

user of this condition. If the pictornap was prepared from an orthophotomap (bee

frame 88), the photo detail is as accacately positioned and scaled as on a topo-

graphic map and the note is omitted. Refer to the Fort Belvoir pictomap. Notice

the caution note printed in red on the left side of the lower margin. Distances

measured on this pictomap should be considered approxin ate; those along level

stretches of ground are more reliable than those in the arcaz of relief vQriatinnN.

Azimuths are also subject to error because of the possible displacement of the

photo image.

6 12
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(b. distisace) (6)
FRAME 7.

When aerial photography is made for reconnaissance or map-makiu pur-
poseetbe aerial camera tfikes a series of pictures, called a flight, as the aircraft

flies along. Each succeeding Photograph in a dight overlaps the one before by

planned amount, as shown in Panel 6-4. The series of overlapping aerial photo-

graphs taken as the aircraft flies along is called a

"Ilftsoss;

(a magnetic azimuth) (31)

FRAME 38.

To fuld the magnetic north direction on a photo when a map is not available,

at least two objects (for example, a church and ',crossroads) which appear on
the photo must also be identified on the ground. The magnetic azimuth between

these two points on the ground is determined with a compass. The line of direc-

tion between the images of these two points on the photograph represents the
'same 'magnetic azimuth, and can be used J plot the
north line on the photograph.

6-13



(tone (texture)) (68)
FRAME bfi.

A slow flowing river (also undisturbed lakes or ponds) shows a smooth, even

texture or tone. If the water surfaces were roughened (fast flowing river or wind

blown pond), the photograph would show a rough

Set 610. OVERLAYS

(Go on to next frame) (99)
FRAME 100. INFORMATION FRAME.

It is often necessary to indicate the position of units, fortifications, etc., as

well as the natural and manmade features shown on a map or photograph. This

el:ables you to "see" these units in their relation to the ground features shown

on the map. To accomplish this, an overlay a translucent (almost clear) or

t rans n clear) sheet of paper or plastic is positior.ed on the map and the

military sy4bols of units, etc., are drawn on this overlay in their proper positions

with reference to the map beneath.



CO CI

Se 6-2. USE OF MARGINAL INFORMATION ON PHOTOS

(MOO (7)

FRANI& S. INEVEMATION FRAME.

Photo intelligence analyMs and map makers u.se special equipment to study

,verlapping pairs' of photographs. Single photographs, however, are valuable

sources of information if you know how to read them. The margins on the photo-

graph contain much information about how, when, and where the photograph was

taken. This information lb used to locate the photograph, witli relation to the
ground, to determine the scale of the photograph and to aid in the identification

of images on the photograph.

(magnetic) (38)

FRAME 39.

To orient a photo in the field when a compass is not available, find at least

two distinctive objects on the photo which you can identi y on the ground. Rotate

the photo until the photo images of the objects are in the same direction and
relationship as on the ground. Your photo is now



(texture (tome)) (69)
FRAME 70.

Refer to photograph A, furnished with this text. The identification factors

will be UB'' to identify the school in the upper left corner of grid square 5151.

1. The object is much larger than a house when compared with the
of the houses in the nearby development.

2. The angular outline or identifies it as a manmade

rather than a natural feature.
3. The of the object is different from eurrounding areas,

either natural fields or paved areas.

4. The cazt b the object indicates that it ie a sprawling

structure, taller than individual houses, but lower than most office or apartment

buildings.

5. Its to the athletic aelds which maim up most of the

surrounding grounds makes its identification as a school most logical.

((lio on to aext frame) (100)

FRAME 101.

By meana of an overlay, both the symbols for units, fortified positions, etc.

and the features on the map can be read at the same time. However, information

ean be of little value unless the user can refer it to the map for which it was

prepared. Therefore, the preparer must identify the for which

the overlay was prepared.



9
(Go on to next frame) (8)
FRAME 9.

Photographs in each flight are numbered in sequence and the number placed

in the margin of the photograph. To identify a particular photograph in a flight,

you must locate its exposure number in the of the
photograph.

Set 6-5. LOCATING POINTS BY POINT DESIGNATION GRID

(oriented) ( I )

FRAME 40. INFORMATION FRAME.

To locate points on a photograph, a point designation grid is used, just as the

military grid is used to locate points on a map. However, the method of point
location is the only similarity between the uses of the twc kinds of grids. On a

large-scale map, the distance between grid lines represents a specific distance on

the ground 1,000 meters and the vertical grid lines represent the direction

of grid north. But on an aerial photograph, the point designation grid cannot
repi.esent a specific ground distance because the scale of each photo varies, where-

ts..t the zpueiug betsvetii gfid constant. And siIice the coastractioa

of tile point designation grid is based oi the format of the photo, it does not rep-

resent any particular direction. The point designation grid is used solely to locate

points on a photograph.

6 i7
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Sot 6-7. PHOTO ORIENTATION FOR STUDY

(1. size, Z. shape, 3. tone, 4. bhadow, 5. relatiou) (70)

FRAME 71. 1NR3RMATION FRAME

You have learned in previous frames how to orient a photo to a lap or to the

ground. For example, you learned how to locate magnetic north on the photo as

an aid to such orientation. In the next few frames, you will learn how to position

a photo with relationship to a source of light, to better study and identify the
features on it. This is called "orientation for study."

(map) (101)

FRAME 102.

Overatays can be used as annexes to orders or reports to clarify or augment

the written information. Military symbols (units, fortifications, etc.) would be
found on the to further augLaent and clarify

directives.



(margin) (9)
FRAME 10.

In addition to the photo exposure number, the sortie or mission number is

also given in _the margin of the photograph. These items identify a particular

photograph. To identify a photo you need two numbers,

and

(Go on to next frame) (40)
FRAME 41.

The point designation grid is added by the user each photograph. Copies

of the same photograph may be used by many differen pie. Therefore, each

user must orient and draw the point designation grid in tly the same way.

Otherwise, the point location on one copy will not a the

ott the other copies.



(Go on to next frame) (71)
FRAME 72.

In orienting the photo for study, first turn so that you face a source of light,

such as a window or a lamp. Next, turn the photo until the shadows of the objects

on the photo point toward you (Panel 6-13). This creates a natural relation of
light, images, and shadows. As long as you keep this relation, the photograph is

for

mmlimmEamikk .=MOMRM

(overlay, written) (102)

FRAME 103.

Register marks are traced from the map to aid you in accurately positioning

the overlay on your map. Register marks may be grid line intersections, road
crossings, fidueial marks (on photographs), or even the corners of a map or
photograph. Refer to your overlay. The register marks, labeled 33-60 and 40-70,

refer to which points on the LEAVENWORTH map?

a. grid line intersections b. fiducial marks e. map corners



(exposure, sortie or mission) (10)
MAIM 1L

'A complete uquence of marginal inforivation appehirs 04 thc Ant and last
exposure of each tight. Only selected items are given on the intsrmadiats Pkioto-

graphs. Wherty can you find the complete data if it is not on your photo?
a. The next photograph in the flight.
b. The first or last photograph In the flight
C. The overlaying photograph In au adjoining, flight.

Lc23

(point location) (41)
FRAME 42.

The point designation grid is drawn by the

point designation grids are drawn in the

and all

way. In the next

few frames you will learn how to draw a point desiLnation grid.



f

a

a.
(oriented. stud,y) (72)

MAXI 73.
WO the photo oriented for study, an illusion of relief is createo. The

"shapeslo (high and low places) are apparent although their amount is not meas-

urable. Orientation for study thus creates the illusion of

(a. grti line intersections. The 30-60 and 40-70 are grid line labels.) (1011)

FRAME 104.
The user can place the CA erlay on the map in the same poaition as wh n it

was made if he uses the register marks. On your LEAVENWORTH overlay (and

on most military overlays) the register marks are

6 22
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(b. The irst or last photograph lit the flight) (11)
ritAhat 12.

Panel Cktt illustrates two methods of showing marginal information on aerial

photographs. One system-4 is manually lettered; the other records the data auto-

matically as each picture is taken. Tim style of automatic recording depends upon

the kind of camera used. Itegardlesis of the method used, the same information

ix given. Study photograph A, furnished with this text. Is the marginal data
manually lettered or automatically recorded?

(user, ) (42)

FRAME

Panel 6-7 shows four steps in constructing a point designation grid.

Step 1. Locate the center of the four edges of the photograPh. Most photo-

graphs have reference marks, called "fiducial marks," which mark the

of each edge.

23



(renal) (73)
FRAME 74.

Refer to the aerial photograph in Panel 6-14. If you look closely at the photo,

you can see that the shadows point generally toward the right-hand margin of
the photo. To orient the photo for study you must turn it so that the shadows
(and right margin) are (toward) (away trom) you.

(grid line intersections) (104)
FRAME 105.

A minimum of two are Leeded to replace

the overlay in :s correct position.

Note: All paper is subj o changes in size, shrinking or expanding be-

cause (-.1 heat and humidity. Different kinds of paper are affected in different ways.

Fo: this reason, the register marks on the furnished overlay may not fit exactly

on the indicated grid intersections on the map. In such ages, position the over-

lay to the best average fit.



sassisally loitered) (12)
MAIM I&

Rotor again to Panel 6-6 and to the furnished photograph, Photo A. What

is the focal length of the camera used to take the photograph?

(rester) (46)
FRAME 44.

Step 2. Connect oppoaite fiducial marks with straight lines. The horizontal

and verticai lines will cross at the of the photograph.



7,

(toward) (74)
FRAME 75.

Holding the photo (Panel 6-14) in this position. turn to face a source of light.

You should be able to "see" some of the hills and valleys or the

on _he photo. You see that a gorge or ravine crosses the photo. If you position

the photo the wrong way (with the shadows pointing away from you) the ravine

look* like a wiading . Study other objects (especially

manmade ones) carefully to make sure that you hr turned the shadows cor-

rectly toward you.

(register marks) (105)
FRAME 106.

Refer again to your LEAVENWORTH map overlay. Identification of the

overlay :R made in a title box drawn in an unused area of the overlay. The title

box mu.st contain the tifle of the map for which the Was

prepared.

6 26
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(V) (13)
kilAlia 14.

To read the photograph properly, the photo user needs to kiiow the iiight

altitudi how high the aircraft was flying when the picture was taken. In the

automalcally recorded marginal data, a picture of an altimeter is usually recorded

on the side of the photograph. On the furnished photo, the altitude is lettered in

the margin. How high above sea level was the aircraft flying when this photo

was taken?

(center) (44)
FIUME 45.

Siep S. Me reat of the grid lines are space0 exactly 4 centimeters (1.575
inches) apart, starting from the center lines in each direction. Each equare ui

all point designation grids erasures cm on each side.

I.



(relief, ridge) (75)
(Note: This technique is a form of optical illusion'and depends on time of day

of photography, relief involved, and even the photo processing. If you
don ucidenly "see" rehef, it may be due to the above causes or it may
take to train your eyes to see it.)

FIUME 76,
fr

There are no contoUrlines or elevations on an aerial photograph. Even the

orientation for study gives only a "picture" view of relief. Therefore, which

measurement cabinet be made on an aerial photograph'

a. distance b. direction C. elevation

(overlay) (106)

FRAME 107.

The title identifies che map and the objective describes what the overlay is

tryi, to show. Refer to the overlay; the objective of the overlay is



Sot 64. SCALE OF PHOTOGRAPHS (MEASURING G)OUND
DISTANCES)

('70OO teat above kiell level) (14)

FRAME 15.

Distance measurements on a vertical aerial photograph depend upon the
scale (RF) of the photograph just as do distances on a map.

photo distance PD
Photo RF (Panel 5.4)

ground distance GD

The RF of the photogriph is the ratio (or fraction) of
distance to ground distance.

(4) (45)
FRAME 48.

Step 4. To number grid lines, you must first turn the photo until the exposure

number and any manually lettered marginal information is in the normal reading

position. On IIMOst photographs, this would place the exposure number in the
upper left corner. Any time you use a point designation grid, you m.ait place the

marginal information in the position.



Set PHOTOMAPS

1

(c. elevation) (76)

FRAME 77.

Two or more adjoining and oVerlapping aerial photographs ean be "joined"

by matching the same images in the overlap area. The resulting larger "photo-
graph" is called a mosaic. The can be extended to cover a

large area by adding more overlapping (and sidelapping) photos. (Panel 6-15)

(situation report) (107

FRAME 108.

Since military situations can change rapAdly, the time and date of the infor-

rnation are also included in the



(photo) (15)
FRAME le. INIENORMATION FRAME.

Ground distance on the photo may be determined in one of three ways: by
actually measuring the distance on the ground between two points that appear
on the photo; by identifying and measuring on the photo the 'liege of some
feature or object whose actual dimensions are iLZWV111; or by relating the measure-

ment between two points on a photograph to the measurement between the same
two points on a map of known scale.

(normal reading) (415)

FRAME 47.

Refer to Panel 6-7.-2The center lines, both vertical and horizontal, are num-
bered 50. The numbers of the vertical lines increase (read) to the
Numbers along the horizontal lines increase up. The numbers desgnating the

lines of the photo will always be as shown in the margin.



L,4

(moiialc) (77)

FRAME 78.

Adding a standard military grid, marginal information, and names to a

mosaic, and printing it at a definite map scale produces a photomap (Panel 6-16).

A contains many features similar to a topographic map

and is quicker to produce.

(tlLe box) (108)
FRAME 109.

To prove that the over:ay is authentic, the name, rank and organization of

the author must be included. The author's signature fixes

for the data on tht. overlay.

f

6 32



(0-T
(Go os to Next ttaxne) (16)
FRAME 17.

In computing photo RF, both ground distance and photo distance must be
expressed in the same unit. If inches are used in the numerator (photo distance),
inches must also be used in the denominator (ground distance). If the distance
between two points on a photoiraph is measured as one inch, and on the ground

the same distance is measured as one mile (83,360 inches), what is the lir of the
photo?

1 1 1a. b. -
12 5,280 63,360

(right, grid) (47)
FRAME 48.

Again look at step 4 of Panel 6-7. The gnd lines are numbered to read
right and up (just as on a map). Grid square 5252 will always be located in
which quarter of the photo?

b. upper rtIght c. lower righta. upper lei:.



(photomap) (78)
FRAME 79.

A photomap, is a mosaic (many overlapping photographs) which is printed

in a map size and shape. The features on a are not symbols

but photographic images.

(raiponiiibility) (10)
FRAME 110.

The title box on the overlay furnished with this text identifies the following:

1. (title)

2. (objective)

3. (data of overlay)

4. (rank of author)



1
) (17)

63,360

FIUME I&
When the scale o. the photo is large, it ix often possible to identify and

measure features that have standard known dimensiona, such as athletic fields,
large aircraft with known wing spans, or naval vesse s of known length. For
example, the 10-yard lines on a football field are usually clearly marked, and am

be identified on a large-scale photogre Ai. The length of the field is etandard
300 feet, or 360 feet if the end zones ere included. The FLF is computed by cor-

verting the known length of the football field (GD) to the eame unit of measure-

ment used on the pilot') (PD). Festu-es of known dimension can be used in the

formula PD = RP because their distance is known.
GD

(b. upper right) (48)
FRAME 4v.

Points are located on the point designation grid using 6-digiT coordinates
(as on a map). A

--reading up.
-digit reading to the right is combined Pith a



(4,

(photomap) (79)

FRAME SO.

Refer again to thQ photomap on the reverse ,tide of the LEAVENWORTH

map. Which of the follosving informatio'n on a topographic map is not shown on

the photomap?

a. grids b. declination diagram e. legend

1. Leavenworth 1:50,000 map (sheet t)62 IV)

2. SIT REP

S. 9 Sept 135

4. 2d Lieutenant (110)

FRAME 111.
Information drawn on the overlay need not duplicate the topographic symbols

unless the overlay shows a change in topographic featuve on the map. The

mbois on the enclosed overlay are symbols and do not

Oaplicate the map information.

6



.(gronnd) (18)
MAKE 19.

If you ideatify a football field on a photograph, and measure its length

(without the end zones) u .36 inch, what is the scale of the photo?

a.
1

7200 10,000

(3, 3) (49)
FRAME 50.

The lint 2 digits (both right and up) are the lwo figures with which the
lines are numbered and represent the lower left-hand corner of the grid square.
The third digit (in each instance) is the distance measured within the grid square.

Thus, a point located in the exact center of grid square 4949 has 6-digit coordi-

nates of



Of
(e. legend. fliages on a*, photomap are photographic and a symbol legend is not

'

needed) (80)

FRAME 81.
The photonisp is an excellent_map substitute within its limits. It haa a scale

for distance measurements, and grid lines for location and direction measurements.

Which measurement cannot be made on a photomap?

a. distance b. direction c. relief

(military) (111)

1414111LE 112.

Other useful information, such as scale and north arrow on a photograph,

are added where necessary. North arrows are not needed on map overlays

because the vertical grid lines identify gric



(o.
1 300 ft. x 12 = 3600 Le.

10,000

PD .36 = 1
y

GD 3600 10,000

MOM 20.
When a map of the same area is available, the ground dittance (GD) between

two points can be obtained by multiplying the measured map distance (MD) by the

denono:nator of the map F. For example), 1 inch on a map having an RY of
50,000

equals 50,000 inches of ground distance. This can then be used with the measured

PD
photo distance between the same two points in the formula = RF of photo.

GD

You can use a map of the same area to determine the scale of a photo because you

can determine the from the map.

(495495) (50)

FRAME 51. INFORMATION' FRAME.

Because the same point. designation grid numbers are used on all photomap., .

the coordinates of a point on the photograph must be preceded by the mission

and exposure numbers to identify the p7'7.otograph when reporting a photo ,point

location. The grid reference consists of three ?arta:
1. The letters "PDG" to indicate aerial photo coordinates rather than map

grid coordinates.

2. The mission and exposure numbers of the photograph.

3. The six digits which actually locate the point on' a photograph.



(c. relief) (81)
FRAME 62.

Refer to the LEAVENWORTH photomap.' The grid on it is a standard mili-

tary grid. Aa you learned concerning the grid on the LEAVENWORTH topo-
graphic map, the length of each aide of the grid square is meters.

(north) (112)

FRAME 11$.

Detailed route information is given on the route reconnaissance overlay
illustrated in Panel 6-17. S. ial route reconna mance symbols (identified in
FM 5-36) indicate critical widths and clearances, curves, and gradients. The road

slope north of the river is shown by methods described ir Part V, frame 43. What

is the slope?

a. 1/10 b. 8 percent c. 6 degrees



(ground distance) (20)
FkAME 21.

Wb en. you havey/ mar of the same area, you can combine the steps of Ending

the ground distance, and then the photo scale, by mans- the formula

PD Map RS' = Photo RF
MD

lilrample: The photo distance between two points is 10 centimeters. On a 1:50,000

scale map, the map distance between the same two points is 5 ceatimeters. Sub-
10

etituting in the form
1ula: Photo RF = x -, what is the RF of the

5 50,000
photo?

1 1---
25,000 50,000

wewerre.....

100,000

Gto on to next frame.) (51)

FEAME 52. 44.-41

Refer to photograph A supplied with this text. The exposure number is 565.

What is the mission number ?

b07S0Z c. VV702a. M-109

a



.16

. (A000) (S2)

FRANZ 8&

4
(044

A standard military grid on the photcmap pernuts reading 6-digit grid corardi-

nates. Locate RS 997 (road junction, elevaton 997) in grid square 4664. What

are ihe fi-digit coordinates tor this point ?
-

a. 460640 b. 462644 e. 468646

(b. 8 percent) (113)

FRAME 1

The in the lowt r right roomer

must be filled ut with pertinent Information to identify the overlay.

42
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1 (n)
25,000

FRAME 22.
photo distance

The photci RF ratio, is in the same proportion as
ground distance

focal length of lens photo distance focal length of lens
(see Pailel 6-6) _

height of camera ground distance height of camera

What is the focal length given on the photo furnished with this text?

a. 702 b. 6 in. c. 7000'

(a. M-109) (52)

FRAME 58.

The, sides of the 4-Crri grid squares of the point designation grid (PDG) are

exactly the same size as the RF 1:25,000 map scale shown on you:. protractor.
This scale can be used to find tht z",d and 6th digits of PDG coordinates. Using

this scale, the following locates a baseball di on PLoto A?

a. PDG M-109 565 508509

b. PDC M-109 565 494483

e. PDG M-109 565 486507



468646) (fiS)

FRAME 84.

The road leading south from RF 997 is pointed directly at Platte City. The

grid azimuth of the road is 1811/2 degrees. What magnetic azimuth (see frame

4-64, Part 4) would describe this direction to Platte City?

b. 1811/2 c. 191

(title box) (114)
FRAME 115.

The r.gister marks on The route reconnaissance overlay indicate that it is

referred to a map, beca e the register marks, are
intersectiozi,i.

6



(,)4-71

(6 hi..) (22)

FRAME 25.

The flight altitude, given on the photograph, is measured from mean sea level

(see sketch). The average ground elevation above mean sea level must also be

determined and subtracted from the flight altitude to find the height of the

camera above the ground. To determine "height of zamera" you must subtract

from the flight altitude.

1

HEIGHT OF
CAMERA

(H h) FUGHT
ALTITUDE (H)

GROUND
ELEVATION (11. SEA LEVEL

PDG M-109 565 508509) (53)

17106if 54.
'r.ga=review the lines on a point designation grid cannot be used to find either

distance cr direction ,-)n the ground. They can be used ONLY for which of the

following

d,..;.enaining direction b. locating points e. measuring distances

45



CAS
(a. 172. You must subtract the GM angle (grid to magnetic)). (See instructions
in declination diagram on Leavenworth photomap.) (84)

FRAME 85.

Refer o grid square 4764, just east of R..! 997. The topographic map shows

mostly relief information and some woods in this square. On the photomap, 7ou

see fence lines, woods outlines, and even individual trees. For example, on the

topographic map, 476646 refers to a point on the cont.qir marking the hilltop.
What is the description of this same location on the photomap?

a. woods patch b. fence corner e. road junction

Set 6- 1. MILITARY SKE CH MAPS

(grid line) (715)

FRX.VE 1 (6.

A military is dr-iwing ,n a sheet of opati tr:u1spar ,nt pa

It usually substitutes for, rather than supplements. a map.

is drawn to satisfy a tactical or administra:ve requin.n.?nt.

r_



(grousd eleviildos) (23)

FIUME 24.
The ELF ratio can now be expressed as:

FtmAJD ELF == -11-, where fi = focal hmgth
H-11 H = light altitude

h = ground elevation
Which of these three values is not given in the marginal information?

(0A-9

b. H e. h

Set 64. IDENTIFYING OBJECTS ON PHOTO

(b. locsthig points) (54)
FRAI(E

The legend on the LEAVENWORTH nat p helped you ideality I recognize)

streams, roads, hills and other features. You have to identify ob;ecta lin a photo-

graph without help from a



(,S"o
(b. fence corner) (85)
FRAME 86.

A photomap furnishes a great amount of detail whirh is not shown on the

topographic map. This is due to the photomap's images.

(sketch) (116)
FRAME 117.

Sketches vary from freehand drawings to carefully diagrammed ones. Since

a sketch may not be referred to a map, its identification (title, objective, date and

author) in its must be complete.

6 48

its



(c., h. The ground elevation is not given on the photo. Altitude and focal length
of camera are.) (24)
FRAME VI.

Photo RP
H-h

To obtain average ground elevation (h), you can' use a topographic map of

the same area as your photo. If a map is not available, you obtain the average

ground elevation from reconnaissance reports and other intelligence sources. If
Is

you have a map, plot the area covered by.your photo on the map, and determine

the high and low elevations from the contours. To obta:n average ground elevation

from a map, you must check the in the area covered by

the photo.

(legend) 1,55)

FRAME 56.

The ectiors on a topographic map help you identify streams and swarms,
onhards an: woods, and built-up areas. You have to identify objects on aerial

photographs without the aiaistance of



(photographic) (86)
FRAME 87.

Photomaps are usually used as map supplements. Because photomaps are

made from aerial photographs, they sometime contain distortions, If the photos
are slightly tilted, or the terrain very rugged, the photo images of Zeatures are
dieplaced, and measurements of distatuce and direction ara not reliable. Such
photomaps are usually used with topographic maps to provide new or additional

information. They are used as map

(title box) (117)
IrRAME 118.

Panel 6-18 illustrates a strip map, a type of sketch, to he used by a vehicle

cenvoy. The information shows routes to ,follow, general directions, distances,

and checkpoints. Refer to the strip map. What types of topographic symbols are

added as check points?

a. road surface classification
b. stream, road and railroad crossitrgs
e. elevations

6-50



(centaurs) (Z5)
FRAME 20.

Refer to photograph A furnished with this text. By studying the contours

and spot elevations on a large7scale map of Northern Virginia, you determine
tbat the average ground elevation in the area covered by the photograph is 250

feet. Using this information and the tlight altitude given itio the margin of the
photograph, what do you determine the scale of the photograph to be?

1
b.

1 1

6750 13,500 14,000

(color) (56)
MAME 57.

There are five factors which help you identify objects on an aerial photo:

1. size

2. shape or pattern
3, shadow

4. tone or texture
5. relation to other nearby features

In reading photographs, we use the recognition factors size, shape or pattern,

tone or texture, and

6 51



(supplements) (87)

FRAME 8& ,

An orthophotomaP is a special type or photomap which may be used in place

of a topographic map. The photographs are printed with equipment that eliminates .

the scale and image distortirw resulting from tilted photographs and from rugged

reli 1. These are called orthephotographs. An orthophotomap, made from ortho-

photographs, is just as accurate as a topographic map. It may be used as a
map

(stream, road and railroad crosaiings) (118)

FRAME 119.

Another type of sketch (Panel 6-19) is more detailed than the strip map.
The author has added his field notes and computations to the sketch. He started

at an elevation of 34 meters. What is his firishing elevation?

20.9

6-52

b. 72.2 e. 121.5



1(b. 0 .5' 1= (Zg)
13,500 H4 7000' .250' 6750 15,b0C

FRAM 27.
The photo scale for the ar.eas of higher elevations is different from the scale

for the lower areas of the same photograph. Therefore, photo scale is usually

censidered approximate unless the terrain is very level, or if special printing

methods have been used. Differencei in elevation may cause differences in

within a single photograph.

(shadow, relation to other .features) (57)

FRAME 58.

Size is a factor in identifying objects. .7'n looking at the aerial photo of a

portion of Fort Btivoir (Paziel 6-8) you see buildings a various Ibiza& The large

buildinga inck.de those coptaining offices, ctassroom buildings of the Engineer

School, and barracks. You would assume that the Small buildings on the semi-

circular road at the top left of the photo might be family



Set 6-9, PICTOMAPS

(subfititute)

FRAME 89.

Pictomaps are a type of map product that is also made from photomosaicts.

However, the gray tones of the photo image are printed in natural colors on tbe

pictomap. Some topographic map 'information is also overprinted in color on
the photo image. The special map, FORT BELVOIR AND Nam-ay, furnished

with this text, is a pictomap.* A pictomap combines the features of a photomap

printed in with many of the symbols

of a

See Note in materials list in front of this text.

(b. 72.2) (119)
FRAmt 120.

TI:* distances or. the sAetch were measured in strides, t ut the bar scale at

the bot4tm of the sketch indicates that the distances ware plotted in



(05-1
(scalit) (27)
FRAME 28.

When the difference between the high and low e wations in a single photo-

graph is very great, it is better to compute two separate scales than to use an

average elevation. On most photc -raphs, however, it is sufficient to use the

to compute scale.

".=mgeog,......m.M.WW.Irompormapf

(quarters or ha:wing) (58)
MAME 59.

The shape of objects in used to identify them. Natural objects are usually

irregular in shape. Look at Panel 6-9. You see that the manmade objects are

in shape and contain lines.

6 55



C,358
(natural colors, topographic map) (8))
FRAME SC.

The pictornap's basic tone (tan color or "landtone") shows bare ground.
Vegetation is shown rn green ("vegetone"). The darker shades and itaglows are

emphasized bi a black-co-et:1 color ("shadowtone"). You would identify bare

ground by color and vegetation by color.

(meters), (120)

FLAME 121.

Sketches may bn drawn to cover areas as well as kk'kngle routes. They may be

combined with othei arca, sketches to increase the _ that is

covered.

56



rt,ittm.,e"
, '444 .1

a

(average elevatisa) (26)
MAME 211.

If you know the 'scale of the photo, you can determine ground distance the

same way ari when using a map. Multiply the photo measurementby the den-omina.

lf the plioto RF and convert to the desired unit a`nutasurement, if necessary.

What is the ground distance in.feet between two points which are 2.4 inches apart

(c)

on a photo whose RF is1 ?
24,000

a. 2400 b. 4000 c 4090
e

(regulai, straight) (59)
FRAME 60.

Shadows of objects on aerial photos are used to identify them and also to

determine their relative heights. Panel 640\ is an aerial view of a prison. Notice

that the water tower is easily identified by its shadow. The shadow of the water

toWer (upper left in photo) is Plan the ahadow of the guard

tower in the corner of the prison wall (below anl to the left of the water tower).

You know from this that the water tower is \ than the guard

tower.
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(tan, green) ,(90)
FRAM 91. ,

The darker shades and s dows are emphasized in

Ir.

v7^1

(area) (121)
FRAME 122.

Outp;Dst sketches are made of the terrain ahead of an outpost line. The
sketcher must rely on his sketching ability. If the sketcher makes his sketch from

an OP, he is making a place sketch which is a form of sketch.
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Sat 64. FOKIINO Dincnom ON A PHOTO fr.-

(b. 4000) (ZIP)

'MAIM 30. INFORMATION .FRAD pri;
Directions on au aerial photogr4h ar; not slown as on a map. There ars no

- military grid lines, nor are parallels and meridians shown. If a north direction is

needot, it must be determinted and plotted by the user. The exposuee number and

any manually lettered marginafdata are usuallyishown aions the leading edge of

each photo that is, the front edge as the aircraft was traveling. This

frequently reforre4 to as the "top" of the photo, although it can be any,

direction. 'depending on the dire-di& of flight.

I.

(longer, higher (taller)) (60)
FRAME *IL

Tone and fixture of objects shown in an &seal photo (Panel 0711.) provide

clues to, their identification. Wtiods and forests, for example, show a rough'

texture. Quiet, ponds ahil lakes show a smooth tone pr texture. The smooth tine

or texture of the triangular shaped object below ankta the right of Gm top

center of the photos indicate it is tt or

The rough texture shown in most of the center and lower right areas of the

photo indicate or . (This photo was

taken after a light snowfall.)
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(backsgreest) (el)
FRAME St

too

4'

%

Topographic heormation is overprinted on the pletomap. *Contours and such

cultural information as boundaries, railroads, and names are printed in black.

Drainage features (swamps, rivers, etc.) are overprinted in blue and important

' roads and buildings in red. On a topographic map, as you have learned previously .

the contours are printed in brown. In a *amp, yoti would find contoun printed

(outpost) (122)
FRAME .128.

Information on sketches is useless unless the usAm cakiden'tify the location

of the sketch. The location is noted in the

. .......... :
........
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(Go ost to slut troao) ($S)

L & milP is ar$41,3)* the PhotaVisib ill.,rienteld :to the luip, Lekt turned
'until the photo Imaria of the &round teams (roods, etc.) are In the mute rale**

(direetkma u you look at then) as their egtdvalent map features. North cin the

'photo will then coincide with (or be parallel to) north on the map. to find north,

. You the photo to the vutp.

6

Ne.

Turn bark IL bottom of page 6-1 for frame St
.111111V

(pond or lake, woods or forests) (01)

FRAME 62.

Its

..............

'War.

........ ......
. ....... ......

..............

fwmamM.......,1OPIMMIN

The elation of an oAect to other nearby features on the photo can also help

you to identify the object. In Panel 6-12, the building with the checkered roof

close to the airplane parking apron of the airlield would be a

of I

. ............. , , . ...... ........

Turn back to top of page 6-2 for frame 63
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(black) (92)
FBA= to,

Safer to the special map, FORT BELV011t AND vicaNITY, furnished wiith*

this text. This is a picimitp. Notice thg there is botli photographic detail and
topographic information. For exaniple, in thi housing development in grid square

1490, the exact street pattern and the individual homes are distinctly shown. This

is a image of the housing development.

"emir

Turn back to bottom of page 6-2 for frame 94

(title box) (iFs)

6 62

. . ' . ' .. .... . . , .

END OF FRAMES FOR PART VI

6 7 8
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PANEL -4-i

Mb, As.

-'444C,8
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6 -63
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PANEL 6-2

Adak.,

A Sample high Oblique Photograph

689

,

th
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PANEL 6-3

.11

t '3.111!

A Sample Low Oblique Photograph

6S1
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PANEL 6.5 MARGINAL INFORMATION ,

a. DATh 2 ECORDED MANUALLY

1

3 4 6 7 a 9 I 11 . 2
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This material is presented primarily for use at the Defense

Mapping School and ddes not necessarily reflect official United

States doctrine. It is designed as a wide to a general method

of preparing "Pull-Ups."
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1. INTRODUCTION

This pamphlet is to provide information to supplement the
instruction on the Pull-up method of map revision. Pull-ups are
normally prepared in conjunction with the Reduction Method of
Compilation fromNNAp/Sources when the amount of reduction required
would cause the detail to coalesce at the new scale.

2. BACKGROUND

Compilation frqm Map Sources is, the compilation of new maps or
the revision of existing maps using source maps as the sole means

'of obtaining information.

The procedures used to prepare a manuscript differ according
to the project and the availability of source materials. Basically,

however, there is three methods currently being used by cartogyaphers
when faced with compiling a map from existing source maps.

a. One-to-One Method

The One-to-One Method is used when the scale of the source
map approximates that of the final compilation. This is more or

less a direct tracing of the detail of the source map. .

Generally, this method is used when you have very accurate
foreign source maps available and they have to be converted to a

U. S. series_

Most of the changes will involve symbolization and in some

cases contour intervals. As an example, large scale German maps

may have a 2.5 meter contour interval. The United State3 does not

generally use this interval, therefore, it would have to be
changed, possibly to ten meters, by compiling only every fourth

contour.

The One-to-One Method is also used to revise existing maps
by using foreign sourcemaps having the same scale and making the

necessary additions.

b. Common Scale Method

The Common Scale Method is used when source maps, each of

a different scale, are available covering the project area.

1
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Each of the source maps may be designated as the primarY

source for a particular type of feature. For example, you may

use one map for relief and drainage, but it is too old for compiling

cultural features. Another newer map, may be a planimetric map,

such as a city map, which does not show relief, but is up-to-date

as far as culture is concerned. An additional map may he necessary

for vegetation features. These source maps need not be at the

same scale as the desired new map or even at the same scale as each

other.

A compilation manuscript is preured by compiling the detail

from one of the source maps and then the others are enlarged or

reduced to,fit it. The remaining detail is then compiled. The

final compilation is reduced, if necessary to the desired scale of

the new map.

It is not good procedure to compile at a smaller than

production scale. A manuscript should always be prepared at the

same scale or a larger scale than the final production scale.

The smaller the scale the less information that is available to

the compiler.

c. Reduction Method

The Reduction Method is used to prepare small or medium

scale maps using large scale maps as the source materials.

There are two basic ways of compiling a map using this

method. The first procedure is to have the source maps reduced

through a photographic process to the desired new scale. ThE

result of this process is a film positive. These positives are

then paneled to a new base and a manuscript is compiled by

pulling up the required detail.

If the amount of reduction is too great, the detail on

the original source maps would coalesce or come together to such

a degree that it would become unreadable when reduced in scale.

In this case, a Pull-up is prepared from the source maps. The

pull-ups are then paneled to a new compilatioa or control base

and the final manuscript and associated overlays tare then compiled.

3. PULL-UPS

Not all of the detail that appears on the source map can be

shown, so the objective of a pull-up is to select only the

detail that is desired for the new map. The amount of detail

to be selected is dependent upon the final production scale.

2
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When prOaring a pull-up there are three factors the compiler

must consider. These are:

(1) Scale of the source maps

(2) Scale of the final product

(3) Reduction factor required to reduce or ellarge the
detail on.the source maps to the final production
scale.

The reduction factor can be determined by dividing the scale
dPirlominato;* of the final product by the scale denominator of the

source map.

Example:

Final Production Scale - 1:250,000

Source Map Scale - 1:50,000

250,000 t 50,000 = 5 = reduction factor
%

It can be seen from this that the pull-up that the compiler
prepares must be reduced five times. Therefore, all symbols
shown on the pull-up should be compiled five times larger than
the specifications for the new map in order to compensate for
the required reduction.

Example:

The JOG Specifications call for a town circle to be shown

.05" in diameter. On a pull-up with a five time reduction
factor, town circles should be shown 05" x 5 or .25" in diameter.

The exceptions to thii are roads, railroads and drainage
features. However, these features must be shown wide enough to
ensure that they will be clear and readable.

Another consideration facing the compiler is the displacement

of detail and clearance between features. On a final compilation

manuscript, the compiler must maintain a minimum clearance
between features of .01". On a pull-up requiring a five tine
reduction, this would mean that a comiler would have to maintain

a .05" clearance. In order to accomplish this, he will have to

displace features.

3



Example:

A road and a stream are .03" apart and closely parallel
to eachbother on the source map. The compiler would draw
the stream in its true position and displace the road .02"
in order to have .05" clearance between these too features,

, This ensures a clearance of .01" when the pull-up is reduced.
*

It can be seen from the above example that a feature is displaced
only enough to allow the minimum clearance. When i- is necessary
to displace features, the following guidelines should be used:

(1) Roads

(2) Railroads

(3) Drainage

If a road and railroad.are parallel each other, hold the
position of the railroad and displace the road; railroad and a
stream, hold th.e stream and displace the railroad, etc.

An exception to this will occur when three or more featuies
are closely parallel. In this case the center feature will be,
compiled first and the features on each side wil,1 be displaced as

necessary.

Before a compiler begins to work on a pull-up he should
completely familiarize himself with the specifications that
pertain to the new map sheet and adhere to these specfifications
when preptring the pull.up.' In ,aodition to the specifications,
the guidelines and procedures set forth in this pamphlet should
be used.

4. GUIDELINES FOR PULL-UPS

The following guidelines for the preparation of Pull-ups
should be used in conjunction with the specifications for the
new map sheet in the order listed.

a. Marginal Information Compiled in RED

(1) Properly register an overlay to the source map with
corner ticks having a line weight of .03" and
measuring 21: in length.

(2) Label the overlay in the SOUTH margin with the sheet
number of the source map and the sheet number of the
sheet for wlich the overlay is being prepared.

;415
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(3) Label the corners with their geographic coordinates.

These valwes should be .3" high.

(4) Using 14 high letters, label the word "TOP" centered

in the NORTH margin.

Example:

TOP
77;475Voi 771,0bOO's

445"00"3815101

1

138".5crao-
7715-00-

snssr 5567.2r fezet Smesr NJ/8-4
M rum ,.

77100°00" 1,

79a

5
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b. Elvations - Compiled in BLACK

Compile the highest elevation in each quarter of the sheet.
Also show an elevation near the center of the sheet. A maximum of
five elevations should be compiled for each sheet.

c. Horizontal Control Stations - Compiled in BLACK

Ftve or six horizontal control stations, evenly distributed
should be selected oneach sheet. Control stations along boundaries,
at prominent road intersections and higher elevations should be
given first consideration. If the control station has an elevation
on it, the elevation should also be shown. Control stations should
be no closer than one inch apart at the final compilation scale.

'44k

d. Drainage - Compiled in GWEN

Because blue is a non-photographic color, green is used
to depict drainage.

As a rule, all steams measuring less than one inch in length
on the final product are,omitted on the pull-up.

Example:

'When using a source map having a scale of 1:50.000 to'
prepare a pull-up for a map at a scale of 1:250,000, no
drain on the map measuing less than five inches will be
pulled up.

The drainage pattern on the pull-up must be representative
of the pattern on the source map.

Open water areas must conform to the specifications at
final production scale. For example, the minimum width for a
double line drain on a 1:250,000 scale map is .02"; therefore,
in order for a stream to qualify as a double line steam on a pull-up
at 1:50,000 scale, it must measure .1" wide.

e. Populated Places - Compiled in BLACK

Populated places are the next feature to be compiled on
the pull-up. The method and symbolization must be commensurate
with the scale of the final product. For medium and small scale
<oaps, town circles and built-up area outlines are generally used.

The largest towns* are compiled first. When a populated

place qualifies as a built-up area, the outline should include all
suburban areas that have a systematic street pattern and a relative

111
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coricentration of buildings. Do not include, however, outlying
scattered buildings. Whenever the outline coincides with a linear
feature, the linear feature becomes the outline.

Oft

If a populated place does not qualify as a built-up area,
a tohin circle is used. Again the largest towns are compiled 'first.
Town circles should be shown at the approximatejoqnter' of the towns.
If two toviins are in close proximity of each other on the source map,
the one having the highest military value and that contributes to
the best representatiie pattern should be compiled.

NOTE: On a 1:250,000 scale map, the town circles should
.

be at least one inch apart.

Railroads - Compiled in BLACK

Railroads are a very finportan; line of communication and
therefore very important on a military map. As much as possible,
all railroads should be pulled up with the pception of short sidings.

Railroads are of great military importance and must he
shown; horever; due to the scale reduction, it may be po ible tb
show only a representive pattern.

A distinction must be made between single and multiple
track railroads. If thereism more,than two tracks, the number
of tracks will be labeled along the railroad symbol. When there
is a change in the number of tracks, the point of change must be
indicated.

Example:

4 TRA C KS3 TRACKS

II II II 1.1 if If

g. Roads - Compiled in RED

The highest classification ot roads appearing on the source

maps are compiled first. In some foreign areas, the highest
classification may only be a fair or dry weather,"loose stirface

road or even as low as a cart track.

7



When compiling the roads, the compiler should bear in minds

4. that all towns should be connected. Where a town circle is positioned

on a mad, the road must be broken where it intersects the town

-circle. Roads are the only feature to be brai:en for.a town circle.

Example:

In built-up areas you need oily snow a representative

pattern of through roads and streets. A through road is a road

.that will allow you to traverse an area in the most expeditious

manner.

h. Miscellaneous Features - Compiled in BLACK

Features of lindmark and/or military significance are

to be shown in accordance with the specifications far the job

being produced.

i. Area Features - Outlined in YELLOW

Area features are features such as vegetation, rice, lava

flows, marsh, etc. These are to be compiled only when the area

that they encompass measures a minimum of .1" x .1" at,the final

production scale.

When an area outline coincides with a linear feature,

omit the outline.

Example:



04.

j. Relief --Compiied in BROWN

Contours are to be pulled up in accordance with the contour

interval specified for the final product. The compiler must dis-
tinguish the intermediate and index contours 4. per the new controur

interval,

Due to the reduction involved, the contours must be general-

ized by smwthing out the curves and eliminating-the minute details

of the contours. The amount of smoothing,that will be required
will depend upon how Much the pull-up will^be reduced; however,
the general characjeristics and shape of the original =tours
must be retained

Example:

CONTOUR INTERVAL 20 METERS
SCALE 1:50,000

CONTOUR INTERVAL 100 METERS
PULL-UP

When pulling up conpurs, the compiler should ensure that'
the contours cross all roads at 0 90 degree angle and when they
cross a double line stream, t6at th'ey intersect the shoreline at a
90 degree'angle.

k. Boundaries - Compiled in BLACK (no overprint)

Bouadaries are to be shown in accordance with the appro-
priate specifications.

9



5. SUMMARY

"48411 ,,t.vd.dgr r .

t

Cc) 81

The pull-up is an expedient method of compiling a small or
medium scale map from source maps of a larger scale. All'symboli-
zation must be enlarged by multiplying the appropriate symbol size
fry the amount tnat the pull-up is to be reduced. The exceptions
to this are roads, railroads, and drainage. However, these must
be symbolized wide enough to ensure-that they will be of a reasonable
width when reduced.

The onierof compilation prescribed in this pamphlet should be
adhered to in conjunction with the specifications peculiar to the
project the pull-up is being prepared for.
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INSTRUCTIONS TO STUMM

This programmed workbodk is a sort of "do-it-yourselfu work-
book, with built-in instructions and directilna. The material is

arranged in levels (ind(cating the location an the page), and eaCh

level is ftrothar broken down into nine small steps called frames.
For each frame, there is an action which require* you to do some-
thing; either by filling in a blank space, or other directed action.

This Is not a test so don't hurry; take whatever time you need
to complete all the frames. The correct response is given Just

above the start of the next.frame. If your response is wrong goi

back and stmdy the frame until you underetand the correct action
before proceeding to the next frame. Once a frame is completed and
understood, go directly to the next frame.

6
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OBJECTIVES OF THIS WORKBOOK

Upon completion of this workbook, you will be able to do the follow-
ing:

1 Place all station notes in their correct location

2. Indicate "by note", the points denoting tbe beginning and
ending of construction

3. Dimension the horizontal length of vertical curv,s

4. Indicate thP slope of all straight grade tangents

5. Compute cut and fill notes and place them in their correct
locations

6. Plot and dimension ditches

7. Simplify ditch specifications into notes

8. Place ditch elevation markers where required

9. Place culverts and drainpipes in their correct location
and show (by note) how they are located

FINAL ilISTRUCTIONS

Work all frames in one level before going to amIther level.
(Start Frame 1 = Leve.1 A, at top of page 4.)



1. 'On Road Drawings, there
placement af Notes and
Station Notes. These are
partici% of the paper. Each
to which it refers.

LEVEL A

are specific areas and methods for
ions. The first type we go into are
cad wrtically into the plan-view
itota should be centered am the station

NOW COMipLETE ACTION 1, AT Tp.12 OF FACING PAGE (Page 5)

LEM% B

(cuT)

10. Determining Cut and FM Note (Continued).

Now look at Fi 1, Station 2 + 40; the profile is below the
gradeline which ... ates a fill. The profile elevation is 497.0'
and the gradeline elevnitkon is 501.61.

LEVEL C

(o1167) (1+30 (+4.3%)

19. Ditch Dimensions:

Ditches are dimensioned by the extension-dimension line method
which includes the simplified note (abbreviated ditch specifications)
fram which that segment was determined.



ACTION 1.

On your drawing,station notes are placed

into the plan view portion of the paper and

on the

LEVEL A

to whidh they refer

GO TO FRAME 2, LEVEL A, NEXT PAGE

LEVEL B

ACTION 10.

The difference between the profile and gradeline elevations

iE which means that at Station 2 + 40, the depA

of is

ACTION 19.

Ditches are dimensioned by the

line method which includes the

fran which that segment Was determined.

LEVEL C

note



6ct 4-

LEVEL A

(VERTICALLY), (CENTERED), (STATION)

2. Begin Construction:

This note indicates the point where actual construction CM the
road begins. It contains informatioa pertaining to the station
and elevation where construction begins. (See figure 2, page 23 of

this wvrkbook.)

(14.60 (nu.) (14.6')

U. Grade Notes:

0111111

LEVEL B

A grade note indicates a station or point alaag the gradeline
where neither cut nor fill is required. (See figure 2, Station
2 + (2 along profile and gradeline.) This is each point where

the profile crosses the gradeline. Tha profile and gradeline
elevatirls at these points will be the same.

LEVEL

(EXTENSION) (DIMENSION) (SIMPLIFIED)

20. Simplifying Ditch Specifications:

In most instances, it is possible to make a simplified wDitch
Note" rather than copy the whole note. This saves both time and

space. However, the simplified version shaald contain all the
perttaent information contained in the crigirull specification.

4
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ACTION 2.

In Figure 2, the note indicating the beginning of construction
Should read.:

Sta. begin coast.

aawamm1111

LEM B

ACTION 11.

The point where the profile crosses the grade in noted as a

.in the cut z,nd fill notes. The elevation

at these points is the

ACTION 20.

sav,

LEVELPC

The main reale= for making a simplified Ditch Note is to

and

1 9

7 A



(0+00) (497.0')

3. Notes Regarding Vertical Curves:

These notes indicate the three stations an each vertical curve

which must be established ia order to locate the curve properly.

These stations are: (a) Point of Vertical Curvature (PVC)

(3) Point of Vertical Intareection (PVI)

(c) Point of Vertical Tangency (no

These points are hereafter referred to by their abbreviations:

(PVC),' (NI), (AV.

These vertical curve notes contaia Information pertaining to

*6heir statian and elevation.

LEVEL B
4

(GRADE) (4AME)

12..Location of Cut, Fill, and Grade Notes:

The bottom row of the profile paper is allocated exelueively

for cut, fill and grade notes. This row will have to be divided into

three,equalt vertical spaces in order to accommodate tha prvfile and

gradeline aD@Nthe amount of cut and fill. *(See figure 2, page 23.)

LEVEL

(TIME) (SPACE)

21. T...ke note "a" of the Ditch Specifications (figure I, page 22'

for example: Note "a" states that a 2' F is to be used, that this

ditch is existing, and that it'a drawn 2.0' below the centerline

of the finished grade aa the right and loft sides of the road. Note

"a" when simplified should read "2' FBD 2.0' belowS Fin. Gr RE,

existing."



LEVEL it

4CTION 3.

These notes, illustrated in figure 2, pagp 23> shotad read:

Sta.

Elev.

Sta.

Elev.

Sta

Elev.

LEVEL B

- ACTION 12.

The botan tow on the profile paper is set aside for

--d notes, and, is divided into

equal vertical spaces.

4.

LEM C

ACTION 21.

Note ID" of the Ditch Specifications (page 22) when simp,.ified

to a Ditch Note should reaa: 1.4'

grade and



LEVEL

(m) (0+83) (1199.59
Om? (2+33) (504.09
(PVT) (3+83) (490.5')

4. End Construction Note:

This note shows the station and elevation where_actual construc-

tion aa the road ends.

LEVEL 8

(CUT) (FILL) (GRADE) (THREE)

13. Cat and Fill and Grade Notes:

A cut and fill note is given for each point oa the profile that

was plotted an your drawinEp from the surveyor's profile notes.

Grade notes are given for each point where the profile crosses the

gradeline. The station of all grade pointa will be given as illus-

trated. (See figure 22 Sta. 2 4- 02.)

(2'FBD) (BELOW) (E) (L)

22. Now look at note "c" of
"c" tells Us that we are to
the left side of the road.
two separate dimensions and

LEVEL C

the Ditch Specifications (page 22), note

plot two ditch segments, both being on
In dimeasioming these two ditch segments,

notes would be required.

10



(oc\
LEVEL A

ACTION

As 4111/4trated ia Figure 2 p this note should read:

Sta..

Elev.

end coast.

LEM B

ACTION 13.

The three elements that make up a cut and fill note ars the

elev., the elev.,

and the amount of cut cr fill. For grade notes, the word

replaces the amount of cut or fill.

ACTION 22.

Note "c" of the Ditch Specifications, when s

read(for the first part),

(for the second part)

2'FBD

2 'FBD

11

LEVEL C

.mq



(50c) (i456 .o)

5, Length of Curve:

LEVEL A

This is a dimension wachinFlicatea the horizontal length of
the vertical curve. This dimension Shots the horizontal,length from
the PVC to the Prr.

LEVEL B

(PROFDIS) (GRADELDIE)

(GRAnE)

14. Description of Ditches:

A ditch is shown,as a dashed line below the gradeline of the
road. This:line represents the bottom of the ditch or the flad
lima (lowast level o- which wuter can flow) elevation. There are
bwotypes of ditches .,4d in militasy construction; the "V" bottom
ditch (VBD), and the flat bottom ditch (FBD). (See figure on

facing page.)

LEVEL

(4-4'.3%) (L) (+440) (L)

-23. Ditch Elevation Markers:

A ditch elevation marker is a note given for each point where.a
ditch begins, changes elevation, and ends. This note contains in-
formation pertaining to the station and elevation of these points.

12



AcTION

In Figure 2, the length of the vertical curve is

701
LEVEL A

ACTION 14.

The bottom of a ditch is the

elevation of that (-itch.

LEVXL B

4

FeD

ACTION 23.

V D

DITCH FLOW LIPie

LEVEL C

A ditch elevation marker contains information pertaining to the

and or each point where a ditch

begins, changes elevation, and ends.

13



0009

6. Percentage of Grades:

IP

LEVEL A

The slope of the straight grade tangents is indicated by per-
cent; such afi 4.3%, -3%, +4%, -4$, etc. These figures are placed

parallel to, and cuntered an the tangent to which they. refer.

111111=1.' !MIIMAINIM=IMMR1112.11P

(FLOW LINE)

15. Plottl.ng Ditches:

LEVEL B

DitChes are plotted fram notes ar specifications which are
usually given to the draftsman. Each note represents a segment of

a ditch located either on the right (R), left (L), or right.and

left (R&L) sides of the road. (See figure an facing page.)

LEVEL C

(STATION) (ELFLVATION)

4

24. The ditch elevation marker is drawn in the form of a fraction.
(See figure an facing pa .) In the figure, the' atation lf the

point is the numerator of the fraction and the elevation af the

point is the denaminator of the Jfraction,



I
LEVU A

ACTION 6.

In Figure _1 the percentages of the first aad second straight,

grade tangents are and

LEVE1 B

Acr ION 15.

The notation "2'FBD @ Ran means that there is a 2'

on the

FID L

side. of the road.

PlIO

LEVU, C

ACTION 24.

A ditch elevation marker is drawn In a form.

+
4 9i7

+67

//)\

500 ir



LEM A

-0%) (-3.0%

7. Cut and Fill:

10

Ql.ec, and fill simply means that in same plac along the road
project the earth will either have to be cut away or filled ins
in arder to bring the proposed gradeline to the desired elevation
or level as required. (See figure 2.)

LEVEL B

(FLAT BOTTOM DITCH) (RIGHT AND LEFT)

16. The first step in plotting ditches is to find the station and
elevation where the ditch begini~and ends. This information is
obtained from the ditch specifiations. (Typical examples shown in
figures 1 and 2, pages 22 and 23.)

LEv-Ea, c

(FR#CTIONLL)

25. rIniverts ana Drainpipes:

Culverts and drainpipes are used under roads to carry water,
which cannot be diverted with less cost, to natural drainage channels
by other means. The types of culverts and drainpipes commonly used
in military construction are:

1. GMDP - Corrugated metal drainpipe
2. GP - Concrete pipe
3. BC - Box culvert
4. TBC - Timber box culvert

i



1 0
LEvEL,

ACTION 7.

From Figure 2, we can draw the coaclusions that the profile

being above the gradeline indicates a and the

profile being below the gradeline indicatee a

LEVEL B

ACTION 16.

Information pertaining to the beginning and ending points of a

ditch segment is obtained fram the

ACTION 25.

A culvert or drainpipe is used to carry water which

cannot be diverted by cheaper means, to

channels.

17
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LEMMA

(CUT) (FILL

8. Cut and Fill Notes:

Cat ana fill notes are notes that show the height of earth-out
(C), or depth of earth-fill (F) at a specific point; say for each
plotted point an the profile. These notes are determined from the
elevation of the profile and gradeline at noted point.

LEVEL B

(Dram SPECIFICATIM)

17. The next step is to find the slope of the segment to be arawn.
Note "a" of the Ditch Specifications (see figure 1, page 22) does
not give an inmadiate slope for that particular segment, but it
does tell us that the ditch is two feet below the existing road
and isptherefore,parallel to the existing road.

(NATURAL) (DRAINAGE)

26. Location:

A culvert or drainpipe is located
CFO elevation. (See figure 2.) The
the culvert or pipe, and the flowline
level by which water can flow through

18

LEVE1 C

by its station and flowline
station is the centerline of
elevation is the lowest possible
the culvert or pipe.

11)



UTZ, A

ACTION 8.

01

Cut and fill notes art' gi.ven for each point on the

and are determined tram the elevation of the

profile and gradeline.

LEVEL B

ACTION 17.

The set of points equidistant (21 below) from a strai

line (the axisting road) is a line.

LEVEL C

ACTION 26.

A culvert or drainpipe is located by its and

elevation.

19



s
Lsva A

(PLOTTED) (PROFILE)

4:7

9. Determining Cut and Fill Notes:

Look at Figure 2, Station 0 + 00; the elevation of the profile

is 500.2' and the elevation of the gradeline is 497.0f. The

differs:- 1 between the two elevations is 3.21.

LEVEL B

(pAliALLF,T,)

16. Naw look at note "c" of the Ditch Specifications (page 22).

Note "c" differs from note "a" and note "lb"; that is, it gives a

slope with which to draw the ditch instead of a distance below

the gradaline. This is so because as a practice, parallel ditches

are made under the straight portions af the road, and with specific

slopes at the curved portions of the road.

la.M1 C

(STATION) (FLOW LINE)

27. Scale:

Culverts and drainpipes are drawn using the vertizal scale

only. This is to insure that the image of the culvert or pip9 will

not be distorted.

," (11)
17,1

20



1 s
LEVEL A

ACTION 9.

Since the profile at Station 0 + 00 is abools the gradaliney

Station 0 + 00 indicates a 3.2' height.

TURN BACK TO FRAME 10, PAGE 4, LEVEL B

LEVEL B

ACTION 18.

The first part of note "c" of the Ditch Specificationp
states that a ditch segment is to be drawn from Station

to Station at a slope of

TURN BACK TO FRkME 19, PAGE 4, LEVEL C

LEVEL C

ACTION 27.

The vertical scale aa your drawing is

You have completed all the frames covering the lesson
material "as required" to correctly dimAnsion a road
profile and gradeline drawing.
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nimaa 8FECMCAT1ONS

(Frames 15 thr 24)

Ditches are drawn as dashed lines below the gradelini; and labelled
with an abbreviated specification known as a "Ditc4 Note

a. From Station 0 + 000 elev 521.6', plot the existing 21FBD
2.0' below centerline grade on R&L fora distance of 60' to
the left of Station 0 + 00.

17,.. Beginning at the end of existing ditch, elas Sta.0 + 00
plot a 2i-FBD 1.4' below centerline grade on R&L to Sta. 0 +
67.47.

c. From Sta. 0_4- 67 to Sta. 1 + 30, a 2' Mb, slope +4.3% 0 L.
From Sta. 1 + 30 to Sta. I + 72.5, k2' FED, slope +4% 10; I.
Cheek elev. at Sta. 1 + 72.5 whidh is 529.3'.

From Sta. 0 + 67.7 tc Sta. 1 + 20 a 2'FED, slope +3.1% 0 R.
From Sta. 1 + 20 t Sta. 1 + 80, 2 TED, slope is +2.e% R.
Elev. at Sta. 1 + 80 iz 528.1t.

.e. Flot,a 4' FED ie L..from Sta. 3 + 54 to sta., 4 + 60.959 at a
+2.0% slope... Elev. at 3 t 54 is 531.6'.

Plut a 4' FBD U R fram Sta. 3 + 40'to Sta. 14 60.950 at a
+3.0% slope. Elev. at Sta. 3 + 40 is 5304'.

g- From Sta. 4 +.60.95, Elev. '03.7', to Sta. 5 + 77 plot a 4'
FBD, an the ILA. slope +0.5%.

h. From Sta. 6 + 68, Elev. 534.4', to Sta. 7 + 70,95 plot a '4'
FBD having a -0.5% slope at the :AR.

i. From Sta. 7 + 70.95 to Sta. 8 + 40 at a -1.0% slope, plot a
4' FBD R. Fran Sta. 8 + 40,to Sta. 10 + 11 plot a 4' FBD 0
R with a -3.5% slope.

At Elev. 533.9', Sta. 7 + 70.95 to Sta. 8 + 40, plot a 4' FED
L with a slope of -2.0%. From Sta. 8 + 40 to Sta. 10 + 18,

plot a 4' FED with a -3.5% slope L.

k. From Sta. 11 + 17, Elev. 524.8' to Sta. 11 + 24.72 plot a 2' FED
with a40.35% slope the T.

1. From Sta. 11 + 07, Elev. 524.4' to Sta. 11 + 24.72 plot
FED with a +2.0% slope an the L.

.

m. From Sta. 11 + 24.72, Elev. 524.8' to Sta. 13 + 00, plot a 21
FED at R&L with a +0.3% slope, Elev. at Sta. 13 4- 00 is 525.3.

22

FIGURE I
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INSTRUCTIONS TO STUIMITS

This programmed lesson is another of the "self-teaching" booklets.

This booklet is arranged similar to the ones you have completed in the

past. It is composed of a series of steps or frames that are to be com-

pleted before proceeding to the next frame. This booklet is divided into

three levels, A, B and C which are to be completed one level at a time.

To work and learn from this booklet, read the left portion of the
frame, then over to the right page and complete the response or take the

necessary action.

Before going into the practical exercises complete the short self-test,
which is designed to see how much of the information you have obtained.

After the self-test you do the practical exercise. Here you will learn

to read and use the engineer's scale.

2



OBasenvios OF THIS LESSON

Upon completion of this lesson you will know how to use and read the
engineer's scile, specifically:

a. Plot measurements from reference points.

b. Obtain a measurement between two points.

c. Read diniensions between given points located on a line.

Select the proper scale for each drawing.

e. Understand why some drawings are, made either to enlarged or
reduced scale.

L Have a full understanding as to What each division or subdivi.-
sion, on any given scale, represents on the drawing itself.

FINAL INSTRUCTIONS

Use your engineees scale and proceed to frame #1. Work through
level A before starting level B. Mter completing level B, continue thru
level C, then the self-test. An instructor will be on hand to assist you
thru any questionable items.

3



LEVEL A

1. The proper use of drafting scales enables a draftsman to lay out
proportional dimensions quickly, easily and accurately.

NOW COMPLETE RESPONSE 1, AT TOP OF FACING PAGE

LEVEL B

( T RIANG U LAU OR BEVELED )

9. The triangular shaped engineer's scale has the greatest advan-
tage because it has six mtio selections on the one iustrument.

COMPLETE RESPONSE 9, LEVEL B

LEVEL C

( DECIMALLY )

. 17. The engineer's scale is used primarily for civil engineering draw:,
ings, such as plot or site, roads, and airfield plans.

COMPLETE RESPONSE 17, LEVEL C

4
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*ifr

LEVEL A

I. A draftsman is able to lay out proportional dimensions
, and with the

the proper use of

1

p.

tiO TO FRAME 2, LEVEL A, NEM', PAGE

LEM.. B

Respconse 9. The greatest advantage of the triangular shapkr engi-
neer's sdale is that it has

one scale.

GO 'It FRAME 10, LEVEL B

LEVEL C

Response 17. The scale that would be used for road construction
plans is the

GO TO FRAME 18, LEVEL C

5



t
LEVEL A

(QUICKLY, EASILY, .C.ND ACCURATELY)
(DRAFTING SCALE)

2. Usually full. size drawings are not practical, so therefore the drafts-
man must make the drawings either to reduced scale or enlarged scale.

COMPLETE RESPONSE 2, LEVEL A

LEVEL B

(SIX RATIO SELECTIONS)

10. The scale is usually made of boxwood with a plastic coating. Care
should be taken to protect this !,7.a.stic coating at all times.

COMPLETE RESPONSE 10, LEVEL B

LEVEL C

(ENGINEER'S SCALE)

18. The standard engineer scale is broken down into units and tenths
of a unit.

COMPLETE RESPONSE 18, LEVEL C

to,



Response 2.. Drawings are usually made either to
Or

GO TO FRAME 3. LEIM A

ll
LEVEL A

LEVEL B

Rebponse 10. The material used to make this scale is
with a

GO TO FRAME 11, LEVEL E

LEVEL C

Response 18. When reading a scale of 1" ------- 10' the subdivisions of
that inch equal foot.

GO TO FRAME 19, LEVEL C

7



LEVEL A

(ENLARGED SCALE OR REDUCED SCALE)

3. A lmowledge of the available scaleti is necessary to ensure that the
proper scale is used for a particular job.

COMPLETE RESPONSE 3

LEVEL B

(BOX WOOD) (PLASTIC COATING)

11. Never attempt to transfer a dimension from this scale by placing
the dividers directly on the scale. It will scratch or disfigure the facing of

the plastic coating.

COMPLETE RESPONSE 11

LEVEL C

(ONE)

19. The units of the standard engineer's scale can represent. any init
of measure. For example, a unit can represent one inch, one mile, two
hundred feet, m three thousand feet.

COMPLETE RESPONSE 19

8



LEVEL A

Response 3. The draftbman" must be able to select the proper scale
for a job.

LEVEL B

Response 11. By placing the dividers directly on the scale, you will
or the coating on the scale.

LEVEL C

Response 19. A unit on the engineer's scale can represent

9



LEVU, A

(PARTICULAR)

4. The four most common types of drafting scales are: ERgi-

neer's scale, Architect's acale, Metric Scale, and the Graphic

scale.

LEVEL B

(SCRATCH) (DISFIGURE)

12. When cleaning the engineer's scale, use only a slightly

dampened towel or cloth and rub softly. Too much water will result

in the wood warping or the plastic coating becoming loose.

LEVEL C

(ANY UNIT OF MEASURE)

20. When making a measurement from the scaTe of 1" - 20',

you should select the scle that has 20 subdivis3.ons to the inch.



-I 2.3
LEVEL A

Response 4. The scale, Architect's scale,
scale and Graphic scale are the four most common types of Drafting scales.

LEVEL B

Response 12. 'The hest way to clean the scale is with a
towel or cloth.

LEVEL C

Response 20. The scale that has two full units to the inch, has
subdivisions to the inch.

L

11



LEVEL

(ENGINEER) (METRIC)

5. When referring to a drawing made z.o scale, the "scale" is used to
indicate the ratio of the size of the view as drawn to the true diniensions
of the object.

LEVEL B

(SLIGHTLY DAMPENED)

13. Of the six selections located on the triangular shaped engineer's
scale, three can 1 read from the left end and three can be read from the
right end.

(2)

LEVEL C

21. The correct method to make a measurement using the engineer's
scale is to place the scale on the drawing, alignhhe scale in the direction of

measurement and mark with sharp pencil at desired graduation mark.

12
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LEVEL A

Response 5. The "scale" 4 used to indicate the of the
size of the view as drawn to _he of
the object.

LEVEL la

Response 13. On tli a engineer's scale, divisions can be
read from the left end aztd from the right end.

LEVIM C

Res wnse 21. After placing the scale On the drawing and aligning in
the direction to be measured, mark the point at the desired

mark.

13
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LEVEL A

(RATIO) (TRUE DIMENSIONS)

6. Failarged scales may be used when the actual size of the object is
so small that full-size representation would not clearly represent the fea-
tures of the object

LEVEL B

( THREE ) (THREE)

14. The divisions containing the 10, 20, and 30 units to an inch can
be read from the. left end of the scale, while divisions containing the 40, 50,
and 60 units will be read from the right end.

LEVEL C

( G RAD UATIO N )

22. Successive measurements on the same line should be made with-
out shifting the scale. This helps to avoid more chances for error.

14
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LEVEL A

Response 0. An view of an object, shows the
ibject at a larger scale than the true dimensions indicate.

LEVEL B

Response 14. By looking at the division that contains 50 units, you
would be reading the end of the scale.

LEVEL C

Response 22. T help limit the chances for , as many

successive measurements as possible should be made wIthout moving the
scale.

15
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LEVEL A e)

(ENLARGED)

7. An engineer's scale is divided decimally into ratios or proportions
of 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 parts of an inch.

LEVEL B

(RIGHT)

15. The scale is divided uniformly.throughout its length and is clas-
sified as full -divided.

ERRORS)

LEVEL C

YOU HAVE COMPLETED THE FRAMES. AS A SUMMARY
REVIEW DO THE SELF-TEST ON PAGES 20 AND 21.

16
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LEVEL A

Response 7 The engineer's smle has six ratio selections;

they are parts to an inch.

LEVEL B

Response 15. A full divided scale i divided throughout its

yl

17



10, ZO, 30, 40, SU, 00)

LEVEL A '
,)

S. Tile scale itself can be either triangular shaped or fiat with square
or bevetd edges.

(L)NGTH)

LEVEL B

16. Because the scales are divided 'decimally, the 60 Ecale, for ex-
ample, can be used so that one inch equals 6, 60, or 600 feet.

YOU HAVE COMPLETFP THE FRAMES. AS A SUMMARY
REVIEW DO THE ON PAGES 20 AINTD 21.

is



Iteuponhe S. The shape of the scale can be either
or

GO TO FRAME 9, LEVEL )3, PAGE 4

LEVEL A

Bebponse 16. The engineer's scale is divided

GO TO FRAME 17, LEVEL C PAGE 4

4 19

LEVEL B

gr.



The following self-test is designed for you to see how much of the
information you have obtained from this booklet Solve each problem
listed. If you have trouble with any of the problems the number follow-
ing each problem in parenthesis refers you to th c. frame from which each
problem is taken.

1. A reduced size drawing is made because the object is
to draw actual size. (6)

2. By having a full knowledge of all available scales, the draftsman can
thea,select the scale ior a (3)

3. The four most common types of scales are scale,
scale, scale, anci (4)

4. The engineer's scale is divided into divisions. (9)

5. The divisions of an engineer's scale are
and parts to an inch. (7)

6. The engineer's scale is usually 'Lade of with a
(10)

7. The engineer's scale should be cleaned with a
cloth or towel. (12)

S. The three iivisions that can be read from the left end of the E,
are , and (14)

9. The engineer's scale is divided so that units represent one
inch using the 50 scale. (16)

10. The engineer's scale is used primarily for
drawings. (17)

11. Any unit on the standard engineer's scale 2an represent
of measure. (19)

20
F04 -



12. To help avoid ev-ors, measurements

on the same line should be made without shifting scale. (22)

\NOW DO TIE PRACTICAL EZ-TEST DESCRIBED

BM-DINING GN PAGE 22



PRACTICAL ;EIF-T1ST

SUBJECT: General Drafting

T.i7SCE: Engineer's Scale

OBJECTIVE: The following exercises are designed
for you to apply the information you have
learned into solving problems that mAy be
encountered by a construction draftsman.

PRO= :

7

Engineer's Si..ale; pencil and paper.

Sk.,...ve the required action on each of the

following enclosures as per instructions
below:

r_..XLCCit.IU #1

By selecting the proper scale find the
length of each line drawn. Place the
equivalent length of each line in the
space provided at the right of each line.

ENCLOSME

Take the necessary action to complete
each of the statements for blocks cme
through Line.

EMLOSa.E #3

Using the scalo given, solve th? given
problpms.

4st

)

,



scale
1".1,000'

1"..4 ai lee

111..500'

1"-60'

'CONSTRUCTION Diurn
USE OF THE ENGINEER SCALE

PRACTICAL EXERCISE

23

ENCLCSURE #1

Length



PRACTICAL E XERCISE
ameINEEWS SCALE

THE LENGTH OF THE
LONGEST SIDE Of
THIS OBJECT IS

SCALE 1%30'

THE LENGTH OF THE
DIAGONAL LINE IS

SCALE % SO'

to-20001 r--2400
A

1----20513

Corner ANSWER IS

A

SCALE I% 2000'

THE LENGTH OF THE
SHORTEST LINE IS..

SCALE III 200'
A B D

IC

WHICH LINE IS 38'
LONG ?
A D
13 E

SCALE 60'

ENCLOSURE # 2

IF STRAIGHTENED OU-T
THE LENGTH OF THIS
LINE WOULD BE

SCALE 1. 10001.4

E D
.0

FIND THE DISTANCE
BETWEEN THESE POINTS.
AlOE II TO ...
C TO E A TO I)

SCALE I% -400'

THE LENGTH OF THE
FIVE LINES ADDED
TOGETHER IS

SCALE

7r39

THE TOTAL LENGTH
OF ALL FOUR SIDES

10' 11 500'
_



ENCLOSURE #3

lmA. The length of the.lins in #1 is divided into three parts.

Using the scale of ln e 200'0 find the distance of line

ab

total
bc cd and. the

.,-4aNaN=I

2. Using the scale of 1" 31, the dist4nce betwen point a and

.b oval ve

-1
3. The total length of line cd added to ef equals

Scale: 1" im 400 miles.

1
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PLANETABLE SURVEYING

This handout is intended to aid personnel in understanding planet/big
trocedures, even thotigh, only a minimum number of formal tours of instruc-
tion have been presented on th!, subject. It is also intended-as a guide
for personnel in the field that have been taught planetAble procedures but
have not had the need to do this type of work oVer a Long period of tins.

Any devistion from the procedures set forth here will result in delay
aad confusion, to the average student, in plotting points and finding
their differences in elevation. It is advised that each student study
this handout prior to attespting.a job in the field.

1. SETTING UP AND ORIENTING THE TABLE

a. Four Steps in Setting Up

Assuming the board and tripod have boon properly assembled,
the tabie is set up es follows:

(1) Place the tripod over the giVen station so that the
board is approximately fevel, oriented,And about waist high. The legs
must be well spread, and firmly planted in the ground.

(2) Shift the entire board until the station as plotted on
the board is approximately over the stAtion on the ground.

(3) Sink chose and tighten tripod wirj-nuts.

(4) With the Johnson Head upper Wing-nu loose, level the
board by eye and clamp lightly. Place the-elidadu over the center'of the
table and refine the leveling with the aid of the.circular bubble on the
alidade base. Hold the elided* with one hand unti% leveling is campleted.

b. Orientation of the Table

There are several methods of orienting the table, some of

which will be discussed later. The principal method is backsighting.

(1) Set the edge of the elided. in such a position that it

passes through the point of the shet that represents the station occupied

and also through a second point that represents same other station or some
object,that can be used as a backsight. The backsight station must lave

alr2ady been p ted on the plenetable sheet.

(2Y Rotate the board'until the line of sight is directed to

the backsig t and clamp the board in the position with the lower Johnson

Head screw.



2. STEPS IN LOCATING AND PLOTTING A POINT

a. A pin is normally placed in the sheet representing the station
o44gpiad. Place the working edge cf the alidade against the pia and sight
the elided* on any other point which is to be plotted on the eheet.

b. Obtain height of instrument (HI) by measuring from the grceind
to .the horizontal line .oi sight.

c. Determine if a level sight shot can be made.

d. Remove parallel and focus on red, sit middle hair as near to
the HI on the rod as possible, then turn the vertical motion $crew so that
One of the s,i...ndia hairs is in coincidenak with, one of the even foot or
half foot marks on the rod.

. Record rod intercept (Stad.:a Diitance).

f. Level Beaman Arc Bubble and turn the vertical slow motion
screw until the Vertical Scale Index is in exact coincidence with the
nearesi whole Beaman Stop.

distance.

g. Read the Beaman Step and nis scale, read the CCI.

h. Multiply "H" by Rod Intercept to obtain correct horizontal

i. measure the corrected distanee with the taginsWe Scale and
plot position along straight edge of elided*. Plot the point observed as
a dot.

j. By the time the point has bemkplotted on the sheet the
recorder should have the elevation computed. a

. k. Write the elevation of the point on tile sheet doing the
plotted point as a decimald Arrange all elevations,and ether lettering
so as to read frms one direction.

3. MoVING TO THE NEXT STATION aR SET-UP

a. Determine whether you should move to next station or to a
temporary point.

b. when satisfied nothing more can be accomplished mo to next'
stations sight back on station just occupied and continue in same
procedure.

1.



hand.

4. cARE OF THE INSTRUMENT

a. Never maoipulata.board without grasping instrument with ons

b. Always place instrument in carrying case if not in use.

c. Notify Catructor if thane is any malfunction of instrument.

d Students should not make any adjustment* themselves.

a. Do not put any oil on any of th moving.parts.

Station

Manhole

Culvert

(2) Abbieviations

°STA

M.14.

Ct.11..s/

Drop. inlet .D.

Telephone pole III PC)1.1i

Headwall 14 OW

CC:11.1C.

BLD6.,
D.

T.

Concrete

Building

goad

Street

Highwai tikwy

Gradie

Ground

Minch mark .

Temporary bench mark

Turning point TR

Stake °STK.
Monuman t ihoioNt

Spike d PK
Curb C. et .

Canter C.
Centerline

+me

B.M.

..0.1e



(1) Symbols

Onak4

(tembOD awaMONNIORMIMPINO Mk MOMMIPPMEIMMID

4

1 '39

Bench mark

Triangulation station

Stadia station

Transit traverse,station

Ali poles (indicate type)

Fire hydrant

Man holes (indicate size and
composition of cover)

Drop inlets

Instrument

Recorder (Ifotekeeper)

Rodman

Barbed wire.

Token wits

Centerline of roads or
streets (indicate name)

Cul-ert headwalls (indicate
size and composition)

Buildings. (show sangria chaps
'and record numbr and dimensions

Deciduous trees (indicate
diameter)

Coniferous trees (indicate
diameter)
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GENERAL SURVEY NOTES
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TO THE STUDENT

This programmed lesson is essentially a workbook. The lesson

information is broken into small sequential units called frames,

which enable you io make an active response.

Study each frame carefuLT and complete each response. _The

correct response mill be found on the page following each frames

There is no answer sheet. Do not proceed to the next frame until

you have mastered all the information in the present fraae. An

instructor will assist you if the need arises.

This booklet is your property. Do all your work in the spaces

provided. This is not a test and will not be graded. However, the

Practical Exercise will be collected and evAluated to determine haw

well you have nat the objectives. The self-tests are designed to

summarize units of instruction and provide a means whereby you can

measure how well you are learning the information and will not be

graded.

A total of 5 hours is allotted for the lesson and P.E. You

may work at your own pace. Begin with Fraae i1 on page 1.



STAMM OF JECTIMS

S I

The purpose of this lesson is to pmvi,...e you with the knowl

edge and ability required to prepare contour maps in the field.

Ia a previous lesson you'leaxned the principles of elevation and

relief, some of which are basic to lo ioal contouring. This les

son is designed to enable you to:

A. DEFINE A CONTOUR

. 1. Recognize the difference between elevation and relief.

2; List the characteristics of contour lanes (a).

3. Defiae the typss of contour lines.

4. Define contour interval.

B. SKETCH CONTOURS ON A PLANE TABLE SHEET

1. Determine elevations at stream junctions,

2. Determine where contours cross streams and sketch i the

contours.

3. Determine and sketch in ridge line locations,

4. Determine where contours cross ridge lines and sketcn ia

. the conto,,,*s.

ii

it



FRAM #1

In any tne of mapping it is essential to understand the
difference between elevation and relief.

The distinction is a simple one. Elevation refers to the
heigbt of a point above or below mean sea level, while relief re-
fers to the general shape of the ground.

mean sea level

RE: The height of a point above or below mean sea level
is its The shape of the ground is its

Do elevations show relief?

1



ANS: Elevation, relief, yes

FRAME #2

A contour line is a line an a map that represents an imagi-
nary line on the hurface of the earth along which all points lie
at the same.elevation. Haan sea level is the starting point or
"0" elevation.

REAL CONTOUR
LINES ON MAP

RE: Aqy line connecting a series of points of
equal elevation can properly be called a

line.

r

IMAGINARY
LINES ON
GROUND

if)



ANS: Contour

t),

FRAM #3

Contour lines possess eight (8) fundamental characterirtics.
The first three.of these are:

1. Contours tend to parallel each'other and tend
to parallel streams, or man made features such
as railroads.

2. Contours never cross or touch except_at over-
hanging or virtical cliffs and at waterfalls.

3. Contours_ never fork.

Ply

3



FRAkii4

5-15'

Characteristics 4 and 5 are:

4. Contours form smooth natural curves.

Contours always clioe on themselves
either inside or outside the: limits
of your map sheet.

`I



AO.

The remaining three characteTistics are:

6. Contoura cross t,treams in a 'IV" shaped
max ler zointuta upstream.

7. Contours form an 14" above stream junctions.

8. Contours form a "1U" around ridges, and the

closed end of the "U" points down ridge.

500

fmtistm. 550



SELF TEST #1

If you a4A uncertain about a queetion or cannot ansWer it)
refer back to the frame(s) indicated in parenthesis.

1. Elevation refers to the of a
above or below mean sea level, and.relief refers to

(a)

2. 'A contour line is a on a map that represents
an imaginary line on-the surface of the
along which all,points lie at the

(#2)

3. The starting point. from which elevation is msasured

is mean (#2)

4. Contour lines possess certain characteristics. They
tend to each other and streams.

They never 'or fork. They tend to farm
curves and always close.on

themselves.

5. When we think of contour lines in relation to ridges,
streams, and stream junctions, we think of the letters

and . (#5)

6
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'1 S

There are two baRic types of contour lines. mu contours
are the first.

Index contours, the ukey" type, are:
I. shown in a' belMry 1 me weight,
2d. broken to alloR insertiun of

elevation values, and
flund evarytilth (th) line.

i

,.RE: The "key" type of contour line is the .

contour. It is easily noticed because it is a
line weight and is to

allow insertion of elevations.

RE: This is a typical map sinet.' The heayy lines
are the Indax contours. What is missing
here? =ww=104



4

ANS: Index, heavy, tIroken

FRAME

a.4

Broken index contours, elevation values'

Intermediate contours are the second tylge and are:

1. shown in a light line weight and

2. seldom broken.

RE: Intermediate contours can be dist:Wguished from
Index contours by their line weight and
the fact that they are

RE: Which (i or B) is the intermediate contour?

NOTE: There ie one remaining type of contour line. It

is called a supplementary contour. It occurs as
a.light series of dashes and is useful where the
index and intermediate contours do not show the
elevation and relief as accurately as may be

needed.

8

F.
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FRAME #8

On
contour
usually

RE:

.

anY contour map we refer to the vertical distance between
lines as the contour interval. Ihe contour interval is
given in whole even numbers such az 23, 50, 100, or 5001.

RE:

The contour interval is the distance
between contour lines. It is usually found 0.1(..

pressed as a number.

EXAMPLE

Contour Interval 20,

The contour.interval on the map sheet below
is how many feet?



V

ANS: Contou;\Interval is 10f.

FRAME )09

Campilation of a contour map no
of time (weeks or months). La field
important factor, logical contoUring
little sacrifice of accuracy.

A.

B.

siltuations speed Is the
ean be used with relativeky

surveyor

Aerial
photos

drafting
roam

spot
elevations

field
compiler

f

spot elev. &
level lines

survey
team

final
edit

contour
map

base
compilation

reproduction T9po Map

RE. Which (A or 13). be:;t depicts field compilation of a map?

10
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ANS "A"

FRAME #10

Logical covitouring is bated 'on the assumption that-all
slopes ire uniform (the ground rises and falls eve4y). This

disregards some of natures irregularities. Logical contouring
depends more on uhat the slope wou.i.d be if there wereonly
even changes between two or more points,

RE: The process of logical contouring is based on tne
assumption that all slopes are This ais-

, regards some of natures ,

1A.

Draw a line connecting these points
indicating the type of slope assumed

in logical contour=rig.

11



ARS: uniform, irregularities

FR_AME #11

Logical contouring permits sketching of contours from field
notes.* We can re/y on the assumption of uniform slopes if the
survey team furnishes us with a spot elevation at each point
where there is a significant change in slope such as the crest of
a bill or a strewn bed.

* From field notes, existing maps, aerial photos,
cit.,y or town property sheets, or from knoldedge
gained from area residents.

Surveyors Plane Table Sheet

RE: For the concept of uniform slopes to be valid, the
survey team must provide us with a
wherever a of occurs.

(-)



ANS: spot elevation, change, slope

SELF TEST #2

Name each of the features shown on the aheet. If you are

uncertain about a feature, refer back to the frame indicated in

parenthesis.

A. (#11) C. (#8),elmola

B. (#b) . D. (e)

13



griAKE #12

There are 5 steps to follow in logical contouring.

1C0S"
411v

STEP #1. Determine the elevation at ail stream junctions.

READ CAREFUL= - WORK SLOWLY

With dividers or engineers
stream junction "c" Was

determined to be 2/3 the stream
distance between points "a" and
Irv. The total difference in
elevation is 601 (120-60). 2/3
of 60 40, so the elevation of
"c" is said to be 60 4.40 or
100 feet.

1. Determine the elevation at stream junction "z"

2. Plot the elevation at all stream junctions on your
work sheet, page 22..



Ass: Approxinately 901

FRAME 13

STEP #2 Locate the points where the contours cross
the streams. Remember to round out the

point of the "'Ps.

N1 Pointg "a" and wb" art given.
The contour interval is 20'.
The 20' contour can bo drawn
the distance between "a"

and "b."

Look at stream bo.d. The
vertical distance is 1. We

b 301 can break the line into 8
equal parte of 10' eadh. The
next break above point "b" will
be at 401. A contour line will

0' cross here and at every other
break (i.e. every 20').

Contour Interval 20'

1. Locate the points where contours will cross tha
stream b-c.

2. On your work sheet, locate the points where contours
will cross all the streams.

15



C2-1

Contour Interval 20'

FRAME #14

STEP #3 Sketch in the ridge lines.

Streams are generally separated by areas of
higher elevation (or a swamp or lake would be present).
Ridge lines are sketched in by running a dashed line
through the spot elevations (which indicate the crest
of a ridge between the streams) starting at the stream
junction and continuing through the last elevation
given. See Figure.l.

Fig. 1. Sample

1. In Figure 2, above, sketch La the ridge lines.

2. Sketch in all the ridge lines on your work sheet.

Fig. 2

16



ANS:

-VA

FRAME # 15

-1443.

STEP #4 Locate the points where the contours
cross the ridge lines.

This step is accomplished in the same manner
as,Step 2 prescribes. In Figure 1 the vertical difference
between spot elevations is 601. Divide the line into 6
equka4 parts (ID, each). A contour line will go through
each spot elevation and through each of the breaks in
the line betwen them.

Contour Int. 101 Fig. 2. Contour Int. 50'

1. In Figure 2, drawa ridge line between the spot
elevations, and show where each contour would cross
this line

2. Following the above procedure, locate the points
where contours cross the ridge lines you sketched
in on your work sheet.

17



ALS:

Coci

FRAME 16

STEP #5 ')raw contours by connecting points of
equal elevation.

This sounds like a v...177 e=gy ctep. lt

is. But don't be satisfied with this alone. See

how frame 18 and 19 help you to understand this

step.

18



4110
FRAKE

Figures 1 and 2 show you what an inexperienced
compiler would do. Of course zall would not an
this singe you know this violates the assumption
of "uniform elopes." Frame #19 will showyou the
right way to draw in the contour lines.

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

110

NO! NO!

8(17

19'



71.Th
FRAME #1/1

Look at the figure below. You would connect the 943' ,94=1"

8171 spot elevations with a line. betermine how, many contlurs

will be drawn between these spot elevations. Then divide the

line so that the contours passing between these spot elevatioms

will be evenly spaced.

Contour Interval 201

Do this on your worksheet, between all spot elevations
where contour lines will be drawn.



-11
FRAME #19

When connectiag points of equal elevation oa a plane table
sheet, you will find there is only one way a contour line caa go.
In Figure 1, there is only one place you can Ow the 405' contour
once it has reaChed point "X", and that is between the 404 and

407' poljOits.

rtgurel Figure 2

1. la Figure 2, can you fiaish drawing the 4101 contour
that WI have alrea4y started for you?

2. You are now ready to complete your worksheet: Draw in
all the contours (index and intermediate). When you
have finished, erase all guidelines and have the
iastructpr check your work.

21



Li= SHEET

x 860 x 892

x 811)

N\°.

x 846

It

797 x

86S

x
\ x 880

x

835

833

792

7

x 892

x 810

x 851

x 812

Contour Interva1-10 Feet

785
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*

4411.

F8A,C=Gail, =al=

SWIM Compilaidon and Revision

MUM Logical Contouring

TIXI: boar

Iirrinftsi AID EQUIFISIT:

wi 41-

4R Pencil
Practical &mortise Sheet
Dividers andoeor lagAasere Scal

IMOD: To% will Ulork individually at your own tables.
Instructors will he preeent to asaist you and
check your work.

I" I, *Wm,: , 'Ica are required to connect the points of equal
elevation keeping in aind the principlea and

, methods met forth in the lesson. leen ,you have

conleted the sheet, hand it to the inetruApor.

EULUATIOK: Accuracy of ALL work,,line weight, nsatasea, and
form, as U. as the applicat ion of the eight ,

(8) characteristics of contour', will be chocked
in the evaluation and grAidimg.

CRITIQUE: A critique will be held following the PE to
correct sdstakee and allow for suggist lona in
areas thought to need improvement.

23
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MOFILES

YRAKS-#1

A profile 13 a aide view or a portion of the earth along a

lin* between two points.
%

Plan View

RE: i vertimal aerial photo is not a profile View.

This is because it is not a view.

24
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ANS: Side

FRAME #2

A profile can be constructed from any contour map. ,k
profile cansagate constructed along a straight line. If we_

desire to show the profile of a curved road V= strew we niu0.
US6 a series oZ profiles .esl, of which iB constructed along; a

straight line.

Any of these strai*It lines (AB, CD, DE; FG) in a
line along which a profile can be constructed.

If



FRAME #3

There are. 6 simple steps to follou when constructing
a profile.

STEP 01 Draw a line along the area
you wish to profile.

Ex Amax,

Do this between points M and Mt on the work-
sheet, page 22.



TRAWL #4

STEP /102 Nake a note of the highest and lowest
contours (in terms of foot) that your
profile line crosses.

1. The highest contour line that liae "a" above
orouses has a value of 1301, and the lowest

tiline it crosses has a value of 50'

2. The highest contour that line "b" crosses is
at ' and the lowest contc lr line it crosses
is at '

3. Determine these values for 1in5 MX' on your
worksheet.

TIB



rY19
ANS: 140 is the highest contour and 50' is the lowest contour.

FRAME #5
NOTE: Complete each portion of Step #3 on your worksheet.

Step #3
a) Construct a box within whiah your profile will

be drawn. The box will be as wide aa your
profile line is long. Do this oi a clean sheet
of paper.

Profile Line

b) There will be a horizontal line in the box for
each contour value the profile line crosses.
Space the lines evenly just remember, the
wider the spacing the greater the vertical
exaggeratica.

28



FRAM #6

Step #4
aj Assign a contour value to each line in

the box.

- ,

ri 8 o

110
100
90

70
60
50

b) Number the top and bottom line of the bax
with the next highest and lowest contour
value.

This will give pm roam to round out
the hilln and valleys.

29



7E1
FRAME #7

STEP #5 Drop perpendiculars from the intersection
of each contour line with the profile liae
to the line of corresponding value in your
profile box.

1
i I

I 1 i

1 1 I I I

Ii 1 I I i i
i

140

1----1----i---1--i-1
_4____1 ___+_____i 120

---4----F---t i
110

loo
1

1 1 i

90

i I 70
I 60

30

50
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-7 82,
FRAME #8

STEP #6 Draw the profile byconnectiag the points
with a smooth natural curve.

Complete your profile for line MA'. When you have
finished, have the instructor check your work.

31
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TO THE SI1UDLNT 7 8 4-

This programmed lesson.is essentially a workbook. The lesson

information is broken sequential units called 11.204$ which

enable you to make an activli response.

Study each frame careAdly and te each response. The correct

response will be found an the page following each frame. There is no

answer Sheet. Do not proceed to the n-ixt frame until you have mastered

all the information in the present frame. An instructor will assist

you if the need arises.

This booklet is y:ur property. Do all your work ia the spaces

provided. This is not a test. Hawever, the Practical Exercise will be

colleCted and evaluated to determine haw well you have met the objectives.

The self-tests are designed to summarize units of instruction and

provide a means whereby you can measure how well you are learning the

information. You may work at your awn pace. Begin with Frame #1 on

page 1.



STATEMENT OF OBJEZTIVES

The purpose of this lesson is to provide you with the knowledge

and ability requirtd to prepare contour maps in the field using the

logical contouring procedare. This labsaa is designed to enable you to:

A. DEFINE A CONTOUR

1. Recognize the dif2erence between elevation and relief.

2. List the characteristics of contour lines

3. Define the types of contour lines.

4. Define contour interval.

B. SKETCH CONTOURS ON A PLANE TABLE SUET

1. Determine elevations at stream junctions.

2. rce-,ermine where contours cross streams and sketch in the

cwItours.

3. Determine and sketch in ridge line locations.

4. Determine where contours cross ridge lines and sketch in

the contours.

(8).



-78G

FRAM,

In any type of mapping it is essantisl to understand the

difference between elevation and relief.

The distinction is a SiMple one. Elevation refers to the

height of a point above or below mean sea, level, while relief re-

fers to the general ahape of the ground.

mean sea level

RE: The height of a point above or below mean sea level

is its .
The shape of the ground i3 its

111.101MINIMft. MROPEN

Do elevations show relief?

1



ANS: Elevation, relief', yes

MAKE 1,2

A contour line i3 a line on a map that represents an imagi-
nary line on the surfacetll the earth.along which all points lie
at the same elevation. Mean sea level is the starting point or
"0" elevation.

REAL CONTOUR
LINES ON MAP

IMAGINARY
LINES ON

D GROUND

RE: Au' line connecting a series of points of
equal elevation can prop-r4 be called a

line.

2 1. I

46.



AXS: Contour

FRAU #3

188

Contour lines poseess *lint Orfundaalental characteristics.
The first thre* of them, are:

1. Contours tend to parallel each other and tend
to parallel streass4 or samLuede features such
as railroads.

2. Contours never cross or touch except at over-
hanging or vertical cliffs and at waterfalls.

3. Contours never fork.

3

ova.



FELI?CE

Characteristic's 4 and 5 are:

4. Contours form smooth naturai curves.

1 89

5. Contours always close on themselves
either inside or outside thG 11mit5
of your map sheet.

4



The remaining three characteristics are:

6. Contours cross streams in a "V" shaped
manner p_MUza uretream.

7. ('ontourts form an "14" above straam junctions.

,

Contours form a "U" around ridges, ana the

closed and of the "U" points down ridge.

500

=e1....

MOINIIII.1111111011

aroma, 550

5



SELF TEST

1.1 you are uncertain about a question or cannot answer it,
refar b,ck to the frame(s) indicated in parenthesis.

1. Elevation refers to the of a
above or below mean sea level, and relief reIers to

(#1)

2. A contour line is a on a map that represents
an Imaginary line on the surface of the
along whidh all points lie at the
(#2)

3. The starting point fram wh_ch elevation is measured
is mean (2)

4. Contour lines possess certain Characteristics. They
tend to each other and streams.
They never or fork. They tend to form

curves and always close on
themselves.

5. When we think of contour lines in relation to ridge:),
streams, and stream junctions we think of the letters

and (#5i

6



There are two basic types of contour lines. nosix contours

are the firzt.

Index contours, the "key" type, are:
1. shown in a heavy line weight,
2. broken to allow insertion of

elevation values, and

3. found every fifth (5th) line.

RE: The "key" type of contour line is the
contour. It is easily noticed because it is a

line wtight and is to

allow insertion of elrvations.

RE: This is a typical map sheet. The heavy lines
are the Trnex contours. What is missing

here?

7



ANS: 'Index, heayy, broken
Broken index cuatours, elevation values

FRAME #7

Intermeolate contours are the second tyTe and are:

1. shown in a light line weight and

2. seldom broken.

RE: Intermediate contours can be distinguished fram
Index contours by their line weight and
the fact that they are

RE: Which (A or B) is the intermediate contour?

NOTE: There is one remaining type of contour line. It

is called a supplementary contour. It occurs as

a light series of dashes and is useful where the
Ekad intermediate contours do not show the

elevation and relief as accurately as may be

needed.

8



ANS: "A"

FRAME #8

On
contour
usually

RE:

RE:

any contour map we refer to the vertical distance between

lines as the contour iaterval. The cont.-ur interval is

given in whole even numbers such as 20, W, 100, or 500'.

The contour interval is the distance

between contour lines. It is usIsally found ex-

pressed as a number.

EXAMPLE

Contour Inte al 20'

The contour interval on the map sheet below

is how many feet?

9



ANS: Contour Interval is 101.

FRAM #9

Compilation of a contour map normally requires a gread deal
of time (weeks or months). In fiela situations 'where speed, iS the
important factor, logical contouring can be used with 'relatively
little sacrifice of accurack.

A.

B.

surveyor

Aerial
photos

drafting
roan

spot
elevations

field
canpiler

contour
map

survey
team

final
eait

spot elev. &
level lines

base
compilation

regroduc ion . go 1.14

RE. Which (A or B) beEt depicts field compilation of a map?

10



ANS: "A"

FRAME #10

Logical contouring is based on the assumption that all
slopes are uniform (the ground rises and falls evenly). This

disregards some of natures irregularities. Logical contouring
depends more on what the slope wou.Ld be if there were only
even changes between two or more points.

RE: The process of logical contouring is based on the
assumption that all slopes are . This dis-
regards some of natures

0

Draw a line connecting these points
indicating the type c: slope assuned
in logical contouring.

11



ANS: uniform, irregularities

FRAME #3-1

Logical contouring permits sketching of contours from field

notes.* We can rely on the assumption of uniform slopes if the

survey team furnishes us with a spot elevation at eLch point

,where there is a significant change in slope such as the crest of

a hill or a stream bed.

From field notes, existing maps, aerial photos,

city or town property sheets, or from knowledge

gained from area residelts.

surveycrq Plane Table Sheet

RE: For the concept of uniform slopes to be vadd, th
survey team mult provide u with a

wht:1-ever a of occur-J.

.12
f



ANS: spot elevation, change, slope

SELF T1.3T #2

Kame each of the features shown on the sheet. If you are

uncertain about a feature, refer back to the frame indicated in

parenthesis.

A. (#11) 0. .0 p's)

t. (#0 D.. (#7)



FRA1E # 12

There are 5 steps to follow in logical contouring.

STEP #1. Determine the elevation at all stream junctions.

READ CAREFULLY - WORK SLOWLY

With dividers or engineers
scale, stream junction "c" was
determined to be 2/3 the stream
distance between points "a" and

The total difference in
elevation is 601 (120-60). 2/3

of 60 = 40, so the elevation of
"c" is said to be 60 ± 40 or
100 f%:::et.

1. Determine the elevation at stream junction "z"

Plot the elevation at all stream junctions on your

work sheet, page 22

1



ANS: Approximately 901

FRAME 33

STEP #4 Locate the points where the contours crc3s

the stream6. Remember to round out the

point of the wPs.

Contour Interval 20'

Poin "a" and "b" ard given.

The cqntour interval is 20,.

The 2:14 contour can be drawn

i the distance between "a"
and "b."

Look stream b-d. The

vertical distance is 80'.

can break the line into 8
equal parts of 10' each. The4 ,

next break'above point "b" will

be at 40'. A contour line will

cross here and at every other

break (i.e. every 20')

1. Locate th2 points where contours wi31 cross the

stream h-c.

On your work shee: locate thr points where contours

will cross all the streams.

15



Contour Interval 20'

FRAME #.114,

Sot

STEP 03 Sketch ia the ridge lines.

Streams are generally separated by areas of
higher elevation (or a swamp or lake would be preeent).
Ridge lines are sketched in by running a dashed line
through the spot elevations (which indicate the crest
of a ridge between the streams) starting at the stream
junction and continning through the last elevatiga
given. See Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Sample

1. In Figure 2, above, sketch in the ridge 1ine5.

Sketch in all the ridge lines on yqur work sht.

16 so



4cD

FRAME

STEP #4 Locate the pointa where the contours

cross the ridge lines.

Thin step is accomplished in the same manner

.as Step 2 prescribes. In Figure 1 the vertical difference

between spot elevations is 60'. Divide the line into 6

equal parts (10' each). A contour line will go through

each spot elevation and through each of the breaks in

the line between them.

Fig Contour Int. 10, Fig. 2. Contour Int. 50'

1. In Figure 2, draw a ridge line between the spot

elevations, and show where each\contour would cross

this line.

2, Follówing the above pro,cedure, locate the points

where contours crosl.; the ridge lines you sketcl,ed

La on your work theet.'

17



Th

ANS :

FRAME #16

STEP #5 Draw contours by connecting points of
equal elevation.

Thil3 sounda like a very easy step. It
is. But don't be satisfied with this alc,ne. See
how frame 18 and ; help.ycu to understand thiL;
step.

18
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FRA1E ti. 17

Figures 1 and 2 show you what an inexperienced

campiler would do. Of course au would not do

this since you know this violates the assumption

of "uniform slopes." Frame #19 will show you the

right way to draw in the contour lines.

Fig. I Fig , 2

eci

NO: NO:



Bos-

FRAME #11S

Look at the figure below. You would connect the 9431 and
817' spot elevations with a line. Determine how many contours
will be drawn between these spot elevations. Then divide the
line so that the contours passing between these spot elevations
will be evenly spaced.

Contour Interval 20'

Do this on your worksheet, between all spot elevations
where contour lines will be drawn.

C'?

20



FRAM; #19

When connecting.points nf equal elevation on a plane table

sheet, you will find there is only one way a contour line can go.

In Figure 1, there is only one place you can draw the 4051 .contour

once it has reached point "X", and that is between the 404 and

4071 points.

Figure 1 Figure 2

413 .4110

In Figure 2, can you finish drawing the 410 contour

that we have already started for you?

You are now ready to complete your worksheet. Draw in

all the contours,(index and intermediate).__When you

have finished, erase all guidelines and have' the

instructor check your work.

21



WORK SHEET

x 810

x 846

It

x 892
868

x 845

x &30

Id I

01

x 892

x 870

835

X 833

x 810

x 8 51

4 822

x 812

Contour Interva1-10 Feet

') I

,

22
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PRACTICAL =Emma

nmags Ap =MIK kin

4H Pencil
Practical Exercise Sheet
Dividers and/Or Engineers Seale

METHOD: You will work imdiridually at your own tables.

Instructors will be present to assist you and

check yourwork.

Tou are required to connect the points of equal

elevation Leaping in mind the principles and
methods set forth in the lesson. When you have
completed the sheet, hand it to the instructor.

EVALUATIOM: Accuracy of ALL work, line weight, neatness, and
form, 83 well as the application of the eight

(8) characteristics of contours, will be checked

in the evaluation and grading.

A critique will be held folloling the PE to
correct mdstakes and allow for suggestions in
areas thought to need improvement.

23
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FROTILES

FRAME

B 09

A profile is a side view of a portion of the earth along a
line between twn poi7ts.

RE: A vertical aerial photo is not a profile view.
This is because it is not a view.

c, 4

24



ANS: Side

FRAME it2

A profile can be constructed from agy contour map. A

profile cm mla: be constructed along a straight line. If we

desire to show the profile of a curved road or stream, ye nust

WO a series of profiles msla of which is constructed along a

straight line.

Any of these straight lines (AB, CD, DE, FG) is a

line along which a profile man be constructed.

25
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FRAt #3

There are 6 simple steps to foll(A. when constructing
a profile.

STEP #1 Draw , line along the arta
you vlsh to profile.

F2EAFTLE

Do this between points M and M' on the work-
sheet, page 22.

26



0

FRAME #14.

STEP 02 Make a note of the hielest and lowest
contours (in terms of feet) that your
profile line crosses.

WAWA=

1. The highest contour line that line "a" above
crosses has a value of 130', and the lowest
line it crosses has a value of 50'.

2. The highest contour that line "b" crcsses is
at ' and the lowest contour lir it crosses
is at '

3. Determine these values for line MM' on your
worksheet.

27



t 3
ANS: 140' is ti, e! highest contour and 50' is,the lowest contour.

FRAME #5
NOTE: Complete each portion of Step 03 on ytiur worksheet.

Step #3
a) Construct a box within which your profile will

be drawn. The box will be as wide as your
profile line is long. Do this on a clean sheet

of paper.

MIMMIP"

Profile Line

b) There will be a horizontal line in the box for
each contour value the profile line crosses.
Space the lines evenly just reLember, the

wider the spacing the greater the vertical

exaggeration.

values



FRAME #6

Step #4
a) Assign a contour value to each line in

the box.

BVr

100

90
80
70
60

b) Number the top and bottam line of the box
with the next highest and lowest contour
value.

120

176C0)

110
1D0

90
80

40

This will give you roGam to round oat
the hillA and valleys.

29



FRAM #7

STEP #5 Drop perpendiculars fram the intersection
of each contour line with the profile line
to the line of corresponding value in your
profile box.

1.

f

i 4-
..

J 4
I

I

i

i

150
140

130

120

110

100
90
50

70
bo

1."



101

STEP #6 Draw the profile by connecting the points
with a -in,. n4tural curve.

Complete your profile for line M-Mt. When you have
finished, have the instructor check your work.

31
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Li'ODUCTtON N

In your previous lesson, you ware taught the field procedures,
notekeeping, checking field notes for omissions, rrors and blunders.

Up to this point, you have learned how the mean H values are

determined. Thu next step is to resolve these -melon readings into

an Uncorrected Distance or (M).

This task muit be performed accurately and with care, as the
further reduction to a Geodetic Length depends on the UD being
lea correct.

Upon completion of this Programed Text, you will be able to
resolve the mean M Values tc derive an Uncorrected Distance.

1



aq
INS TRUCTIONS

There are two frames on each page of this text; however, since
it is not desireable to put cmsecutive frames on the same page, you
will have to turn the page after answering each question to check
your answer and to continue with the program. In other words,
Frame 2 appears at the top of paa,e 5; the answer to Frame 2 is
found in the top column on page 6; Frame 3 appears in the top
column of page 7, etc. Follow the top frames all the way to page
23; the answer to Frame 11 on page 24 is found in the first
column of page 24. Got it? OK, go to Frame 1.

2
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FRAM I

The figure below is the portion of DA Form 2657 that contains
dhe raw data necessary for computation of uncorrected distance (MD)
and the format fur the computation.

Study it carefully to determine the relationship between the
channel designators of the mean readings and the channel designators
in the resolution format.

M6

M5

M4

143

CHANNEL DESIGNATORS

Ali

M2 Ru
INN Iliiii=11:13UNCOMPECTIED DisTANCIL (U13)

FORMAT ma RESOLVING

GO TO THE NEXT FRAME

,IME 12

The situation you've been involved with to this point has bean
aa ideal one. You may have noticed that each M value added a digit
but also repeated the first two digits of the lesser M value. You
will likely never see this occ r in an actual field situation.

GO TO THE NEXT FRAME

3



Sat
Solution to Criterion Test

If your answer do not look like the solution shown below, you
have misunderstood the information presented in this lesson. Raise
your hand for additional help from the instructor.

ME

MS

MS Ma

SUM

0.951 66 2 0 4 6 MEAN

M4

0 .9

MEAN
Ma

210,7

6 2
M3

M2

UNCOPURIECTKO DIST NC (VD L1.0 11

4

0 7 MIL T EIRS
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ESIC 2

Naw are required to fi/1 in the channel designators, H2,
113, H4, H5 and M6, both for moan values and for resolution of CUD).

SU M

SUS
N

UNCONSWILCTILD DIST ANC C

FRAME 13

The M2 value is always excepted as correct (providing i meets

certain criteria t be discussed 1ate0, but the ramaining values
are considered cur_c.21: only to within ± 50 units. It then becomes
;possible for the correct value 3f an M3 reading of 719 to be any-
where between and . This then becomes the real prob;em
of resolving for UD.

5



Answer to Frame 2

MCA ERB
M4 11111/1
M 3 a.MM.

Mb

813

M 2

uNcommacTgo tatsT ANC It (UM

Answer to FT anaft 13

769 and 669

orgyucas

r



FRAM 3

Given the figure and moan channel readings as illustrated
below, label, a* to channel, both the mean-valuas and the corres-
ponding location for the values in preparation to resolving (n).
In addition, you are to correctly trausftr the actual channel
readings to their appropriate location*.

Me

MI
PA%

MD

Ma

UNCONNICTILD DIST ANC II

FRAME 14

SAICTE111

MEAN

Keeping in mind the concept of the two 6-gits of an M
value having to agree with the firPt two digits oi the lesser M
value, torAvine the below example.

M2

UNCOOPIKCT KO DIeT NC masass

The correct value of 113 can be between and
Again keeping in mind the stated concept about. Jhat is the real
value of H3?

7

.6),



Answer to Frame 3
Bas

UNCORRECTED DIST ANC (UD)

kaswer to Frame 14

448 and 348 .

356.



FRAME 4

Having correctly transferred the mean valuaa of the measurement
to the resolution format, you may uow begin the task of computing UD.
You are justified in asking at this point, "just What units of mea-
sure do each of these values represent." A fair question - proceed
to the nezt frame.

FRA,ME 15

Remember, M3, M4, M5, and Mb are accurate to 4- 50 units, and
the last two digits of each must agre2 with
of the next lowest MI value. Solve for the correct readint7 of M4

in the proble.x. below.

M2

M3

UNCORRIECTED DIIT

.111.1La

((10)1 1

Correct M4 value ia

S 8
mg:r t'm



Answar to Frame 15

ie first two di its (or words meaning the same)

539

1

7

10

(82"-i



as
FRAME 5

The M2 value is La terns of millimeters. Based on your
knowledge of the metric system, convert aa M2 value of 4319 milli-
meters to meters.

FRANZ 16

Lec's see
bituatian, see
the correct 115

M5 a

how well' yor've followed. 3e1ow is a rather unique
what you can do with it. The object is to detamine
and N6 values.

144

M

td

M 3

M

uNcommacrErs CHST ANC II

116 -

11

hdETts



Answer to Frau* 5

4.319

Annwer to Frame IS

745

27 f,

12



8C)
Evan though the H2 value is in it is not logical

to speak of a long distance in these terms, end consequently we
convert to , which is a more convenient term.

FRAME 3.7

Did you get 745 as'your ane,mr? 1Z so, you're exceptionally

alert. If you didn't, that's Ck too, as this example was; a bit
d;.fficult, and we haven't discussed changing the first d:'.git of
an M reading in order to;make dme "last two" uigit agreenient between
it and the lesser channeD.reading. Remember, the last two d4its
og an M value must agree with the first two digits of the lesser
channel, even though the first digit might change. M values are
accurate to + 50 units, and it's very possible Chat the first digit
may change when finding the "real" value.

GO TO 'ME NEXT FRAME

13



Answer to Frame 6

millinators, testers



B3L
FRAM 7

Ths H2 velum then is converted to meters by multiplying its

usual measurement unit by the factor 0.001.

FRAM 16

Study the problem below, and then have a go at resolving M2,

3 and 4.

142

/42

AC 3

1411

jUINCI3PIPPINC TED OIST ANC It rJD)

Mr=
1111111111111=111

15

1011TVIIIS



Answer to Frame 7

millimeters-

Answer to Frame 18

M2 0421
1,3 604
144 260

tiThrN
)

16



Fiala 8

The remaining Channel values each add an additional significant

digit to the laft of the decimal established in the 112 valus. Since
112-provides the single (or ones) unit, then the ES mould be in unite

of teamsters and 1.14 in units of meters, etc.

4-

FRAME 19

Having mastered the "art" of resolving each "W'value in
terms of the previous value, it mains only to "put it all
together" in order to arrive at the uncorrected distance.

Study the format below at left and relate it to dhe "scratch
paper" resolution.at the right.

A45

M4

Fi
MEM

MEM 3 4 EOM=

M.6 414
M5 143
114 434
M3 343
M2 4343-

Resolut,on a "real"

4 3 M values

042

0.12

UNCW1111111MT ED WIT ANC E

17



An Mier to Frame 8

one hundred

Is

1/4

e.



4

FUME 9

a

-44AIN,,

N. If an NZ value of 4615 equals 4..615 meters, and an N3 value
of.346 repreeents_34.6:neters, then an H4 value of 834 is represen-

tative of meters. This,pattern continuos through N6

whir* a value of 108,wou1dim representative of, meters. -1

oF

nava 20

Zn the last frame, you saw again the solution of indiv_dual

M resolutions, but for the first time saw a complete solution to

the problem. You were again reminded of the relationship that
exists between successive B[ values, and you should hxve_noticed

that the N2 value was transposed unchanged, directly to the UD
line, while the actual N readings were dhanged or resolved '_.cf real

readings fa facilitIte the "agreimant rule."

GO ID ISE NEXT FRA14E

19



.1.

831
&aims to Pram 9

834, 19400

k4

20

t

at

115

(a)



=1.

UAW 10.

A distance of 718'meters vauld be represented by a value 0,718
for 1444 vhile,a distance of 3718 would be represented by a value of

371 tor

; 21

L,

Pe.

1/.

1:h the example below, you are to utilize the provided coarse

'readings aa the left and complete the "scrateh paper" resolution

LID the right. Woo, completion it should be clear as to what digit(s)

of the M values are brought td, the 113) line. Afar completion, check

your answer on the next page and procsed to the next frame.

me 10 009
t5 9

IN 4

NOMIn
142

UNCOnNILCTUD DOSTANCS (VD

21

EMIR
ouniumumumsca



Anwar to Frame 10

MS

Anavar to Prams 21

Zia 097
145 372
144 720
le 203 .

142 0397

c5

22



FRAME 11

Using the distance 461,341.074 write the corresponding vaiue
for the indicatad Mi values«

v

MIME 22

How did you make out? .11 you were correct, you're "hanging
in there," but if you're still a bit unsure,- review frames 13
thru 21.

GO TO-THE NEXT PAGE

23
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Answer to /tam* U.

IC 1072
143 410
14+ 341

634
Igo 463

I.

GO BACK: TO PAGE 3

24

7

Atx 16e:
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*

SUIELRY

You have been expoeod tct the resolution of coarse.readings La
order to dote:mins UD in the completion of this tiat.

Remember that" the czars* readi4s are correct to within + 50
units, while the M2 value is considered correct, an4 that it is dais
first digit of the 1113 thruS6 reading* that comprise DD along with
the complite N2 value.

Now, test your knowledge of the risolution process by Com-
plating the criterion twit on page 26.

25
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rsrrEliTON TES'r

94-3
41.

Resolve withoLt mistaxes Calm =Arse re Lip below to deter-
mine Uncorrected Distsncet (UD).

GO TO PAGE 4 FOR SOLUTION OF sop CRITERION TEST
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INTRODUCTION

The stadia constant of a precise level is the multiplication

factor L.sed in conjunction with the rod intervals to determine'the

stadia length of a level line, and the allowable error. In the

supply system today thLre are lpvels that are identical in all

aspects except, the stadia constant. Thus, the surveyor and the

instrument repairman must know how to correctly determine the

stadia constant of a precise level.

S'



DETEPrINATION OFSTADIA CONSTANT

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS

94-1

This is a provammed lesson, not a test. The information is
broken down into small bits called "frames" which are followed by
an incomplete "response." Study the frame until you can completz
the missing portion of the response; then check your aPswer with
the correct answer which is printed on the next pege. If your
answer does not agree, re-study the frame, or, ask the instructor
for assistance.

This bOoklet is your property; make notes in it where you
*think they are needed. Your answers are for your information-and
are not a test other than self-testing to see if you understand the
"response."

One hour of class time has been alloted for this lesson and
PE, so pace yourself accordingly. Begin the lesson and read each
frame carefully, then provide the required response. After
responding, turn the page and check the accuracy of your response.
If your initial response was incorrect, re-read the frame before
continuing, Beginning on page 1, follow the top level of frames
to page 18, then return to page-1, and begin the next level,
-continuing in this manner until ill the frames have been completed.

An instructor will assist you if the need arises.

Now begin with Frame 1 at the top of page 1.



848
DETERMINATION OF STADIA CONSTANT

OBJECTIVES OF THIS LESSON

Upon completion of this text, the student will be able to de-
termine the stadia constant for a level. Specifically:

a. Identify when it is necessary to determine the
stadia constant.

b. List the importance' of knowing the stadia constant.

c. Demonstrate how to lay-oUt and measure t.0 course.

d. Demonstrate how to determine the thread interval.

e. Compute the stadia constant.

f. Mathematic.Ally check the stadia constant.



849
1. Extreme care must be exercised when handling topographic sur-

veying instruments. A SEVERE JOLT may affect the stadia con-
stant of a level. The stadia constant could change
TRifFilment has been

9. The stadia constant is derived from a series of rod readings
taken from SIX POINTS. The rod is placed and read on
points.

17. The sum of the top and bottom intervals is the thread interval
for each point. To get the thread interval for each point you
add the and intervals. (See fig. 1, Col O.)

24. After the constant has been determined for the first point, you
continue until a constant is determined for EVERY POINT of the
course. For every point of the course you must determine a



1 . jol ted

9. six

17- toP. bottom

24. constant

C f
("1- ,

2

aso

411

r1.



2. The'placement of the OBJECTIVE LENS in a level is the major
item affecting the stadia constant. The controlling item
which affects the stadia constant is the placement of the

-

10. Stakes are set at six points, 25, 35-, 45, 55, 65, and 75 METERS
in line: and measured from the focal point of the instrument.
The distances for the stadia constant course are measured from
the . (See fig. 1, Col A, p 7.)

18. Once the thread interval for each point of the course has been
determined, ADD all SIX together tc determine the sum of inter-
vals. The sum of intervals is found by 4 all six
intervals. (See fig. 1, Col D.)

25. After a constant has been determined for each point of the
course, you then add all constants together and divide by six,
the number of points in the course. You must determine a
separate constant for each of the measured points
of the course. (See fig. 1, Col F.)

S3

3



objective lens

IU. focal point

18. adding

25. six

4

..



8 53
3. The stadia constant IS NOT the same for all levels. Therefore,

is it proper to say that all levels have the same stadia constant?

Cies -

11. At each point of the course, three
and recorded; they are the bottom,
wire readings are taken on the
(See fig. 1, Col B.)

ROD READINGS must be taken
middle, and top wire. Three

at each point.

19. To determine the SUM of the DISTANCES, add all the distances
of the course. If this is done correctly, they will equal 300
meters (25+35+45+55+65+76=300 meters). By adding all the .

distances you determine the of .the distances.
(See fig. 1, Col A.)

26. After dividing the sum of the six constants by six, your quotient:
should be in close agreement with your previously determined stadia
constant (t.001). this is your check for the previously determined
stadia constant. Is it true that.your check will always agree
closely with your previously determined stadia constant?

(Yes - No)

THIS COMPLETES THE LESSON. GO TO PAGE 19 AND TAKE THE SELF-TEST.

5



." '" 4 1,2t.....- ,ST

3: No

11. rod

19. sum

26. Yes

Continue on page 9

Continue on page 9

Continue on page 9

6
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4. The stadia constant MUST BE determined befo starting a sqrye
project. At the beginning of a survey project, or when first-
placing the level in service you must determine the

4

12. Three wire readings are taken on the rad at six points, measured
from the focal'point of the instrument. This is the stadia
constant course. The stadia constant course is comprised of

points measured from Vie
of the instrument.

20. The sum of the intervals DIVIDED INTO the sum of the distances
will give you the stadia constant. The sum of the distances

by the sum of the intervals will give you
the stadia constant.

9

831



stadia constant

12. six, focal point

20. dividea

-,



5. The stadia constant lust be determined before placing a level
in service, ()rimy time the objective lens has been disturbed.
If the objective lens has been disturbed and/or prior to a
survey preject, you must determine the

13. The purpose of taking THREE wire readings at each point is to
provide information to determine the thread intervals. fhe
information used to determine the thread intervals is derived
from the wire readings.

21. The stadia constant is determined by dividing the sum of the
intervals into the sum of the distances. When the sum of the
Intervals is divided into the sum of the distances, your quotient
is the



stadia constant

13. three

21. stadia constant

Continue on page 15

12 ,



6. The STADIA DISTANCE of a level line must be known befpre the
allowable error can be determined. To determine the allowable
error you must know the

14. Thread INTERVALS are determined by subtracting the least wire
reading from.the middle wire reading, and subtracting the middle
wire reading frvm the largest wire reading. For each point of
the course you must determine thread intervals.
(See fig. 2.)

Largest wire
raft 1616

Middl wie

eadiag 1

Lust wto

resift

a
a, I

../ a
-II a

. a aa
Ifar .3. :

Na

a a
a

Ila a- aa I
V aa

aa a
. a aa

iil
ar it
, a i

IR a

1 3

Top iatarval=174

Sum of artmvais=3411

IUltimo loterva174



6. stadia distance

14. two, or 2

14



7. Once determined, the STADIA CONSTANT is the muitiplication fac-
tor used to determine stadia distance. To determine stadia
distance you use the

15. When the ldast wire reading is subtracted from the middle wire
reading, and the middle wire reading from the largest wire read-
ing, they MUST AGREE within 0.003 meters. The'bottom interval
must agree with the tip ;nterval within meters.
(See fig. 1, Col C.)

22. Once determined, the stadia constant MUST be CHECKED to verify
that your computations are correct. The stadia constant is not
considered correct until a has been made.

S 9

15



1 1

7. stadia constant

15. .003 meter

22. check

+NI

16



eco
a. The stadia constant is used to determine the length of a level

line, and the length of the line is used to determine the.allow-
able error# In order to determine the length and the allowable
error of a level line you must imow the

16. If the bottom and top intervals do not agree wittin .003 of a
meter, the ROO must be REOBSERVED for accuracy. If the inter-
vals fail to meet the required accuracy the must
be

23. To perform the check for the stadia constant you must divide
the measured distance to EACH POINT by the sum of intervals for
that POINT. To begin the check, you ,divide the measured dis-
tance by the sum of intervals for each

. (See
fig. 1, Col E.)

17



8. stadia constant

16. rod, reobserved

23. point

GO BACK TO PAGE 1 FOR FRAME 9
0 --'

GO BACK TO PAGE 1 FOR FRAME 17

GO BACK TO PAGE 1 FOR FRAME 24

18
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DETERMINATION OF "C"

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS
40

This program text is a unit of work which involves "Self Teaching. The overall lesson informa-
tion is broken into small steps called "frames." Each frame instructs with words, s ,,le problems,
or both, then requires you to apply that bit of instruction by completing a response or doing a
described action. The booklet is set up so that the answers to each frame are on the following
page.

°To-work and learn with this booklet, you read the frame and complete the response or problem,
then turn to the next page to check your answer. It is there for verification', NOT for COPYING.
When that frame is completed successfully, go to the next frame in numerical sequence.

This lesson may be given as a classroom exercise or it may be givea as a homemork assignment. If
you are in the classroom and need help, raise your hand and aninstructor will assist you. If the
exercise is given as a homework assignment and there is no instructor available to assist you in
arriving at the correct answer, go back and review the previous frames. You may have missed a
point. This program text is to be completed qnly after you have completed the.lessons on level
notekeeping and stadia factor determination.

INTRODUCTION

Each day, just before the leveling is storted or immediately after the beginning of the day's
observations and immediately following any instance when the level is subjected to unusual shock,
the error of the level ("C") must be determined. The required "C" determined,is basically the ratio
of the required rod reading correction to the corresponding subtended interval or

C
'sum of near rod readin s - (sum of far rod readi s
sum of far rod interva s sum of near rod nterva s

The maximum permissible "C" varies with the stadia factor of the instrument. The instrument mast
be adjosted at once if the "C" is greater than 0.004 for instroments with a stadia factor of
approximately 0.100, 0.007 for a stadia factor of 0.200, and 0.010 for a stadia factor Of 0.333.
The most cornmon level is one with a stadia factor of 0.100; therefore, the information contained
in this lesson will apply to the 0.100 stadia factor. Determination of the "C" for instruments
with a 0.2 or 0.333 stadia factor is accomplished in the same manner outlined in this lesson.
The information contained in this lesson can be applied to either of the other instruments.



FRAME 1

Z.

8it
-rm

ROO I
ROD

DIAGRAM OF INSTRUMENT SET UP
FOR DETERMINATION OF

1. Select an area that is fairly flat, clear and at least 85 meters in length.

2. Drive the turning pin for Rod "1" in the ground and pace off approximately 10 meters and set.up
your instrument. (Set up at position A.)

3 Have the second rodman pace approximately 75 meters from the instrument in the opposite direc-
tion of Rod "1" and drive his turning pin in the ground. This will be Rod "2."

4. You now have a total approximate distance of 85 meters between the two rods.

5. Setting up and reading the instrument is accomplished by the same procedures which you have
previously learned.

After reading the above information, place the appropriate distances in the spaces of the
above diagram.

3



Answers to Frame 1. b. 10 metets
.2. 851neters'
3. . 75 meters

FRAME #2

In Frame 1, you were required to set the instrument

4

meters from:Rod " ft

'2 2..



Answer to Frame 2: 10 meters

FRAME 3

The total distance from Rod
' o Rod 112" is

5

meters.



Answer to Frame 3: 85 meters

FRAME 4

It is 75 meters from the instrument to



Answer to Frame 4: Rod "2"

FRAME 5

411.
.2

al S."

In the above diagram, give the required distances between the rods and between the instrument
and the rods.



Answer to Frame 5: 1. = 85 meters
2. = 75 meters
3. = 10 meters

FRAME

If you have completed Frame 5 without error, proceed to Frame 7. If you have made an error,
read again Frames 1 through 5.

8



Si
FRAME 7

NAt this point, the instrumentman is set ui and ready to take the first rod readings. Recalling
yourclass on .notekeeping 3 wire readings must ueet certain specifications. This specification
for third-order stated that the difference in rod interval between the middle and top wire and
the middle and bottom wire must not exceed p.003.

I. using this criteria, are the backsight readings on the illustration below within the
tolerance of the specificztion?

2. On which rod do you take your first reading? _lor'2

3. What is the allowaLle difference of rod interval for 3 wire readings

9



91

Answer to Frdme 7: 1. Yes
2. 1

3. .003

FRAME 8

After detenmining that the readings on rod "1" are good, the instrumentman will read rod"2."

Are the foresigilt readings on the illustration below within tol!rf_e?

OCA DOM 0111CAN4 tikTioNPIOJECT
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Answer to frame No, Because: 374

370
Oifference:

FRAME 9

After determining tiat the 3 wire readings on Rod "2 were not within tolerance, the instrumentman
again reads Rod "2."

Are the new foresight readi, s on the illustration below within tolerance?

-19
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Answer to Frame 9: Yes, Because: 375

376

Difference: DTI

FRAME 10

You have now completed the first set-up for determining the "C" of your instrument and are ready
to move within 10 meteis of Rod "2" for the second set-up. Before moving, determine the mean for
the BACKSIGHT AND FORESIGHT below. These means and sums of intervals are found in the same
manner as you learned in previous lessons on third-order level notekeeping.

On the illustration below, compute the following:

A. Sum of Intervals, BS
B. Sum of Intervals, FS

fltOJECI

J12/41,2/4PIIIS177
OM140[2 .

,Em Ltd
firow 10

PAC lk WOO
TAY ION m4 AINfAct Of 200

A 1.11.Z.L

1.271
/lief

.impolom

84(Lifewt,l41
nwaR2

C. Mean BS Readir.g
D. Mean FS Reading

04WANNIATtON

0-W4V 0..#
imuLgoo

.44 011 MIT

E. Sunnation BS Readings
F. Summation FS Readings

3 WIRE LEVELING
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C 0 4
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Mot Qt. XISIG141
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Answer to Frame 10: A. = 100
B. . 751
C. . 17710
D. . 06797
E. . 5313
F. = 2039

FRAME 11

it

0
R

The distances for the second set-up, (B), are the same as for set-up (A). Knowing this criteria,
fill in the distances for set-up (B) in the spaces provided on the illustration above.

13



11.110flO

Answer to Frame 11: 1 = 75 meters
2 - 85 meters
a - 10 meters

FRAME 12

The instrumentman has set up, leveled the instrument in the "8" position and read Rod "2.

Are the new backsight readings in the illustration below acceptable?
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Answer.to Frame 12: Yes$ Because: 044
044

Di,f,eference:

FRAME 13

Next the instrumentman reads Rod "1.

Be3

Are the new foresight readings on the illustration below within tolerance? If so, compute the
mean 'adings, intervals, sum of intervals, and accumulative column totals on the illustration
be1ou

PIOJKI
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01114 lvii

BEA--
Answer to Frame I Yes, Because: 378

376
Difference: 002

FRAME 14

You have now determ.ned that all 1 eadings are good and have meaned the backsights and foresights.
If your Frame 13 looks like the example b3low, move to Frame 15. f it doesn't, go back and
review the material covered to this point.
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A

FRAMZ 15

To test your newly acquired knowledge for "C" determination, compute the mean readings,
intervals, sums of intervals, and accumulative column totals for both the backsight And
foresight readings on the sample below.

110JICT OCASION 010AMIATION
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Answer to Frame 15: If your work looks like the problem b&0w1 you alerstand "C" determina-
tion thus far and are ready to proceed.

1
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FRAME 16

Sinrr, you have cumpleted the check abuvu, yuu are ready fur the next step. That is the deter-

mil ion 1 a curvature and refraction correction. PROCEED TO FRAME li.

]8



8 81
FRAMZ 17

Now that you hdve meaned your readings and have totaled your intervals, you are ready to
determine and-apply a,curvature and refraction correction, which is applied to each of the
far rod readings only. To simplify this step, there is a table of Curvature and Refraction
fiaow for di!Aances from 0 to 200 meters. Since your distances will always fall near 75 meters,
'this table can always be, used for the."C" Check of your instrument.

in looking at the tab.e, you will note that there is no correction for distances up to 28
meters: This means that in determining the "C" of your instrument, the correction will
always be applied to the foresight readings.

The argument for entering the table is the distance for each foresight. The distance is
:obtained by multiplying the total rod inter-v-a-TOT-each foresight by the stadia interval
factor (SIF) for that instrument. The SIF should be noted in the remarks column of the field
notes. The iAividual correction, as obtained from the table, may be inserted in the "flack
'of Rod" column adjacent to each foresight.

Using the table shown below and the illustration on the next page, determine the curvature
and refraction correction for the problem on the 'next page.

a. The Foresight distance for the first set-up is
b. The Foresight distance for the second set-up is
c. The curvature and refraction correction for the first set-up is

N./ a. The curvature and refraction.correction for.the second set-up is
e. The total curvature and refraction correction is'

D13tance
meters

Correction
to rod am.

Distance
asters

Correction
to rod ask

0 to 27 0.0 125 to 130 -1.1
26 to 47 -0.1 131 to 136 -1,2
46 to 60 -0.2 137 to 141 -1.3
61 to 72 -0.3 142 to 146 -1.4
73 to 81 -0.4 ' 147 to 150 -1.5
82 to ;.lo -0,5 160 -1.8
91 tc 96 -0.6 170 -2.1
99 to 10'.i -0.7 160 -2.3
106 co 112 -0.8 190 -2.6
113 to 116 -0.9 200 -2.8
119 to 124 1.0

19
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PROJECT

Answer Frame 17: a. - 75.1m
b. - 75.4m
c. -0.4mm
d. = -0.4mm
e. = -0.8mm

16-

Be9

FRAME 18

Now that you have the total curvature and refraction Correction, it is applied to tne total
of the moan foresight readings and is i'lways subtracted. This correct1c3 must be appirirbefore proceeding.

Using the correction you computed in Frame 17, apply it to the readings below:
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FRAME 19

Now that you have applied the curvature and refraction correction, the neX step is to determine

the value of "C." First, always subtract the smaller mean rod reading (foresight or backsight)

from the larger; this will always result in a plus "C" on the left-hana page and a minus "C" on

the right-hand side. Next, subtract the total backsight rod intervals from the total foresight

rod intervals. At this time, using the illustration above, perform the aforementioned computat6ph.

22



Answer to Frame 19:

89 I

FRAME 20

with the accomplishment of the above, you are now ready to determine the "C" of your instrument.
Divide the difference in you- mean backsight i,nd foresight readings by the differe:,ce in your
backsight and foresight 1NTEAALS. Relecober to use the into-va1 and not the L. stance.

At this tiirie, usin9 te illustration above, compute the "C."



-6,6
Answer to Frame 20: yyfy = C -0.00501

FRAME 21

Bcd\-2_.

In cooparing your computed "C" with .the allowable (0.004) for this instrument, you find that
the instrument must be adjuste6. After adjusting the instrument, you must perform a new "C"
determination to verify the adjustmeit.

To adjust this instrunnta correction must be applied to the last foresight reading (center
wire 2530). The correction,is found by multiplying the total rod interval of the last fore-
sight reading by "C". The result of this multiplication will be in-millimeters. Tht cor-
rection takes the sign of the difference between the backsight and foresight means, or if you
have carried the sign in computing "C", it will take that sign. The correction is now applied
arithmetically to your last foresight center wire reading (2530). On the example below,
compute the correction and apply it:
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Answ2r to Frame 21: 754 (rod interval) x -.00501 ("C") . -3.6mm (correction to cihter wire
reading) . 2.530 - .004 . 2.526 (corrected rod reading)

FRAME 22

The actual adjustment of the instrument will not be covered here, but in a later lesson.

Let us now assume that this instrument has been adjusted. We must now make a new level errordetermination ("C") to verify your adjustment and to insure that it meets the allowable limitsfor your instrument.

To check the knowledge 1ained from this Programmed Text, compute a new "C" using the readingsshown in the illustration below.
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Answer to Frame 22:

894
If your work looks like the exami)1,! below, you have correctly completed the programmed text on the

determination and are ready to go to the field and apply this newly acquired knowledge. If
your worl, does not look like the example below, you have incorrectly applied the information con-
tained within this programmed text. Go back and read again the contents of this text.
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891
READING THE HORIZONTAL PLATE
OF 7HE WILD T-: THEODOLITE

INTRODUCTION

rhe measuring of a horizontal direction '3r angle is one of the basic
,obs of any type of surveyor. There are- many types of Instruments
th3.t can be used to accomplish this task. At the present time, the
Wild T-2 Thecioliti is the lo directiori measuring instrument used
by the topographic surveyor.

To measure a horizontal direction, the surveyor must be able to de-
termine the instrument readings. This programmed instruction book-
let j to te:ch you ().,4 to read the horizontal scales of

the Wild T- TLeodolie.

OBjECT:VE OF THI.7,

;Iven a 1T T-2 rheadol te or A. graphic representatIon f :he image
In the reling miorc'Jpe, the stuent will reai the hzontal

Theiolite with ccuracy.
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READING THE HORIZONTAL PLATE
OF THE WILD 7-2 THEODOLITE

.INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS

This programmed lesson is designed to be used without an.in-
structor. There is an instructor available to assist you witn
any questions you may have.

2. This programmed lesson gives you instruction at your own pace.
Although some of the material may seem simple to you, DO NOT
RUSH through it. You may review the items that you have pre-
viously studied as much as you like.

3. THIS IS NOT A TEST. It is a means of learning using a style of
programming callea'"Linear Programming". In each frame there
is a small bit of information. After reading the frame, you
will be required to form a response. Think out the answer and
alait in the space(s) provided. The correct answer will
appear at the top of the next frame. If the ans4er you have
written is correct, go on to the next frame. If your answer
is incorrect, crossout the wrong,answer, read the frame again,
and write the correct answer beside the crossed out one. Then
continue to the next frame. You are not graded on your answers,
but you shoul3 write your.answer before checking the correct
answer.

4. Don't guess at any answer. You will be given the correct answer
following each response.

5, You are now ready to begin. 'It= to page 1, frame #1.



Sc\ck

FRAME #1.

To prepare the Wild T-2 Theodolite for horizontal plate reading,
after it has been leveled and plumbed over a station, two steps must
be taken. The first of which is to lock the cross hairs of the
telescope on the target.

RESPONSE: .The first step in preparing the T-2 for horizontal plate
reading is to the telescope on
.the target.

- ANSWER: 9 (If your answer is incorrect, reread
Frames 28 and 40.)

FRAME $43

The ending point, when counting the number of "tens of minute" gaps
in our horizontal reading, is always an upside-down number in the
4.tip scale of the reading microscope. window.'

RESPONSE: When counting the number of "tens of minute" gaps in our
horizontal reading, the ending point is always an



c\oc
FRAME #2

ANSWER; Lock, cross naIrs

The second step, after tne,cross hairs are locked on the target, Is
to turn the inverter knob (see picture, pg 46 , this ttaxt) so that
the black ne is in the horizontal position.

PONSE: Turning the inverter knob so that tne
in the horizontal position.

is

Upside iown FRkME # 4

In finding the ending point, when counting the nuer of
"tens of minute" gaps to be used in the !-Iorizont_ read-
ing, :you first loUk for t number wi-d:7h

2

a



MAKE #3

ANSWER: E'lack

RESPCNSE: The horizontal plate of the Wild T 2 is nct reaiy for

reading until the

target and the is turne3 so that the

black line on it

are lockei on the

c.

ANSWER: Upside iown

Tht up.,4de 4,*wn endig Oi 1mber, which vc muzt uce,
fcur-3 In one -.).1" two 71aces.

MAME #45

firzlin0i, which ,7f the upE:ide T.imbenzi t: use
eniin,; point, wiln unr the "ten minute"

we 'look in ..,ne



9oa.
FRAME #4

ANSWER: Cross hairs, inverter knob, horizontal

When the T-2 is prepare fOr horizontal plate reading, the first
image seen in the reading microscope.(see picture, Pg46 this text)
uladow is simi3iar to that shown in the figure below..

RESPONSE: The figure above shows an image similiRr to that first
seen in the reading microscope windor of the T-2 that is ,

for horizontal elate reading.

ANSWER: Two places FRAME #46

The first place to look for the upside lawn number,is directly over
the index line in the top Lcale.

0

RESPONSE: When finding the upside number which is the ending point,
when counting the number of "ten minute" gaps,.you first
look over the index line.,

4



ANSWER: Preparei

903
FRAME #5

RE PONSE: When the nlage in.the readini$ microscope is similiar to

that show% in the figure above, you kaow that the Wild

T-2 Theodolite has been prepared for

readig.

ANSWiR: Directly FRAME #47

:n the figuri below, you can see that then-, is an upside down num-
ber directly over the line.

7e upile cwr ::amter, whic the cr,di2 psnt
L-)unting the (11:mber -tor Ti7-,JtP"

tAl reding, ovr. %1:2
the
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S. FRAME #6

ANSWER: Hori-ontal plate

You may have noticed that the image seen in the reading microscope
is divided into two scales. They will be referred to from here on
as the top scale and the bottom scale. See figure below.

TOP
SCALE

BOTTOM
SCAL1L

RESPONSE: In the figure above, you can see that the reading micro-
scope image is divided into scales.

ANSWER: Index line FRAME #14.8

RESPONSE: In the figure shown above, what .umber is the ending
point when counting the number of "ten minute" gaps in
the horizontal readiag

6



ANSWER: Two

SOTTO'S ,
SCALE

FRAME #7

RESPONSE: There are two scales in the image window of the

ANSWER s 245 FRAME #49

The second place to look fox: the upside number which marks the end-
ing point, when counting the number of "ten Minute" gaps in the hor-
izontal reading, is the first upside down number to the RIGHT of
the imiex line.

<

RESPON, Z: In the figure above, there is no upside down number di-
rectly over the index line. Therefore you must look at
the first upside down number to the of the
index line to find the ending point wheu counting the
number of "ten minute" gaps in the horizontal reading.



FRAME #8

ANSWER: Realing microscope

The first of six steps in reading the horizontal plate of the Wild
T-2 Theodolite is to bring the top,scale into coincilence.

RESPONSE:. Bringing the top scale into is the first
step in reading the horizontal plate of the T-2.

V

ANSWER: Right FRAME #50

RESPONSE: In the figure above, the ending point when counting the
number of."ten minute" gaps is the first upside down
number which is to the right of the

11
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/RIME *#9

ANSWER: Coincidence

The horizontal plate cannot be read corrpctly if th; top :=.ale is
not brought into coincidence.

- RESPONSE: You will not 0%. a correct reading of the
if the top scale is not brought into coincidence.

\

ANSWER: Index line FRAME #51

RESPONSE: In the figure above, what number is the ending point
when counting the number of "ten minute" gaps in the
horizontal'realing?

9
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ANSWER: qorizontal plate FRAMZ#10-

The top scale is in coincidence when the vertical line's of .tha
upper half of the top scale all line up with the vertical lines in
thelower half of the 'asp scale. See figures 1 and 2 bel9w.

FIGUR( 1

.NOT IN COINCIDENCE
FIGURI 2

IN. COINCIDENCE

RESPONSE: When the vertical lines in the upper and lower halves of
the top scale are , the scale is said to
be in coL.nciience.

ANSWER: 203 FRAPE #52

IRESPONSE: I tile figure above, select the ending point number you
would 1;se in counting the number of "ten minute" gaps in
your horizontal reading.

10
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ANSWER: Lined up 1

90
i FRAM #11

RESPONSE; In the figv.ie above, a correCt 'orizontal plate realimg

can cannot be made, because the top scale is is not1731ragrilar" trit Maraii
in coincidence.

ANSWER: 189 FRAME #53

The are two cnecks you can make on the ending point upside down num-
ber selected to ensure that It Is the correct number.

RESPONSE: The ending point upside down number can be checked in
ways,

11



ct o
. FRAME #12

ANSWER:.. Caa is

To bring the top scafe into coicoidence, the micrometer knob (see
picture, pg 46, this text) is used.

1

RESPONSE: The is used to bring the top scale

into ( oincidence.

The first check is to ensure that the last ligit oi the ending

point upside down nunber, AGREES with the last diget of the degree-

reading.

RESPONSE: In the figure above,there are three gaps of "tens of
minutee in the horizontal reading and that the last
digits of the degree Teading and the upside down number
endiag point



ANSWER: Micrometer knob

The top scale 16 brought.into coincidence br
knob (sometimes called the coincidence knob
reading microscope changes from one similiar
1, to one ii4t3laT* to that shown in figure 2

%.

Figure

444

FRAMV, #13

turning the micrometer
until the image in the
to that shown ioir figure

below.

Figure 2

RESPONSE: The micrometer knob is until the reading micro-
scope image is similiar to that shown in Figure
above.

ANSWER: Agree FRAME #55

An alternate check is to insure that the degree reading and-^the end-
ing point ,-umbe-: selected are 180 degrees apart. See figure below.

RESPONSE: A second check, that ean be made to ensure that you have
selected the right ending point.number, is to ersure that
the degree reading and the ending point number are
degrees apart.



FIUME

ANSWER: Turned, 2

The second of tna six ste%ps ia reading the horizontal scales af the c

Wili' T-2 Theodolite is to locate the INDEX LINE im the top scale of f

the reading microscope Idn.low, after the scale is in coincidence.

NBEI
LINE

RESPONSE: Once the top scale is brought into coincidence, you must

look in the top scale for the line.

mionommagoormo.

ANSWER: 180 FRAME #56

RESPONSE: In the figure above ycu can see that there are three
"ten minute" gaps in the horizontal reading and that the
degree reading and the ending point number are

degrees

1 4

'1)



'ANSWER: Index

c113
FRAME #15

RESPONSE: In the figure ab9ve, the iniex line eaa be found in the

scale of the reading microscope wina.ow.

ANSWER: 180, apart FRAME #57

RESPONSE: How many gaps of "ten minutes" each are ther^ in the
horizontal reading in the figure above.

5
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A1E#l6 f)
ANSWER Top

The index line is located in the CENTER of the BOTTOM hag' of the
top scale as shown in t4e figure below.

INDEX
LINE

RESPONSE: In the figure above, you can see that the index line is
located in the center of the half of the
top scale.

ANSI! FRAME #58

RESPONSE: In the figure above, how many gaps of "ten minutes" aach
will you use in your horizontal scale reaiing?

1 6
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FRAME 47

ANSWE: Bottom

The index line in the top scale is NOT.used directly to obtain-a
reading.

41, 410

RESPONSE: When reading the top scale, sea in the zvaiing micro
scope window, the index line
obtain the reading.

-4rectly used to -

ANSWER: None or 0 FRAn #59

a. b.

RESPONSE: The ,top scale, in the figures above,.give what iegree
and minute readings? a. b.

a

a
1 7



ANSWER: Not

PiDEX
Liltig

RESPONSE: In reading the'top scale in the reading microscope wit
dow,ds shOwn in the figure above, you do not use the

directly to ol?tain a reading'.

ANSWER: a. 163' 50'
b. 56' 10'

FRAME #60

You have now completed four of tLe six steps in the re44ing of the *
horizontal scale cf the Wild T-2 Theodolite.

RESPONSE: The first four steps'in reading the horizontal zcale
of the Wild T-2 Theoiollte are

1. Bring the into :oinciienoe.

.2. tne ind2x

3. Determine the reading.

Read the of

$



FRAME 019

ANSJ4ER: Inike4C line

The purpose of the 4ndex line, in the 'top scale,'is tp mark the cen-
ter of the field of view: You could actually say that it is a ref-
brence line.

-0

r;.741Ex

RESPOSEI The index line, shown in the figure above, aids in find-
ing the of the field of vier:.

ANSWER: 1. Top scale
Locate

). Degree
4. Tens minutes

FRA KE #61

.The FIFTH step in reading the horizOntal scales is to read the UNIT
MINIMS (0 thru 9).

RESPONSE: When reading the hogizontal scales, the fifth step is to
read the minutes.

9



7ANSWERI 'Center

4P

FRAME #20

,

RESPON E: You find tike center of the field of view. of the top
scale by locating the

tf.

'ANSWER: Unit FRAME #62

( %Looking at the bottom scale of the reading microscope window, as
shown in the figure below, you will notice an index line in the
center of the scale.

a

RESPONSE; The long line in the center of the bottom scale is an

9

2 0
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ANSWER: Index line

SELF TEST

FRAME #2

The first step in reading the horizontal scales of tho T-2
Iv to bring the top scale into- . (See Frame 011i)

2. The Index line is used to determine the of the field
of view of the top scale in the reading microscope window,
(see Frame #I9)

3. The index line is used directly to obtain a reading in the
top scale In the reading microscope window. (See Frame #17)

The secord step in reading the.horizontal scalestof the T-2
is to loCate the in the top scale of Vie
reading microscope window. T5-elcame #14)

ANSWER: Index line FRAM #63

The unit minutes (0 thru 9) are found in the BarirOM SCALE of the
reading microscope window.

RESPONSE: To read the unit minutes, of the horizontal reading, you
must loc* in the scale of the reading micro-
scope window.

2 1



cV2..
4111)

FRAME #22

ANSWERS TO SELF TEST: 1. Coincidence,
2. Center tir middle
3. Not
4. Index line

The third step in reading the Wild T-2 Theodolite horizont.al scales
is t) locate the DEGREE reading in the top scale of the reading
mimJscope window.

RESPONSE: Yau will find the reading in the top scale of
the reading iliicroscope winlow.

ANSWER: pottcn FRAME #64

RESPONSE: In the bottom scale, of the figure shown above, can be,
found the of the horizontal reading.

2 2 .



ANSWZR: Degree

BUTTON
SCAL

ck2.i
FRAME #23

RESPONSE: To locate the iegree reading you must look in the
scale of the reading microscope ginicw.

ANSWER: Uhit minutes FRAME #65

In the bottom scale of the reading microscope vialow, as shovn in
figure-below, you will notice pairs of'numbers, consisting of a
top number an:1 a bottom number.

20RESPONSE: In =he figure above, you can see that , forms a

ef numberc thc bottom boal.

2 3
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ANSWElls Top

41)FRAME #24

In the top scale the degree reading can be founl at one of two

places.

RESPONSE: You can fina the degree reading in the top scale at

of places.

1111=1:"

ANSWER: Pair FRAKE #66

The unit minute reading from this scale is always the BOTTOM number.

RESPCNSE: When re41ing the unit minutes (0 thru 9), from the bottom
scale irl'the r,ading microscope window, you always read
the number.

2 4



ANSWER: One, two

13
MAME #25

The first place to look for the degree reading, in the top scale,
is DIRECTLY ON the index line.

RESPONSES In the figure above, there are two degree rearlings

0 .the index line.

AbZWER: Bottom FRAME #67

The bottom number, selected as the unit minute reading can be in
one of two places.

RESPONSE: In selecting the unit minute reading, from the bottom
scale of the 22ading microscope window, you will look
in one of places.

2 5



ANSWER: Direcily on

92A.
FRAME #26

The RICHT-SIDE-UP number, directly on the index line is the DBGREE
READING used.

RESPONSE: In the figure above, the right-side-up number directly

on the index line is the you

USe.

Jammoulor

ANSWER: Two FRAME #68

The first place to lock for the bottom number, which indicates the
unit minutes, is directly under the index line. See figure below.

RESPONSE: In selecting the bottom number, which will give ycu he

unit minute horizontal scale reading, you will first
look directly under the

9

2 6
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.ANSWER: Degree 5eading FRAME #27

RESPONSE: In the figure shown above, the degree reading would be

ANSWER: Index line FRAM #69

The second place to look for the unit-minutes of the horizontal
reading is the first number to the LEFT of the index line, as shown
in the figure below.

RESPONSE: In selecting the bottom numueI., which will give you the
unit minute reading of the horizontal plate, the second
place to look is the first number to the of the
index line.

Ca"
2 7
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ANSWER; 65 FRAME #284

Tmhe second place to look for the degrvie reading is the first
right-side-up number to the LEFT of the index line in the top
scale.

RESPONSE; -The degree reading, In the figure above, is the first
right-side-up number to the of the index lin9
in the tcp scale.

ANSWER; Left FRAME #70

b.

RESPONSE: What are the unit minutes of the horizontal scale in

the figures shown above? a. b.

2 11



ANSWER: Left

2:7
FRAKE #25

RESPONSE: In the figure above there is no number directly on the
index line. Therefore the first number tp the left of.
the index line is the

ANSWER; a. .7 b. 5 FRAM #71

The unit minutes ars ADDED to the "tens of minutes", read from the
top scale In the reading microscope, to give you. the total minute
reading of the horizontal scale.

RESPONSE: To arrive at a total minute readiag, for the horizontal
scales, the "tens of minutes" reading and the unit minute
reading are

29

9



Al;SWEE: Degree readiab

RESPONSE: The figure above shows a degree reading of

FRAME #30

.....=n

ANSWE2.: Aided

a ,b

FRAME fin

RE:TONSE: What are the total minute readings for the figures shown
above? a. b.

3 0
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ANSiER: 163 FRAME #3I

RESPONSE: After locating the index line, you
gree reading directlY on the
no number appears there, you next
righVIde-up number to the

next look for the le-
. If

look for the first
of the index line.

ANSWER: a. 54.

0

nzorunoz:

14.7 kiRAME #`7:

What ate the hurizonLdl beale readiugb, in aegrees ani
2,nd minutes, in the figures shown above?

Si-



ANSWER: Indsx line left

Figure 1 Figura 2

RESPONSE: In figure I above, the degree reading is

In figure 2 above:the degree reading is

°V37)
FRAME #32

eImia.

ANSWER: a. 94.10, b. 300'40', C. 163.54' FRAKE #74

You have now completed the first five of the six steps used to

determine the reading of thP Ulli T-2 Theodolite horizontal scales.

inese steps'are:

1. Bring the top scale into

2. Locate the

3. Read thi

4. Read the of

5. Determine the

3 2



ANSWER: Fig. I - 0, Fig. 2 - FRAIE )V.33

RESPONSE: The first three stops in reading the horizontal plate
of the Wild T-2 Theodolite are:

1. Bring the plate into

2. Locate the

3. Locate the

ANSWEE: 1.

3.

5.

Coincidence
Index line
Degrees
Tens, minutes
Unit minutes

FRAME #75

The S:XTH and final step, in reading the horizontal plates of the
Wild T-2 Theodolite, is to read the seconds.

RESPONSE: When reading the horczontal scales of the Wild T-2 Theo-
dolite, the final step is to read the



ANSWER: 1. Coincidence
2. Index line
3. Degree reading

FRAME #34

The FOURTH step in reading the horizontal scale 3.4; to find the num-
ber of "tens ofmlaut6s7in the top scale of the reading microscope,
window.

RESPONSE: Pirding the number of
in the top dcale is the fourth step in reading the hor-
izontal scales of the Wild T-2.

ANSWER: Seconds FRAY,E,#76

The "seconds"Nreading is found in the bottom scale of tfle reading

microscope window.

MOTTO*
SCALE

RESPONSE: In the figure above, you can find the "seconds" reading
of tne horizontal platea in -tl,e thu

reading microscope window.

16
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c3k

ANSWEE: Tens of minutes FRAM #35

lt is possible ttyat you have noticed that the numbers in the upper
half of the top scele zre

RESXNSE: In the figure above you can see that the numbers iu the
upper half of the top scale are 11

ANSWER: Bottom FRAME 077

To find the correct "seconds" reading in the bottom scale, you
first must locate the index line.

IEL:PONSE: When reading "seconis", from the bottom scale, tne iniex
line is located

9
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AN52: Upside down FRAME #36

You may have also noticed that when the T-2 is prepared for horizpon-
tal plate reaLting, the top scale Is divided into,a series of equal
gaps or spaces by the scale (vertical) lines.

RESPCNSE: In tne figure above, you can see that the top scale is
divided into a series of equal

ANSWER: First FRAME #78

After the index Line is.located, you read the "seconds" directly at

the index line of the bottom scale.

RESPONSE: At the index line of the bottom scale, you directly read
the

3 6
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(33.5-1
ANSWER: Gaps or spaces MAKE #37

5,

RESPONSE; When a Wild T-2 Theodolite is prepared for horizontal
plate reading, the top scale seen in the reading micro-
scope is iivided by the scale lines into gape which aril

, as shown in the figure above.

ANSWER: Seconds FRAME #79

Each small gap in the bottom scale is equal to ONE second.

"Of secnd" gap

Tn +ha figilra ,Dnvp each nf the smA11 gaps is equal tc

second.

,



ANSWER; Equal

AP,

MAKE #38

When reading the top scale, each one of the gaps or spaces we use

is equal to ten minutes.

RESPONSE: Each of the gaps or spaces you use In reading the top

scale is equal to

ANSWER: One

RESPONSE: The gaps in the second scale are equal to

each.

9

FRAME #80



ck"31
ANSVER: Ten minutes FRAME #39

RESPONSE: In the figure above, each of the gaps you count in your

horizontal.plate realing will be counted as one gap
equals

ANSWER: One second FRAME #81

Each ten gaps, on the second scale, are numbered. The top number of
the pairs of numbers, is the "tens of seconds" reading.

RESPONSE: In the figure shown above, each ten small gaps are
and the "tens of seconds" number is the

number.

3 9



ANrWER: Ten minutes FRAME #40

The DEGREE READING is the STARTING point used to begin counting
the number of "tens of minute" gaps in the horizontal reading.

RESPONSE: The starting point we use ta begin counting the
of "tens of minute" gaps in our horizontal readi
the

ANSWER: Numbered,. top

a.

-

ber
is

FRAME #82

RESPONSE: What are the seconds reading in the figures shown above?

a. b.

40



ANSWER: Degree reaiing

Sc'
FRAME #41

RESPONSE: To arrive at the number of "tens of minute" gaps we
should count in our horizontal reading, we use the
degree reading as a

ANSWER: a. 26", b. 18" FRAME #83

You have'now completed the sixth and final step in reading the
scales of a Wild T-2 Theodolite. The

1. Bring the

2. Locate the

3. Read the #

4. Reai the

5. Read the

6. Read the

41



ANSWER: 'Start point, FRAME #42

RESPONSE: In the figure showrl' above, what number should we use as
the starting point for counting the number of "tens of
minute" gaps in our horizontal reading.

TURN TO FRAME #43, PAGE 1, FOR ANSWER TO FRAME #42.

ANSWER: 1. Top scale into coincidence.
2. Index line
3. Degrees
4. Tens of minutes
5. Unit minutes
6. Seconds

a. b.

FRAME # 8/4.

C.

RESPONSE: What are the horizontal plate readings, in degrees, min
minutes and seconds, of the figures shown above?

a. b.

42
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ANSWER: a.

D.

C.

94
16.3r

285.

10'

541

47'

44"
29" or 30"
12" or 13"

SELF TEST

94\

These selfrtest questions are provided to give you practice in using
the information that you learned from your study of this text.- The
answers to each question are on page 45. You should be able to
answer all questions correctly, but if you miss any, reread the
frame or frames noted on the answer sheet .

1. What readings are obtained from tne top scale of tae reading
microscope window?

2. What readings are obtained from the t)ttom scale of the reading
microscope window?

3. What is used to find the center of the field of view in the tor
scale of the reading microscope window?

4. Is the index line, in the bottom scale of tho reading micro-
scope window, used as a direct mark for reading seconds?

In the figure below, the 6. In the figure below, the
correct degree reaj.ing is correct number of "tens

o' minutes" gaps is

4 3

9 (



c14-2.
7. In the figure below, the 8. In the figure below, the 11-

correct unit minute read- correct total minute read-

ing is ing is

9. In the figure below, the 10. In the figure bilow, the

correct seconis reading correct horizontal scale

is reading is

11. In the figure below, the 12. In the figure below, the

correct horizontal scale correct horizontal scale

reading is reading is

44



94-3
AliZliFliS TO SELF TEST

1. Degrees and "tens of minutes". See Frames #22 4i 34,

2. Unit minutes and secoads

3 Index line. See Frame #19.

See Frame #76

See Frame #28

See Frames #40 thru 43.

See Frames 066 thru 69.

See Frzime #71.

See Frames #78. thru 81.

23' 22"

37' 50"

01' 34" 'This one may have seemed a little tricky.
It will occur if the index line, in the top
scale, does not mark the exact center of the
field of view. (Frame 019)

Don't let it throw you as all the rules still
apply. Find the right-side-up number to the
left of the index line (Frame #28). -In the
figure below left, it iS 359 This is.your
DEGRF., reading.

,

Next, find the up-side-down number to the rigit,
of the index line. This Is the end point for
counting "tens of minutes"(Frame #49). In the
figure to the left, it is 179 Although you
you can't see the 1 of the 179, you know it's
there.

Next, count the number of "tens of minute" gaps
from the start point, 359, to the end point 179
(Frame #43 and 49). In the figure above left,
there axe 6 gaps of "tens of minutes" or 60'.

Therefore the degrees and "tens of minutes
could be written as 359f1 60', but for clarity
it is recorded as eld'oo'.

The unit minuten ani seconds are found as
shown in Frames #66, 69, 78, 79, 80 & 81.

4. Yes.

5. 58.

6. 4.

7. 06'.

8. 461 .

9. 38".

10. 122.

'II. 283.

12. 001

45
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COMPUTATION OF
'-'TRENGTH OF FIGURE

INTRODUCTION

Another important task of the triangulation reconnaissance party is
tho determination of the "Streagth of,Figure" of,all triangulation
ftgures within a,triaagulation scheme.

The toVol "Strength of Pigure must ,be known by the reconnaissance
party so that they will know where and whom to establish
new measured baselines within the chain of triangulation figures.

Given the size
TM 5-441,

for each route
1001% accuracy,

OBJECTIVE OF THIS LESSON

-of all angles, in a triang4ation figure, and Table
the student will compute the "Strength of Figure"
of computation through the triangulation figure with



0

4-

INSTRUCTIONS TO STUDENTS

I. This programmed lesson is designed to be used without an instructor.

However, if you have any questions, an instructor will be available to

answer them. *.

2. This programmed lesson allows you to proceed at your own pace. Although

some of the material may seem simple to you, DO NOT RUSH through it. You
may review the items that you have previousli-itiarea-ii:much as you like.

3 THIS IS NOT A TEST. It fa a means of learning, using a style called

"Linear Programming." In each,frama, you will be required to forma

response. Thiak out the answer and WRITE it in the space(s) provided.

The correct answer will appear on the next page. If the answer you have

written is correct, go on to the next frame. If your answer is ineor,-.

rect, cross out the wrong answer, read the frame again, and write the

correct answer beside the incorrect one. Then continue to the next

frame. You are not graded on your answers, but you 'should WRITE your

ansiwers before checkiub the correct answer.

4. DO NOT GUESS AT ANY ANSWER. You will be given the correct answer fol-

lowing each response.

5. You are now ready to begin. TURN TO PAGE I, FRAME I.

iii



949
FRAM #1

In conventional triangulation, an important requirement far the reconnais-
sance party la the determination of the STRUM at FIGURE, usually ex.
pressed as °R"., The STROCTH or FIG= is dependent upon dirsetiais ob.
served, geometric conditions to be satisfied and the size af the angles.,

RICSkliTt; An important requirement far the aceventional triangulation re-
connaissance party is the determination at tha

ANSWER FRAME #28: Each Triangle FRAM #29

When determining the polynomial (6A 6A6B 6B8), the values of 6A and
6B can be determined from a book of logarithms. To eliminate this task,
Table 4-1, pcge 4-8, TM 5441 will give the value for the polynoaial
directly using the DISTANCE ANGLES as argvments.

RESPONSE: The value for the polyLomial can be determined by using
Table 4-1 in TM 5-441. The
aaNi uyyd ab thy arguments.



ANSWER MANE als Strength af Figure FRAME 02

The "Strength of rivre° is not blamed an an absalute scale, but rather
is an expression at RELATIVE STRENGTH. The formals far determining ths
strength of figure (expressed as R) let

102...ia:E0As 1468 elm

m the number at new directions observed in the figure

C the =lbw of conditions (angle and side) to be satisfied

ÔA and 63 m respective logarithmic differences-at the aims,
xpressed in emits et the sixth decimal place, far
1 second in the distance angles A and B of a triangle

ANSWER MAME 029; Distance Angles

When using Table 44, the DISTANCE ANGLES are used as arguments far enter.-
tag the table. The SMALLER distance angle la always the top argument and
the LARGER distance angle is the aide argument.

RE3PCNsEl The top ar.gument Is always the SMILER distance angle and the
distance angle la the aide argument, when using

2



951
?RA. 4!'

As you know from the Law of sines, one method to compute the length of an
unknown side of a triangle is by using two of its known angles and a known
side. The two angles used are called the DISTANCE ANGLES.

RESPONSE: The TWO angles used to compete the length of an unknown aide
of a triangle are called the

ANSWER FRAME #3011 Larger FRAM 131

To determine the value far the polynomial (be &AU +6113) for the tri-
angle LCD, in the figure below, you suet determine what the distance angles
are. The required side is line AC and the known side is the baseline AD.
If you have forgotten what distance angles are, review Frames 3,4 and 5.

RE3PCN3E: The distance angles are end



ANSWER FRAME #3: Distance Angles

SP 2.
FRAME iti4

The DISTANCE ANGLES are defined ass the angle opposite the KNOWN sid and
the angle opposite the **1

111 " side.
0

Angie pesslla
164

I. pplif.
regteird sid

RESPONSE: The angle, opposite the KNOWN side' and the angle opposite the
Fawn= side are called the

ANSWER FRAM 0311 32°, 980 ?RAKE #32

Now that you have determined the distance angles it is time to use Table
4.14 part of which is shown below. ighter the taLe with the SMALLER dis-
tance angle at the top and the LARGER one at the left side.

TABLI 4-1

RESPONSE% Using the distance angles for triangle ACD that you deterained
in Frame #31, you suet enter the top of the

o
table with °

and the left side of the tatle with

Lt.

ri



ANSWICR P14411C #4; Distena* eagles

ReSPOISVg 77ie DXSTANCe &MRS
odd. sal the aacIe apposite

As you
and 98°,
goings to ha

there
haw. notlood Yotz eallaat go d

to 1217114,:r/trao findhiladtbriall:zrEsiosial14141teirs:ii.

RRS-PCKSZ if
hav: to

angles are not listed
to fliv the val

5

FRANZ #33

?able with 32°
rou are n 041

Ws 4.4 you
nesclect.

415



ANSWER FRAME #5s Known, Required

(15-a

num #6

In the figure below, the known side in the baseline AB. The required side
is the line AC.

RESPONSE: The distance angles are and =111.=MIMM

ANSWER FRAME Ms Interpolate FRAms #34 .

The first step, in the interpolation, is to determine where your distance
angles fall within the table. That is, between which two angles does your
distance angle lie? Pull the copy of Table 4-1 from the back of this
programmed lesson for use with the rest of the lesson.

nIt:MX.1 -1,A0 14_j4. A.Aula wawmon ..rg

. tvp Titblfit

2. 980 lies between ° and on the side ce Table 4-1.



ANSWER FRAME AI. 60°O 800

In the forma& for determining the "Strength

you will learn to detervine the value far Do
polynomial (142 6A6B 6114)

run *7

of name", ReVE(6014.6A6B+483)

then for C and then foe the

DIMMINATION

The value of D (number af new directions) is squal to the TOTAL number af
directions observed in the figure minus the number of directions observed
over the B4S3 LI= (known lino).

RESPORSS: D is equal to the number of directiofts observed in
the figure minus the number of directions observed over the

ANSWER FRAME #34: 1. 300, 350
95°, 100°

FRAM #35

Now that you know that :.';2° lies between 30° and 35° and that 98° lies
between 95° and 100°, you cin begin to INTERPOLATE. One way is to set
yourself up a ii.!A11 table, such as the one shown below. Fina 30° at the
top of TABLE 4-1; go down the column until you ars orpopite 950 in ths
left column and record the number in your table talow. Then continue
down to 100° and record that number.

RESPONSE: 1. The number mt the intersection of 300 :71Ild 950 is

2. The numbcr at the intersec4ion of 300 6.d 1)0° is

7



; 510
ANSWIR FRAME 171 Total, Base line FRANZ 08

To determine "DP', first count all the directions observed in the figure.

In the figure shown, below, there are 12. Now count the number of direc-

tions observed ovvcr the bees line. In the figure shown below there are

two, the directions labled 3 and Tile number or directions observed.in

the figure (14, minus the number directions Observed over the base 1ine
(2), equals tbe number of new directions observed (10) which is 0D,,,

CO cti TO FRAME #9

ANSWER FRAME #351 1. 13
2. 12

rums #36

Nov repeat the process in FTUMO #35 only go down the column headed 35
o

RESPONSE: 1. The number at the intersection of 35° and 95° is
11111MIN.111111.1111P

2. The number at the intersection of 35° and 100° is



ctS1

Dotorelne "Dr far the figures shown below. Solid lines indicate lines ob-
served in both directions. A line broken at one end indicates the line is
observed only from the end where the line is solid.

RESPCIISS1

Figure 1

In Figure 1, D

In Figur*

OMR FRAM 4,16g 1. 9
2. 8

Figure 2

After you have extracted the four value*, you should
have a small table that is elailiar to the one at the
right. Yon are now ready to begin the actual inter-
polation.

FRAU iit37

111152131151
1151131111111111

11151111111111
1111111131100 12

To interpolate down, we have determine three things. The DIFFERENCE
between the two values for 30 ; the DIFFFRENCE between the two views far
35 and the RATIO or PROPORTICK that 98 is between 95 and 100 .

RESFOHSEs (1) The difference between the two values far 300 is

(2) The difference between the two values far 35° is

(3 The ratio that ° is between 95° and 100° is



ANSWER FRAME #9: 14, 15 FRAME #10

D4TERMI4ATION or -c7

For each triangulation figure, there are oertain geometric conditions (C)

that exist and must be satisfied. These are; ANCLI: compoms (Ca), the
sum of the interior angles of each triangle must equal 180 and SIDS
CONDITIONS (Cs), any side common to two triangles has a common length in
each triangle.

Pt

RESPONSE: There are.cerain geometric conditions that must be satisfied
in each triangulation figure. These ars the CON-
DITIONS and the callormoks.

ANSWER FRAME Ms 1
2 1

FRAMS #38

(3 3/5 or 0.60

If you got all the answers correct, go an to Frame #19. tf any of your
answers were incorrect, read this frame far the solutions.

The dirOrespo of the two values for 30° is 13 - 12 - 1.

The differ:v/(ce of the two values for 35° is 9 - 8 6° 1.

To determine the ratio thst 980 is between 95° and 100°, first determine
the differ's°. betwvin 98 and 95 (96 - 95 m 3). Then the difference
between0100 and 950 c100 - 95 m 5). The ratis you vent is the distance

that 98 is from 95 k3) over the distance 100 is from 95 (5). ln th's
case the ratio is,3 over 5 or 3/5, which is converted tato the decimal
0.60.

GO ON TO FRAME 39

10

N



ANSWIR FRAU 0105 Side, Angle

There aro two methods at determinimi%. Ons le by Waft the formula
2.r.ts.atsit. The second method is called ths 1:212,
methoa. Both methods will givv, the same C value for any gives geometria
figure.

RZSPONSSs Two methods far determining C are the um. at the formals
C m Ca, + Cs amd the
method.

rpm 039
If 98

o
is 0.6 of the way from 95

0
to 100

o
than the value far,.9b under

t 30u column should be 0.6 or thm,"y from the selus for 95w under the
30 column toward the value far 100w under the 30 column.

In other w a the ratio (0.6) times the difference gf the two valves
under the 30 column, subtractsd from the value of 95 under the 30u
column, gives the value far 98 under the 30u column. The value for 96
under the 35 column le figured in the same manner.

RESPONSE* (1) The value far 98° under the 30° column is,

(2) The value for 980 under the 350 column is



ANSWER FRAM #1Is Point bu42d-41*

In the formula C m Cs + Cs, Ca is the member oC ANGLE CONDITIONS sai
is the number of SIDE CONDITIONS within tho geometric rigors.

Ca m n' s' + 1

(0 0

MON #12

n* m nmeber of lines; observed in both directional.

a* m. umber at occupied statioas

n m total number af limes in the figure

s mi total number of ststions in the figure

RESPONSEs (1) The number of angle conditions m

(2) The nnaber of side conditinns m

ANSWER FRAME 0391 (1) 12.4
` (2) 8.4

If your answers were correct go om to Frame *41. If your answers were not
correct read this frame far explanation at solution.

To determine the value ter 98° under tte 30° column, multiply the differ-0
once of the yalue for 95 under the 30 ccaumn il3) and the.value f2r 100
under the 30w column (12), by th4 ratio that 9Brwl is from 95w to 10117(0.6).

Then subtract this proluct frogs the value at 95- under the 30 column (13).

The balm far 98° under the 35° column is computed in exactly the same way.

See solutions belows

Flute AO

Value far 98° under 30° m 13 (1 x 0.6) 13 - 0.6 12.4

Value far 98° under 35° s' 9 - (1 x 0.6) m 9 - 0.6 8.h

GO 01 TO FRAME 441

\_

12



ANSWER FRANC i12s ) Ca
) Ca

9(0
FRAME #I3

The figure shows belcw is a quadrilateral, the moot common Uure used
Ln triangulation« The.sclid linos indicate that the linos are °believed
in both directions.

RESPONSEs Using the formula d m C11 + Cs, and the figure shown above,
the value far C is

a

Your small table should now look similisr to the one
shown to the right. You are now ready to interpolate
across.

FRAME Oa

To interpolate across is very siailisr to interpolating down. First find
ths differonceof theotwo values for 98 . Then determine the ratio the,
32 is from

300
to 3; . Multiply the value of the ratio by the digerence

in the values for 96 Subtract tne product from the value far 98 under
the 30

o
column. This is your final value and is the value far the poly-

nomial (6A2 + 6A6B + 610) for the triangle ACD in Frame #310

Detersins the final value for the said polynomial in triangle LCD.

RESPCWSE: The value for the polynoaial far triangle ACD is

13

mon



1.1

ANSI= OHM 0131 4 ?RAM 014

If you got the correct snswwr, go on to Frame #15. If you didn't, read

the explanation below.

k
To Astermine C for the quadrilateral shown in Frame #13, substitute into
the formula the aumarioal values far the letters in the formula.

C " Ca. + Cs. uhare Ca m n' s' + ana Ca n 2e + 3

C m Ca + Ca

C 3 41
m 4

Cs m 6

Ca. 2 + 1

Ca 0. 3

GO On TO TRAM #15

ANSUB FRAME 0411 10.8

Your final, table should look similiar to the
one to the right.

as m

FINAL SOLUTION

Difference of the two values far 98° is 12.4 - 8.4 w 4

Ratio for 320 is ii-7-3mim0.4

Final value is 12.4 - (4 it 0.4) 12. 1.6 m 10.8

GO OW TO FRAME 043

FRAM #42



FRAME 015

The two figures shown below are other version's of the qpistrilataral. De-
termine the C value far each, using the formsla. scud lines iniicato
thit the line is observed in both directions. A line broken at one end
indicates the line is observed only from the end where the line is
solid.

Figure 1

RESPONSEI (1) In figure 1, C

(2) In figure 2, C

Figure 2

FRAU 443

Determine the value for the polynomial (8,42 41- 4461i + oB2) for the tri-
angles shown in the figures below.

RESPCNSEI (1) Figure 1, (6A2 + 6A6B + 6B2)

(2) Figure 2, (6A2 + 6A6B + 6152)

15
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0
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ANSWER FRAME #15r (11 5 FRAMg #I6
(2 6

The Point By Paint Build Up Method of determining C is a GRAPHICAL METHOD
and n* formulas art used. Instead, a set of rules and a sketch are

THE RULES AREI

1. Starting with the fixed stations (baseline stations) plot
all stations Ln the figure.

2. The nukber of angle conditions equals the number of new
lines used to control the point, minus one. Only lines ob-
served in both directions are counted.

3. The number of side conditions equals the total number of new
lines used to control the station, minus two.

4. Add all conditions found to determine C.

ANSWER FRAME #431 (1 2.6

(2 2.8

SOLUTIONS TO FRAME #43

In figure 1, the distanse angles are 520 aBd 900 .

Enter Table 4-1 with 52 at the top and 90 at the

side. Set up table, sisiliar to the one at the
right and interpolate.

In figure 2, the distanse angles are 510 asd 890 .

Enter Table 4-1 with 51 at the top and 89 at the

side. Set up table, similiar to the one at the
right, and interpolate.

7,0 ON TO FRAME #45

16

PRAM hf44

so 510
550

5 3

19 2.8



Initn #17

SHOWN SEWN IS AN =AMPLE or THE POINT BY POINT BUILD UP METHOD OF
DETERMINING C FOR THE QUADRILATERAL SHOWN IN FRAMt 013.

RULE 11 Starting with
the fixed stations, plot
all stations in the ftg-
ure.

RULE 21 The number of
angle conditions (Ca)
equals the number of new
lines used to control tbe
point, sinus one. Only
lines observed in both
directions are counted.

RULE 3, Tbe number of
side conditions (Cs)
equals the total number
of new lines used to
control the station,
minus two.

baseline,

41(aal"MMMMMala
RULE02 Cr 2-1
MULE 13 Cs 11 2-2

wad n e w i,.
RULE iii Add all condi-
tions found to determine .

\<,,
F

11 I

*CM.

kLiiE42 Co 3-1
MULE 413 Cs x 3-2 a

CONDITIONS
ANGLE IDE

2

TOTAL GEOMETRIC CONDITIONS -C"=. 3 = 4

NOTICE that the value f C is the same as that detersinsd by using
the formula C Ca + Cs.



FRAU 018

Datermine the value far NC; in the figure shown below, using the Point
By Point Build Up Method.

RESPCNSE: In the figure above, C

FRAM #14.5

A strength of figure (R) mnst be computed for EACH ROUTE af COMPUTATICK
through the figure, no matter what the shape of the figure.

RESPONSEI A "Br value must be determined for
of computation through the figure.

18
)



AWN& FRAU 0161 5

Uss Rule I and plot all
stations and draw in the
bass line.

Add new lines used to
control first new stap-
tion. Then use Rules 2
and 3

Add new lines used to
control second new sta-
tion. Then WM Rules 2
and 3 again.

Add new linee used to
control last new sta-
tion. Then use Rules 2
and 3 again.

VRAX#l9 j

ox" CONDMONS

RULE 2, Co= 2-1
RULE 143, CS 2 2 xx

4:

RULE 2, C. 2

ItULE.3, Cs 2

NU lel?. Co i 3-1 s.

OiNGIE SIDI
1

2

lutE43, Ci sz 3-2 =
RU LE

464
TOTAL GEOMETRIC CON DI TIONS, -C-= 4 +

19

0



B
FRAM #20

Up to this point you h&ve detersined "Ds, tbe number of new directions and
WO% the number of geometric conditions to be satisfied. You can nowde
termine the first teragaiL, in the formula R 2iriaSA3 MOB 4' 6114).

4)1

For a quadrilateral, hawing aU stations occupied and all directions ob-.

served, ?tem 08, you have determined that D m 10 and that C in Frame

#13, You cam mew detersive, the value for ALVL by subetituting the
nuabers far letters and solving the problem.

p c lo -
D 10 10

FIGUIE 1 FIGUR! 2

RESPOISSI (I) Figur, 1, 4.1 (See Frames 9 and 15)

(2) la Figure 2, 2-tli (See Frames 9 and 15)

Assims nun #145s Each Route FRAM 046

The smallest computed R value is the RI value, which is the STRONGEST
route through the figure. The next smallest value is the R2 value.
The next larger values would be the R3, R4, Rs, etc.

RESPONSE: The strongest route of computation through the figure is the
computed R value and is designated the

Viragate

20



ANSWEB MILMW *20k ) 0.64
(2) 0.60

lb

Nate 021

The value far 2i1IL is a COSTANT for a given figure. That is, tho value
far-Y- for aay quadrilatireal hawing all stations *candied and all di-
rections observed will alwayu he 0.60. The sise of the s1&s ae the tri-
angles making up the figure do not affect the quantity

RESTCNSEI Far a given figure, the value for 4142 is a

ANSUlt MANE /*Os Smallest, R

VIMONamwsom.11,

?RAM 00

The standard and most cosmon figure used in triangulation la the
MADATIATUAL, with all stations occupied and all directions observed.
The figure shown below is a, typical WORIUTCRAL.

HISTOKSZI The is the standard figure used in triangula-
tica.

)

21 -

fifr



eSWER FRAME 0211 Constant Eng 022

WM dr CONPUTATION

Sects you begiato determine the value forth* polynomial (60444AB4638),
ynu 'tat first determine all possible MUM of COMPUTAIICK through the
figurv. That is, what ara all the possible combinations of triangles that
can be used to compute the Isagth 'of the required line.

RESPCKSEe All posaitile Routes of through a figure must
be determined before you deteraine the values far the polyh-

ANSWA FRAME 4471 Quadrilateral FRAME 048

As noted .t..n Frame OZ4, there owe FOCH routee.of aosputation through v.

quadrilateral. Shown below is the doterminWtion If the FOUR wR" values
far the figare shown in Frame #47,

22



AWSVIN ?RAM #224 Computation PllitifX 023

In the figure below ene way to compute the length of lime ?G be to
first compute the 1;ngth et the d1alromall14 using the baseline L as the
known side. Thee using the computed length of the diagesmallt as the
known side, compute the length ot the required line PG. This is omo
rovrte of comutaticm through ths quadrilateral.

GO CH TO FRANC *24

AMU FRAME #48I Four PRAM 04.9

The figure shown below is another typical quadrilateral, with all ata-
time occupied and all directions observed.

/

RESPaiSas In lhe figure above (1 RI

4

R2

3 113

RA

.1.

23

mm
.1011111==
MINEMNINNOisainak

MO



S.

9-12.
?RAW #24

The quadrilateral, shown below, is considered the standard figure far
triangulation nets. In the quadrilateral, there are ?CUR possible routes
of computation, through the figure, to determine the length of the re-
quired lino ra, using the baseline itH ss the known side,

RESPONSE; In the standard quadrilateral, there are possible
routes of computation through the figure.

ANSWER FEAmE #491 See solution below FRAM 050

DistX., A end B (00+60B46B2
"IUEML91

6046A654.6B
PVN of pail

1 0.6
1:0065Zird 2.6

8.6 5.2 R
C7.1094,6 FIDGaii10° 6 0

2 0.6 1.6 4.6 2.8 is1111143*
11111/4198* G11140,0 ,.0

0.6
acv-46 Immo,

_

15.6
29.2 17.5 '

4 0.6 wijti.ar 11.6
32.6 19.6 R.

CIFFE32* THCiag50" 21.0

co as To nun #51



AN /241 EP our

cn 3
"UAW ir25

lot of Individuals find it difficult to pick out sll the routes by just
locking at a single sketch af the figure used. Cie my to maks it atilt
easier to determine all the routes at computation is to draw nesperste
sketch far each possible routs. The figures shoos below depict the four
separate routes for alpsdrileteral, Each route is aaie up of a combina-
tion of triangles, going from the known siie to the requirei sllc.

zyf

ln the triaftle AGMs the bieslime IR Ls the
known side and the diagonal Ma im the ie
quire& sides In trlsoigle ant the disgomal
111G becomes tha known side mod the lime PG
the required. side. The side common to the
two triangles ueed La slows first the re-
quired side and then the known aide.

La the triangle, s1'1 6 the baseline XII is the
known side amd the diageesl Pi ie the re-
quired side. Is triangle Pas the diagonal
Fh teuomes the imam side and the line PG
the require& aide.

In thw tri.angle Why the baseline Ed is the
known side and the line IV the required side
In triengle Mt the lime sr becomes the
known side and the line 71C the required side.

In the triangle VGHt the baseline ZH is the
known side and the line GH the required side.
In the triangle FGH, the line GH becomes the
known side Auld the line VG -the required side.

25
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FRAI"Ei26

Determine all possible routes of c ion through the f'igure shown.

below. The final:required side i

RESPONSE: There are routes.

FRAME:051

The figure shown below is & quadrilateral with a central point. All sta-
tions occupied and all directions observed. Determine all the H values
for the figure. REMWBEH that the sus of the interior angles of a. tri-
angle rust equal 180 .

RESPONSEt (1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

R2-

Riw

R4110
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FRAME #28

DETERMINATICU OP THE POIXNOMIAL (6.0 6A6B + 6B2)

The term (60 + 6A6B +6B°) is a function af each triangle, varying with
the shape af each triangle and the aim of the distance angles in the tri-
angle. Therefore, the value of the summation of the polynomials depends
upon the value of the polynomial for each triangle.

RESPOKSZt The value for the summation of the polynomials depends upon
the value for the polynomial in eaci. used.

Proceed to lower half of page 1.

FRAME #52

!Route
DI.-
----
D

Dist42, A and 3 (61.2+61.6B+6132 DbA-4..6A6B+6B° R

IPLC..72. I.V.459. 60..
1Ui t1a,..454' Kelimy 23.p 46.4 2'9.7 it2

KJIA.2 co KIJ11 16.8

r14-72° J2C63 J 2.2

G.64 G1-526 W.1....6041 6.2 14.2 9.1 se RI

1.31011ii.3° Klagqiril 5.8

28



STRENGTH OF FIGURE FACTOR

10
12
14
16
11

20
22
24
26
21

30
33
40
45

50
35
60
65

70
75
1110

15

90

95

115
120
125
130

135
140
145
150

152
154
156
15S
160

162
.164
166
16E
170

42*
339
313
214
262

339
293
253
22 $
204

2
214 187
1117 162
168 143

143
126 1 3

243 /89 133 130 11 3 100 9 1
232 1 77 142 119 103 91 $I 74
221 16 7 134 111 113 74 6 7 61
213 160 126 104 9 7 7 68 61 36 51
206 133 120 99 8 3 72 63 37 51 47

119 146 113 94 79 611 39 52 48 43
IBS 13 7 106 85 71 60 52 46 41 37
179 129 99 79 68 54 47 41 36 32
173 124 93 74 60 50 43 3 7 32 21

167 119 811 7057 47 3 9 34 29 26
162 115 16 67 54 44 37 32 37 24
1 59 112 23 44 51 42 35 ZO 23 22
1 25 109 SO 42 49 40 33 28 24 21

152 106 78 60'4I 38 32 27 23 19
150 104 76 IS 46 37 30 25 21 1S
14 7 102 74 5 7 45 36 29 24 20 1 7
14 5 100 73 35 43 34 28 23 19 14

143 98 T 4 42 33 27 22 19 16

140 96
139 93

34 93
124 9

70 53 41 32 4 22 10 15

6 4 0 31 25 21 17 14
7 °1 39 30 25 20 17 14

65 46 3 30 24 19 16 13

132 119 64 48 37 29 23 19 15 13
129 Is 62 46 36 28 22 IS 13 12
127 86 61 45 35 27 22 15 14 12
125 $4 39 44 34 26 21 17 14 12

122
119
116
12

2

$O
77
75

56 4: 23 26 21 17 14 12
5i, 42 32 25. 20 17 14 12
55 41132 25 21 IT 15 13

40 32 26 21 IS 16 15

11! 75 53 40 3 2 26 22 19 17 14
110 74 33 41 33 27 23 21 19
108 74 5.41 42 34 211 25 22
107 74 54 43 35 31 27
107 74 56 4531 33

107
109fli
122
143

76
TV

86
98

5 41, 42
63 54

30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 70 75 0 15 90

4 3

40
33

3 3

3 7 2 3
29 23 1 9 1 6
23 20 16 1 3 1 1

23 1 8 1 4 1 1

21 111 1 2 1 0 I 7 5
19 14 1 1 9 7 5 4 4
IS 13 ICI 7 4 5 4 3 2

1 7 12 9 7 3 2 2 1

6 11 $ 6 4 3 2 2 1 1

5 10 7 5 4 2 1 1 1 0
14 10 7 5 3 2 1 1 0 0

3 9 6 4 1 1 1

13 9 * 1 1 0 0
12 X 6 4 3 2 1 1 0 0
12 I 5 4 2 2 1 1 0 0
11 7 5 3 1 1 1

11 7 5 3 1

10 7 3 3 2 2 1
10 7 5 4 3
10 7 3 4 3

10 7 5 4
ID $ 6
11 9

TABLE 4-1
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1

INTRODUCTION

You previously learned the basic methods of Relative
Orientation; the single projector methods, (left-to-right and
right-to-left) and dual projector method, (swing-swing) and you
can see how effective these methods are in removing parallax frail

regular terrain Models. These regular terrain models are
oriented by making use of the entire &reamer overlap, enabling all

six poiitions to be properly located within the model for parallax

removal. When a multiplex model contains an Irregular area of
part lind and part water, a change in the basic methods is required.
Although only a part of the area of overlap can be utilized in
this type of model; it is still possible to remove 'parallax from

those positions that are available.

1092



9 a
INSTRUCTIONS

This Programmed Lesson is designed to be a self-paced program
and it divides the :lesson information into small.frames. These
franas supply information which you will need to,fill in the
Incomplete "responses" or "action". Study the frame until you can
complete the missing portion of the response or action; then check-
DO NOT MERELY COPY, your answer with the correct answer, which is
printed on the next page. If your anewer does not agreeseestudy
the frame, or if you need aesistance raise your hand and an
instructor will help you. This booklet is your property; make notes
in it where you think they are needed. Your answers are far your
information and are not a tes1 other than proving to youreelf whether
or not you understand the "re onse" or "action".

Begin with Frame #1 and cont ue an to Frame #43. At the end of
the text there is a Self-Test where you can check your understand-
ing of the entire lesson.

I. TSSON OBJECTIVE

Upon completion of this Programmed lesson you will be able to
perform Relative Orientation of Irregular Terrain Models using the
procedures and specificatione as outlined in the TM 5-244
pare, 42, 44-47, & 50.



.11111We kal k

FRAME #1

AI

',NEL A

Many situations 'Occur in photogrammetric compliation in which 1,hc
overlapping area of a multiplex =dol is vnly partially regular
terrain. Such module are known as "irregular" mdels. The

attainment of a parallax-free modkl is much more difficult when the
model itself-is irregular. The term "irregular", when used in
multiplex, pertains to those spatial models _that are part land mass

and part water.

FRAME # 22 LEVEL B

1. When clearing parallax from an irregular terrain model the
preferable position should be chosen as close as possible

to

1031
1



1. no respunso nucuzzary

22. ideal positions'

2

.4 4444 - .4.104. 4-er

99 3
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FRAME #2

9E4
LEVEL A

1. Irregular Ter-min Modeis are made up of part land ,mass and

part water.

Terrain Models made up of water areas & land areas axe
called Models.

FRAM #23 LEVU.. B

a. Preferable positions. Stay as close as possible to the ideal
position used for the remova1 of parallax by a purticular
adjustment. Choose an appropriate method that will allow the
majority of these positions to remain in their proper places.

103r;
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2. Irregular Terrain.

23. no response necessary.



Re

FRAME #3

2. Irregular terrain models,contain part
part

I

RB

LEVEL A

and

FRAME #2i

The principal points, in SOW cases, serve as
which method to use - Right-to-left, Left-to-right
jection msthods, and swing-swing, (dual projection

FOR EXAMPLE:

\In this example any
of the 3 methods
would be acceptable
since the land mass
surrounds the two
prIricipal points.

LEVEL B

a cue as to
(single pro-
method)

Since the land
mass in this ex7
ample includes
the left prin-
cipal point, the

left-to-right,
method is rec-
commended.

Sincp the land mass
in this example in-
eludes the right prin-
cipal poit,.the right-
to-left method is re-
commended.

In same cases, the
methods to use.

10 8

5

VW

serve as a cue as to wnich



3. water & land mass

24. principal point

6

't

Anir

67-1 41,
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V

-

FRAME #4

By definition then, an Irregular Terrain Model is

988
LEVEL 4'

tr.

(your own words).

FRAME #25 LEVEL B

In the Situation qhown below the water area cover's the entire upper por-
tion of the model above the principal points.

R0.1.4

ai
Jahr-

+

4

Either the left to right or right to left Method can be used. Assume we

used the right to left method. In orienting the right projector to the
lef%, all the positions & their respective prpjeotor movements remain in

their. normal locations except for positions 3 & 6. Position 3, the 'IV
position, is located halfway between positions 1 ind 4 along the right

edge of the model. Position 6, the check position, is located exactly
In the center of the partial land mass. It,is'advisable to check the
entire useable portion of the model, keeping in mind that this is but

half of a model and norm41 parallax perception has been affected accord-

ingly. After each position, checetll previous positio*for parallax,
making sure that 11,1. parallax is cleared before continuing;

104
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4. Any statement meaning a spacial model that is part water and part
land Maas.

25. No Response Necessary

8

s

g



FgAME #5

An example of an
iIrregular Terrain Model is a combat ,beach. These

beaches and their surroun4ing eareass both land and water must be
accurately mapped before Kny amphibious opergtion can take place.

ck 0

LEVEI A

FRAME #26 LEVEL El

In orienting the right projector to the left, (ia the last(frame)
all the positions and thbir respective projector movements remn in
their normal locations except for positions 3&6.

Positions 3 & 6 would normally be found 111 the upper partl of the
model. Fran what you hr.ve learned from the last fran, why :c:,st points

3 & 6 be moved fram their normal positions?
6



No response necessary.

.1111.11

26. Because one cnnot see stereo over water.

10
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FR.AME;# 6 ,
LEMMA

definition, an irregular terrain model contains water areas. It

is, therefore, important that the multiplex operator knows hilw to utilize.

the available portions of these water areas correctly, since it is

impossible to see Y-parallax over water,

irm
FRAME #27 LEVEL B

In using the right to left methods we normally use the Z motion at posi-

tion No. 3 for clearing parallax. Therefore, wherever position 3 is

located, parallax would be cleared using the



6. No response necessary

Z Motion

I

4

ckct3
40.)



FRAME #7 L Eva A

There are useable and nonuseable points when clearing para1J.ax an

Irregular Terrain Models. When an operator is attempting toset up a
model,containing water or a coastline, he should not-use mmvable
objects such as whitecaps of waves, buoy's, or any boats that might
appear in the area. The =me:meat of these objects during the interval'
between the taking of the consecutive photos will give a parallactic
angle such that if a moving,object is fused it will appear to Hfloato
and have a higher or lower apparent,elevation than it actnFaly has, mak-
ing accurate readings impossible.

We can, therefore, say that a object'is a nonuseable point.

FRAME #2? LEVEL B

The movement of Z motion affects the model Radiallyabout the prillacipal

point.

When clearing parallax with the Z motion, the model is effected
about the principal poiat.

13

11)1(i



7.. movable

28. radially

14.

5.1



FRAME # 8

ckci

LEVEL A

Knowing that movable objects are nonusuable points; Lmma three movable

objects found in water.

most=

FRAME #29 LEVU. B

Since the effect of the Z motion on the model is radial, we can move

position 3 to a point half way between position 1 anu position 4 along

the right edge of the mcdel.

Why can you move position 3 fram its normal position?

(In your awn words)

.M=II(WWW1111.

5

1



S. boats, bogys, whitecaps

29. the Z motion on the mmdel is radial

4 q

1 6

qq1



FRAME #9

998
LEVEL, A.

Useable points axe stationary objects such as rock structures, jetties,

piers and lighthouses. These objects can be uset. to help the operator

set up a model. Since theselobjects do frequently appear in the water

areas it is acbisable to always check the water portion of any model.

Objects such as jetties, piers and rock structures are _referred to as

potato.

Fun #3o LEVEL B

Fram what you have learned in previous classes stout the six projector

positions for clearing parallax, what is the sixth position used for?

in your own words.



9. useable

30. It is a check point.

18

t

40D
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FRAME #10

1. What tyi3e of Object Wotild make a. usable point?

2; What type of point would a bouy or a boat make?

LEVEL A

FRAME #31
LEVEL B

When using the right-to-left method of clearing a normal model, you

would normally find check points six located where?

1 9



a

, oo
10. 1. rock structure, jetty., pier or lighthouse, any or all walald

be correct

popuseable point

31. upper left hand carper

20

a

4017)
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001
FRAME #11. LEVEL A

The two types of Points looated in;water areas are useable and non-

useable points.
. _

The type of point that would allow you to sea stereo would be a

point.

FRAME #32
LEviL B

Since there is water where position six iS normally locate,k you mustove
position 6 to the center of the land mass.

In this fist situation for clear.ing an IrregUlar model you would place

the check-point in the center of the usao.,..9

a

21

a
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land mass
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FRAME #12

The following are objects that goa,

White caps of waves,'buoys, or any boats that appear 1-1 the

These objects are nonusable points because they
location easily.

c Co
LEVEL A

area.

Or change

FRME #33

It is advisable that you check the
mind thet this is but half of a

has been affected accantingly.

LEVEL B

useabie portion of th9 model, keeping
model and normal parallax peir;eption



.. move

33: no response is necessary

24
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FRAME #13 LEVEL A

The basic methods of relative orientation utilize six ideal positions

strategically located within the model for the removal of parallax.

However, irregular models containing water areas make the utilization af

all of these ideal positions impossible in almost every Situation since

parallax cannot be cleared over water. Therefore, alternate positions

must be chosen for each method. These positions are dictated first by

the available land area and second, by the effect of each motion on the

shape of the model. Parallax can be ramoved by a particular projector

movement only at certain critical positions- within tbe

FRAME #34
LEVEL B

You should choose an appropriate method that will allow the majority of

these preferred positions to remain as clJse as possible to their

positions.

yak,

1 05,S) 25
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13. no response necessary

-

34.8 Ideal

4..!
yr-

26
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FRAME #14

Since the ideal positions for clearipg parallax over water is impossible
alioelt every situation, alternate positions must be chbsen for-each

method. These pOattions are determined by the available
area And the eff ct f eachmotion on the shape of the model.

LEVU, A

tar

C.

FRAME #35

When _picking a preferable position stay as close
ideal position. '-

Whatever motion you use for clearing parallax at
should be used fpr the corresponding

27

LEVEL B

as possikle to the

the ideal position
pos it ion.

Ns



14. land

35. pre f rable

it4

Fig I

28
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FRAME #15
ell

. c

1, whae two factors determine where the alternate positions for
Y-parallmx removal will be located?

\Ot_o

"A

LEVEL A

FRAME #36 LEVEL B

In the Atuation laslov the water area extends from the upper left portion

of the model diagonally across to the lover right portion.

*TER

PROAM

+ t'

The left to righl. Lethod 13 preferred for the relative orientation lof S,his

model. In nuienting the left projector to the right, all the positions &

their respuctive projector movements remain in their normal 'locations
except for position 2 and 5. Position 2, the 11swing" position, is

located along the flight lima as close as possible to the principal

point of the right pr)jector. Position 5, the 11Y-tilt" poaition, is lo-

cated alcing the bottom edge at the extreme right of the .exating 'arid

mass. After each position, check all previous positions for parallax,

making sure thatjILL parallax is cleared before continuing.

29

1062



400.

15. a. Aimilake land area'

b. effect of each notion on
the shape of the nodel,

36. No Response Necessary

a

a



'Th
FRAME #16.

I.
.The'basic methods of relative orientation utilize six .0)CAI,

Positions located within the stereo model.

In every stereamoael theta are'six position.

FEZEW
!Mt

r-

OIL
LEVEL A

In the iituation below the water
of the model, extending from the

point along the right edge.
"*--7

11.

LEVEL B

area covers the entire upper right cOrner.

'upper left corner to below the prineipal

1 4.

WATE!

The left to right method is used fior the relative orientation of this

model. in orienting the left projector to the right, all the positionS.

amd thelr respective projector movements rmnain in their normal locationa

eieept for positions 2 and 6. Position-2, the "swingm.position, is 14)7

'cated at close as possible to the principal point on the'right side af the

model along the flight line. -Special care should be, taken when Diking

this adjustment since the i3arillax is not being obser'ved at the principal

point where the rotation will take-place. Positian 6, the check position,

is located in the center of the model halfway between the flight line and

bottom edge. Again, AO not forget to check the entire usuable portion of

the model for parallax.

31'

t.
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og

37. No Xespcmse'Necessary

32

444

4



,0,1. Lan* *.
0

1

411

V

'4111117111.kN.

1,

1:RAME #141
LEVEL

Irregular terrain models Make the utiliiatIon of all ideal

postilions impassible.

f #0!.

FRAME #75rirr--'
f

3

LEVElir B

In the, situation belOw the water area covers the entire upper portion of

the madel'includieg the"princilial points. 9L2 inlet'extendifig from the

center of the model to the low left aide divides the'ramaining area

two partial land misses.
1

-4

f-

111,11,,

. ,

Either the left-to-right or right-to-left mathod can be usedJfor the re-

lative orientation of this model; however, the left-to-right meth-od is

preferred because the'land area on the left side af.the madal is closer

the left principal point than the land area on the 4ght is to the right

principal point. In orienting the left projector to the right, the only

positions that remain in their normal locations are position 4, the "X-

tilt" position, and position 5, the "Y-tilt" position. Position 1, the "Y"

position, is Yocated as close lathe left principal point as the existing

land mass will allow. P6atiatim2, the "sw,ing" position; is located as

close .04 possible to t:he right,principal point. Position 3, the "Z" posi-

tion, is locate&a.long the left edge af the modelp.approximately halfuay

between positions,1 and Z. 'Position16, the check position, is located in

the center of the land area; however, careful checks throughout the

entire land area Should be made.

33
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17. six

38. No Resiionse Necessary

-011 I'

34
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FRAME #18

I CI
LEVEL7A

Since you will liot be able to use ail sixideal positione foi clearing

parallax in an-Irregular terrain Model, you must choose an alternate

position.

la removing par.allax in an Irregular Terrain model,

positions must be chosen.

.

IP

FRAME #39
LEVEL )0

- n the sit,uaticm below tba water &rem 'covers the entire upper portion of

the modelinnluding tha right principal point, except for a small- piece

of land In the upper left corner.

OUR
PROZ-I

Which method would you use for the relative or entation or th -model?

1. left-to-right
2. right-to-left

3. swing-swing

35

IOSS

4

4.0



18. alternate

39. 'the leftrto-right method is the correct mathod for the
relative orientation of the spacial model. The left
principal paint. .surrounded by land mass is the cue to

which method' should be used.

1)

36

(1

kOn
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FRAME #19

These alternate positions are affected by two important factors:

the available land area
the effect of each motion
model

01 8

(x, y or z) on the shape of the

LEVEL. A

The available land area will effect-the used in

performing Relative Orientation ai well as tha motions x, y & z.

A"

FRAME #40
LVEL B

As stated previously,the
in sane

cases, serve as a cue as to which method to use: right-to-left,

left-to-right or swing-swing.

1070
37
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19. alternate positions

40. Principal Points

.38

t

1O16k

1



411 re..\

FRAM #20

ioao
LEVEL A

When choosing an alternate position, what two iuportant items must .be

considered?

2

..I.=.M.Mmtm,a.wI

FRAME #41

Ammil111=11MEMEIREMO

101..11MSNIMMI=m111.

LEVEL

In the situation below the water area covers the two principal points and

surrounds a,peninsula, 7ocated in the center of the model, that eitends

frau just below the upper left corner to the lower right corner; also, a

small land mass exists in the lower left corner.

PRIT..11

WATER

Either the left-to-right or the swing-swing met.e.. can be used for the

relative orientation of this model, but tte leh-to-right method issre-

ferred since the principal points fall in the water portion of the model p

making accurate adjustments with the swing motions very. difficult. In

orienting the left projector to the right, only two positions remain in

their normal locations: position 4, "X-tilt" position, and position 5, "Y-

tilt" position. Position 11 the "Y" position, is located as close as poss-

ible to the upper left corner. Of course, the check position, position 6,

is located in the center of the model halfway between the flight line

and the bottom edge; but Eli before, the search for parallax is not

confined to this marrow limit.

l I )172 39



1 . available land area

affect of eaeh motion an the shape of the model

41. No re ponse necessary.
Turn to page 43)

40
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FRAME #21
LEVM A

Allowable positions. When the water portion of an irregmlar model makes

eealternate position for Parallax resolution necessary, it is Important

to-know where the critical positions are in a model at which parallax

can te observed and cleared by the different projector movements. The

following allowable positions should be utilized: FArallax cam be removed

at all six positions by using the "Y" motion, but the two positions

located near the principal points are preferred. "Swing" parallax is

removed at the prihcipal points ar as close as possible to the principal

points gimg the flight line. Parallax can be removed by the "Z" motion

in the four corners (preferably at the iop) or along the edges of the

model. The principal point, positions dannot be used since they-do not

m9ve in the "Y" direction 'when this "Z" movement is made. "Y-tilt"

parallax can be cleared at the top or bottam corner on the left side of

the model if the tight projector is used, or the top or bottom corner on

the right side if the ;eft projector is used. The bottom corners are

\ preferable, "X-tilt" parallax can be removed at all six positions or along

the top or bottom edge. The particular procedure used will dictate where

this "X-tilt" parallax is to be cleared. /

(Return to page 1 for Frame 22)

=1,

4.4300



21. No response necessary.
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ea+
FRAME 042

In the situation below the only land portion of this model is found In

the lq14_9illeft corner.

The brevity of the useple land,portion of,this model makes any method of

relative orientation verydifficult,4but the left-to-right, single

projector method is preferred over the other methods. Only position 4,

the 11X-tiltli position, remains in its pror location. 'Position 1, the

"Y" position, is located In the extrema upper corner of the land area, as

close to the'left principal point as passible. Position 2, the

"swine position, is locatol an the shofeline half way between the bottom

edge and left side of the model. Position 5; the "V position, is located

along the left side, half way between posgions 1. and 4. Tosition 5, the

"Y-tilt" pOsition, is located in the extrehe lower corner of the land

area as close as possible to the.lower right corner af, the model. The

mmaining land area is checked thoroughly to make sure all parallax has

been clea;ed throughout the model. After each position, check all

previous positions for parallax, making sure that all parallax is

cleared before continuing.

No response necessary.



'

o2.s.
FRILM. #43

In the situatilpi below a small island is located in the center of this
model, completely surrounded by water on all sides.

pRokun
+7

...11

4

Any of the standardsmethod; of relative orientation is impossible to
use in this situation due to the sma.111 area or land present. Therefore,
a "modified" dual-projector or swing-swing mathod is used with extrema
care. Because of the limited land area, only)three positions° are
utilized for the removal of parallax. Position 1 is located near the.
/principal point of the left projector along the flight line.. Paralltx'
existing here is removed by the motion of:the left projeator.
Position 3 is located either id, the'bottom left corner or upper right
corner of the model. The "Z" motion is used for parallax resolution
at this position. Chbcks ire made over the remaining land area to
ensure a paraliax-free model.

GO TO SELF-TEST - - Page 45.

ltr7
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44 SELF TEST,

fn.

. .

f

of.
p. * "RV

Q zhp

1. In. your own words, define the tera`Irlregular Terrain Model.

(Frame #1)

dame two non-usuable points. (Frame #7)

3. Name' two usuable points. (Frame #9)

Name on) factor which .ill,determine where the alternate

positions for Y-parallax renival will be located. (Frame #15).

5. In the situation below, which method winild you use in

removing parallax fram this stereo model?

6. True or False When picking 4 preferable positi
advisable to stay as close as
the ideal position (Frame: 0

`0.

4

f..


